A30 Honiton to Devonshire Inn Improvements
Technical Appendix 7C - Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment Tables

TABLE 1: LANDSCAPE IMPACT ASSESSMENT OPTION 3Y
Note
* suffix indicates an AONB special quality identified on page 12 of the Blackdown Hills AONB Management Plan as requiring protection, conservation and enhancement if the AONB is to retain its character and status
among England‟s finest landscapes.
LEVELS OF EFFECT AND SIGNIFICANCE: In this assessment within the context of an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty a level of effect of slight to moderate or greater is considered to be potentially significant.
Where intermediate ratings are given in the table, e.g. “Moderate to Large”, this indicates a level that is considered to be both less than Large and greater than moderate.
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Figures 4 and 7a to 7d

The majority of the study area
lies within the Blackdown Hills
AONB. Due to the weight given
to an AONB designation in
landscape terms, the Blackdown
Hills AONB it is considered to
be of national landscape
value/importance.

It is considered to be highly
susceptible to the type of
development proposed. Due to the
valued nature of this receptor and the
innate special qualities that give the
Blackdown Hills its distinctive
identity, it is inevitable that as a
whole, it is mostly unable to
accommodate such a highway
improvement scheme.

High
When considered as a whole, the
nationally recognised designation as an
AONB and the distinctive topography,
geology, heritage, landscape and scenic
qualities that exist within the area are
evidence that the receptor is a valued
landscape that is identified as being highly
susceptible to changes that could arise
from a road improvement scheme.
Therefore it would be mostly unable to
accommodate the change of the
development proposed.

Magnitude of Effect on the Blackdown Hills AONB within the Study Area
Within the study area there are two different scheme options to consider, the
roundabout and alternative junction variants. However these are not considered to
differ in the judgements reached below:
Roundabout at Devonshire Inn

Level of Effect on the
Blackdown Hills AONB
within the Study Area

Construction

The construction of Option 3Y would include some existing hedgerow and tree
clearance, landscape pattern disruption, construction activity, some earthworks,
watercourse changes, side road and underbridge construction and associated
disturbance alongside the existing A30/A303 carriageway, including the creation of a
new roundabout at Devonshire Inn. The proposals directly affect five local landscape
character areas. There will also be some indirect effects on the tranquillity and/or
intervisibility or qualities of nine further local landscape character areas alongside and
in the visual context of this proposed A30 improvement option.
Size/ Scale of change
The construction operations would constitute a noticeable change to the landscape
character within the study area. These changes would chiefly relate to the
introduction of uncharacteristic construction plant, construction disturbance and
temporary lighting along the length of the route. This would cause disruption to areas
of moderate to high tranquillity, the uptake of agricultural land and localised removal
of a distinctive field pattern. There would be some conspicuous loss and alteration to
roadside and field boundary hedges and scattered trees. At a local level, in the
proximity of the Devonshire Inn where the proposed roundabout option is located,
there would be greater land take to the south east than the junction variant. Some
woodland loss would occur at the edge of the existing woodland to the west and
north of the Devonshire Inn.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Direct effects resulting from construction activity would be experienced over a
moderate extent of the study area, whilst indirect effects are anticipated over large
parts of the study area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term),
some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate
to Major Adverse as the works would result in large scale change to the
existing character and noticeable damage to the AONB within the Study
Area.

Operation

Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
During year 1 of operation the proposed 3-lane road would pass through mostly
medium sensitivity receptors, a large portion of the route would pass along the
plateau edge and avoid the highly sensitive valley slopes surrounding Monkton village,
thus creating a beneficial change to the settlement. This would allow the existing
A303 road that cuts through Monkton to be downgraded and the setting of the village
to be improved from the day one of operation. Nevertheless, elsewhere the
alignment of 3Y constitutes noticeable direct adverse impacts to the typical
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Roundabout at Devonshire
Inn / Alternative junction at
Devonshire Inn

Construction

Moderate to Large
Adverse During construction,
these scheme options are
considered to conflict
with the character and
degrade the integrity of a
range of characteristic
features such as field
pattern, strong
vegetation cover and
panoramic views
associated with this high
sensitivity receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Moderate Adverse - At
year 1, in winter these
scheme options are
considered to conflict
with the characteristic
features of this high
sensitivity receptor.
Summer Year 15
Slight to Moderate
Adverse - At year 15, in
summer, these scheme
options do not wholly fit
with the character of the
landscape and are
considered to have a
negative impact on some
characteristic elements
of this high sensitivity
receptor, with some
characteristic elements
restored through
mitigation planting.
Level of effect on
8/7/2016
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characteristics of the local landscape character areas through which it passes. For
example, some regular field enclosures would be lost, landform would be locally
altered, unpolluted streams that meander down the valley to feed the River Otter*
would be culverted, some distinctive hedges and characteristic tree cover* would be
removed and tranquillity* reduced as a result of traffic. Indirect impacts would include
the intervisibility of the road and its associated traffic across the wider study area,
which would be particularly noticeable during the early stages of operation. At dark,
vehicle headlights would be visible from up to 3km away.
At a local level, the roundabout option at the Devonshire Inn would contain lighting
columns around the roundabout that would heighten its impact at dark. The
roundabout itself would be in conflict with the typical pattern of roads in the
landscape, requiring an increased uptake of agricultural land and contributing to the
urbanisation of the area.
As the proposed mitigation vegetation develops overtime, the road would become
further integrated into the immediate landscape and the size/scale of change would
reduce. Road side boundary hedges, woodland blocks, spinneys and earthbanks in
keeping with the local character would help to confine the intervisibility of the road.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Direct effects during operation would continue to be experienced over a moderate
extent and indirect effects over large extent of the of the study area. As mitigation
vegetation matures, the geographical influence of indirect effects would diminish at
the western edges of the study area, however large parts of the area would remain
effected.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the
mitigation vegetation is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will
be permanent and long term.
Magnitude Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate
Adverse. Once the heavy construction works are complete there would be
an improvement in the magnitude and a benefit to Monkton village.
However, the road and the traffic now using it would continue to result in
some noticeable damage to the distinctive landscape features through the
addition of a new but uncharacteristic feature within the AONB Study
Area.
Magnitude Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be
Minor to Moderate Adverse. Overtime, maturing mitigation vegetation
would cause the magnitude to reduce and the proposals would cause a
partial change to the existing character and the addition of new but
uncharacteristic features to the AONB within the Study Area.

Blackdowns Hills AONB as
whole

Construction (any
combination of variants)

Slight to Moderate
Adverse - During
construction, these
scheme options are
considered to conflict
with the character of a
small proportion of this
high sensitivity receptor.

Operation (any combination
of variants)

Winter Year 1
Slight to Moderate
Adverse - At year 1, in
winter these scheme
options are considered to
conflict with the
character of a small
proportion of this high
sensitivity receptor.
Summer Year 15
Slight Adverse - At year
15, in summer, once
some characteristic
elements have been
restored through
mitigation planting,
these scheme options
would not wholly fit with
the character of a small
proportion of this high
sensitivity receptor.

Alternative junction at Devonshire Inn
This variant which replaces the proposed roundabout with a junction would result in
some additional woodland removal but otherwise would have reduced incursion into
farmland, to the north of the existing A30 and an absence of lighting columns. As a
result, at a local level, this option would cause less harm to the immediately
surrounding landscape. However, it is not thought to cause a large enough reduction
in adverse effects to result in a smaller magnitude of change over the wider study
area.
Magnitude of Effect on the Blackdown Hills AONB as whole

Construction (any combination of variants)

Size/ Scale of change
The construction of Option 3Y would involve the addition of uncharacteristic
equipment and construction disturbance within parts of the Otter Valley. The road
would pass directly through mostly medium sensitivity receptors and a small portion
of the highly sensitive Viney Hill to Sand Pit Hill steep wooded scarp slopes. Further
afield, highly sensitive areas of the wider Otter Valley would be indirectly affected in
terms of disturbance to intervisibility and highly sensitive areas to the east would
undergo a reduction in tranquillity. These works would adversely alter some of the
defined AONB special qualities in some form or another to portions of the low, neat
hedges along the long straight roads across the plateau*; patchworks of woodland;
dark night-time star-filled skies*; the pattern of regular, large-scale enclosure fields on
the plateau*; the strong pattern of hedges*; the unspoilt, panoramic views across flattopped plateau and straight undisturbed ridge tops and over hidden valleys*; and the
long, panoramic views out from the Blackdown Hills*.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Direct effects resulting from construction activity are limited to a very restricted
extent, whilst indirect effects are anticipated over a small proportion of the overall
Blackdown Hills AONB.
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Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term),
some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Slight to
Moderate Adverse as the works would result in partial loss to some of the
existing characteristics within a small proportion of the whole AONB.

Operation

Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, the proposals would introduce a new road and traffic into mostly
moderate sensitivity areas of the AONB formally without roads, such as areas of
plateau and open fields. In contrast, the southern end of the route is within the
context of Honiton and its urbanising influences. The road alignment is also located in
close proximity or in some places in line with the existing A303 and A30, and
therefore retains many of the effects of the proposed road in a similar area and
introduces fewer disturbances to the wider AONB. From the onset of operation the
village of Monkton and the surrounding valley would experience some improvements.
However at year one, these benefits are not considered to be large enough to cause
a reduced scale of change across the whole AONB.
At year 15, mitigation vegetation would be well established and begin to improve the
effects on landscape. This combined with the localised parts of the AONB which
would be affected, the context of Honiton and the proximity, in places, of sections of
the new roads to the established A303 and A30, would constitute a minor change to
the key characteristics of the Blackdown Hills AONB.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Direct effects during construction are limited to a very restricted extent, whilst
indirect effects are anticipated over a small proportion of the Blackdown Hills AONB.
As mitigation vegetation matures, the extent of influence of indirect effects would
reduce slightly but this would not greatly alter the overall extent of influence across
the whole AONB.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the
mitigation vegetation is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will
be permanent and long term.
Magnitude Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Slight to
Moderate Adverse as the proposals would result in partial loss to some of
the existing characteristics within a small proportion of the whole AONB.
The magnitude would not differ from the construction stage as the
changes are not considered to cause a great enough difference across the
AONB as a whole.
Magnitude Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effects is considered to be
Slight Adverse, as mitigation vegetation matures the proposals would
result in slight loss to some of the existing characteristics within a small
proportion of the whole AONB.

LLCA
1aii

Within the Devon Landscape
Character Area : East Devon Central
Ridge
The Stockland Hill open inland planned
plateaux
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Figures 4 and 7a

As part of the Blackdown Hills
AONB, this area contains several
valued AONB special qualities
including the plateau with some
panoramic views, the regular field
enclosures and the long straight
roads lined with low neat
hedgerows. Although lacking
listed buildings and having
detracting features such as Otter
Vale Motor Services, some
traditional local building styles
are present. However, the area‟s
tranquillity is reduced somewhat
by the existing A303 along the
north-west boundary. Field
boundaries are generally intact
although there are some areas of
decline.

Due to its open nature in places,
parts of this receptor are more
visually exposed. However, some
areas of high field boundary loss,
enclosure from scarp woodland and
places of lower tranquillity make the
area less susceptible to a highway
improvement scheme. Additionally,
the flat landform would reduce the
need for substantial earthworks. On
this basis, the receptor is able to
partly accommodate change of the
type proposed.

Medium
This area contains some identified
elements of value and the presence of
some AONB special qualities. Also part of
the area on the edge of the plateau is
visually exposed. On the other hand, it
has some characteristics that would
enable a highway improvement scheme to
be partly accommodated.

3

Construction

During construction, direct impacts would arise from roadside hedgerow removal,
earthworks, a widened new road, side road building, under bridges, new planting and
associated construction activity and disturbance.
Size/ Scale of change
The construction operations would constitute a noticeable change to some road side
hedges adjacent farmland and landscape pattern and the new road improvements
would constitute a conspicuous alteration and would introduce new structures and
features into the landscape in close proximity to the existing A30. The low neat
hedges* alongside the road would be removed and the regular enclosures* on the
plateau would be encroached upon, particularly at Sandy‟s Lane Underbridge.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Direct effects are localised but some indirect effects are anticipated up to 2km away
to the north.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term),
some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate
Adverse as the works would result in noticeable damage to the existing

Construction

Moderate Adverse –
During construction, this
scheme option is
considered to have an
adverse impact on
characteristic features
from this medium
sensitivity receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Moderate Adverse - At
year 1, in winter this
scheme option is
considered to have an
adverse impact on
characteristic features
from this medium
sensitivity receptor.
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landcover and pattern.

Summer Year 15
Slight Adverse - At year
15, in summer, this
scheme option is
considered to be at
variance with some
characteristic elements
of this medium
sensitivity receptor, with
some characteristic
elements restored
through mitigation
planting.

Operation

During operation, impacts would arise from a wider and increased scale road, new
side roads and structures, the establishment of new roadside hedges with some
standard trees and traffic movements.
Winter Year 1 winter to Summer Year 15
Size/ Scale of change
The proposals would constitute a noticeable change to low roadside hedges*, some
adjacent regular field enclosures* and the local landform, itwould introduce new
carriageways alongside an existing route resulting in a larger scale road network.
Disturbance from traffic is extended further outward from the road in some locations
and some side road traffic will also be directed into areas of former farmland. Over
time distinctive road side boundary hedges with occasional boundary trees would be
restored at the roadside behind grass verges. Panoramic view eastwards across the
flat topped plateau* would be maintained in places along the proposed road.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Direct effects would continue during operation to be localised and whilst remaining
adverse the developing new landscape framework will offset some of the adverse
effects of a larger scale road and new side roads and structures. Indirect effects are
anticipated to improve up to 2km away to the north as new road side hedges and
standard trees develop along the western boundary of the road.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the
mitigation vegetation is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will
be permanent and long term.
Magnitude Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate
Adverse, as the larger scale road, the addition of new features such as
Sandy’s Lane underpass and moving traffic would be distinctive features in
the landscape.
Magnitude Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effects is considered to be
Minor Adverse, as the implemented road, underpass and traffic would
continue to be apparent features, however the establishment of new
vegetation would restore the loss of roadside vegetation and reduce the
extent of disturbance from traffic.
LLCA
1aiii

The Viney Ridge open inland planned
plateaux

Figures 4, 7a and 7b

Within the Blackdown Hills
AONB, this area is part of the
larger plateau, considered to be

„one of the finest, most extensive
Greensand plateau in Britain‟.

The flat nature of the landscape
provides views across the plateau
where hedge banks do not
conceal, as well as some
intermittent far reaching views.
There is varied disruption to field
boundaries, with a fair
proportion of intactness towards
the south. Tranquillity in the area
is generally moderate, being
interrupted in those areas closer
to the A303 and Honiton.
Double hedge banks are present
at intervals of Viney Lane. There
are no listed buildings. A mast
and pylons are incongruous
features in the area. AONB
special qualities include a sense of
openness and remoteness, long
panoramic views across plateau
and the wider valley, a pattern of
regular fields, an avenue of beech
trees, straight, uninterrupted
ridges as a visual backdrop over a
wide area, and a strong tradition
of hedge laying.

The flat landform makes this area less
susceptible to a highway
improvement scheme as it can
accommodate straight routes and
road widening without the need for
substantial earthworks. However, the
area includes valued features such as
moderate levels of tranquillity and
some areas of strong hedges and
TPO trees. Furthermore, limited
parts are in the visual context of the
Dumpdon Hill. Taking this into
account; the receptor is able to partly
accommodate change of the type
proposed.

Medium
This area contains identified elements of
value and several AONB special qualities.
Some parts of the area are visible from
the wider valley and valued vegetation is
present. On the other hand, it has some
characteristics, such as areas of less intact
field boundaries and some incongruous
elements that would enable a highway
improvement scheme to be partly
accommodated.

Construction

During construction, direct impacts will arise from hedgerow and tree removal, the
dissection of Viney Lane, earthworks associated with the creation of cuttings,
construction of a new road, link road, and under bridges, new planting and associated
construction activity and disturbance.
Size/ Scale of change
The construction operations would constitute a major change to some landscape
pattern, land cover and tranquillity, including the loss of some farmland, loss of strong
hedgerows and notable disruption from construction vehicles. A new side road would
be introduced involving earthworks to create cuttings and these effects would extend
away from the new roadway. In terms of landcover, the road alignment allows for
retention of tree cover and hedgerows along the majority of Viney Lane, keeping the
distinctive double hedgebanks intact. However, some intact hedgerow field
boundaries* and tree cover would be removed, notably in the smaller fields in the
middle of the area in the proximity of Viney Cross. Some sub-regular field patterns
would be destroyed, again particularly near Viney Cross. Elsewhere in the area, the
removal of agricultural land has been kept to a minimum given the location of the
road close to the edge of the scarp woodland, and the distinctive flat landform will
alter nominally.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Direct effects run through the full length of the area, covering large parts of the area.
Indirect effects reach up to 2.5km away to the east and west; including intervisibility
between the area and Dumpdon Hill.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term),
some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate
to Major Adverse as the works would result in large scale damage to
existing distinctive features.

Operation

During operation, impacts would arise from a new three lane road being introduced,
new side roads and structures, the establishment of new roadside hedges with some
standard trees, some woodland planting on cutting slopes in the vicinity of under
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Construction

Large Adverse - During
construction, this
scheme option is
considered to damage
the integrity of a range of
characteristic features
over a large scale of this
medium sensitivity
receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Moderate to Large
Adverse - At year 1, in
winter this implemented
scheme option is
considered to diminish
the character and have
an adverse impact on
characteristic features
within this medium
sensitivity receptor.
Summer Year 15
Moderate Adverse - At
year 15, in summer, this
implemented scheme
option is considered to
have an adverse impact
on characteristic features
within this medium
sensitivity receptor, with
some elements restored
through mitigation
planting.
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bridges, the extension of existing woodland on the scarp, some improved hedgerow
connectivity with woodland areas.
Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
The effects will reduce between construction and year 1 as there will be fewer
disturbances from construction vehicles and earthworks. Nevertheless, the proposals
would constitute a noticeable change to the some of the characteristics that are
typical of the area, mainly as a result of the introduction of the 3-lane road and in
turn an increased disturbance from traffic. The existing moderate tranquillity would
be reduced as a result of increased noise resulting from traffic movement and from
headlights at dark. These would be visible from both within the area and as faint
traces of headlights towards Stockland Hill in the east; however these would generally
be blocked out by hedegbanks and roadside landform. Over time, proposed road side
boundary hedges, woodland blocks and spinneys would help to integrate the road
into the landscape. Mitigation woodland planting would be in keeping with the
character and mostly limited to areas adjacent to existing woodland scarp or
prominent roadside tree cover. Once established, much of the exposure to the west
would be confined, however small stretches would be retained as open to maintain
long distance panoramic views* towards Dumpdon Hill. Towards the east, the
openness over the plateau* would be maintained through planting of narrow, turf
faced earth hedge banks rather than woodland.
Geographical Extent of Influence
During operation, direct effects would concern a moderate extent of the landscape
character area immediately surrounding the new road, underpasses and link road. As
the mitigation vegetation establishes, the extent of effects would reduce slightly. The
road itself is aligned on a west facing slope that reduces the intervisibility towards the
east. Indirect effects are anticipated to improve towards the west as new woodland
block and spinneys develop along the western boundary of the road.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the
mitigation vegetation is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will
be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate
Adverse, as the new road, underpasses and moving traffic would introduce
a new but uncharacteristic noticeable feature into the landscape.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effects is considered to be
Minor Adverse, as the new road, underpasses and traffic would continue to
be apparent features, however the establishment of new vegetation would
restore the loss of roadside vegetation and reduce the extent of
disturbance from traffic.
LLCA
1aiv

The Offwell open inland planned plateaux

Figure 4 , Viewpoint
01

This area is within both the
Blackdown Hills and East Devon
AONB. The area benefits from
several AONB special qualities
including a sense of openness
provided in part by opportunities
for glimpses of long views across
undisturbed ridge tops, highly
intact field boundaries, a mature
avenue along Springfield Road,
TPO trees at Tower Cross and
listed buildings that add a strong
sense of time-depth. However,
tranquillity is disrupted by the
A35 / Axminster Road that
passes directly through the area.

As a result of the landform, there are
opportunities for views out across
the Otter Valley, and the edge of this
receptor is potentially visually
exposed to the north. As identified
earlier, there are several valued
features that make the area more
susceptible to a highway
improvement scheme. However, not
only does the existing A35 /
Axminster road disturbs the area‟s
tranquillity, it is a similar development
to the proposed scheme, thus
reducing the susceptibility to such a
development. On this basis, the
receptor is able to partly
accommodate change of the type
proposed.

Medium
This area contains some identified
elements of value and the presence of
AONB special qualities. Furthermore, the
hedgerows are considered to be highly
intact. However, it has some features,
such as the the existing A35 / Axminster
road, that would enable a highway
improvement scheme to be partly
accommodated.

Construction

Construction would include some existing hedgerow and hedgerow tree removal,
construction of attenuation ponds, construction activity, earthworks and associated
disturbance alongside the existing A30/A303 carriageway and the slopes of Northcote
Hill that would indirectly affect this character area.
Size/ Scale of change
Construction activity would affect the intervisibility between the construction site on
Northcote Hill and the western edge of the character area from where outstanding
views of the Blackdown Hills* can be seen. However activity would mostly be
concealed because it would be concentrated over the brow of the hill and behind
intervening tree cover. These changes would constitute a minor change to the
outstanding views* seen from the public footpath. The Langford Link road will
unlikely be seen from this area due to its location on low lying land.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The effects are limited to a very restricted extent within this character area, seen
only from a very small portion of the area overlooking this section of the Otter
Valley.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term),
some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor
Adverse as the works would result in a slight loss to the features visible in
the panoramic views* experienced from the north western edge of the
area.

Operation

Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
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Construction

Slight Adverse –
During construction, this
scheme option is
considered to be at
variance with
outstanding views*
experienced from the
edge of this medium
sensitivity receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Slight Adverse – At year
1, in winter this scheme
option is considered to
result in some variance
to the panoramic views
that are valued within
this medium sensitivity
receptor.
Summer Year 15
Neutral - At year 15, in
summer, this
implemented scheme
option is considered to
maintain the character of
this medium sensitivity
receptor.
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There would be minor indirect effects on this character area arising from
intervisibility of the operational road. The size and scale of operational effects arising
from traffic on the new A30 at year 1 would be a similar level as those effects
described for the construction stage. Exposed earthworks and moving traffic would
be visible. At dark distant headlights would be mostly obscured by earthbanks. Once
mitigation vegetation is established, the panoramic views* over the Blackdown Hills,
specifically towards the Higher Northcote Farm, would experience limited alterations,
in the form of distant additional roadside vegetation, which would conceal the new
road and associated earthworks.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The effects are limited to a very restricted extent within this character area, the
operational road up to 1km away would be seen only from a very small portion of
the area for overlooking this section of the Otter Valley.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the
mitigation vegetation is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will
be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor
Adverse, as the implemented road and traffic using it would result in a
slight damage to the characteristic panoramic views*.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be
Negligible Adverse, as the implemented road and traffic would have barely
noticeable effects on the valued characteristics of the area. The
established mitigation planting would aid in maintaining a positive
panoramic views experienced from the edge of the area.

LLCA
1ai

Within the Devon Landscape
Character Area : Blackdown Hills
The Newcott to Sand Pit Hill open inland
planned plateaux
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Figures 4, 7a and 7b.
Viewpoints 31a, 31b,
31c, 31d.

Located within the Blackdown
Hills AONB, this area contains
some distinctive landscape
elements such as an extensive
open flat landform, a uniform
appearance of regular field
enclosures and low trimmed
hedges. The area contains some
AONB special qualities including
being part of one of the finest,
most extensive Greensand
plateau in Britain, having
opportunities for panoramic
views across the flat-topped
plateau and where not concealed
by scarp vegetation, far-reaching
views can be seen over the Otter
Valley. The grade II listed
Crinhayes Farm is in a traditional
local vernacular. Although
conversely, Newcott Farm
comprises several
uncharacteristic, large scale farm
sheds. Due to the presence of
the existing A303, there are
generally low levels of
tranquillity. There is widespread
field boundary loss.

Although infrequently overlooked,
the scarp edge is more visually
exposed from the north. However,
given some widespread field boundary
loss, enclosure from scarp tree belts,
places of lower tranquillity near the
existing A303 and large farm buildings
at Newcott the area is less vulnerable
to a highway improvement scheme.
Additionally, the largely flat landform
would reduce the need for substantial
earthworks. On this basis, the
receptor is able to partly
accommodate change of the type
proposed.

Medium
This area contains some identified
elements of value and the presence of
some AONB special qualities. Conversely,
it contains some moderating elements
such as the existing A303, Newcott Farm
sheds and widespread field boundary loss
which would enable a highway
improvement scheme to be partly
accommodated.

Within this local landscape character area there are two different scheme options to
consider:

Roundabout option at
Devonshire Inn

Roundabout option at Devonshire Inn

Moderate Adverse During construction, this
scheme option is
considered to have an
adverse impact on the
characteristics of this
medium sensitivity
receptor.

Construction

During construction, direct impacts will arise from roadside hedgerow removal,
earthworks, a widened new road, side road building, an under bridge, an attenuation
pond, new planting and associated construction activity and disturbance.
Size/ Scale of change
The proposals would cause a noticeable change to some key characteristics of this
area, principally in relation to landcover and pattern. There would be some
conspicuous loss and alteration to field boundary hedges, scattered trees, a section of
wall and parts of existing medium- sized rectilinear arable fields*.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The construction activity would be experienced over a moderate extent of the
character area and there would be some indirect effects arising from intervisibility of
the works on other character areas up to 3km away to the north west.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term),
some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate
to Major Adverse as the works would result in noticeable damage to the
landcover over a moderate area of the receptor.

Operation

During operation, impacts arise from a wider and increased scale of road, new side
roads and structures, the establishment of new woodland along the roadside, on
embankment slopes and in the vicinity of the roundabout and traffic movements.
Size/ Scale of change
The proposals would cause a noticeable change to some key characteristics of this
area, principally in relation to landcover and pattern. The extent of the widened new
road would increase the extent of coverage into adjacent rectilinear medium to large
fields*. Field boundaries alongside the existing road will be removed, most of which
are poorly intact. New and uncharacteristic features that would be introduced to the
area include Sandy‟s Lane underbridge and Devonshire Inn roundabout. It would take
up until year 15 for new planting to fully develop to improve their integration into
this landscape. Several panoramic views over the Blackdown Hills* will be maintained,
as will some long views across the plateau* to the east. The roundabout and its
lighting would have some indirect effects towards the east. Moving traffic would not
add further effects than those already resulting from the existing A303 / A30. Indirect
effects would reduce by year 15, summer, as replacement planting along the road
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Construction

Operation

Winter Year 1
Moderate Adverse - At
year 1, in winter, this
scheme option is
considered to have an
adverse impact on the
characteristics of this
medium sensitivity
receptor.
Summer Year 15
Slight to Moderate
Adverse - At year 15, in
summer, this scheme
option is considered to
be at variance with the
characteristics of this
medium sensitivity
receptor.
Alternative junction
arrangement at Devonshire
Inn

Construction

Moderate Adverse During construction, this
scheme option is
considered to have an
adverse impact on the
characteristics of this
8/7/2016
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edge becomes established.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The operational scheme in this local landscape character area would be experienced
over a moderate extent of the character area. The impacts of the proposals, which
include moving traffic, would generally be contained in the vicinity of the existing A30
corridor, limiting the extent of impacts within the character area. In addition, there
would be some indirect effects arising from intervisibility on other character areas up
to 3km away to the north west, although this would reduce as mitigation vegetation
establishes.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the
mitigation vegetation is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will
be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate
Adverse, despite following a similar alignment to the existing road, the
new road and traffic would cause a partial loss to the existing features and
reduction in tranquillity.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be
slight to Moderate Adverse, as the implemented road and traffic would
result in noticeable loss of landcover and slight damage to field pattern
and reduction in tranquillity resulting from lighting However, mitigation
planting would have established and help to integrate the scheme.

medium sensitivity
receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Slight to Moderate
Adverse - At year 1, in
winter, this scheme
option has a negative
impact on some features
and is not considered to
wholly fit with the
character of this medium
sensitivity receptor.
Summer Year 15
Slight Adverse - At year
15, in summer, this
scheme option is not
considered to wholly fit
with the character of this
medium sensitivity
receptor.

Alternative junction arrangement at Devonshire Inn

Construction

This variant which replaces the proposed roundabout with a junction would result in
some direct effects from some additional woodland removal but otherwise would
have reduced incursion into farmland, to the north of the existing A30 and absence of
lighting columns.
Size/ Scale of change
The size and scale of construction activity alongside the Devonshire Inn would include
a larger extent of woodland removal to the west but less encroachment into
agricultural land to the north of the A30 and absence of lighting columns. Elsewhere,
there would broadly be the same existing vegetation loss and noticeable effects of
construction activity.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The construction activity would be experienced over a moderate extent of the
character area and there would be some indirect effects arising from intervisibility of
the works on other character areas up to 3km away to the north west.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term),
some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate
to Major Adverse as the works would result in noticeable damage to the
landcover over a moderate area of the receptor.

Operation

Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
As for the Roundabout variant above, the size/scale of change would cause a
noticeable change to some key characteristics of this area, principally in relation to
landcover through the removal of hedgerow and trees alongside the existing A303.
The widened new road would also extend into adjacent rectilinear medium to large
fields* adjacent to the road. However, the new junction would require less uptake of
agricultural land to the north of the A30 and result in a less conspicuous new feature
in landscape from the first year of operation onwards, partly as a result of its smaller
size, its greater appropriateness for the landscape character and the absence of
lighting columns. Whilst there would be some greater woodland loss, this can be
offset by new planting by year 15.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The operational scheme in this local landscape character area would be experienced
over a moderate extent of the character area. The impacts of the proposals, which
include moving traffic, would generally be contained in the vicinity of the existing A30
corridor, limiting the extent of impacts within the character area. In addition, there
would be some indirect effects arising from intervisibility on other character areas up
to 3km away to the north west, although this would reduce as mitigation vegetation
establishes.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the
NPA10848 Landscape Impact Assessment– Option 3Y
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mitigation vegetation is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will
be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor to
Moderate Adverse, as the new road and traffic would cause a partial loss
to the existing features.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be
Slight Adverse, as the implemented road and traffic would result in partial
loss of landcover and slight damage to field pattern. By this stage
established mitigation planting would help to integrate the scheme into
the landscape.
LLCA
1av

The Hartridge to Beacon Hill open inland
planned plateaux

Figures 4, 7b,
viewpoints 19, 23 and
28

As part of the Blackdown Hills
AONB, this area contains several
valued AONB special qualities.
Foremost, it forms part of what
is considered to be „one of the

finest, most extensive Greensand
plateau in Britain‟. It also includes
a strong sense of remoteness
enhanced by the exposure of the
plateau and high levels of
tranquillity; the disused airfield
offers big skies and a windswept
appeal; there are some framed
extensive views out over and
across Otter Valley that create a
sense of detachment from the
surrounding towns and transport
corridors. On the other hand,
field boundaries are interrupted
with some areas of fairly high
loss. Additionally, some areas are
degraded resulting from the
presence of incongruous
elements such as a mast on
Beacon Hill and piles of tyres
near the disused airfield.

Given its separation from the
A30/A303 corridor and urban
influences, this area has high levels of
tranquillity and remoteness. There
are intermittent extensive views out
over and across the Otter Valley
from some plateau edge locations.
Likewise, these largely open ridgelines
are visible from the wider valley. On
the other hand, widespread field
boundary loss and some localised
areas of degraded landscape make the
area slightly less susceptible to a
highway improvement scheme. When
taken together, the receptor is
mostly unable to accommodate
change of the type proposed.

High
This area contains several identified
elements of value and the presence of
AONB special qualities and few intrusive
influences. Parts of the open ridgeline on
the edge of the plateau are also visually
exposed to the wider valley. It is
considered to mostly be unable to
accommodate a highways improvement
scheme.

Within this local landscape character area there are two different scheme options to
consider, however the roundabout and alternative junction variant are not considered
to differ in the judgment reached, as described below:
Roundabout option at Devonshire Inn

Construction

Construction would include some existing hedgerow and tree clearance, construction
of attenuation ponds, underpasses, a roundabout, link roads and installation of signage
and lighting columns, and earthworks and associated construction activity and
disturbance that would indirectly affect this character area.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, the proposals would cause indirect effects to the intervisibility
between the two areas. The unspoilt panoramic views* towards the western ridge
tops will be altered to a limited extent, with the addition of construction works in
small portions of panoramic views* seen between openings in the existing scarp
woodland on the distant ridge. It is considered that the proposals constitute a minor
change to this key characteristic of the area.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The construction activity would be experienced over a moderate extent of the area
in the form of indirect effects arising from intervisibility of the works up to 4.5km
away. The main areas of intervisibility would be from Hartridge Common and Beacon
Hill, both of which offer views towards the eastern ridge top, from Monkton in the
far distance to the south to the Devonshire Inn in the north.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term),
some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor
Adverse as the works would result in a slight loss to the panoramic views*
experienced from exposed and elevated areas.

Operation

During operation, impacts arise from a wider and increased scale of road, new side
roads and structures, the establishment of new woodland along the roadside, on
embankment slopes and in the vicinity of the roundabout and traffic movements.
Size/ Scale of change
During year 1 of operation there would be some indirect effects from moving traffic
on the sections of road by the Devonshire Inn. From a distance the new road will be
a thin trace along the ridge line, varying in its visibility as intervening vegetation on the
scarp slopes interrupts the view. Slithers of bare embankment may be visible, for
example, the stretch between Sandy‟s Lane diversion and Devonshire Inn during the
early stages of operation. However the roundabout would be concealed behind the
existing blocks of trees. This would not affect the strong sense of remoteness* and
wide open spaces* valued in this area. Overtime the mitigation vegetation that lines
the new road will begin to conceal embankments and moving traffic from view,
resulting in little discernable change to the panoramic views seen from this character
area. At night, light emissions from headlights and light columns would be mostly
blocked by either roadside embankments or intervening vegetation. Due to the
distance between the two areas, the high tranquillity levels* experienced in this area
would undergo little discernable change, experiencing some improvement in respect
to noise levels.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Once at year 15, the established vegetation will conceal the proposed road to the
degree that its effects would be limited to a very restricted extent, sufficient that
there would be little discernable influence on the character area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the
mitigation vegetation is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will
be permanent and long term.
NPA10848 Landscape Impact Assessment– Option 3Y
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Roundabout option at
Devonshire Inn / Alternative
junction arrangement at
Devonshire Inn

Construction

Slight to Moderate
Adverse - During
construction, both
options are considered to
have an adverse impact
on the panoramic views*
experienced from this
high sensitivity receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Slight Adverse – At year
1, in winter both options
are considered to result
in some variance to the
panoramic views* that
are valued within this
high sensitivity receptor.
Summer Year 15
Neutral - At year 15, in
summer, both options
are considered to
maintain the character of
this high sensitivity
receptor as establishing
vegetation would mostly
conceal the proposed
road.
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Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor
Adverse, as the implemented road and traffic using it would result in a
slight damage to the characteristic panoramic views*.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be
Negligible Adverse, as the implemented road and traffic would have barely
noticeable effects on the valued characteristics of the area. The
established new planting would aid in maintaining a positive panoramic
views experienced from the edge of the area.
Alternative junction arrangement at Devonshire Inn
This variant which replaces the proposed roundabout with a junction would result in
some indirect effects from some additional woodland removal but otherwise would
have reduced incursion into farmland, to the north and south of the existing A30 and
absence of lighting columns. As these works result in a small additional change to the
overall intervisibility it is considered that they constitute a minor change to the key
characteristics of the area and would not differ from those concluded for the
roundabout scheme above.
LLCA
1avi

Cotleigh open inland planned plateaux

Figures 4, 7a

As part of the Blackdown Hills
AONB, this area has a gently
sloping topography, large scale
fields and although woodland
cover is low, hedgerow trees are
common around Cotleigh village.
It contains several valued AONB
special qualities relating to
landscape, scenic qualities,
tranquillity, natural and cultural
heritage. Most notably, it forms
part of „one of the finest, most

extensive Greensand plateau in
Britain‟. It is lightly settled with

the village of Cotleigh forming
the main settlement. The area
has a strong sense of time-depth
containing farms and small
scattered villages well related to
the landscape. Listed buildings
are a sign of well-preserved
buildings in the local vernacular.
Old Chard Road is an example of
long straight roads with some
low, neat hedges characteristic of
the plateau. TPO trees are also
found here. The area has few
roads, high tranquillity and dark
night-time star-filled skies.
Intervisibility towards the east is
evident with uninterrupted ridges
evident as a backdrop.

NPA10848 Landscape Impact Assessment– Option 3Y

This area contains many valuable
landscape qualities that are vulnerable
to the type of change proposed. Such
as high levels of tranquillity, mature
TPO trees and a unified pattern of
fields and in places well managed
hedgerows. The landform is sloping
and orientated to the south east, and
although there is some intervening
vegetation, where hedgerow trees
are limited the area is visually
exposed from parts of Stockland Hill.
Overall, it is judged to have fairly
limited ability to accommodate
change from the type of development
proposed.

High
In the context of an AONB landscape
designation, due to the presence of the
AONB special qualities identified as being
susceptible to changes that could arise
from a road improvement scheme, this
receptor is considered to be mostly be
unable to accommodate the change of the
development proposed.

Construction

During construction, direct impacts would result from noise related construction
activity and disturbance. However, other aspects of tranquillity would not be affected
as intervisibility would be prevented by intervening vegetation and landform.
Option1S2C would not pass directly through the area, and therefore there would be
no effects on landcover, pattern and cultural aspects of the landscape.
Size/ Scale of change
The construction operations would constitute a minor change to part of one key
characteristic of this area, the tranquillity. As mentioned above, impacts from
construction noise would reduce the tranquillity levels area wide, with the exception
of the very northern tip near Cooks Moor South. However, it is expected that any
noise disruption would be localised, intermittent and limited to agreed day time
working hours.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The construction works would take place within 350m of the western boundary of
the area and over the full construction period would be experienced over a large
extent of the area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term).
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Negligible
to Minor Adverse as the works would result in temporary slight damage to
the tranquillity and no noticeable loss to other key characteristics such as
landcover, pattern and culture.

Operation

Construction

Neutral to Slight
Adverse - During
construction, this option
is considered to
intermittently detract
from the tranquillity
present in this high
sensitivity receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Slight Adverse - At year
1, in winter, this option is
considered to detract
from the high tranquillity
present in this high
sensitivity receptor.
Summer Year 15
Slight Adverse - At year
15, in summer, this
option is considered to
continue to detract from
the high tranquillity
present in this high
sensitivity receptor.

Size/ Scale of change
During year 1 of operation the proposals would reduce the high tranquillity levels* of
this area. An increase in noise from moving traffic on the new road would be
experienced throughout most of the area, with greater effects experienced in the
centre and Cotleigh village itself. At year 15, a predicted increase in traffic using the
road would result in an expansion of noise disruption further towards northwards
and southwards (Refer to Noise Chapter of EAR for further details). These impacts
would also result in limited loss to the tranquillity at night whilst the road continues
to be in use. However, as noise is just one component of tranquillity and because
there is a lack of physical impacts and intervisibility, no other key characteristics
would be altered and the proposals would constitute an overall minor change to the
area. The reduction in tranquillity between years 1 and 15 is not considered to
constitute a sufficient change to increase the concluded size/scale of change category.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The operational scheme in this local landscape character area would be experienced
over large parts of this area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the
traffic is expected to increase from year 15 onwards when the duration will be
permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor
Adverse, as the implemented road and traffic using it would result in slight
loss to the tranquillity and no noticeable loss to other key characteristics
within this character area.
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Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be
Minor Adverse, as the implemented road and traffic using it would result
in permanent slight loss to the tranquillity and no noticeable loss to other
key characteristics within this character area.
LLCA
2ai

The Viney Hill to Sand Pit Hill steep wooded
scarp slopes (Including Reddick's Hill)

NPA10848 Landscape Impact Assessment– Option 3Y

Figures 4,7a, 7b, and
7c. Viewpoints 18a
and 18b

This area is located within both
the Blackdown Hills AONB and
the East Devon AONB. Despite
two uncharacteristic buildings (a
petrol station and a brightly lit
diner) the buildings are generally
of a local style, some of which
are grade II listed buildings. Of
particular note are the small
fields with irregular boundaries,
areas of strong hedgerows with
hedgerow trees, mature beech
trees on Reddick's Hill, veteran
trees, ancient woodland at Reeds
Covert and Rackley
Copse. Additionally, large parts
of this area are highly visible from
the wider valley. The field
patterns are considered to be
fairly intact although there is
greater loss in the far north of
the area and towards Honiton.
Levels of tranquillity are mostly
high away from the existing A303
at Reddick's Hill. As such this
area has many AONB special
qualities, including a settled
landscape with a strong sense of
time-depth; well preserved
buildings in the local vernacular;
ancient woodland, veteran trees
and spring lined mires that
contribute to a rich mosaic of
habitats, a well-wooded pastoral
landscape, and in some areas a
strong pattern of hedges and
hedgerow trees.

Whilst containing some less
susceptible landscape elements such
as areas of disrupted field patterns,
this receptor includes more
susceptible landscape elements such
as a visually exposed steep landform
(specifically from some AONB „valued
view‟ locations), areas of open
pasture, and important cultural and
landscape assets, such as scarp
woodland. However, it should be
noted that the existing characteristic
tree cover could provide some
containment to a road improvement
scheme. Overall, it is considered that
the receptor is mostly unable to
accommodate change of the type
proposed. Nevertheless, there
remain opportunities for mitigation
such as using road cutting by
extending scarp woodland and
aligning routes sensitively in relation
to valued viewpoints.

High
Overall, this landscape receptor includes
many AONB special qualities and valuable
landscape attributes. Despite the varying
intactness of field boundaries and the
proximity of the existing A303, in places
this area is still considered to be highly
susceptible to a road improvement
scheme and mostly unable to
accommodate this type of development.

Construction

During construction, direct impacts would arise from some short stretches of
hedgerow and some small areas of woodland clearance, earthworks, a widened new
road, under bridge (near Viney Cross), new woodland planting and associated
construction activity and disturbance.
Size/ Scale of change
The construction operations would constitute a noticeable change to the landscape
pattern and tranquillity. This includes the loss of some farmland, lanes and
introduction of large construction machinery. In terms of landcover, a small section of
hedgerow and some small woodland areas will be felled. The 3-lane road would pass
through a field with existing high hedgerow loss used for motor sport at Holmsleigh
Farm and in contrast, a portion of a field with existing low field boundary loss west of
Northcote Meadows. Ultimately this would have a conspicuous effect on the strong
pattern of hedges and hedgerow trees* and well-wooded pastoral* landscape,
however lost vegetation will be replaced with mitigation earth banks and the
extension of the existing woodland. Considerable earthworks consisting of a cutting
in the landform would occur on an exposed area of scarp slope.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Effects cover a moderate extent of the landscape area. These comprise direct effects
limited to a localised area, but also indirect effects resulting from road construction in
the adjoining 1aiii character area which influence a moderate extent of the 2ai area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term),
some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate
Adverse as the works would result in noticeable damage to the distinctive
features.

Operation

Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
The proposals would introduce a larger scale road network up the scarp slopes and
constitute a noticeable change to some adjacent farmland, field boundaries and the
local landform. In operation, the road will alter the field pattern along its path and
introduce a permanent, wide cutting into the steeply sloping landform.
In cultural terms, the lightly settled landscape with a strong sense of time depth* will
be detrimentally affected and result in a noticeable change to these during the early
stages of development. However, as the woodland mitigation planting and earthbanks
with broad hedges and hedgerow trees develop, the road will become increasingly
integrated into the area and its impact on the cultural qualities would reduce.
A reduction in tranquillity* will be experienced along parts of the southern half of the
area, where it crosses the area directly and where the proposed road runs along the
boundary of the adjacent 1aiii character area. At dark, headlights of cars would be
mostly obscured by earthbanks either side of the road, leaving a glow in the
otherwise dark scene. On the other hand, the intimate character and tranquillity*
would be restored in places where the existing A303 returns to a quieter road with
less traffic. This would help to improve the tranquillity at Reddick‟s Hill and the
setting of the ancient woodland* as the existing road is redirected further away.
The road will be visible from a distance in the west, for example Hartridge and
Dumpdon Hills, in the early stages of operation, until mitigation blocks of woodland
planting mature.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Direct effects are limited to a localised area in a small proportion of the character
area. But the area also incurs indirect effects from the proposed road as it passes
through the adjoining 1aiii character area that, once intervening woodland planting
establishes, would reach a small proportion of the overall area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the
mitigation vegetation is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will
be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate
Adverse, as the new road and traffic would result in a notable loss of
distinctive elements and introduce an uncharacteristic feature into the
landscape.
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Construction

Moderate to Large
Adverse - During
construction, this
implemented scheme
option is considered to
be at considerable
variance with the
characteristics of this
high sensitivity receptor
at a localised level.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Moderate Adverse - At
year 1, in winter, this
implemented scheme
option is considered to
have an adverse impact
on the characteristic
features of this high
sensitivity receptor.
Summer Year 15
Slight to Moderate
Adverse - At year 15, in
summer, this
implemented scheme
option is considered to
be at variance with this
high sensitivity receptor,
with some characteristic
elements restored
through mitigation
planting.
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Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be
Minor Adverse, as the implemented road and traffic would result in the
addition of an uncharacteristic feature into the landscape.
LLCA
2aii

LLCA
2aiii

St Cyres Hill steep wooded scarp slopes

The Dumpdon, Hartridge and Luxton steep
wooded scarp slopes

NPA10848 Landscape Impact Assessment– Option 3Y

Figures 4 and 7b.
Viewpoints 7 and 8.

Figures 4,7b, and 7c.
Viewpoints 10a, 10b,
13, 30.

Set within the Blackdown Hills
AONB, this area is characteristic
of its landscape type. Generally a
wooded and very lightly settled
landscape with high tranquillity
levels, ancient woodland at
Shapcombe Copse, grade II and
II* buildings, highly intact field
boundaries and limited vantage
points to obtain views out across
the wider landscape. These result
in many AONB special qualities,
such as a landscape that is
maintained by the stewardship of
generations of those who work
the land; spared many of the
intrusions of modern life; a place
to enjoy natural sounds; settled
with a strong sense of timedepth; well related to the
landscape and a landscape with
streams that meander down the
valleys to feed the River Otter;
ancient woodland; a pattern of
curving medieval fields on the
valley slopes; a well-wooded
pastoral landscape with a strong
pattern of hedges and hedgerow
trees and although rare, long
panoramic views out.

This area contains many valuable
landscape qualities that are vulnerable
to the type of change proposed.
These existing attributes make this
receptor more susceptible to a
highways improvement scheme.
There are limited views out of the
area; however it is exposed to view
from some parts of the Otter Valley.
When considered as a whole, the
receptor is mostly unable to
accommodate change of the type
proposed.

As part of the Blackdown Hills
AONB, this area contains several
valued AONB special qualities
relating to a well-wooded
pastoral landscape, mature and
well-managed intact hedges and
hedgerow trees, curving medieval
fields, diverse and interconnected
semi-natural habitats, grade II and
II* buildings, and areas of high
tranquillity that are spared many
of the intrusions of modern life.
There is a sense of remoteness
and it is a place to enjoy natural
sounds. The well managed
hedgerows indicate that there is
a strong sense of place closely
linked to the land with a tradition

Some areas are widely visible,
particularly Dumpdon Hill which is a
visible landmark throughout much of
the Otter Valley. High tranquillity
levels and a strong sense of
remoteness are present. However,
some localised areas of high field
boundary loss and enclosure from
scarp woodland make the area less
susceptible to a highway
improvement scheme. On this basis,
the receptor is mostly unable to
accommodate change of the type
proposed.

High
This area contains many identified
distinctive landscape elements and AONB
special qualities that make a positive
contribution to the character. The
limited visual relationship between the
receptor and the wider valley give the
area an intimacy and sense of remoteness.
As a result is considered to mostly be
unable to accommodate a highways
improvement scheme.

Construction

The construction stage would include some existing hedgerow and tree clearance,
construction activity, some earthworks and associated disturbance alongside the
existing A30/A303 carriageway that could indirectly affect this character area.
Size/ Scale of change
The construction operations would constitute a minor change to the key
characteristics and attributes of this landscape character area. As it is not directly
affected by the new road, the only perceptible change resulting from the development
is via intervisibility, which would affect the long panoramic views* out of the area
towards the Otter Valley. However, because the characteristic scarp woodland and
mature hedgerows* restrict views out towards the development there would be very
limited opportunities for intervisibility.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Due to the limited potential for views out over the new road, the effects of the
proposals are limited to a very restricted extent.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term),
some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect–
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Negligible
Adverse, as the construction activity would form a barely discernable
feature in the landscape.

Operation

Year 1 Winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, the proposals would become barely discernable as the mitigation
vegetation develops. As before, the characteristic scarp woodland and mature
hedgerows would restrict views out towards the development resulting in very
limited opportunities for intervisibility and little noticeable change. Where there
would be opportunities for glimpses of Viney ridge, the road would constitute a
barely discernable new feature in the landscape. The high tranquillity levels* would
not be affected, nor would the proposals introduce features that would intrude on
the natural sounds* and peaceful nature* of the area.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Due to the limited potential for views out over the new road, the effects of the
proposals are limited to a very restricted extent.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the
mitigation vegetation is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will
be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Negligible
Adverse, as the implemented road and traffic using it would form a barely
discernable feature in the landscape.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be No
Change, as the implemented road and traffic would have no noticeable
alteration to the character.

11

High
Having a nationally recognised designation
and several AONB special qualities, this
receptor is considered to be a valued
landscape that is identified as being
susceptible to changes that could arise
from a road improvement scheme.
Therefore it would be mostly unable to
accommodate the change of the
development proposed.

From The Dumpdon, Hartridge and Luxton steep wooded scarp slopes the effects of
the Roundabout and junction option by the Devonshire Inn are not considered to
differ in the judgments reached below:
Roundabout option by Devonshire Inn

Construction

The construction of Option 3Y would include some existing hedgerow and tree
clearance, landscape pattern disruption, construction activity, some earthworks
including side road construction, the creation of attenuation ponds, construction of
outfalls, an underbridge and the creation of a roundabout, signage and lighting and
associated disturbance alongside the existing A30/A303 carriageway that would
indirectly affect this character area.
Size/ Scale of change
The construction operations would constitute a minor change to the key
characteristics and attributes of the area. The intervisibility between valued areas such
as Dumpdon Hill, Beacon Village, Beacon Hill and the construction site would be
affected where far reaching views are partially interrupted by works on Northcote
Hill, openings on the ridge and at the Devonshire Inn. The wide panoramic views*

Construction

Neutral - During
construction, this option
is considered to enable
the panoramic views*
experienced from this
high sensitivity receptor
to be retained.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Neutral - At year 1, in
winter, this option is
considered to enable the
panoramic views*
experienced from this
high sensitivity receptor
to be retained.
Summer Year 15
Neutral – At year 15,
summer this option is
considered to enable the
panoramic views*
experienced from this
high sensitivity receptor
to be retained.

Roundabout option by
Devonshire Inn / Alternative
junction option by
Devonshire Inn

Construction

Slight Adverse - During
construction, both
options are considered to
result in some variance
to the panoramic views*
that are valued within
this high sensitivity
receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Slight Adverse - At year
1, in winter both options
8/7/2016
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of hedge laying. In addition,
Dumpdon Camp is a prehistoric
hillfort and a scheduled
monument that is a prime
example of Hillforts on plateau
ridges, from where far-reaching
panoramic views identified as
AONB valued are gained. There
are varying levels of boundary
loss ranging from no loss to up
to sixty per cent.

Magnitude
Nature of Change to the landscape and features

Level of
Landscape Effect

across the Otter Valley would incur limited alteration, with the main changes
occurring at the ends of the road improvements at Northcote Hill and Devonshire
Inn. Construction work on Northcote Hill would be barely discernable throughout
much of the area as it lies far south, with the exception of intervisibility from
Dumpdon Hill where a short stretch of the road would be visible as it climbs
Northcote Hill.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Some intervisibility is present between the two valley sides. However, due to the rich
pattern of woodland that intervenes in places, the proposals on the eastern valley side
would not be visible throughout all of the area and would be limited to a localised and
small proportion of the overall character area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term),
some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor
Adverse as the works would result in a slight loss to the panoramic views*
experienced from exposed and elevated areas.

are considered to result
in some variance to the
panoramic views* that
are valued within this
high sensitivity receptor.
Summer Year 15
Neutral to Slight
Adverse - At year 15, in
summer, both options
are considered to
maintain the character of
this high sensitivity
receptor.

Operation

Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
During operation at year 1, vehicles using the road and some exposed ground with
newly planted vegetation that is yet to mature will be visible from the locations
mentioned above, on high ground and where vegetation opens up to allow views over
the valley side. During operation at year 15, the proposals would constitute a minor
change to the panoramic views* and little discernable change, albeit a slight
improvement to the tranquillity* in terms of noise levels, including those at Dumpdon
Hill. At night, a glow from proposed lighting around the roundabout will be visible
towards northern half of the area. By this stage, mitigation vegetation would integrate
the road improvements into the wider landscape.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The effects would be limited to a very restricted extent as a result of the establishing
proposed mitigation vegetation that would help to conceal the proposals from the
western valley side.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the
mitigation vegetation is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will
be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor
Adverse, as the implemented road and traffic using it would result in a
slight damage to the characteristic panoramic views*.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be
Negligible to Minor Adverse, as the implemented road and traffic would
have barely noticeable effects on the panoramic views and tranquillity.

LLCA
2aiv

The Stockland Hill steep wooded scarp
slope

NPA10848 Landscape Impact Assessment– Option 3Y

Figures 4, 7b, and 7c.
Viewpoints 20, 21,
22N and 29.

As part of the Blackdown Hills
AONB, this area contains several
valued AONB special qualities.
Valued features include a pattern
of curving medieval fields on the
valley slopes, rich network of
habitats, a strong pattern of
hedges and hedgerow trees in
places with distinctive
hedgebanks, well preserved
buildings in the local vernacular, a
settled landscape with a strong
sense of time-depth, areas of high
tranquillity and sense of
remoteness resulting from being
set away from the A30/A303
corridor and opportunities for

Due to the valued nature of this
receptor, such as high levels of
tranquillity and sense of remoteness
in places, a mostly well-wooded
landscape with areas of valued
habitat, areas of intervisibility
between parts of the Viney Ridge and
Dumpdon Hill, this area is mostly
unable to accommodate such a
highway improvement scheme.

12

High
In the context of an AONB landscape
designation, the valued features and
several AONB special qualities identified
as being highly susceptible to changes that
could arise from a road improvement
scheme, this receptor is considered to be
mostly be unable to accommodate the
change of the development proposed.

Alternative junction option by Devonshire Inn
This variant which replaces the proposed roundabout with a junction would result in
some additional woodland removal but otherwise would have reduced incursion into
farmland, to the north of the existing A30 and absence of lighting columns. As these
works result in a small additional change to the overall intervisibility it is considered
that they constitute a minor change to the key characteristics of the area and would
not differ from those concluded for the roundabout scheme above.
Within this local landscape character area there are two different scheme options to
consider, however they are not considered to differ in the judgments reached below:
Roundabout option by Devonshire Inn

Construction

During construction, impacts that would arise include hedgerow and some scattered
hedgerow tree removal, small blocks of woodland clearance, underbridges, new
planting and associated construction activity and disturbance that would indirectly
affect this character area.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction the proposals would constitute a noticeable change to some of
the key characteristics of the character area; these being the long ranging views out
over the valley* and intervisibility towards Viney ridge in the west. Although
occasional long distance views are an AONB special quality here, the changes
resulting from construction work would only be visible from this character area as a
new feature along Viney ridge.
Geographical Extent of Influence

Roundabout option by
Devonshire Inn / Alternative
junction option by
Devonshire Inn

Construction

Moderate Adverse During construction,
both options are
considered to have a
negative impact on the
key characteristics
experienced from this
high sensitivity receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Slight Adverse - At year
8/7/2016
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far reaching views. In contrast,
there is varied field boundary
loss, with greater decline in the
north of the area.

Magnitude
Nature of Change to the landscape and features

Level of
Landscape Effect

Due to steep landform and intervening vegetation the intervisibility between the new
road and this character area is limited to localised areas across a small proportion of
the overall area. However effects on tranquillity would extend across a large extent
of the area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term),
some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate
Adverse as the works would result in partial damage to the panoramic
views* and tranquillity* experienced from localised areas.

1, in winter, both options
are considered to result
in some variance to the
key characteristics
experienced from within
this high sensitivity
receptor.
Summer Year 15
Slight Adverse - At year
15, in summer, both
options are considered to
result in some variance
to the key characteristics
experienced from within
this high sensitivity
receptor.

Operation

Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, the new road will be visible from a distance in places along Viney
ridge. The new road would be a minor change to the existing intervisibility once the
roadside hedgerow is in place. The roadside facing this character area is designed to
be in keeping with the openness of the plateau and planted with mostly low-lying turf
faced hedgerows lining the side of the road, making it more exposed to the east.
Therefore the movement of vehicles along short sections of the road may be visible
from this distance. However, the turf faced hedgerow would partially aid in concealing
the road from day 1 of operations. In terms of tranquillity, south of The Rising Sun
there would be an increase in noise resulting from traffic on Viney Ridge and a
reduction in the existing high levels of tranquillity*.
Geographical Extent of Influence
As during construction, due to steep landform and intervening vegetation the
intervisibility between the new road and this character area is limited to localised
areas across a small proportion of the overall area. However effects on tranquillity
would extend across a large extent of the area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the
mitigation vegetation is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will
be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor
Adverse, as the implemented road and traffic using it would result in a
slight damage to the characteristic panoramic views* and tranquillity*
experienced from localised areas.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be
Minor Adverse, as the implemented road and traffic using it would result
in a slight damage to the characteristic panoramic views* and tranquillity*
experienced from localised areas.

LLCA
3ai

The Rawridge upper farmland and wooded
slopes

NPA10848 Landscape Impact Assessment– Option 3Y

Figures 4, 7b and 7c.
Viewpoints 20, 21, 22
and 29.

This receptor lies within the
Blackdown Hills AONB. It
comprises several typical
characteristics of the landscape
type, such as patterns of small to
medium size fields with irregular
boundaries, a dispersed
settlement pattern of isolated
farms and small villages, and
narrow winding lanes. It is
relatively tranquil, buffered from
the A30/A303 by scarp
woodland. There are several
traditional orchards and many
listed buildings particularly within
Upottery and Rawridge villages
and ancient woodland at
Buckhayes. These positive
features result in the presence of

Much of this receptor is largely
overlooked by dwellings in Upottery
and Rawridge villages and surrounding
high ground. Equally there are a
number of AONB special qualities
and several valuable landscape
elements such as ancient woodland,
many listed buildings and several
traditional orchards that make the
area more susceptible to a highway
improvement scheme. On this basis,
the receptor is mostly unable to
accommodate change of the type
proposed.

13

High
As previously identified, this area contains
some identified elements of value and the
presence of several AONB special
qualities. The introduction of a highways
improvement scheme would lead to a
considerable change in the landscape
character in areas away from the
neighbouring A30/A303.

Alternative junction option by Devonshire Inn
This variant which replaces the proposed roundabout with a junction would result in
some additional woodland removal and lack of lighting but otherwise would have
reduced incursion into farmland, to the north of the existing A30 and absence of
lighting columns. As these works result in a small additional change to the overall
intervisibility it is considered that they constitute a minor change to the key
characteristics of the area and would not differ from those concluded for the
roundabout scheme above.
Within this local landscape character area there are two different scheme options to
consider, however they are not considered to differ in the judgments reached below:
Roundabout option by Devonshire Inn

Construction

During construction, indirect impacts that would arise include roadside hedgerow and
some scattered tree removal, side road building, under bridges, roundabout and
attenuation pond construction, earthworks, new woodland and hedgerow planting
and associated construction activity and disturbance.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, intervisibility would be affected indirectly by the new road
causing a minor change to the panoramic views* across to undisturbed ridge tops.
Throughout the area various portions of the road would be visible, but primarily the
along Viney ridge, close to the existing A303 alignment.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The new road and associated construction activity will result in a limited extent of the
landscape character area being indirectly affected. The intervisibility between the two
areas affects different parts of this character area in varying degrees. For example, the
changes from the new road at the Devonshire Inn will mainly be seen from the mid-

Roundabout option by
Devonshire Inn / Alternative
junction option by
Devonshire Inn

Construction

Slight Adverse - During
construction, both
scheme options are
considered to result in
some variance to the key
characteristics
experienced from this
high sensitivity receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Slight Adverse - At year
1, in winter, both scheme
options are considered to
8/7/2016
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several AONB special qualities.
However, field boundary loss can
vary throughout.

Magnitude
Nature of Change to the landscape and features

Level of
Landscape Effect

slopes of the western valley side. Whilst the road travelling up Northcote Hill will be
seen in the far distance from the mid-slopes further south.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term),
some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor
Adverse as the works would result in slight damage to the panoramic
views* and tranquillity* experienced from various locations within the
area.

result in some variance
to the key characteristics
experienced from within
this high sensitivity
receptor.
Summer Year 15
Neutral to Slight
Adverse - At year 15, in
summer, both scheme
options are considered to
mostly maintain the key
characteristics
experienced from within
this high sensitivity
receptor.

Operation

Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
Over time, the proposals would constitute little discernable change to the panoramic
views* across to the ridge tops. The moving traffic along Viney ridge may be visible
before the mitigation vegetation develops where there are gaps in the existing
vegtation. From public rights of way near Rawridge, traffic and exposed earthworks
on Northcote Hill will be visible in the far distance during the early stages of
operation. Along much of the new route, generally along the ridge, proposed
developing woodland and spinney planting on the western side of the road will aid in
concealing the moving traffic by year 15. From Upottery, there would be potential
views of the road near the existing A303 alignment between Devonshire Inn and
Sandy‟s Farm, however once the proposed woodland develops this will become less
of a visible feature. Much of the existing vegetation around the Devonshire Inn would
obscure the structures associated with the roundabout. However at dark; light
emitted from proposed lighting columns at the roundabout may indirectly alter the
character of this area. Nevertheless, most of the new road along the ridge will be
seen close to the alignment of the existing A303. As the road improvements would
be located further away than the existing A303, this would improve the tranquillity*
of the overall area slightly.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The new road and associated construction activity will result in a moderate extent of
the landscape character area being indirectly affected. The intervisibility between the
two areas affects different parts of this character area to varying degrees. However,
as the mitigation vegetation develops the extent would reduce to limited localised
area as the intervisibility decreases.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary; short/medium term up until the
mitigation vegetation is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will
be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor
Adverse, as the implemented road and traffic using it would result in slight
damage to the panoramic views* and tranquillity* experienced from
localised areas.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be
Negligible Adverse, as the implemented road and traffic using it would be
barely noticeable to the characteristic panoramic views* and tranquillity*
experienced from localised areas.
Alternative junction option by Devonshire Inn
This variant which replaces the proposed roundabout with a junction would result in
some additional woodland removal and lack of lighting but otherwise would have
reduced incursion into farmland, to the north of the existing A30 and absence of
lighting columns. As these works result in a small additional change to the overall
intervisibility it is considered that they constitute a minor change to the key
characteristics of the area and would not differ from those concluded for the
roundabout scheme above.
LLCA
3aii

The Monkton upper farmland and wooded
slopes

NPA10848 Landscape Impact Assessment– Option 3Y

Figure 4, 7b and 7c.
Viewpoints 9, 11, 12,
15, 16b.

As part of the Blackdown Hills
AONB, this landscape receptor
has in places a strong presence of
key characteristics and several
AONB special qualities such as
well-preserved buildings in a local
vernacular and a sense of timedepth (as demonstrated by
Grade II and II* Listed buildings),
veteran trees, high- hedged
winding lanes, irregular field

Although the existing A30/A303 that
passes through the area is similar in
nature to the highways improvement
proposals, this landscape receptor
comprises several features of
landscape value and AONB special
qualities that are likely to be
susceptible to scheme. The area is
also overlooked in places, in
particular from Dumpdon Camp
Scheduled Monument and other

14

High
Given the presence several AONB special
qualities and some landscape elements
that either cannot easily be replaced or
are irreplaceable, such as valued field
patterns, hedgebanks, veteran trees and
listed buildings, this area is deemed to be
susceptible to such a development.
However, it has some features, such as
the existing A30/A303, design
opportunities and potential enhancements

Construction

During construction, impacts would include indirect effects from existing roadside
and field hedgerow removal, landscape pattern disruption, construction activity,
considerable earthworks, the creation of attenuation ponds, and associated
construction activity and disturbance that would indirectly affect this character area.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction the proposals will constitute a minor change to the intervisibility,
with changes such as vegetation clearance, earthworks and introduction of large plant
into the valley landscape. The construction of the road along the valley side near
Higher Northcote Hill Farm is exposed to the valley and will be particularly visible in
panoramic views* out.

Construction

Slight to Moderate
Adverse - During
construction, this
scheme option is
considered to adversely
impact some of the
panoramic views*
experienced from this
high sensitivity receptor.
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boundaries and network of
ditches on valley slopes, and a
variety of habitats and streams
that feed the River Otter.
However, in other locations the
presence of the existing
A30/A303 has a notable negative
influence on the character of the
village of Monkton and parts of
this area alongside this road
corridor.

AONB „valued view‟ locations.
Although the moderate tree cover
would aid in the ability of the area to
conceal parts of such a scheme, they
contribute to the landscape value
specifically the veteran trees. It is
therefore considered that this area is
likely to be mostly unable to
accommodate the proposals for a
highway improvement development.

that would enable a highway improvement
scheme to be partly accommodated.

Geographical Extent of Influence
The construction activity would be experienced over a moderate extent of the area
in the form of indirect effects arising from intervisibility of the works up to 2km away.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term),
some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor
Adverse as the works would result in slight damage to the panoramic
views* experienced from the area.

Operation

Operation

Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, the proposals will result in a noticeable beneficial change to the key
characteristics of the area, notably an increased tranquillity* through Monkton where
the existing A303 will be downgraded, restoring some tranquillity*, improving the
setting to the listed buildings and reducing the disturbance resulting from the existing
A303. In terms of intervisibility, the proposals would be masked in places by
mitigation vegetation planted on the road cutting as it crosses up the valley side near
Honiton, and by year 15 will constitute a slight change to the area.
Geographical Extent of Influence
During operation, the developing vegetation will conceal intervisibility of the road
improvements to a degree that any uncharacteristic effects would be limited to a very
restricted extent. Nevertheless the direct positive effects of downgrading the existing
A303, specifically through Monkton, will be experienced through a moderate extent
of the overall area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the
mitigation vegetation is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will
be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Slight to
Moderate Beneficial, as the re-directed road and traffic using it would
result in a noticeable improvement to the tranquillity* experienced
around Monkton village however mitigation planting would not yet be fully
established.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be
Moderate Beneficial, as the re-directed road and traffic using it would
continue to result in a noticeable improvement to the tranquillity*
experienced around Monkton village and mitigation vegetation would help
to integrate the road into the landscape.
LLCA
3aiii

The Honiton fringe upper farmland and
wooded slopes

NPA10848 Landscape Impact Assessment– Option 3Y

Figures 4 and 7b.
Viewpoints 2, 4, 5, 6, 8
14d, 14e.

Much of this landscape receptor
is part of the Blackdown Hills
AONB, a small portion north
east of Honiton is currently
undesignated. Although the area
as a whole shares some key
defining characteristics there are
some urban influences that subdivide this local landscape
character area, such as a Little
Chef restaurant, scrap yard, a
telecommunications mast, and
other built development and
infrastructure closer to Honiton.
Elsewhere, more so towards the
west of the area away from the
existing A303, are networks of
hedgerows and woodland copses
including ancient woodland,
higher levels of tranquillity,
prevalent traditional buildings
particularly in Combe Raleigh and
a general intactness of field
boundaries. As such, the AONB
special qualities present typically
relate to the west of the area.

Parts of the eastern valley side of this
landscape receptor are overlooked
from some areas of Honiton, Beacon
and Dumpdon Hill, additionally low
vegetation coverage increases its
exposure. Particularly towards the
west, there are a number of AONB
special qualities and several valuable
landscape elements such as ancient
woodland, listed buildings and
traditional orchards that make the
western area more susceptible to a
highway improvement scheme. On
this basis, the receptor is partly able
to accommodate change of the type
proposed.

Medium
As previously identified, this area contains
some identified elements of value and the
presence of several AONB special
qualities, particularly in the west where
the introduction of a highways
improvement scheme would lead to a
considerable change in the landscape
character. Whereas a road improvement
scheme in the eastern part of this area
could be accompanied by landscape
enhancement measures to increase
woodland cover and strengthen
hedgerows. On balance, this receptor
would be partly able to accommodate the
development proposed.

Construction

During construction, direct impacts would include existing roadside and field
hedgerow removal, landscape pattern disruption, construction activity, considerable
earthworks, the creation of attenuation ponds and earth banks, woodland planting
and associated construction activity and disturbance.
Size/ Scale of change
Any direct impacts resulting from construction would occur to the east of the river.
They would constitute a major change to the smaller irregular pastoral fields on
upper slopes. There would be conspicuous loss of roadside hedges along the existing
A303, where boundaries are currently generally well intact, and some loss of field
boundaries and hedgerow trees on the upper slopes, where there is existing high field
boundary loss. Water courses on the valley slopes* would be interrupted.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Direct effects are localised but some indirect effects are anticipated to the east and
up to 3km away to the north west.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term),
some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate
Adverse as the works would result in noticeable damage to the valued
features on the exposed valley side.

Operation

Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
The proposals will constitute a noticeable change to the some of the characteristics
typical of the area, particularly during early stages of operation. This portion of the
road lies fully within the AONB; however it runs through the section of the landscape

15

Winter Year 1
Slight to Moderate
Beneficial - At year 1, in
winter, this scheme
option is considered to
enable some sense of
place to be restored
within this high
sensitivity receptor.
Summer Year 15
Moderate Beneficial - At
year 15, in summer, this
scheme option along
with developing
mitigation planting is
considered to enable the
restoration of
characteristic features
within this high
sensitivity receptor.

Construction

Moderate to Large
Adverse - During
construction, this option
is considered to degrade
the integrity of
characteristic features
present in this medium
sensitivity receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Moderate Adverse - At
year 1, in winter, this
option is considered to
have an adverse impact
on the features present
in this medium sensitivity
receptor.
Summer Year 15
Slight to Moderate
Adverse - At year 15, in
summer, this option is
considered to result in
some variance to the
features present in this
medium sensitivity
receptor.
8/7/2016
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character area east of the river that lies adjacent to degrading features such as the
Little Chef and is influenced by the urban edge of Honiton. The new road itself would
mostly pass through agricultural fields, disrupting the landscape pattern and crossing
existing wet ditches and streams*. Despite this, the road alignment enables
agricultural use of a large proportion of the fields during operation. By year 15 the
mitigation vegetation would have established strong boundaries in keeping with the
irregular pattern and limited views of the road from further afield. The tranquillity
would be reduced on the upper slopes surrounding the road; however due to the
close proximity to the existing A303 on the lower slopes the tranquillity would be
little altered.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Direct effects are localised and indirect effects would reduce by year 15 as
replacement planting along the road edge becomes established.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the
mitigation vegetation is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will
be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be MinorModerate Adverse, as the implemented road and traffic using it would
result in a partial damage to the features on the exposed valley side.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be
Minor Adverse, as the implemented road and traffic using it would result
in a slight loss to the valued features on the exposed valley side.
LLCA
3ci

The Otter Valley sparsely settled valley floor

Figures 4 and 7c

As part of the Blackdown Hills
AONB, this landscape receptor is
valued for its sense of openness
and remoteness, near absence of
built development, cherished
riverside habitats, small scale
fields and well managed, intact
field boundaries. Where set away
from the nearby existing
A30/A303, there are few sources
of disturbance and it is mostly
tranquil. It has some AONB
special qualities relating to a
landscape sculpted and
maintained by the stewardship of
generations of those who work
the land; clear and unpolluted
streams that meander down the
valleys to feed the River Otter;
and an area of high tranquillity
spared many of the intrusions of
modern life.

This is a homogenous river and
meadow landscape with very limited
built development in the form of
minor roads and two listed bridges.
As the area is a low lying, generally
flat landscape the valley floor is visible
from parts of the upper valley sides
including those rising up to Viney Hill
to Northcote Hill ridge and from
Dumpdon Hill. On this basis, the
receptor is mostly unable
accommodate change of the type
proposed.

High
This landscape receptor contains some
identified AONB special qualities and
several valuable landscape elements such
as a sense of openness, intact field
boundaries, and mature riparian
vegetation. It is overlooked from several
important locations in the surrounding
valley, contributing to several scenic views
throughout the area. The presence of the
River Otter and its scenic qualities, and
sensitive characteristics are considered to
be indicators of a highly sensitive
receptor.

Construction

During construction, indirect impacts would include existing roadside and field
hedgerow removal, landscape pattern disruption, construction activity, considerable
earthworks, the creation of attenuation ponds, and associated construction activity
and disturbance.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction the proposals would constitute a minor change to the
intervisibility, with changes such as vegetation clearance, earthworks and introduction
of large plant into the valley landscape, towards construction of the road as it passes
up the valley side near Honiton.
Geographical Extent of Influence
During construction the intervisibility would affect a moderate extent of the area up
to 1km away, as views of construction work as the road crosses up the valley side
near Honiton would be visible from parts of the southern end of the character area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term),
some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor
Adverse as the works would result in slight loss to the existing
characteristics of this area.

Operation

Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
At year 1 during operation, the proposals would constitute minor change to the
intervisibility. Glimpses of vehicles using the new road will be visible as they travel up
and down the valley side in the distance, introducing uncharacteristic elements into
the view. The mitigation vegetation will be newly planted and not yet conceal the
moving traffic. The new side road, Landford road link, is unlikely to be visible due to
low lying land and dense intervening vegetation.
At year 15, the proposals will constitute little discernable change to the intervisibility.
By then, the mitigation vegetation would have developed and help to conceal the
road. It is expected that the tranquillity will improve slightly as the existing A303 that
reduces the tranquillity level somewhat to the east of the area,
Geographical Extent of Influence
During construction the intervisibility would affect localised areas up to 1km away, as
glimpses of construction work as the road crosses up the valley side near Honiton
would be visible from some parts of the southern end of the character area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the
mitigation vegetation is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will
be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, at year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor
Adverse as the works would result in slight loss to the existing
NPA10848 Landscape Impact Assessment– Option 3Y
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Construction

Slight Adverse - During
construction, this option
is considered to be at
variance with the
characteristic features
present in this high
sensitivity receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Slight Adverse - At year
1, in winter, this option is
considered to be at
variance with the
characteristic features
present in this high
sensitivity receptor as
the operational road
would remain
intervisible.
Summer Year 15
Neutral - At year 15, in
summer, this option is
considered to maintain
the character of this high
sensitivity receptor as
developing mitigation
vegetation would help to
conceal the road.
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Code

Landscape Receptor and
key characteristics

Character
Figure /Photo
Ref.

Value

Susceptibility

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature of Change to the landscape and features

Level of
Landscape Effect

characteristics of this area.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be
Negligible Beneficial, as the re-directed ‘A’ road and traffic using it would
result in the removal of uncharacteristic elements adjacent to the
receptor.
Within the Devon Landscape
Character Area: Clyst Lowland
Farmlands
LLCA
Ui

Honiton North eastern urban edge

Figures 4 and 7d.
Viewpoint 3.

Although not a designated
landscape, this receptor lies
within the context of the
Blackdown Hills and East Devon
AONB. Consequently, there are
no official AONB special qualities
although the Grade II* Marwood
House demonstrates that well
preserved buildings are present.
Nevertheless urban pressures
from the edge of Honiton disturb
the sense of tranquillity and
fragment the landscape. Its
condition is considered to have
deteriorated somewhat as a
result of increased built
development such as pylons and
road infrastructure and
interruption of the field patterns
over the years. However, the
area contains one Grade II Listed
building and in terms of
vegetation, there are three TPOs
in the south of area.

This area has limited potential for
views out given intervening buildings
and vegetation cover. However,
views of the upper slopes of parts of
Northcote Hill are gained from
Monkton Road looking northwards.
Nevertheless, this receptor is of
relatively low scenic quality with
minimal AONB special qualities with
some, but few valued features. For
this reason, this landscape receptor is
judged to be able to accommodate a
highway improvement development.

Low
Although comprising some valued
elements and some intervisibility with the
Blackdown Hills and East Devon AONB,
these qualities are outweighed by
detracting characteristics such as the
existing A30/A30 and other existing
elements.

Construction

During construction, indirect impacts would arise from roadside hedgerow and tree
clearance, earthworks, a widened new road, side road building, attenuation pond,
new hedgerow and woodland planting and associated construction activity and
disturbance.
Size/ Scale of change
The construction operations would constitute a minor change to the intervisibility.
Although the alignment of the new road would not fall into the area of Northcote Hill
seen from Monkton Road, Honiton, some intervisibility occurs in the north of the
area from Otter Valley Park to the edge of the construction site and Roman Way to
Langford Link Road. The low levels of tranquillity would be further disrupted by the
close proximity of construction works.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The extent of influence would be limited to a very restricted extent as the proposals
would be intervisible from a small proportion of the northern end of the area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term),
some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor
Adverse as the works would result in slight loss to the intervisibility and
barely noticeable loss to the valued features within this character area.

Operation

Construction

Slight Adverse - During
construction, this option
is considered to result in
some variance to the
features present in this
low sensitivity receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Slight Adverse - At year
1, in winter, this option is
considered to result in
some variance to the
features present in this
low sensitivity receptor.
Summer Year 15
Neutral - At year 15, in
summer, this option is
considered to maintain
the characteristic
features present in this
low sensitivity receptor.

Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, the scale of change would be negligible as the proposals would
constitute little discernable change to the TPO trees or Grade 2* Marwood House*.
There would be no loss to the tranquillity levels because the existing road alignment
is similar to the proposals in this section of the route. From year one, the
intervisibility would occur to the far north of the area looking across Langford Link
Road, by year 15 the proposed hedgerow and woodland planting would develop to
conceal the moving traffic from this point.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The extent of influence would be limited to a very restricted extent as any effects
would be perceptible from a small proportion of the northern end of the area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the
mitigation vegetation is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will
be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor
Adverse, as the implemented road and traffic using it would result in slight
loss to the intervisibility and barely noticeable loss to the valued features
within this character area.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be
Negligible Adverse, as the implemented road and traffic using it would
result in barely noticeable loss to the valued features in this area.

NOTE: The Scoping Report also noted the East Devon AONB and the Honiton Conservation Area as potential landscape receptors. Fieldwork has led both of these to be scoped out of the assessment process. It is considered that the Honiton Conservation Area would not be significantly affected by the
proposals due to its position within the town and intervening built form, and is now excluded from the study area. A small part of the northern boundary of the East Devon AONB lies within the study area as it may be affected indirectly by the proposals. This area is identified as local landscape character areas (LLCA)
1aiv The Offwell open inland planned plateaux, 2ai The Viney Hill to Sand Pit Hill steep wooded scarp slopes (Including Reddick's Hill), which are included as landscape receptors; potential effects on these LLCAs will therefore be captured through the assessment process. It is considered that there would not be
significant effects to the East Devon AONB overall, as a designated area, due to the extent of the area potentially indirectly affected. The East Devon AONB has therefore been scoped out of the assessment process.
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A30 Honiton to Devonshire Inn Improvements
Technical Appendix 7C- Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment Tables

TABLE 2: LANDSCAPE IMPACT ASSESSMENT OPTION 1S 2C – Hybrid and variants
Note
* suffix indicates an AONB special quality identified on page 12 of the Blackdown Hills AONB Management Plan as requiring protection, conservation and enhancement if the AONB is to retain its character and status
among England‟s finest landscapes.
LEVELS OF EFFECT AND SIGNIFICANCE: In this assessment within the context of an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty a level of effect of slight to moderate or greater is considered to be potentially significant.
Where intermediate ratings are given in the table, e.g. “Moderate to Large”, this indicates a level that is considered to be both less than Large and greater than moderate.

Code

ND

Landscape Receptor
and key characteristics
National Designation
Blackdown Hills AONB

Character
Figure/Photo
Ref.

Value

Susceptibility

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature
of Change to the landscape and features

Level of
Landscape Effect

Figures 4 and 7a to 7d

The majority of the study area
lies within the Blackdown Hills
AONB. Due to the weight
given to an AONB designation
in landscape terms, the
Blackdown Hills AONB it is
considered to be of national
landscape value/importance.

It is considered to be highly
susceptible to the type of
development proposed. Due to the
valued nature of this receptor and the
innate special qualities that give the
Blackdown Hills its distinctive
identity, it is inevitable that as a
whole, it is mostly unable to
accommodate such a highway
improvement scheme.

High
When considered as a whole, the
nationally recognised designation
as an AONB and the distinctive
topography, geology, heritage,
landscape and scenic qualities
that exist within the area are
evidence that the receptor is a
valued landscape that is identified
as being highly susceptible to
changes that could arise from a
road improvement scheme.
Therefore it would be mostly
unable to accommodate the
change of the development
proposed.

Magnitude of Effect on the Blackdown Hills AONB within the Study Area
Within the study area there are four different scheme variants to consider, Option 1 Honiton end with
roundabout near Devonshire Inn; Option 2 Honiton end with roundabout near Devonshire Inn;
Option 1 Honiton end with alternative junction near Devonshire Inn; and Option 2 Honiton end with
alternative junction near Devonshire Inn. However these are not considered to differ in the
judgements reached below:

Level of Effect on the
Blackdown Hills AONB
within the Study Area

Option 1 Honiton end with roundabout near Devonshire Inn

Construction

The construction of Option 1S 2C Hybrid would include some existing hedgerow and tree clearance,
landscape pattern disruption, construction activity, some earthworks, watercourse changes and
associated disturbance alongside the existing A30/A303 carriageway, including the creation of a new
roundabout at Devonshire Inn. The proposals directly affect six local landscape character areas. There
will also be some indirect effects on the tranquillity and/or intervisibility or qualities of eight further
local landscape character areas alongside and in the visual context of this proposed A30 improvement
option.
Size/ Scale of change
The construction operations would constitute noticeable change to the character of sensitive areas
within the receptor. Construction activity, particularly on the exposed areas of the upper farmland and
scarp slopes, would result in a direct loss to valued landcover, pattern, tranquillity and cultural
attributes, involving large earthworks, tree felling and intact hedgerow removal. These changes would
chiefly result from the addition of uncharacteristic construction plant, construction disturbance and
temporary lighting along the length of the construction route.
At a local level, at the southern end of the route option 1 would consist of greater hedgerow removal
than option 2 and further expose the construction works to parts of the river valley. In the proximity
of the Devonshire Inn where the proposed roundabout option is located, there would be greater land
take to the south east than the junction variant. Some woodland loss would occur at the edge of the
existing woodland to the west and north of the Devonshire Inn.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Direct effects during operation would be experienced over a moderate extent of the study area, whilst
indirect effects are anticipated over large parts of the study area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term), some reversibility
through return of land to agriculture
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate to Major
Adverse as the works would result in large scale change to the existing character and
noticeable damage to the AONB within the Study Area.

Operation

Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
During year 1 of operation a large portion of the proposed 3-lane road would pass through two high
sensitivity receptors, The Monkton upper farmland and wooded slopes and The Viney Hill to Sand Pit
Hill steep wooded scarp slopes. This route would interrupt the valley landscape around Monkton
comprising a mosaic of woodland* and veteran trees*. It would be intervisible with a large extent of
the study area, including Dumpdon Hill.
At a local level, during the early stages of operation, option 1 hedge removal would expose the
proposals to the west and it is anticipated that it would take 7 to 10 years growth to achieve a
NPA10848 Landscape Impact Assessment– Option 1S 2C Hybrid and variants
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Option 1 Honiton end with
roundabout near Devonshire
Inn / Option 2 Honiton end
with roundabout near
Devonshire Inn / Option 1
Honiton end with alternative
junction near Devonshire Inn
/ Option 2 Honiton end with
alternative junction near
Devonshire Inn

Construction

Moderate to Large
Adverse - During
construction, these
scheme options are
considered to be at
considerable variance
with the character of a
moderate extent and
have a negative impact
on the character of a
large extent of this high
sensitivity receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Moderate to Large
Adverse - At year 1, in
winter these scheme
options are considered to
be at considerable
variance with the
character of a moderate
extent and have a
negative impact on the
character of a large
extent of this high
sensitivity receptor.
Summer Year 15
Moderate adverse - At
year 15, in summer,
these scheme options are
considered to have a
negative impact on some
characteristic features
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restored hedge. The roundabout option at the Devonshire Inn would contain lighting columns around
the roundabout that would heighten its impact at dark. The roundabout itself would be in conflict with
the typical pattern of roads in the landscape, requiring an increased uptake of agricultural land and
contributing to the urbanisation of the area. By year 15, mitigation vegetation would restore some
distinctive features and improve the disruption to intervisibility of the road. For example the hedgerow
removed in option 1 would now provide visual containment along parts of the southern stretch of the
road. However overall, option 1S2C has a great impact on well managed areas of valued and highly
intervisible landscape and an adverse impact on the settled valley landscape of valley villages and
farmsteads.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Direct effects resulting from construction activity would continue to be experienced over a moderate
extent of the study area and indirect effects over large extent of the of the study area. As mitigation
vegetation matures, the geographical influence of indirect effects would diminish at the western edges
of the study area, however large parts of the area would remain effected.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the mitigation vegetation
is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will be permanent and long term.
Magnitude Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate to Major
Adverse. After construction, the adverse impacts to the sensitive areas of the valley side
would continue. The addition of moving traffic and conspicuous new features result in
noticeable damage to the landscape within the AONB Study Area.
Magnitude Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate Adverse.
Overtime, maturing mitigation vegetation would cause the magnitude to reduce and the
proposals would cause a partial loss to the existing character and the addition of new but
uncharacteristic features to the AONB within the Study Area.

across large parts of this
high sensitivity receptor,
with some characteristic
elements restored
through mitigation
planting.

Option 2 variant Honiton end, with roundabout near Devonshire Inn
This option, which maintains a 3 to 4m high section of mature hedgerow feature to the north east of
the road near Honiton, contributes to reducing the perception of traffic using this section of the route
in parts of the surrounding countryside. It also includes the demolition of roadside buildings which
during construction would cause localised disruption. However in the long-term during operation,
buildings that are not in-keeping with the traditional vernacular* would be removed. At the Devonshire
Inn end, where the proposed roundabout option is located, there would be greater land take to the
south east than the junction variant. Some woodland loss would occur at the edge of the existing
woodland to the west and north of the Devonshire Inn. However, when combined and assessed within
the wider study area, the option 2 variant is not thought to cause a large enough reduction in adverse
effects to result in a smaller magnitude of change.
Option 1 Honiton end with alternative junction near Devonshire Inn
This option, which removes portions of a 3 to 4m high section of mature hedgerow feature to the
north east of the road near Honiton would be replaced as part of the mitigation planting but would
take 7 to 10 years growth to achieve the former density and height. Therefore the road would be
more exposed than option 2 during the early stages of operation. This option also replaces the
proposed roundabout with a junction and would result in some additional woodland removal but
otherwise would have reduced incursion into farmland to the north of the existing A30 and an absence
of lighting columns. As a result, at a local level, this option would cause less harm to the immediately
surrounding landscape. However, when combined and assessed within the wider study area, the
junction variant is not thought to cause a large enough reduction in adverse effects to result in a
smaller magnitude of change.
Option 2 Honiton end with alternative junction near Devonshire Inn
This option, which maintains a 3 to 4m high section of mature hedgerow feature to the north east of
the road near Honiton, contributes to reducing the perception of traffic using this section of the route
in parts of the surrounding countryside. It also includes the demolition of roadside buildings which
during construction would cause localised disruption. However in the long-term during operation,
buildings that are not in-keeping with the traditional vernacular* would be removed. This option also
replaces the proposed roundabout with a junction and would result in some additional woodland
removal but otherwise would have reduced incursion into farmland to the north of the existing A30
and an absence of lighting columns. As a result, at a local level, this option would cause less harm to the
immediately surrounding landscape. However, when combined and assessed within the wider study
area, the option 2 variant is not thought to cause a large enough reduction in adverse effects to result
in a smaller magnitude of change.

Level of effect on
Blackdowns Hills AONB as
whole

Construction (any
combination of variants)

Slight to Moderate
Adverse -During
construction, these
scheme options are
considered to conflict
with the character of a
small proportion of this
high sensitivity receptor.

Operation (any combination
of variants)

Winter Year 1
Slight to Moderate
Adverse - At year 1, in
winter these scheme
options are considered to
conflict with the
character of a small
proportion of this high
sensitivity receptor.
Summer Year 15
Slight Adverse - At year
15, in summer, once
some characteristic
elements have been
restored through
mitigation planting,
these scheme options
would not wholly fit with
the character of a small
proportion of this high
sensitivity receptor.

Magnitude of Effect on the Blackdown Hills AONB as a whole

Construction (any combination of variants)

Size/ Scale of change
The construction of Option 1S2C would involve the addition of uncharacteristic equipment and
construction disturbance within parts of the Otter Valley. The road would pass directly through several
medium sensitivity receptors and two high sensitivity receptors, The Viney Hill to Sand Pit Hill steep
wooded scarp slopes and The Monkton upper farmland and wooded slopes. Further afield, highly
sensitive areas of the wider Otter Valley would be indirectly affected in terms of disturbance to
intervisibility and highly sensitive areas to the east would undergo a reduction in tranquillity. These
NPA10848 Landscape Impact Assessment– Option 1S 2C Hybrid and variants
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works would adversely alter some of the defined AONB special qualities including unspoilt, panoramic
views across flat-topped plateau*; long views over the plateau*; dark night-time star-filled skies*; a
settled landscape with a strong sense of time-depth containing farms and small scattered villages well
related to the landscape*; areas of high tranquillity spared many of the intrusions of modern life*; clear,
unpolluted streams that meander down the valley to feed the Otter*; and well preserved buildings in
the local vernacular*.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Direct effects resulting from construction activity are limited to a very restricted extent, whilst indirect
effects are anticipated over a small proportion of the overall Blackdown Hills AONB.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term), some reversibility
through return of land to agriculture
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Slight to Moderate
Adverse as the works would result in noticeable loss to some of the existing
characteristics within a small proportion of the whole AONB.

Operation (any combination of variants)

Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, the proposals would introduce a new road and traffic into moderate and highly
sensitive areas of the AONB formally without roads, such as areas of open fields and susceptible
exposed valley sides. At year 1 the proposals would constitute a noticeable change to the immediately
surrounding landscape. The presence of traffic would disturb the relative tranquillity and scenic quality
of the area further affecting AONB special qualities such as a strong sense of time-depth* and
panoramic views*. At year 15, mitigation vegetation would be well established and begin to improve
the effects on landscape. This combined with the localised parts of the AONB which would be affected,
the context of Honiton and the proximity, in places, of sections of the new roads to the established
A303 and A30, would constitute a minor change to the key characteristics of the Blackdown Hills
AONB. Also of note is the close alignment of the proposals to the existing A303 and A30, which when
assessed at a wider scale, indicate that many of the effects of the proposed road are contained within a
similar area and therefore introduce fewer disturbances into the wider AONB.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Direct effects during construction are limited to a very restricted extent, whilst indirect effects are
anticipated over a small proportion of the Blackdown Hills AONB. As mitigation vegetation matures,
the extent of influence of indirect effects would reduce slightly but this would not greatly alter the
overall extent of influence across the whole AONB.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the mitigation vegetation
is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will be permanent and long term.
Magnitude Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Slight to Moderate
Adverse as the proposals would result in partial loss to some of the existing
characteristics within a small proportion of the whole AONB. The magnitude would not
differ from the construction stage as the changes are not considered to cause a great
enough difference across the AONB as a whole.
Magnitude Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effects is considered to be Slight Adverse, as
mitigation vegetation matures the proposals would result in slight loss to some of the
existing characteristics within a small proportion of the whole AONB.

LLCA
1aii

Within the Devon Landscape
Character Area : East Devon
Central Ridge
The Stockland Hill open inland
planned plateaux

Figure 4 and 7a,
Viewpoint 32.
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As part of the Blackdown Hills
AONB, this area contains
several valued AONB special
qualities including the plateau
with some panoramic views,
the regular field enclosures and
the long straight roads lined
with low neat hedgerows.
Although lacking listed
buildings and having detracting
features such as Otter Vale
Motor Services, some
traditional local building styles
are present. However, the
area‟s tranquillity is reduced
somewhat by the existing A303
along the north-west
boundary. Field boundaries are

Due to its open nature in places,
parts of this receptor are more
visually exposed. However, some
areas of high field boundary loss,
enclosure from scarp woodland and
places of lower tranquillity make the
area less susceptible to a highway
improvement scheme. Additionally,
the flat landform would reduce the
need for substantial earthworks. On
this basis, the receptor is able to
partly accommodate change of the
type proposed.

Medium
This area contains some
identified elements of value and
the presence of some AONB
special qualities. Also part of the
area on the edge of the plateau is
visually exposed. On the other
hand, it has some characteristics
that would enable a highway
improvement scheme to be
partly accommodated.

3

Construction

During construction, impacts would arise from roadside hedgerow removal, earthworks, a widened
new road, side road building, under bridges, new planting and associated construction activity and
disturbance.
Size/ Scale of change
The construction operations would constitute a noticeable change to some road side hedges adjacent
farmland and landscape pattern. The new road improvements would constitute a conspicuous
alteration and would introduce new structures and features into the landscape in close proximity to
the existing A30. The low neat hedges* alongside the road would be removed and the regular
enclosures* on the plateau would be encroached upon, particularly at Sandy‟s Lane Underbridge.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Direct effects are localised but some indirect effects are anticipated up to 2km away to the north.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term), some reversibility
through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate Adverse as the
works would result in noticeable damage to the existing landcover and pattern.

Construction

Moderate Adverse –
During construction, this
scheme option is
considered to have an
adverse impact on
characteristic features
from this medium
sensitivity receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Moderate Adverse - At
year 1, in winter this
scheme option is
considered to have an
adverse impact on
characteristic features of
8/7/2016
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generally intact although there
are some areas of decline.

LLCA
1aiii

The Viney Ridge open inland planned
plateaux

Figures 4, 7a and 7b

Within the Blackdown Hills
AONB, this area is part of the
larger plateau, considered to
be „one of the finest, most

extensive Greensand plateau in
Britain‟. The flat nature of the

landscape provides views
across the plateau where
hedge banks do not conceal, as
well as some intermittent far
reaching views. There is varied
disruption to field boundaries,
with a fair proportion of
intactness towards the south.
Tranquillity in the area is
generally moderate, being
interrupted in those areas
closer to the A303 and
Honiton. Double hedge banks
are present at intervals of
Viney Lane. There are no listed
buildings. A mast and pylons
are incongruous features in the
area. AONB special qualities
include a sense of openness
and remoteness, long
panoramic views across plateau
and the wider valley, a pattern
of regular fields, an avenue of
beech trees, straight,
uninterrupted ridges as a visual
backdrop over a wide area, and
a strong tradition of hedge
laying.
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Level of
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Operation

this medium sensitivity
receptor.
Summer Year 15
Slight Adverse - At year
15, in summer, this
scheme option is
considered to be at
variance with some
characteristic elements
of this medium
sensitivity receptor, with
some characteristic
elements restored
through mitigation
planting.

Construction

Construction

During operation, impacts would arise from a wider and increased scale road, new side roads and
structures, the establishment of new roadside hedges with some standard trees and traffic movements.
Winter Year 1 winter to Summer Year 15
Size/ Scale of change
The proposals would constitute a noticeable change to low roadside hedges*, some adjacent regular
field enclosures* and the local landform and would introduce new carriageways alongside an existing
route resulting in a larger scale road network in this local landscape character area. Disturbance from
traffic is extended further outward from the road in some locations and some side road traffic will also
be directed into areas of former farmland. Over time distinctive road side boundary hedges with
occasional boundary trees would be restored at the roadside behind grass verges. Panoramic view
eastwards across the flat topped plateau* would be maintained in places along the proposed road.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Direct effects would continue during operation to be localised. Whilst remaining adverse, the
developing new landscape framework will offset some of the adverse effects of a larger scale road and
new side roads and structures. Indirect effects are anticipated to improve up to 2km away to the north
as new road side hedges and standard trees develop along the western boundary of the road.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the mitigation vegetation
is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will be permanent and long term.
Magnitude Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate Adverse, as the
larger scale road, the addition of new features such as Sandy’s Lane underpass and
moving traffic would be distinctive features in the landscape.
Magnitude Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effects is considered to be Minor Adverse, as
the implemented road, underpass and traffic would continue to be apparent features,
however the establishment of new vegetation would restore the loss of roadside
vegetation and reduce the extent of disturbance from traffic.
The flat landform makes this area less
susceptible to a highway
improvement scheme as it can
accommodate straight routes and
road widening without the need for
substantial earthworks. However, the
area includes valued features such as
moderate levels of tranquillity and
some areas of strong hedges and
TPO trees. Furthermore, limited
parts are in the visual context of the
Dumpdon Hill. Taking this into
account; the receptor is able to partly
accommodate change of the type
proposed.

Medium
This area contains identified
elements of value and several
AONB special qualities. Some
parts of the area are visible from
the wider valley and valued
vegetation is present. On the
other hand, it has some
characteristics, such as areas of
less intact field boundaries and
some incongruous elements that
would enable a highway
improvement scheme to be
partly accommodated.

During construction, impacts would arise from some hedgerow removal, the dissection of Viney Lane,
earthworks associated with the creation of three cuttings, construction of the new road, building of a
side road, new planting and associated construction activity and disturbance.
Size/ Scale of change
The construction operations would constitute a major change to the farmland character and would
impact upon part of Viney Lane, a winding country lane. A new side road would be introduced
involving earthworks to create cuttings and these effects would extend away from new A30 roadway,
locally. However, the construction activities would be in a discreet location in this landscape character
area and would result in only limited and localised vegetation loss and incursion into adjacent fields
with less intact field boundaries.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Direct effects are localised and would only effect a small proportion of the overall character area.
Some limited indirect effects are predicted up to 2.6km away to the east on parts of Stockland Hill.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term), some reversibility
through return of land to agriculture
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate Adverse as the
works would result in result in partial loss and disruption to some characteristics.

Operation

During operation, impacts would arise from a new three lane road being introduced, new side roads
and structures, the establishment of new roadside hedges with some standard trees, the extension of
existing woodland on the scarp, some improved hedgerow connectivity with other woodland areas,
traffic movements and associated disturbance.
Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, the planted hedge banks on existing field boundaries alongside the new road and the
extended scarp woodland edge to the west, combined with the new road and traffic on it would be a
noticeable change at the edge of this local landscape character area. However, there would be a
relatively minor change to key characteristics of the landscape away from the road given its location
close to the edge of the scarp woodland, allowing the openess* to the east to be maintained. The
severance of Viney Lane would be offset by a new connecting lane. However, an increase in noise from
the operational road would be experienced throughout much of the area, reducing the tranquillity. At
dark, headlights would further interrupt the tranquillity by increasing the light emissions in this area
although these would mostly be obscured by hedgebanks. The integration of the new road and the side
roads via mitigation vegetation would reduce the perceived scale of the new features introduced into
this landscape by year 15, summer.
Geographical Extent of Influence
In the short term direct effects would be principally from traffic movements and the new road. These
effect would be localised and would only effect a small proportion of the overall character area. Some
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Moderate Adverse During construction, this
scheme option is
considered to have an
adverse impact on some
characteristic features of
this medium sensitivity
receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Slight to Moderate
Adverse - At year 1, in
winter this implemented
scheme option is
considered to detract
from the overall
character of this medium
sensitivity receptor.
Summer Year 15
Slight Adverse - At year
15, in summer, this
scheme option is
considered to detract
from the overall
character of this medium
sensitivity receptor, with
some characteristic
elements restored
through mitigation
planting.
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limited indirect effects are predicted up to 2.6km away to the east, on parts of Stockland Hill, however,
with developing hedge banks to the east of the road the extent of distant indirect effects on other
character areas would become limited. The incorporation of side roads into hedge bank topped
cuttings would limit the extent of effect of traffic using these routes from year 1.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the mitigation vegetation
is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Slight to Moderate
Adverse, as the new road and moving traffic would be distinctive features in the landscape
with a slight loss to the existing characteristic elements.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effects is considered to be Minor Adverse, as
the implemented road and traffic would continue to be apparent features, however the
developing hedgebanks and woodland extension would integrate the road into the area
and reduce the extent of disturbance from traffic.
LLCA
1aiv

The Offwell open inland planned
plateaux

Figure 4 and
Viewpoint 01

This area is within both the
Blackdown Hills and East
Devon AONB. The area
benefits from several AONB
special qualities including a
sense of openness provided in
part by opportunities for
glimpses of long views across
undisturbed ridge tops, highly
intact field boundaries, a
mature avenue along
Springfield Road, TPO trees at
Tower Cross and listed
buildings that add a strong
sense of time-depth. However,
tranquillity is disrupted by the
A35 / Axminster Road that
passes directly through the
area.

As a result of the landform, there are
opportunities for views out across
the Otter Valley, and the edge of this
receptor is potentially visually
exposed to the north. As identified
earlier, there are several valued
features that make the area more
susceptible to a highway
improvement scheme. However, not
only does the existing A35 /
Axminster road disturbs the area‟s
tranquillity, it is a similar development
to the proposed scheme, thus
reducing the susceptibility to such a
development. On this basis, the
receptor is able to partly
accommodate change of the type
proposed.

Medium
This area contains some
identified elements of value and
the presence of AONB special
qualities. Furthermore, the
hedgerows are considered to be
highly intact. However, it has
some features, such as the
existing A35 / Axminster road,
which would enable a highway
improvement scheme to be
partly accommodated.

From the Offwell open inland plateau the effects of the variants of Option 1 and Option 2 near
Honiton are not considered to differ in the judgments reached below:

Construction

During construction indirect effects would relate to construction activity alongside the existing A30
north of Honiton, where road widening would take place. Panoramic views* are experienced in the
direction of the scheme from the north western edge of the character area. From these positions,
vegetation removal near Otter Valley Park and north of Higher Northcote Farm would be apparent.
Size/ Scale of change
Construction activity and vegetation removal would constitute a minor change to the outstanding
views* and the positive features that form part of the panorama. The construction activity would form
a minor and temporary new feature in the landscape.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The indirect effects of construction stage activity on this local character area would be confined to a
very restricted extent and a small proportion of the panoramic views experienced from the edge of the
plateau.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term), some reversibility
through return of land to agriculture
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor Adverse as the
works would result in a slight loss to the features visible in the panoramic views*
experienced from the north western edge of the area.

Operation

During operation there would be some indirect effects from traffic on the widened short section of
road on a new alignment to the north of Higher Northcote Farm, with developing roadside hedgerows
and standard trees alongside the carriageway to replace lost vegetation.
Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
The size and scale of operational effects arising from traffic on the new A30 at year 1 would reduce on
completion of construction. As the new road would be very close to the existing alignment, the size
and scale of effects would constitute little discernible change to the outstanding views* experienced. At
dark, distant headlights from moving traffic would be visible however this would be against the
backdrop of the brighter lights of Honiton. Once the establishment of new boundary planting the takes
place, this would further reduce any effects on the intervisibility.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The operational scheme would initially affect a very restricted extent of the area and a small
proportion of the panoramas. By summer year 15, the moving traffic along the proposed road would
occupy an even smaller portion of the panoramic views* given established intervening vegetation.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the mitigation vegetation
is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Negligible Adverse, as
the implemented road and traffic using it would form a barely discernable feature in the
landscape.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Negligible Adverse,
as the implemented road and traffic would have barely noticeable effects on the valued
characteristics of the area. The established new planting would aid in maintaining a
positive panoramic views experienced from the edge of the area.
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Option 1 and Option 2

Construction

Slight Adverse –
During construction,
both options are
considered to be at
variance with
outstanding views*
experienced from the
edge of this medium
sensitivity receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Neutral - During
operation, both options
are considered to blend
in with characteristic
features, thus enabling
intervisibility from this
medium sensitivity
receptor to be
maintained.
Summer Year 15
Neutral - During
operation, both options
are considered to blend
in with characteristic
features, thus enabling
intervisibility from this
medium sensitivity
receptor to be
maintained.
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Within the Devon Landscape
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Hills
The Newcott to Sand Pit Hill open
inland planned plateaux
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Figures 4,7a and 7b.
Viewpoints 31a, 31b,
31c, 31d.

Located within the Blackdown
Hills AONB, this area contains
some distinctive landscape
elements such as an extensive
open flat landform, a uniform
appearance of regular field
enclosures and low trimmed
hedges. The area contains
some AONB special qualities
including being part of one of
the finest, most extensive
Greensand plateau in Britain,
having opportunities for
panoramic views across the
flat-topped plateau and where
not concealed by scarp
vegetation, far-reaching views
can be seen over the Otter
Valley. The grade II listed
Crinhayes Farm is in a
traditional local vernacular.
Although conversely, Newcott
Farm comprises several
uncharacteristic, large scale
farm sheds. Due to the
presence of the existing A303,
there are generally low levels
of tranquillity. There is
widespread field boundary loss.

Although infrequently overlooked,
the scarp edge is more visually
exposed from the north. However,
given some widespread field boundary
loss, enclosure from scarp tree belts,
places of lower tranquillity near the
existing A303 and large farm buildings
at Newcott the area is less vulnerable
to a highway improvement scheme.
Additionally, the largely flat landform
would reduce the need for substantial
earthworks. On this basis, the
receptor is able to partly
accommodate change of the type
proposed.

Medium
This area contains some
identified elements of value and
the presence of some AONB
special qualities. Conversely, it
contains some moderating
elements such as the existing
A303, Newcott Farm sheds and
widespread field boundary loss
which would enable a highway
improvement scheme to be
partly accommodated.

Within this local landscape character area there are two different scheme options to consider:

Roundabout option at
Devonshire Inn

Roundabout option at Devonshire Inn

Construction

During construction, direct impacts will arise from roadside hedgerow removal, earthworks, a widened
new road, side road building, an under bridge, an attenuation pond, new planting and associated
construction activity and disturbance.
Size/ Scale of change
The proposals would cause a noticeable change to some key characteristics of this area, principally in
relation to landcover and pattern. There would be some conspicuous loss and alteration to field
boundary hedges, scattered trees, a section of wall and parts of existing medium- sized rectilinear
arable fields*.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The construction activity would be experienced over a moderate extent of the character area and
there would be some indirect effects arising from intervisibility of the works on other character areas
up to 3km away to the north west.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term), some reversibility
through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate to Major
Adverse as the works would result in noticeable damage to the landcover over a
moderate area of the receptor.

Operation

During operation, impacts arise from a wider and increased scale of road, new side roads and
structures, the establishment of new woodland along the roadside, on embankment slopes and in the
vicinity of the roundabout and traffic movements.
Size/ Scale of change
The proposals would cause a noticeable change to some key characteristics of this area, principally in
relation to landcover and pattern. The extent of the widened new road would increase the extent of
coverage into adjacent rectilinear medium to large fields*. Field boundaries alongside the existing road
will be removed, most of which are poorly intact. New and uncharacteristic features that would be
introduced to the area include Sandy‟s Lane underbridge and Devonshire Inn roundabout. It would take
up until year 15 for new planting to fully develop to improve their integration into this landscape.
Several panoramic views over the Blackdown Hills* will be maintained, as will some long views across
the plateau* to the east. The roundabout and its lighting would have some indirect effects towards the
east. Moving traffic would not add further effects than those already resulting from the existing A303 /
A30. Indirect effects would reduce by year 15, summer, as replacement planting along the road edge
becomes established.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The operational scheme in this local landscape character area would be experienced over a moderate
extent of the character area. The impacts of the proposals, which include moving traffic, would
generally be contained in the vicinity of the existing A30 corridor, limiting the extent of impacts within
the character area. In addition, there would be some indirect effects arising from intervisibility on other
character areas up to 3km away to the north west, although this would reduce as mitigation vegetation
establishes.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the mitigation vegetation
is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate Adverse,
despite following a similar alignment to the existing road, the new road and traffic would
cause a partial loss to the existing features and reduction in tranquillity.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Slight to Moderate
Adverse, as the implemented road and traffic would result in noticeable loss of landcover
and slight damage to field pattern and reduction in tranquillity resulting from lighting
However, mitigation planting would have established and help to integrate the scheme.
Alternative junction arrangement at Devonshire Inn

Construction

This variant which replaces the proposed roundabout with a junction would result in some direct
effects from some additional woodland removal but otherwise would have reduced incursion into
farmland, to the north of the existing A30 and absence of lighting columns.
Size/ Scale of change
The size and scale of construction activity alongside the Devonshire Inn would include a larger extent
of woodland removal to the west but less encroachment into agricultural land to the north of the A30
and absence of lighting columns. Elsewhere, there would broadly be the same existing vegetation loss
NPA10848 Landscape Impact Assessment– Option 1S 2C Hybrid and variants
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Construction

Moderate Adverse During construction, this
scheme option is
considered to have an
adverse impact on the
characteristics of this
medium sensitivity
receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Moderate Adverse - At
year 1, in winter, this
scheme option is
considered to have an
adverse impact on the
characteristics of this
medium sensitivity
receptor.
Summer Year 15
Slight to Moderate
Adverse - At year 15, in
summer, this scheme
option is considered to
be at variance with the
characteristics of this
medium sensitivity
receptor.
Alternative junction
arrangement at Devonshire
Inn

Construction

Moderate Adverse During construction, this
scheme option is
considered to have an
adverse impact on the
characteristics of this
medium sensitivity
receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Slight to Moderate
Adverse - At year 1, in
winter, this scheme
option has a negative
impact on some features
and is considered to not
wholly fit with the
character of this medium
sensitivity receptor.
Summer Year 15
Slight Adverse - At year
15, in summer, this
scheme option is
considered to not wholly
fit with the character of
this medium sensitivity
receptor.
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and noticeable effects of construction activity.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The construction activity would be experienced over a moderate extent of the character area and
there would be some indirect effects arising from intervisibility of the works on other character areas
up to 3km away to the north west.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term), some reversibility
through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate to Major
Adverse as the works would result in noticeable damage to the landcover over a
moderate area of the receptor.

Operation

Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
As for the Roundabout variant above, the size/scale of change would cause a noticeable change to
some key characteristics of this area, principally in relation to landcover through the removal of
hedgerow and trees alongside the existing A303. The widened new road would also extend into
adjacent rectilinear medium to large fields* adjacent to the road. However, the new junction would
require less uptake of agricultural land to the north of the A30 and result in a less conspicuous new
feature in landscape from the first year of operation onwards, partly as a result of its smaller size, its
greater appropriateness for the landscape character and the absence of lighting columns. Whilst there
would be some greater woodland loss, this can be offset by new planting by year 15.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The operational scheme in this local landscape character area would be experienced over a moderate
extent of the character area. The impacts of the proposals, which include moving traffic, would
generally be contained in the vicinity of the existing A30 corridor, limiting the extent of impacts within
the character area. In addition, there would be some indirect effects arising from intervisibility on other
character areas up to 3km away to the north west, although this would reduce as mitigation vegetation
establishes.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the mitigation vegetation
is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor to Moderate
Adverse, as the new road and traffic would cause a partial loss to the existing features.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Slight Adverse, as
the implemented road and traffic would result in partial loss of landcover and slight
damage to field pattern. By this stage established mitigation planting would help to
integrate the scheme into the landscape.
LLCA
1av

The Hartridge to Beacon Hill open
inland planned plateaux

Figures 4, 7b,
viewpoints 19, 23 and
28.

As part of the Blackdown Hills
AONB, this area contains
several valued AONB special
qualities. Foremost, it forms
part of what is considered to
be „one of the finest, most

extensive Greensand plateau in
Britain‟. It also includes a
strong sense of remoteness
enhanced by the exposure of
the plateau and high levels of
tranquillity; the disused airfield
offers big skies and a
windswept appeal; there are
some framed extensive views
out over and across Otter
Valley that create a sense of
detachment from the
surrounding towns and
transport corridors. On the
other hand, field boundaries
are interrupted with some
areas of fairly high loss.
Additionally, some areas are
degraded resulting from the
presence of incongruous
elements such as a mast on
Beacon Hill and piles of tyres
near the disused airfield.
NPA10848 Landscape Impact Assessment– Option 1S 2C Hybrid and variants

Given its separation from the
A30/A303 corridor and urban
influences, this area has high levels of
tranquillity and remoteness. There
are intermittent extensive views out
over and across the Otter Valley
from some plateau edge locations.
Likewise, these largely open ridgelines
are visible from the wider valley. On
the other hand, widespread field
boundary loss and some localised
areas of degraded landscape make the
area slightly less susceptible to a
highway improvement scheme. When
taken together, the receptor is
mostly unable to accommodate
change of the type proposed.

High
This area contains several
identified elements of value and
the presence of AONB special
qualities and few intrusive
influences. Parts of the open
ridgeline on the edge of the
plateau are also visually exposed
to the wider valley. It is
considered to mostly be unable
to accommodate a highways
improvement scheme.
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Within this local landscape character area there are two different scheme options to consider,
however the roundabout and alternative junction variant are not considered to differ in the judgment
reached, as described below:
Roundabout option at Devonshire Inn

Construction

The construction of Option 1S 2C Hybrid would include some existing hedgerow and tree clearance,
landscape pattern disruption, construction activity, some earthworks including side road construction,
the creation of attenuation ponds, construction of outfalls, an underbridge and the creation of a
roundabout, signage and lighting and associated disturbance alongside the existing A30/A303
carriageway that would indirectly affect this character area.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, the proposals would cause indirect effects to the intervisibility between the two
areas. The long panoramic views* towards the western ridge tops will be altered to a limited extent,
with the addition of construction works in small portions of panoramic views, seen between openings
in the existing scarp woodland on the distant ridge. The road would be visible from a distance as it
climbs the valley side between Monkton and Reddick‟s Hill. However, it is important to note that
although visible, these construction works are in the far distance and would result in limited loss to the
panoramic views*. It is therefore considered that the proposals constitute a minor change to this key
characteristic of the area.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The geographical extent of influence is considered to reach a moderate extent of the area, in the form
of indirect effects arising from intervisibility of the works up to 4.5km away. The main areas of
intervisibility would be from Hartridge Common and Beacon Hill, both of which offer views towards
the eastern ridge top, from Monkton in the far distance to the south to the Devonshire Inn in the
north.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term), some reversibility
through return of land to agriculture.

Roundabout option at
Devonshire Inn / Alternative
junction arrangement at
Devonshire Inn

Construction

Moderate to Slight
Adverse - During
construction, both
options are considered to
have an adverse impact
on the panoramic views*
experienced from this
high sensitivity receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Slight Adverse – At year
1, in winter both options
are considered to result
in some variance to the
panoramic views* that
are valued within this
high sensitivity receptor.
Summer Year 15
Neutral - At year 15, in
summer, both options
are considered to
maintain the character of
this high sensitivity
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Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor Adverse as the
works would result in a slight loss to the panoramic views* experienced from exposed and
elevated areas.

receptor as establishing
vegetation would mostly
conceal the proposed
road.

Operation

During operation, impacts arise from a wider and increased scale of road, new side roads and
structures, the establishment of new woodland along the roadside, on embankment slopes and in the
vicinity of the roundabout and traffic movements.
Size/ Scale of change
During year 1 of operation there would be some indirect effects from moving traffic on the sections of
road by the Devonshire Inn. From a distance the new road will be a thin trace along the ridge line,
varying in its visibility as intervening vegetation on the scarp slopes interrupts the view. Slithers of bare
embankment may be visible, for example, the stretch between Sandy‟s Lane diversion and Devonshire
Inn may be visible during the early stages of operation. However the roundabout would be concealed
behind the existing blocks of trees. This would not affect the strong sense of remoteness* and wide
open spaces* valued in this area. Overtime the mitigation vegetation that lines the new road will begin
conceal embankments and moving traffic from view, resulting in little discernable change to the
panoramic views. At night, light emissions from headlights would be mostly blocked by either roadside
embankments or vegetation. Light emissions from lighting columns would be intervisible until mitigation
vegetation establishes. Due to the distance between the two areas, the high tranquillity levels*
experienced in this area would not be affected.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Once at year 15, the established vegetation would conceal the proposed road to the degree that its
effects would be limited to a very restricted extent, sufficient that there would be little discernable
influence on the character area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the mitigation vegetation
is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor Adverse, as the
implemented road and traffic using it would result in a slight damage to the characteristic
panoramic views*.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Negligible Adverse,
as the implemented road and traffic would have barely noticeable effects on the valued
characteristics of the area. The established new planting would aid in maintaining a
positive panoramic views experienced from the edge of the area.
Alternative junction arrangement at Devonshire Inn
This variant which replaces the proposed roundabout with a junction would result in some indirect
effects from some additional woodland removal but otherwise would have reduced incursion into
farmland, to the north and south of the existing A30 and absence of lighting. As these works result in a
small additional change to the overall intervisibility it is considered that they constitute a minor change
to the key characteristics of the area and would not differ from those concluded for the roundabout
scheme above.
LLCA
1avi

Cotleigh open inland planned plateaux

Figures 4, 7a

As part of the Blackdown Hills
AONB, this area has a gently
sloping topography, large scale
fields and although woodland
cover is low, hedgerow trees
are common around Cotleigh
village. It contains several
valued AONB special qualities
relating to landscape, scenic
qualities, tranquillity, natural
and cultural heritage. Most
notably, it forms part of „one of

the finest, most extensive
Greensand plateau in Britain‟. It
is lightly settled with the village
of Cotleigh forming the main
settlement. The area has a
strong sense of time-depth
containing farms and small
scattered villages well related
to the landscape. Listed
buildings are a sign of wellpreserved buildings in the local
vernacular. Old Chard Road is
an example of long straight
roads and low, neat hedges
NPA10848 Landscape Impact Assessment– Option 1S 2C Hybrid and variants

This area contains many valuable
landscape qualities that are vulnerable
to the type of change proposed. Such
as high levels of tranquillity, mature
TPO trees and a unified pattern of
fields and in places well managed
hedgerows. The landform is sloping
and orientated to the south east, and
although there is some intervening
vegetation, where hedgerow trees
are limited the area is visually
exposed from parts of Stockland Hill.
Overall, it is judged to have fairly
limited ability to accommodate
change from the type of development
proposed.

High
In the context of an AONB
landscape designation, due to the
presence of the AONB special
qualities identified as being
susceptible to changes that could
arise from a road improvement
scheme, this receptor is
considered to be mostly be
unable to accommodate the
change of the development
proposed.

Construction

During construction, direct impacts would result from noise related construction activity and
disturbance. However, other aspects of tranquillity would not be affected as intervisibility would be
prevented by intervening vegetation and landform. Option1S2C would not pass directly through the
area, and therefore there would be no effects on landcover, pattern and cultural aspects of the
landscape.
Size/ Scale of change
The construction operations would constitute a minor change to one aspect of one key characteristic
of this area, the tranquillity. As mentioned above, impacts from construction noise would cause some
disruption and somewhat reduce the tranquillity levels across the area. However, it is expected that
any noise disruption would be localised, intermittent and limited to an agreed time of day and as such
would result in limited loss to the overall the tranquillity only.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Much of the construction works would take place within the Otter Valley, whilst a short length would
occur on Viney Ridge close to the area‟s north western boundary. Over the full construction period
construction effects would influence a large extent of the area with greater effects present in the north.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term).
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Negligible to Minor
Adverse as the works would result in temporary slight damage to the tranquillity and no
noticeable loss to other key characteristics such as landcover, pattern and culture.

Operation

Size/ Scale of change
During year 1 of operation the effects resulting from the proposals would vary across the area,
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Construction

Neutral to Slight
Adverse - During
construction, this option
is considered to
intermittently detract
from the tranquillity
present in this high
sensitivity receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Slight Adverse - At year
1, in winter, this option is
considered to detract
from the tranquillity
present in this high
sensitivity receptor.
Summer Year 15
Slight Adverse - At year
15, in summer, this
option is considered to
continue to detract from
the tranquillity present in
this high sensitivity
receptor.
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Code

Landscape Receptor
and key characteristics

Character
Figure/Photo
Ref.

Value

Susceptibility

Sensitivity

characteristic of the plateau.
TPO trees are also found here.
The area has few roads, high
tranquillity and dark night-time
star-filled skies. Intervisibility
towards the east is evident
with uninterrupted ridges
evident as a backdrop.

LLCA
2ai

The Viney Hill to Sand Pit Hill steep
wooded scarp slopes (Including
Reddick's Hill)

Figures 4,7a, 7b, and
7c. Viewpoints 18a
and 18b

NPA10848 Landscape Impact Assessment– Option 1S 2C Hybrid and variants

This area is located within both
the Blackdown Hills AONB
and the East Devon AONB.
Despite two uncharacteristic
buildings (a petrol station and a
brightly lit diner) the buildings
are generally of a local style,
some of which are grade II
listed buildings. Of particular
note are the small fields with
irregular boundaries, areas of
strong hedgerows with
hedgerow trees, mature beech
trees on Reddick's Hill, veteran
trees, ancient woodland
at Reeds Covert and Rackley
Copse. Additionally, large parts
of this area are highly visible
from the wider valley. The field
patterns are considered to be
fairly intact although there is
greater loss in the far north of
the area and towards Honiton.
Levels of tranquillity are mostly
high away from the existing
A303 at Reddick's Hill. As such
this area has many AONB
special qualities, including a
settled landscape with a strong
sense of time-depth; well
preserved buildings in the local
vernacular; ancient woodland,
veteran trees and spring lined
mires that contribute to a rich
mosaic of habitats, a wellwooded pastoral landscape,
and in some areas a strong
pattern of hedges and
hedgerow trees.

Magnitude
Nature
of Change to the landscape and features

Level of
Landscape Effect

reducing the high tranquillity levels* across large parts of the receptor. An increase in noise arising
from moving traffic using the new road would be experienced throughout all but the very southern
portion of the area, including adverse effects on Cotleigh village. At year 15, a predicted increase in
traffic using the road would extend the noise disruption further south (Refer to Noise Chapter of EAR
for further details). These impacts would continue at night as the road would be in operation at all
hours, albeit to varying degrees. However, as noise is just one component of tranquillity and because
there is an absence of physical impacts and intervisibility between the two areas, no other
characteristics would be altered. Overall, at year 15 the proposals would constitute a minor change to
the area. The reduction in tranquillity between year 1 and 15 is not considered to constitute a
sufficient change to increase the concluded size/scale of change category.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The operational scheme would be experienced over large parts of this area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the traffic is expected to
increase from year 15 onwards when the duration will be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor Adverse, as the
implemented road and traffic using it would result in slight loss to the tranquillity and no
noticeable loss to other key characteristics within this character area.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor Adverse, as
the implemented road and traffic using it would result in permanent slight loss to the
tranquillity and no noticeable loss to other key characteristics within this character area.
Whilst containing some less
susceptible landscape elements such
as areas of disrupted field patterns,
this receptor includes more
susceptible landscape elements such
as a visually exposed steep landform
(specifically from some AONB „valued
view‟ locations), areas of open
pasture, and important cultural and
landscape assets, such as scarp
woodland. However, it should be
noted that the existing characteristic
tree cover could provide some
containment to a road improvement
scheme. Overall, it is considered that
the receptor is mostly unable to
accommodate change of the type
proposed. Nevertheless, there
remain opportunities for mitigation
such as using road cutting by
extending scarp woodland and
aligning routes sensitively in relation
to valued viewpoints.

High
Overall, this landscape receptor
includes many AONB special
qualities and valuable landscape
attributes. Despite the varying
intactness of field boundaries and
the proximity of the existing
A303, in places this area is still
considered to be highly
susceptible to a road
improvement scheme and mostly
unable to accommodate this type
of development.

Construction

The construction of Option 1S 2C Hybrid would include some existing hedgerow and tree clearance,
landscape pattern disruption, construction activity, some earthworks including side road construction,
the creation of attenuation ponds, construction of outfalls and associated disturbance alongside the
existing A30/A303 carriageway that would directly affect this character area.
Size/ Scale of change
The construction work will result in a major change to the key characteristics attributed to the area.
The works would involve equipment to build large earthworks and the grading of soil into agricultural
land. Qualities that would be directly affected relate to pattern, as a result of the alignment of the road
through small irregular fields; land cover, as a result of the felling of several mature trees; tranquillity*,
as a result of construction activity; and culture, where the settled landscape with a strong sense of time
depth* will be disturbed through the introduction of a large modern engineered structure. Despite this
the alignment of the road through this area has been positioned so to minimise disturbance to field
boundaries and taken through the small pockets of fields with high field boundary loss and avoids spring
lines*.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Direct effects cover a small proportion of the landscape area and are limited to a localised area of the
character area itself. Some indirect effects will be present through the western valley side, notably from
Dumpdon Hill 2.5km to the south west.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term), some reversibility
through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate to Major
Adverse as the works would result in alteration to many of the valued characteristics
within the area.

Operation

During operation, impacts arise from the implementation of a new 3-lane road, road embankments, the
establishment of new roadside earthbanks with broad hedges and hedgerow trees, and establishing new
woodland and copses along the roadside.
Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
The location of the road is set in an exposed and valued core of the character area. The road is in
close vicinity to veteran trees and passes through characteristic blocks of scarp woodland*. It is
considered that this is a particularly valued and sensitive part of the wider 2ai area and therefore has an
influence on the assigned magnitude.
At year 1 the embankment slopes abutting the road will comprise mostly bare ground and recently
planted woodland and hedges creating an exposed and uncharacteristic feature in the area. At this
stage it is considered that the proposals would continue to constitute a major change and result in a
permanent alteration to the landform. At dark, headlights of cars would be mostly obscured by
earthbanks either side of the road, leaving a glow in the otherwise dark scene*. However, by year 15
the proposed mitigation vegetation would have developed and begun to conceal and assimilate the road
into its surroundings, mimicking the existing well-wooded* landscape and forming a new yet integrated
feature in the landscape. In contrast, towards the south of the area east of Monkton, tranquillity would
continue to be disrupted resulting in an increase in noise from the road on the lower valley slopes.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Direct effects are limited to a localised area in a small proportion of the character area. Any indirect
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Construction

Large Adverse at a
localised level - During
construction, this
implemented scheme
option is considered to
be at considerable
variance with the
characteristics within a
localised valued and
exposed area of this high
sensitivity receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Moderate to Large
Adverse - At year 1, in
winter, this implemented
scheme option is
considered to have an
adverse impact on the
characteristic features of
this high sensitivity
receptor.
Summer Year 15
Moderate Adverse - At
year 15, in summer, this
implemented scheme
option is considered to
be at variance with this
high sensitivity receptor,
with some characteristic
elements restored
through mitigation
planting.
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Code

LLCA
2aii

LLCA
2aiii

Landscape Receptor
and key characteristics

St Cyres Hill steep wooded scarp
slopes

The Dumpdon, Hartridge and Luxton
steep wooded scarp slopes

Character
Figure/Photo
Ref.

Figures 4 and 7b.
Viewpoints 7 and 8.

Figures 4,7b, and 7c.
Viewpoints 10a, 10b,
13, 30

NPA10848 Landscape Impact Assessment– Option 1S 2C Hybrid and variants

Value

Susceptibility

Set within the Blackdown Hills
AONB, this area is
characteristic of its landscape
type. Generally a wooded and
very lightly settled landscape
with high tranquillity levels,
ancient woodland at
Shapcombe Copse, grade II
and II* buildings, highly intact
field boundaries and limited
vantage points to obtain views
out across the wider landscape.
These result in many AONB
special qualities, such as a
landscape that is maintained by
the stewardship of generations
of those who work the land;
spared many of the intrusions
of modern life; a place to enjoy
natural sounds; settled with a
strong sense of time-depth;
well related to the landscape
and a landscape with streams
that meander down the valleys
to feed the River Otter;
ancient woodland; a pattern of
curving medieval fields on the
valley slopes; a well-wooded
pastoral landscape with a
strong pattern of hedges and
hedgerow trees and although
rare, long panoramic views out.

This area contains many valuable
landscape qualities that are vulnerable
to the type of change proposed.
These existing attributes make this
receptor more susceptible to a
highways improvement scheme.
There are limited views out of the
area; however it is exposed to view
from some parts of the Otter Valley.
When considered as a whole, the
receptor is mostly unable to
accommodate change of the type
proposed.

As part of the Blackdown Hills
AONB, this area contains
several valued AONB special
qualities relating to a wellwooded pastoral landscape,
mature and well-managed
intact hedges and hedgerow
trees, curving medieval fields,
diverse and interconnected
semi-natural habitats, grade II

Some areas are widely visible,
particularly Dumpdon Hill which is a
visible landmark throughout much of
the Otter Valley. High tranquillity
levels and a strong sense of
remoteness are present. However,
some localised areas of high field
boundary loss and enclosure from
scarp woodland make the area less
susceptible to a highway

Sensitivity

High
This area contains many
identified distinctive landscape
elements and AONB special
qualities that make a positive
contribution to the character.
The limited visual relationship
between the receptor and the
wider valley give the area an
intimacy and sense of
remoteness. As a result is
considered to mostly be unable
to accommodate a highways
improvement scheme.

Magnitude
Nature
of Change to the landscape and features
effects will reduce as the road becomes further concealed from distant views overtime.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the mitigation vegetation
is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate Adverse, as the
new road and traffic would result in a notable loss of distinctive elements and introduce
an uncharacteristic feature into the landscape.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor to Moderate
Adverse, as the implemented road and traffic would result in the addition of an
uncharacteristic feature into the landscape.
From the St Cyres Hill steep wooded scarp slopes the effects of Option 1 and Option 2 near Honiton
are not considered to be perceptible and therefore only one judgement is given in respect of these
options:

Construction

The construction of Option 1S 2C Hybrid would include some existing hedgerow and tree clearance,
construction activity, some earthworks and associated disturbance alongside the existing A30/A303
carriageway that would indirectly affect this character area.
Size/ Scale of change
The construction operations would constitute a minor change to the key characteristics and attributes
of this landscape character area. As it is not directly affected by the new road, the only perceptible
change resulting from the development is via intervisibility, which would affect the long panoramic
views* out of the area towards the Otter Valley. However, because the characteristic scarp woodland
and mature hedgerows* restrict views out towards the development there would be very limited
opportunities for intervisibility.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Due to the limited potential for views out over the new road, the effects of the proposals are limited
to a very restricted extent.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term), some reversibility
through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Negligible Adverse, as
the construction activity would form a barely discernable feature in the landscape.

Operation

High
Having a nationally recognised
designation and several AONB
special qualities, this receptor is
considered to be a valued
landscape that is identified as
being susceptible to changes that
could arise from a road
improvement scheme. Therefore
it would be mostly unable to
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Indirect
Year 1 Winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, the proposals would become barely discernable as the mitigation vegetation
develops. As before, the characteristic scarp woodland and mature hedgerows would restrict views
out towards the development resulting in very limited opportunities for intervisibility and little
noticeable change. Where there would be opportunities for glimpses of the road in the corner of the
panoramic view as it passes up the valley side between Monkton and Reddick‟s Hill, the road would
constitute a barely discernable new feature in the landscape. The high tranquillity levels* would not be
affected, nor would the proposals introduce features that would intrude on the natural sounds* and
peaceful nature* of the area.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Due to the limited potential for views out over the new road, the effects of the proposals are limited
to a very restricted extent.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the mitigation vegetation
is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Negligible Adverse, as
the implemented road and traffic using it would form a barely discernable feature in the
landscape.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be No Change, as the
implemented road and traffic would have no noticeable alteration to the character.
From The Dumpdon, Hartridge and Luxton steep wooded scarp slopes the effects of the variants of
Option 1 and Option 2 near Honiton are not considered to differ in the judgments reached below:

Level of
Landscape Effect

Option 1 near Honiton /
Option 2 near Honiton

Construction

Neutral - During
construction, both
options are considered to
enable the panoramic
views* experienced from
this high sensitivity
receptor to be retained.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Neutral - At year 1, in
winter, both options are
considered to enable the
panoramic views*
experienced from this
high sensitivity receptor
to be retained.
Summer Year 15
Neutral – At year 15, in
summer both options are
considered to enable the
panoramic views*
experienced from this
high sensitivity receptor
to be retained.

Roundabout option by Devonshire Inn

Roundabout option by
Devonshire Inn / Alternative
junction option by
Devonshire Inn

The construction of Option 1S 2C Hybrid would include some existing hedgerow and tree clearance,
landscape pattern disruption, construction activity, some earthworks including side road construction,
the creation of attenuation ponds, construction of outfalls, an underbridge and the creation of a
roundabout, signage and lighting and associated disturbance alongside the existing A30/A303
carriageway that would indirectly affect this character area.

Moderate Adverse During construction,
both options are
considered to have an
adverse impact on the

Construction

Construction
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Code

LLCA
2aiv

Landscape Receptor
and key characteristics

The Stockland Hill steep wooded
scarp slope

Character
Figure/Photo
Ref.

Figure 4 and viewpoint
34.

NPA10848 Landscape Impact Assessment– Option 1S 2C Hybrid and variants

Value

Susceptibility

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature
of Change to the landscape and features

Level of
Landscape Effect

and II* buildings, and areas of
high tranquillity that are spared
many of the intrusions of
modern life. There is a sense of
remoteness and it is a place to
enjoy natural sounds. The well
managed hedgerows indicate
that there is a strong sense of
place closely linked to the land
with a tradition of hedge laying.
In addition, Dumpdon Camp is
a prehistoric hillfort and a
scheduled monument that is a
prime example of Hillforts on
plateau ridges, from where farreaching panoramic views
identified as AONB valued are
gained. There are varying levels
of boundary loss ranging from
no loss to up to sixty per cent.

improvement scheme. On this basis,
the receptor is mostly unable to
accommodate change of the type
proposed.

accommodate the change of the
development proposed.

Size/ Scale of change
During construction, the road proposals would constitute a noticeable change to the key
characteristics of the area, particularly panoramic views*. Intervisibility experienced from Dumpdon
Hill would undergo conspicuous alteration with direct views of the construction works on the valley
slopes. Views out over this portion of the road further north would also be affected but to a lesser
degree. The works would also affect the tranquillity* to some extent through the introduction of
moving machinery and engineering activity into the views out of the valley.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The road scheme will be seen from a moderate extent of the area. The alignment of the road up the
steep valley slopes north of Monkton allows for direct views across to construction works from this
area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term), some reversibility
through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate Adverse as the
works would result in a noticeable damage to the panoramic views* experienced from
exposed and elevated areas.

panoramic views*
experienced from this
high sensitivity receptor.

As part of the Blackdown Hills
AONB, this area contains
several valued AONB special
qualities. Valued features
include a pattern of curving
medieval fields on the valley
slopes, rich network of
habitats, a strong pattern of
hedges and hedgerow trees in
places with distinctive
hedgebanks, well preserved
buildings in the local

Operation

During operation, impacts arise from a wider and increased scale of road, new side roads and
structures, the establishment of new roadside hedges with some standard trees, establishing new
woodland in the vicinity of the roundabout and traffic movements.
Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
At year 1 of operation, the road scheme would continue to feature in the panoramic views out of the
area. As the road passes around Monkton towards the ridge, moving vehicles, bare earth banks and
newly planted woodland would form a noticeable new feature in the views out. The side roads
connecting the existing A303 with the new road will be particularly conspicuous as they are orientated
at perpendicular to the valley contours.
By year 15 and as the mitigation vegetation starts to develop, the proposals would constitute a minor
change in the panoramic views seen from this area. Towards the northern half of the area, where
intervisibility over the Monkton and Reddick‟s Hill is limited, the change resulting from the road would
be less discernable and most of the road would be concealed by roadside vegetation. Towards the
southern half of the area, the road bordered by woodland copses and hedgebanks would form a new
feature in the panoramic view, particularly Dumpdon Hill, as it winds up the valley side. Moving vehicles
would be obscured by earth banks with broad hedges and hedgerow trees. Once the mitigation
vegetation has matured and the moving vehicles obscured, the tranquillity will experience little
discernable change .
Geographical Extent of Influence
During operation, the effects would reduce to a localised area as a result of the establishing proposed
mitigation vegetation that would help to conceal the proposals from the western valley side.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the mitigation vegetation
is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Winter In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate Adverse, as the
implemented road and traffic using it would result in a noticeable damage to the
characteristic panoramic views*.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor Adverse, as
the implemented road and traffic using it would result in a slight damage to the
characteristic panoramic views* once mitigation vegetation establishes.

Due to the valued nature of this
receptor, such as high levels of
tranquillity and sense of remoteness
in places, a mostly well-wooded
landscape with areas of valued
habitat, areas of intervisibility
between parts of the Viney Ridge and
Dumpdon Hill, this area is mostly
unable to accommodate such a
highway improvement scheme.

High
In the context of an AONB
landscape designation, the valued
features and several AONB
special qualities identified as
being highly susceptible to
changes that could arise from a
road improvement scheme, this
receptor is considered to be
mostly be unable to
accommodate the change of the
development proposed.
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Alternative junction option by Devonshire Inn
This variant which replaces the proposed roundabout with a junction would result in some additional
woodland removal but otherwise would have reduced incursion into farmland, to the north of the
existing A30 and absence of lighting columns. As these works result in a small additional change to the
overall intervisibility it is considered that they constitute a minor change to the key characteristics of
the area and would not differ from those concluded for the roundabout scheme above.
Within this local landscape character area there are two different scheme options to consider,
however they are not considered to differ in the judgments reached below:
Roundabout option by Devonshire Inn

Construction

The construction of Option 1S 2C Hybrid would include some existing vegetation clearance,
construction activity, some earthworks and associated disturbance that would indirectly affect this
character area
Size/ Scale of change
During construction the proposals will constitute a minor change to some of the key characteristics of
this area; these being the long ranging views* out over the valley and intervisibility towards Viney ridge
in the west. The changes resulting from construction work would comprise construction activity and
earthworks on the ridge seen in the north of this area, further south the road would not be visible.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Moderate Adverse - At
year 1, in winter, both
options are considered to
have an adverse impact
on the panoramic views*
experienced from within
this high sensitivity
receptor.
Summer Year 15
Slight to Moderate
Adverse - At year 15, in
summer, both options
are considered to result
in some variance to the
panoramic views*
experienced from within
this high sensitivity
receptor.

Roundabout option by
Devonshire Inn / Alternative
junction option by
Devonshire Inn

Construction

Slight Adverse - During
construction, both
options are considered to
result in some variance
to the key characteristics
experienced from this
high sensitivity receptor,
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Code

Landscape Receptor
and key characteristics

Character
Figure/Photo
Ref.

Value

Susceptibility

Sensitivity

vernacular, a settled landscape
with a strong sense of timedepth, areas of high tranquillity
and sense of remoteness
resulting from being set away
from the A30/A303 corridor
and opportunities for far
reaching views. In contrast,
there is varied field boundary
loss, with greater decline in the
north of the area.

Magnitude
Nature
of Change to the landscape and features

Level of
Landscape Effect

Taking the area as a whole, this would result in limited alteration to the panoramic views* out. In the
far north of the area, once the new road reaches Viney ridge, the tranquillity* will be somewhat
affected by moving plant and vegetation clearance.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Because the road passes onto Viney ridge on Reddick‟s Hill, much of the route is not intervisible from
this area however effects on tranquillity would extend across a large extent of the area. The largest
degree of change would occur to the north of the area, where the distance between the road and the
character area shortens.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term), some reversibility
through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor Adverse as the
works would result in slight damage to the panoramic views* and tranquillity*
experienced from localised areas.

including disturbance to
tranquillity to the north
of the area.

Operation

Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, the new road will be visible from the far north of the area and once the roadside
turf faced hedgebank is in place would result in minor change to the existing intervisibility. The
movement of vehicles as they pass east of Reddick‟s Hill to Cooks Moor Lane would be visible from
this shorter distance between the two areas, particularly as the roadside facing this character area is
designed to be in keeping with the openness of the plateau, making it more exposed to the east.
However, the turf faced hedgerow would partially aid to conceal the road from day 1 of operations.
Further south, there would be little discernable change to the panoramic views* because the alignment
of the road takes it out of view. Here however, an increase in noise from the operational road would
be experienced, causing long-term disruption to the tranquillity.
Geographical Extent of Influence
As with construction, much of the route is not intervisible from this area, however effects on
tranquillity would extend across a large extent of the area. The largest degree of change would occur
to the north of the area, where the distance between the new road and the character area is shorter.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the mitigation vegetation
is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor Adverse, as the
implemented road and traffic using it would result in a slight damage to the panoramic
views* and tranquillity* experienced from localised areas.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor Adverse, as
the implemented road and traffic using it would cause a slight change to the tranquillity*
experienced from localised areas and be barely noticeable to the characteristic panoramic
views*.

LLCA
3ai

The Rawridge upper farmland and
wooded slopes

Figures 4, 7b, and 7c.
Viewpoints 20, 21, 22
and 29.

NPA10848 Landscape Impact Assessment– Option 1S 2C Hybrid and variants

This receptor lies within the
Blackdown Hills AONB. It
comprises several typical
characteristics of the landscape
type, such as patterns of small
to medium size fields with
irregular boundaries, a
dispersed settlement pattern of
isolated farms and small
villages, and narrow winding
lanes. It is relatively tranquil,
buffered from the A30/A303 by
scarp woodland. There are
several traditional orchards
and many listed buildings
particularly within Upottery
and Rawridge villages and
ancient woodland at
Buckhayes. These positive
features result in the presence
of several AONB special

Much of this receptor is largely
overlooked by dwellings in Upottery
and Rawridge villages and surrounding
high ground. Equally there are a
number of AONB special qualities
and several valuable landscape
elements such as ancient woodland,
many listed buildings and several
traditional orchards that make the
area more susceptible to a highway
improvement scheme. On this basis,
the receptor is mostly unable to
accommodate change of the type
proposed.

High
As previously identified, this area
contains some identified
elements of value and the
presence of several AONB
special qualities. The introduction
of a highways improvement
scheme would lead to a
considerable change in the
landscape character in areas away
from the neighbouring A30/A303.
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Alternative junction option by Devonshire Inn
This variant which replaces the proposed roundabout with a junction would result in some additional
woodland removal but otherwise would have reduced incursion into farmland, to the north of the
existing A30 and absence of lighting columns. As these works result in a small additional change to the
overall intervisibility it is considered that they constitute a minor change to the key characteristics of
the area and would not differ from those concluded for the roundabout scheme above.
Within this local landscape character area there are two different scheme options to consider,
however they are not considered to differ in the judgments reached below:
Roundabout option by Devonshire Inn

Construction

The construction of Option 1S 2C Hybrid would include some existing vegetation clearance,
construction activity, some earthworks and associated disturbance that would indirectly affect this
character area.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, the proposals would result in a noticeable change to the intervisibility between
the proposed road and this landscape area. These changes would primarily occur on the valley slopes
between Monkton and Reddick‟s Hill. Here the construction work would take place between the
existing woodland copses, aiding to partially conceal the activity from view. Some distant intervisibility
between the road and this area would occur to the north. The high tranquillity levels* experienced in
the area would not be adversely affected as the construction works are at a great enough distance.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The construction work would be visible from a moderate extent of the area. Around the Devonshire
Inn construction activity would be visible from a distance to the north of the area, whereas work on
the valley side would be visible from some higher slopes to the south of the area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term), some reversibility

Operation

Winter Year 1
Slight Adverse - At year
1, in winter, both options
would continue to result
in some variance to the
tranquillity experienced
from within this high
sensitivity receptor.
Summer Year 15
Slight Adverse - At year
15, in summer, both
options are considered to
detract from the
tranquillity of this high
sensitivity receptor.

Roundabout option by
Devonshire Inn / Alternative
junction option by
Devonshire Inn

Construction

Slight to Moderate
Adverse - During
construction, these
scheme options are
considered to have an
adverse impact on the
panoramic views *
experienced from this
high sensitivity receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Slight to Moderate
Adverse - At year 1, in
winter, these scheme
options are considered to
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qualities. However, field
boundary loss can vary
throughout.

Magnitude
Nature
of Change to the landscape and features

Level of
Landscape Effect

through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate Adverse as the
works would result in partial damage to the panoramic views* experienced from various
locations of the area.

result in some variance
to the key characteristics
experienced from within
this high sensitivity
receptor.
Summer Year 15
Slight Adverse - At year
15, in summer, these
scheme options are
considered to mostly
maintain the key
characteristics
experienced from within
this high sensitivity
receptor.

Operation

Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
Operational effects arising from traffic on the improved A30 would be similar to the construction stage
at year 1 in winter, through the addition of moving traffic and bare earth banks along the existing road.
The establishment of new boundary planting the size and scale of effects are considered to reduce
further so that the A30 improvements would by year 15 constitute minor change in the view or the
key characteristics of the panoramic views* experienced from this area. Much of the existing vegetation
around the Devonshire Inn would obscure the structures associated with the roundabout. However at
dark; light emitted from proposed lighting columns on the roundabout may indirectly alter the
character of this area. The high levels of tranquillity* will be improved as the existing A303 will be
downgraded and the new road located further away. This will be most noticeable at the southern end
of the area, to which the existing A303 runs close.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The construction work would be visible from a limited extent of the area, with much of the area
experiencing a reduced influence as a result of developing mitigation vegetation. The operational road
on the valley side would not be fully concealed by roadside planting and would remain an influence on
the mid-slopes of the southern half of the area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the mitigation vegetation
is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate Adverse, as the
implemented road and traffic using it would result in a partial damage to the panoramic
views* experienced from localised areas.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor Adverse, as
the implemented road and traffic using it would result in a slight loss to the characteristic
panoramic views* experienced from localised areas.
Alternative junction option by Devonshire Inn
This variant which replaces the proposed roundabout with a junction would result in some additional
woodland removal and lack of lighting but otherwise would have reduced incursion into farmland, to
the north of the existing A30 and absence of lighting columns. As these works result in a small
additional change to the overall intervisibility it is considered that they constitute a minor change to the
key characteristics of the area and would not differ from those concluded for the roundabout scheme
above.
LLCA
3aii

The Monkton upper farmland and
wooded slopes

Figure 4, 7b and 7c.
Viewpoints 9, 11, 12,
15, 16b.

As part of the Blackdown Hills
AONB, this landscape receptor
has in places a strong presence
of key characteristics and
several AONB special qualities
such as well-preserved
buildings in a local vernacular
and a sense of time-depth (as
demonstrated by Grade II and
II* Listed buildings), veteran
trees, high- hedged winding
lanes, irregular field boundaries
and network of ditches on
valley slopes, and a variety of
habitats and streams that feed
the River Otter. However, in
other locations the presence of
the existing A30/A303 has a
notable negative influence on
the character of the village of
Monkton and parts of this area
alongside this road corridor.

Although the existing A30/A303 that
passes through the area is similar in
nature to the highways improvement
proposals, this landscape receptor
comprises several features of
landscape value and AONB special
qualities that are likely to be
susceptible to scheme. The area is
also overlooked in places, in
particular from Dumpdon Camp
Scheduled Monument and other
AONB „valued view‟ locations.
Although the moderate tree cover
would aid in the ability of the area to
conceal parts of such a scheme, they
contribute to the landscape value
specifically the veteran trees. It is
therefore considered that this area is
likely to be mostly unable to
accommodate the proposals for a
highway improvement development.

High
Given the presence several
AONB special qualities and some
landscape elements that either
cannot easily be replaced or are
irreplaceable, such as valued field
patterns, hedgebanks, veteran
trees and listed buildings, this
area is deemed to be susceptible
to such a development.
However, it has some features,
such as the existing A30/A303,
design opportunities and
potential enhancements that
would enable a highway
improvement scheme to be
partly accommodated.

Construction

The construction of Option 1S 2C Hybrid would include some existing vegetation clearance,
construction activity, some earthworks and associated disturbance that would directly affect this
character area.
Size/ Scale of change
The construction work would include the construction of culverts, road side embankments, an
attenuation pond, side diversion roads, hedgerow and tree clearance, and the construction of earth
banks with broad hedges and hedgerow trees and woodland copse planting along the roadside. This
would constitute a major change to the landscape area. Construction activity would result in a major
direct loss to landcover, pattern, tranquillity* and cultural attributes on the eastern valley side. The
pattern of small to medium irregular fields with fairly intact field boundaries (33% loss) will be altered
as construction takes place on and around the road alignment. The loss of trees, hedgerows and
agricultural land will also take place, as well as the interruption of watercourses* resulting in
detrimental effects to the landcover. Indirect effects would occur on the western side of the valley
from where intervisibility would be altered with noticeable changes to the panoramic views*.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The extent of influence effects large parts of the area. As the area stretches over both sides of the
valley, the effects will be experienced both directly, where the road passes up the wooded slope, and
indirectly, where tranquillity and intervisibility from the western valley side are disturbed.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term), some reversibility
through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate to Major
Adverse as the works would result in large scale damage to the key characteristics and
the addition of uncharacteristic features.

Operation

Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
NPA10848 Landscape Impact Assessment– Option 1S 2C Hybrid and variants
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Construction

Large Adverse - During
construction, this
scheme option is
considered to damage
the sense of place and
diminish the integrity of
a range of characteristic
features in this high
sensitivity receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Moderate to Large
Adverse - At year 1, in
winter, this scheme
option is considered to
damage the sense of
place in this high
sensitivity receptor.
Summer Year 15
Moderate Adverse - At
year 15, in summer, once
mitigation vegetation is
established, this scheme
option is considered to
have an adverse impact
on characteristic features
within this high
8/7/2016

Code

LLCA
3aiii

Landscape Receptor
and key characteristics

The Honiton fringe upper farmland
and wooded slopes

Character
Figure/Photo
Ref.

Figures 4 and 7b.
Viewpoints 2, 4, 5, 6, 8
14d, 14e.

NPA10848 Landscape Impact Assessment– Option 1S 2C Hybrid and variants

Value

Much of this landscape
receptor is part of the
Blackdown Hills AONB, a small
portion north east of Honiton
is currently undesignated.
Although the area as a whole
shares some key defining
characteristics there are some
urban influences that sub-divide
this local landscape character
area, such as a Little Chef
restaurant, scrap yard, a
telecommunications mast, and
other built development and
infrastructure closer to
Honiton. Elsewhere, more so
towards the west of the area
away from the existing A303,
are networks of hedgerows
and woodland copses including
ancient woodland, higher levels
of tranquillity, prevalent
traditional buildings particularly
in Combe Raleigh and a general
intactness of field boundaries.
As such, the AONB special
qualities present typically relate
to the west of the area.

Susceptibility

Parts of the eastern valley side of this
landscape receptor are overlooked
from some areas of Honiton, Beacon
and Dumpdon Hill, additionally low
vegetation coverage increases its
exposure. Particularly towards the
west, there are a number of AONB
special qualities and several valuable
landscape elements such as ancient
woodland, listed buildings and
traditional orchards that make the
western area more susceptible to a
highway improvement scheme. On
this basis, the receptor is partly able
to accommodate change of the type
proposed.

Sensitivity

Medium
As previously identified, this area
contains some identified
elements of value and the
presence of several AONB
special qualities, particularly in
the west where the introduction
of a highways improvement
scheme would lead to a
considerable change in the
landscape character. Whereas a
road improvement scheme in the
eastern part of this area could be
accompanied by landscape
enhancement measures to
increase woodland cover and
strengthen hedgerows. On
balance, this receptor would be
partly able to accommodate the
development proposed.

Magnitude
Nature
of Change to the landscape and features

Level of
Landscape Effect

Size/ Scale of change
During operation, the size / scale of change would reduce as the mitigation planting develops. At year
1, the effect of the proposals would improve as the direct disturbance from construction activity and
plant would no longer be present. Instead vehicles would travel through the area, causing an increase in
noise and a reduction in tranquillity*. The dispersed settlement pattern and strong sense of time
depth* would be disturbed by the addition of a man-made structure through the valley slopes. By year
15 the proposed mitigation would have developed and would help to integrate the road into the valley
side through the introduction of characteristic hedgerow and woodland copses. The tranquillity would
be altered immediately around the road as a result of moving traffic, and also across the valley as a
result of the visibility of traffic and headlights.
Geographical Extent of Influence
During operation, the extent of influence would continue to directly affect large parts of the area in the
eastern half. The operational road around Monkton would not be fully concealed by roadside planting
and would remain some influence in the panoramic views across towards the ridgeline, from the
western half of the valley.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the mitigation vegetation
is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate to Major
Adverse, as the implemented road and traffic using it would result in noticeable damage
to key characteristics across large parts of the area.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate Adverse,
as the implemented road and traffic using it would result in noticeable damage to key
characteristics of the area. Proposed mitigation vegetation would now help to integrate
the road into the landscape.

sensitivity receptor.

Within this local landscape character area there are two different scheme options to consider:

Option 1 variant near
Honiton

Option 1 variant near Honiton

Construction

The construction of Option 1S 2C Hybrid would include some existing hedgerow and tree clearance,
side road construction, the creation of attenuation ponds and earth banks, tree and woodland planting,
construction activity, some earthworks and associated disturbance alongside the existing A30/A303
carriageway that would directly affect this character area.
Size/ Scale of change
Any direct impacts resulting from construction would occur east of the river. Much of the proposal
route follows the existing A303 alignment, with further encroachment into the agricultural fields west
of the road. This would have limited alteration to the field pattern; however stretches of well intact
hedgerow along the western edge of the existing A303 would be removed with replacement planting
either side of the road. At the northern end of the area, Hedgend Underbridge and Ford Link Road
would result in the removal of well intact field boundaries and destruction of several medieval fields
found around Tovehayne Farm, resulting in a permanent alteration to the existing landscape features.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Direct effects are localised. Indirect effects are anticipated in a small proportion of the area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term), some reversibility
through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate to Major
Adverse as the works would result in noticeable damage to the features alongside the
existing A303 and introduce conspicuous new elements.

Operation

Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
During year 1 of operation, the proposals would constitute a minor change to the key characteristics in
the area. Because the road is in a similar alignment to the existing A303, the landcover and pattern
remain generally intact. The road would create little interruption to the watercourses on the valley
slopes* and there would be no change in tranquillity. However, the northern end of the area would
undergo conspicuous loss of pattern and cultural heritage through the introduction of Ford Link Road
and Hedgend Underbridge, both new features in the landscape. By year 15, as the new planting
develops and replaces that which has been lost, the size/scale would reduce to limited loss to the
landscape character.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Direct effects are localised. Indirect effects are anticipated in a small proportion of the area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the mitigation vegetation
is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate Adverse, as the
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Construction

Moderate Adverse During construction, this
option is considered to
have an adverse impact
on the features present
in this medium sensitivity
receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Moderate Adverse - At
year 1, in winter, this
option is considered to
have an adverse impact
on the features present
in this medium sensitivity
receptor.
Summer Year 15
Slight Adverse - At year
15, in summer, this
option is considered to
result in some variance
to the features present in
this medium sensitivity
receptor.
Option 2 variant near
Honiton

Construction

Slight to Moderate
Adverse - During
construction, this option
is considered to be at
variance with the
features present in this
medium sensitivity
receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Slight to Moderate
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implemented road and traffic using it would result in a partial damage to the features
alongside the existing A303.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor Adverse, as
the implemented road and traffic using it would result in a slight loss to the valued
features on the exposed valley side.

Adverse - At year 1, in
winter, this option is
considered to be at
variance with the
features present in this
medium sensitivity
receptor.
Summer Year 15
Neutral - At year 15, in
summer, this option is
considered to maintain
the character of this
medium sensitivity
receptor.

Option 2 variant near Honiton

Construction

This variant would give rise to direct effects which include less vegetation removal than variant Option
1, to the north of the existing A30/A303 and the demolition of two properties and one workshop.
Size/ Scale of change
Any direct impacts resulting from construction would occur east of the river. Much of the proposal
route follows the existing A303 alignment, with further encroachment into the agricultural fields east of
the road. This would result in the removal of stretches of poorly intact hedgerow along the eastern
boundary of the existing A303 and would have limited alteration to the field pattern. Several properties
and the scrap yard garage would be demolished, which in terms of landscape character would help to
reduce the incongruous features in the landscape. Replacement planting would take place either side of
the road. However, at the northern end of the area, Hedgend Underbridge and Ford Link Road would
result in the removal of well intact field boundaries and destruction of several medieval fields found
around Tovehayne Farm, resulting in a permanent alteration to the existing landscape features.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Direct effects are localised. Indirect effects are anticipated in a small proportion of the area
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term), some reversibility
through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate Adverse as the
works would result in partial damage to the features alongside the existing A303.

Operation

Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
During year 1 of operation, the proposals would constitute a minor change to the key characteristics in
the area. Because the road is in a similar alignment to the existing A303, the landcover and pattern
remain generally intact. The road would create little interruption to the watercourses on the valley
slopes* and there would be no change in tranquillity. In comparison to the Option 1 variant, it is
considered that this option would constitute less change because it involves the removal of less intact
hedgerow and several incongruous buildings along the roadside. However similarly to Option 1 variant,
the northern end of the area would undergo conspicuous loss of pattern and cultural heritage through
the introduction of Ford Link Road and Hedgend Underbridge, both new features in the landscape. By
year 15, as the new planting develops and replaces that which has been lost, the size/scale would
reduce to limited loss to the landscape character.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Direct effects are localised. Indirect effects are anticipated in a small proportion of the area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the mitigation vegetation
is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will be permanent and long term.
Magnitude Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor Adverse, as the
implemented road and traffic using it would result in a slight damage to the features on
the exposed valley side.
Magnitude Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor Adverse, as
the implemented road and traffic using it would result in a slight loss to the valued
features on the exposed valley side
LLCA
3ci

The Otter Valley sparsely settled
valley floor

Figures 4 and 7c

NPA10848 Landscape Impact Assessment– Option 1S 2C Hybrid and variants

As part of the Blackdown Hills
AONB, this landscape receptor
is valued for its sense of
openness and remoteness,
near absence of built
development, cherished
riverside habitats, small scale
fields and well managed, intact
field boundaries. Where set
away from the nearby existing
A30/A303, there are few
sources of disturbance and it is
mostly tranquil. It has some
AONB special qualities relating
to a landscape sculpted and

This is a homogenous river and
meadow landscape with very limited
built development in the form of
minor roads and two listed bridges.
As the area is a low lying, generally
flat landscape the valley floor is visible
from parts of the upper valley sides
including those rising up to Viney Hill
to Northcote Hill ridge and from
Dumpdon Hill. On this basis, the
receptor is mostly unable
accommodate change of the type
proposed.

High
This landscape receptor contains
some identified AONB special
qualities and several valuable
landscape elements such as a
sense of openness, intact field
boundaries, and mature riparian
vegetation. It is overlooked from
several important locations in the
surrounding valley, contributing
to several scenic views
throughout the area. The
presence of the River Otter and
its scenic qualities, and sensitive
characteristics are considered to
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Within this local landscape character area there are two different scheme options to consider:

Option 1 near Honiton

Option 1 variant near Honiton

Moderate Adverse During construction, this
option is considered to
have an adverse impact
on the features present
in this high sensitivity
receptor.

Construction

The construction of Option 1S 2C Hybrid would include some existing hedgerow and tree clearance,
side road construction, the creation of attenuation ponds and earth banks, tree and woodland planting,
construction activity, some earthworks and associated disturbance alongside the existing A30/A303
carriageway that would directly affect this character area.
Size/ Scale of change
The Option 1 variant would reduce the tranquillity* of the area because it is positioned further west
and closer to 3ci than the existing road. During construction, the existing hedgerow would be
removed, thus temporarily increasing the intervisibility and creating a noticeable change to the
tranquillity.
Geographical Extent of Influence
During construction, the proposals would affect large parts of the area, particularly the northern half,

Construction

Operation

Winter Year 1
Moderate Adverse - At
year 1, in winter, this
option is considered to
8/7/2016
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Value
maintained by the stewardship
of generations of those who
work the land; clear and
unpolluted streams that
meander down the valleys to
feed the River Otter; and an
area of high tranquillity spared
many of the intrusions of
modern life.

Susceptibility

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature
of Change to the landscape and features

Level of
Landscape Effect

be indicators of a highly sensitive
receptor.

where the new road runs approximately 100-150m east of the area and as a result of hedge removal
along the western side of the road.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term), some reversibility
through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate Adverse as the
works would be a noticeable feature and would reduce the tranquillity* of the area.

have an adverse impact
on the features present
in this high sensitivity
receptor.
Summer Year 15
Neutral to Slight
Beneficial - At year 15, in
summer, this option is
considered maintain
some characteristic
features in this high
sensitivity receptor.

Operation

Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
At year 1 during operation, the proposals would constitute a noticeable change to the high tranquillity*
currently observed in the area. The new road would be exposed to the river whilst the proposed
hedgerow is establishing, increasing intervisibility towards the moving traffic and decreasing the
tranquillity*. Before the hedgerow develops increased noise and visual interruption would occur,
particularly at dark when vehicle headlights are exposed. At year 15, the roadside vegetation would
have established and would contain intervisibility of the road from this area. This would result in would
be a minor, yet beneficial as there would be a slight improvement of character by restoration of
existing hedgerow.
Geographical Extent of Influence
During operation, the proposals would affect a moderate extent of the area, particularly the northern
half, where the new road runs approximately 100-150m east of the area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the mitigation vegetation
is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Moderate Adverse, as the
implemented road and traffic using it would be a noticeable feature and reduce the
tranquillity* of the area.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor Beneficial, as
the implemented road and traffic would be contained by the restored hedgerow.
Option 2 variant near Honiton

Construction

This variant would give rise to indirect effects which include less vegetation removal than variant
Option 1 to the north of the existing A30/A303, and the demolition of two properties and one
workshop.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, the option 2 variant would undergo some hedgerow removal to the west of the
existing road. This would temporarily increasing the intervisibility and creating a noticeable change to
the tranquillity*. The demolition of buildings would also cause disruption to the area.
Geographical Extent of Influence
During construction, the proposals would affect a moderate extent of the area, particularly the
northern half, where the new road runs approximately 100-150m east of the area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term), some reversibility
through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect –
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor to Moderate
Adverse as the works would be a noticeable feature, adding uncharacteristic new features
and reducing the tranquillity* of the area.

Option 2 variant near
Honiton

Construction

Slight to Moderate
Adverse - During
construction, this option
is considered to have a
negative impact on some
of the features present
and detract from the
sense of place in this high
sensitivity receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Slight to Moderate
Adverse - At year 1, in
winter, this option is
considered to detract
from the features
present in this high
sensitivity receptor.
Summer Year 15
Neutral to Slight
Beneficial - At year 15, in
summer, this option is
considered to blend in
with the characteristic
features present and
maintain the
characteristic features in
this high sensitivity
receptor.

Operation

Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
At year 1 during operation, the proposals would constitute a noticeable change to the high tranquillity*
currently observed in the area. Sections of the new road would be exposed to the river whilst the
proposed hedgerow is establishing. Certain sections of the road, particularly towards the north of the
area, would be intervisible, resulting in moving traffic and associated noise and vehicle headlights, and a
decrease in tranquillity*. At year 15, the roadside vegetation would have established and the road
would be a barely discernable change in the landscape, improving the gateway to the Blackdown Hills
AONB.
Geographical Extent of Influence
During operation, the proposals would affect a moderate extent of the area, particularly the northern
half, where the new road runs approximately 100-150m east of the area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the mitigation vegetation
is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor Adverse, as the
NPA10848 Landscape Impact Assessment– Option 1S 2C Hybrid and variants
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implemented road and traffic using it would be a noticeable feature and reduce the
tranquillity* of the area whilst mitigation vegetation is establishing.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor Beneficial, as
the implemented road and traffic using it would be contained by the retained hedgerow
enabling a slight improvement to the character.
Within the Devon Landscape
Character Area: Clyst Lowland
Farmlands
LLCA
Ui

Honiton North eastern urban edge

Figures 4 and 7d.
Viewpoint 3.

Although not a designated
landscape, this receptor lies
within the context of the
Blackdown Hills and East
Devon AONB. Consequently,
there are no official AONB
special qualities although the
Grade II* Marwood House
demonstrates that well
preserved buildings are
present. Nevertheless urban
pressures from the edge of
Honiton disturb the sense of
tranquillity and fragment the
landscape. Its condition is
considered to have
deteriorated somewhat as a
result of increased built
development such as pylons
and road infrastructure and
interruption of the field
patterns over the years.
However, the area contains
one Grade II Listed building
and in terms of vegetation,
there are three TPOs in the
south of area.

This area has limited potential for
views out given intervening buildings
and vegetation cover. However,
views of the upper slopes of parts of
Northcote Hill are gained from
Monkton Road looking northwards.
Nevertheless, this receptor is of
relatively low scenic quality with
minimal AONB special qualities with
some, but few valued features. For
this reason, this landscape receptor is
judged to be able to accommodate a
highway improvement development.

Low
Although comprising some valued
elements and some intervisibility
with the Blackdown Hills and
East Devon AONB, these
qualities are outweighed by
detracting characteristics such as
the existing A30/A303 and other
existing elements.

Within this local landscape character area there are two different scheme options to consider,
however they are not considered to differ in the judgments reached below:
Option 1 variant near Honiton

Construction

The construction of Option 1S 2C Hybrid would include some existing hedgerow and tree clearance,
construction activity, some earthworks and associated disturbance alongside the existing A30/A303
carriageway that would indirectly affect this character area.
Size/ Scale of change
The scale of change would constitute a minor change to the small number of positive qualities within
the area, the TPO trees or Grade 2* Marwood House*. Some intervisibility would occur between
Otter Valley Park and the edge of the construction site that would sit very close to the exiting
alignment of the A303. However, the intervisibility is not considered to be a valued quality of the area,
nor are the low levels of tranquillity that would be further disrupted by the close proximity of
construction works.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The extent of influence would be limited to a very restricted extent as the proposals would be
intervisible from a small proportion of the northern end of the area. This is where the character area
lies immediately adjacent to the construction site and where a culvert and attenuation pond would be
built.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year‟s construction (short term), some reversibility
through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor Adverse as the
works would result in slight loss to the intervisibility and barely noticeable loss to the
valued features within this character area.

Operation

Option 1 variant near
Honiton / Option 2 near
Honiton

Construction

Slight Adverse - At year
15, in summer, both
options are considered to
result in some variance
to the features present in
this low sensitivity
receptor.

Operation

Winter Year 1
Slight Adverse - At year
1, in winter, both options
are considered to result
in some variance to the
features present in this
low sensitivity receptor.
Summer Year 15
Neutral - At year 15, in
summer, both options
are considered to
maintain the
characteristic features
present in this low
sensitivity receptor.

Year 1 winter to Year 15 Summer
Size/ Scale of change
The scale of change would constitute little discernable change during operation. Intervisibility and
tranquillity would be subject to very little effects other than those experienced from the existing A303
because the proposals are sited along a very similar road alignment. However, a reduction in
tranquillity may be experienced as a result of hedgerow removal alongside the road, up until
replacement planting has fully established.
Geographical Extent of Influence
During operation and in the absence of construction activity, the extent of influence would be limited
to a very restricted area.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Effects from year 1 to year 10 will be temporary, short/medium term up until the mitigation vegetation
is fully established from year 15 onwards when the duration will be permanent and long term.
Magnitude of Effect Year 1 Winter –
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor Adverse, as the
implemented road and traffic using it would result in a slight loss to the intervisibility and
barely noticeable loss to the valued features within this character area.
Magnitude of Effect Year 15 Summer –
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Negligible Adverse,
as the implemented road and traffic using it would result in barely noticeable loss to the
valued features in this area.
NOTE: The Scoping Report also noted the East Devon AONB and the Honiton Conservation Area as potential landscape receptors. Fieldwork has led both of these to be scoped out of the assessment process. It is considered that the Honiton Conservation Area would not be significantly affected by the
proposals due to its position within the town and intervening built form, and is now excluded from the study area. A small part of the northern boundary of the East Devon AONB lies within the study area as it may be affected indirectly by the proposals. This area is identified as local landscape character areas (LLCA)
1aiv The Offwell open inland planned plateaux, 2ai The Viney Hill to Sand Pit Hill steep wooded scarp slopes (Including Reddick's Hill), which are included as landscape receptors; potential effects on these LLCAs will therefore be captured through the assessment process. It is considered that there would not be
significant effects to the East Devon AONB overall, as a designated area, due to the extent of the area potentially indirectly affected. The East Devon AONB has therefore been scoped out of the assessment process.
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A30 Honiton to Devonshire Inn Improvements
Technical Appendix 7C - Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment Tables

TABLE 3: VISUAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT FOR OPTION 3Y
Note
* suffix indicates Valued/Favourite View locations identified in the Blackdown Hills AONB publication ‘What makes a view’
(N) indicates a night-time representative viewpoint provided in addition to a day time photograph
indicates receptors also used to assess night-time effects
LEVELS OF EFFECT AND SIGNIFICANCE: In this assessment, within the context of an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, a level of effect of slight to moderate or above is considered to be potentially significant.

Code

Visual Receptor
National
Designation

ND1

Blackdown Hills AONB

Representative
viewpoint

Nature of existing view (winter)

Nature of existing view
(summer)

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant – in bold)

All

Day –In the winter, there are specific identified
valued open panoramic views from Dumpdon Hill
across the Otter Valley and Monkton Village to the
east. There are some open and some partial views
toward the existing A30/A303 from residents and
communities, some close too and others further
away from the road, on the adjacent lower valley
sides and on the edge of Honiton.

Day – Generally, vegetation enclosing
the existing A30/A303 provides
greater concealment of the existing
route in views when in leaf with the
exception of parts of the plateau
where hedgerows are low and tightly
trimmed
At Night –Vegetation coming into leaf
further restricts the effects of vehicle
headlights on the A30/A303 where
boundary vegetation is present and
has matured.

High
Views include those from
publicised vantage points,
tourist attractions, heritage
assets, some identified as
valued* views and noteworthy
within the context of a
nationally designated
landscape. There are also
properties which are set in the
landscape to take advantage of
scenic views and numerous
noteworthy glimpsed and
static views from visitor
attractions, public rights of way
and the trunk road and minor
road network crossing the local
area.

Magnitude of Effect on the Blackdown Hills AONB within the Study Area

Level of Effect on the
Blackdown Hills AONB within
the Study Area

Users of recreation sites at Dumpdon Hill, Combe
Wood and on open access land at Hartridge
Common only currently experience limited views of
sections of the existing A30/A303 where there is no
or weak roadside boundary vegetation.
Users or public rights of way alongside the valley
section of the existing A30/A303 route generally
have limited views of the existing road except at
close quarters in adjacent fields. In the Otter valley
and on valley sides further to the north users of
public rights of way currently experience traffic on
the existing A30/A303 on sections of routes where
there is intervisibility with the stretch of the trunk
road in the vicinity of the Devonshire Inn on the edge
of the plateau. Views towards traffic on the
ascending section of the A30/A303 on Reddick’s Hill
are barely perceptible in the day time.

Viewers include those within
residential properties,
recreation areas, visitors to
heritage assets and involved in
recreation activity where the
primary enjoyment comes
from the view.

Workers and visitors to tourist attractions in some
cases currently do not have views interrupted by the
A30/A303. From other premises the A30/A303 and
its traffic is visible at close quarters, with positive
views over countryside beyond. Farmworkers
generally have more views of the existing A30/A303
when they are in fields alongside it rather than up on
the valley sides and/or set away from it where it
generally makes up only a small proportion of views
of the surrounding countryside.

Construction‐Night
Night‐Slight adverse at a
localised level – At night
,during construction, this
option would cause some
perceptible deterioration to a
visual receptor of high
sensitivity

Visual effects on users of informal recreation sites would include: some noticeable and
conspicuous adverse changes to views experienced by visitors to Dumpdon Hill, the works would
cause a small change and minor new feature in views from visitors to the Combe Wood National
Trust Site and some perceptible small changes in an easterly direction and some noticeable and
conspicuous changes in a southerly direction effecting users of the Hartridge Common open
access land, which is also a valued* view location.

Operation‐ Day
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Moderate to large
adverse at a localised level‐At
year 1, in the winter, this
option would continue to
cause some large and some
perceptible deterioration to a
visual receptor of high
sensitivity

Visual effects on workers and visitors to tourist attractions include: No discernible change to
visitors and businesses in the vicinity Monkton or at the Royal Oak Farm Shop. The Jenny’s tea
bar would no longer be a visual receptor with this option. Visitors and workers at the Little Chef
would experience some noticeable and conspicuous changes in a southerly direction, where the
new road is constructed. Some farmworkers on the Otter Valley sides would experience a large

1

Anticipated Levels of Effect
With roundabout variant near
the Devonshire Inn
Construction‐Day
Day‐ Moderate to large
adverse at a localised level‐
During construction, this
option would cause some
large and some perceptible
deterioration to a visual
receptor of high sensitivity

Visual effects on local communities and residents, during construction, include: Some noticeable
and conspicuous change to a small number of residents on the edge of Honiton; in Beacon and
experienced by some residents on valley sides in the southern part of the Otter Valley, near
Honiton. There would be no discernible change in Monkton and Rawridge; There would be small
adverse changes which would be a minor feature in the view would be experienced in Upottery,
which is also a valued* view location; Some large and some noticeable and conspicuous changes
would be experienced by a small number of residents on the plateau in the vicinity of the
Devonshire Inn and along the Viney Ridge.

Visual effects on users of public rights of way include: a large change experienced by walkers at
the eastern end of Footpath No 19 near Cheyney Farm arising from the construction of a Langford
link road and from adjacent widening works, anticipated to effect a small number walkers but also
a valued* view. The view from footpath 3 would be unchanged. There would be noticeable and
conspicuous changes experienced by walkers on the RUPP alongside Middle Northcote Farm and
no discernible effects are anticipated on footpaths 12, 14 and 15 south east of Honiton. Walkers
to the west and north of Reddick’s Hill would experience some small changes to the east and
some more noticeable and conspicuous adverse changes to transient views to the south. Walkers
on Footpath No. 11 alongside Langford Road would experience noticeable and conspicuous
construction works on parts of the valley side near Northcott Hill.

Road users on the existing A30/A303 experience a
variety of positive views from the route including
views across to the landmark of Dumpdon Hill, views
over the River Otter and over the east facing valley
sides, from laybys. Also near views to the church of
St Mary Magdalene , the views under the woodland
canopy on Reddick’s Hill and the more open views to
the east across the plateau and long views north
toward the Blackdown Hills and west toward the

NPA10848 Visual Impact Assessment – Option 3Y

With the roundabout variant near the Devonshire Inn and Option 1, near Honiton
Construction‐Day
During construction, the sources of change include: operations and activity associated with
clearance of land cover and vegetation along the route, earthworks operations and activity,
drainage works, road infrastructure construction works, construction of underbridges,
roundabout construction, planting and landscape operations and working areas, for up to two and
a half years duration. Compound locations have not been identified at this stage. The roundabout
requires land take to the east, some vegetation removal and requires lighting columns at the
junction and on approaches.
Size/ Scale of change
Visual effects on a specific view: During construction, this route option as a whole would cause
some noticeable and adverse conspicuous change to the specific viewpoint and a valued* view at
Dumpdon Hill.

Summer Year 15
Day‐ Moderate adverse at a
localised level – During
operation, at year 15, in the
summer , this option would
cause perceptible
deterioration to a visual
receptor of high sensitivity
Operation‐Night
Winter Year 1
Night‐ Moderate adverse at a
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Code

Visual Receptor

Representative
viewpoint

Nature of existing view (winter)

Nature of existing view
(summer)

Sensitivity

scarp near Smeatharpe Airfield. There are also some
incongruous elements at the roadside, including, the
Little Chef café and a scrap yard at this southern
gateway to the Blackdown Hills AONB. There are
limited views to the existing A30/A303 and its traffic
from other main roads near Honiton.
Views from minor roads include some positive
glimpsed views from gateways across the River Otter
and to facing valley side dispersed farmsteads and
some longer views along sections of these routes
heading down hill in more elevated locations to the
east and the landmark of Dumpdon Hill or distant
wooded scarps.

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant – in bold)

change in places and the construction works would be a noticeably contrasting and conspicuous
feature. In other places views would be partial and glimpsed or filtered through intervening
vegetation or the works would not be discernible. Farmworkers on the plateau would experience
the same scale of change at this stage.

localised level – At night,
during operation, at year 1, in
the winter , this option would
cause perceptible
deterioration to a visual
receptor of high sensitivity

Visual effects on road users would include: Some localised large, noticeable and conspicuous
change at the tie in point with the existing A30 near Honiton, where the A30 is widened and
where the roundabout is constructed near the Devonshire Inn. Some small and some noticeable
and conspicuous changes are anticipated on users of the Stockland Hill. Small and conspicuous
changes would be experienced intermittently from construction activity on some sections of the
main roads on the edge of Honiton (Limer’s Lane is identified as a valued* view location); From
lanes on the Otter valley sides there would generally be small or barely discernible effects from
the construction works, however, large scale effects are anticipated from construction activity of
the south eastern end of Sandy’s Lane. On Cook’s Moor Lane and Viney Lane on the plateau, road
users would experience some noticeable and conspicuous construction activity arising from this
option. On a part of Hedgend Road, Holmsleigh Road and the C366 there would be some large
and contrasting changes arising from the creation of underbridges and cuttings.
Geographic extent of Influence
Changes would affect a moderate to small extent, in the centre and in the mid distance of the
view experienced from the specific viewpoint and a valued view at Dumpdon Hill.

At Night – The communities of Honiton, Monkton,
and to a lesser extent Beacon experience the effect
of existing street lighting and point light sources.
Rawridge and Upottery have a night time visual
context that is predominantly dark.

Changes from the construction works on local communities and residents would affect: a
moderate to small extent, in the centre and in the mid distance of the view experienced by some
properties on the edge of Honiton, there would be no views from Monkton or Rawridge, a small
extent of the view, at a moderately oblique angle and in the far distance from Upottery, which is
also a valued* view location; a small extent of the view in the centre and mid distance from
Beacon, localised and generally mid distance views from Properties on the Otter Valley side and a
large extent of the view in the centre of some close or localised views from some residents on the
plateau.
Changes from the construction works on users of informal recreation sites would effect: a
moderate to small extent of the view, the centre of the view and in the mid distance from
Dumpdon Hill, a small extent of the view at a moderately oblique angle and in the mid‐distance
from users of Combe Wood National Trust site and a small extent, in the centre of a view and in
the mid and far distance from users of Hartridge Common.
Changes from the construction works on users of public rights of way would effect: a large extent
of the view from a localised section of the eastern end of footpath 19, in close proximity. The
changes would occupy a moderate extent of the view and lie near the centre of a close view
experienced by walkers on the western section of the RUPP by Middle Northcote Farm and a
small extent; in the centre of a view and in the mid and far distance from Footpaths to the north
and west of Rawridge. Also, a moderate extent of the view and at a slightly oblique angle in the
mid distance from footpath No. 11.
Changes from the construction works on workers and visitors to tourist attractions would effect: a
moderate extent of the view, visible at an oblique angle and in the middle distance from the Little
Chef; a large extent and the centre of views at a close distance from some farmworkers in the
Otter Valley and on the plateau. Also, some places where changes would effect a small extent of
the view, at an oblique angle and in the mid distance, experienced by farmworkers on the plateau.
Changes from the construction works on road users would effect: a small extent of the transient
views in the centre and at a close distance, from the existing A30, in the Otter Valley and a
moderate extent on the plateau; a small to moderate extent of the view, at an oblique angle in
the far distance and at a more localised level on the Stockland Hill Road. A small extent of the
view at a moderately oblique angle, in the mid‐ distance from some main roads on the edge of
Honiton. A small extent of the view, at an oblique angle in the mid to far distance from some
users of local lanes on the Otter valley sides and some changes to a large extent of the centre of
the view at a close distance from some lanes on the plateau.
Duration
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s
construction (short term), with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture
Magnitude of Effect
Moderate Adverse‐ The construction works associated with this option would form a noticeable
feature or element which is readily apparent from some receptors and perceptible to others
within the study area. From Monkton and Rawridge no views would be discernible with this
option.
Construction – Night
During construction, at night, visual impacts are anticipated to arise from temporary lighting on
online sections of the route near Honiton and on the plateau between Cook’s Moor Lane and the
NPA10848 Visual Impact Assessment – Option 3Y
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Summer Year 15
Night‐ Slight adverse at a
localised level ‐ During
operation, at year 15, in the
summer , this option would
cause some limited and
otherwise, no perceptible
deterioration to a visual
receptor of high sensitivity
Anticipated Level s of Effect
With the alternative junction
variant near the Devonshire
Inn
Construction‐Day
Day‐ Moderate to Large
adverse at a localised level‐
During construction, this
option would cause some
large and some perceptible
deterioration to a visual
receptor of high sensitivity
Construction‐Night
Night‐Slight Adverse‐ At night
,during construction, this
option would cause some
limited perceptible
deterioration to a visual
receptor of high sensitivity
Operation‐ Day
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Moderate to large
adverse at a localised level‐ At
year 1, in the winter, this
option would continue to
cause some large and some
perceptible deterioration to a
visual receptor of high
sensitivity
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse‐ During operation, at
year 15, in the summer , this
option would cause some
perceptible deterioration and
elsewhere, no perceptible
change to a visual receptor of
high sensitivity
Operation‐ Night
Winter Year 1
Night‐ Neutral to slight Adverse
at a localised level‐ At night
,during construction, this
option would cause some
limited perceptible
deterioration and otherwise no
perceptible change to a visual
receptor of high sensitivity
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Code

Visual Receptor

Representative
viewpoint

Nature of existing view (winter)

Nature of existing view
(summer)

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Devonshire Inn.
Size/ Scale of change
Night time visual effects on local communities and residents from temporary lighting include:
Some noticeable and conspicuous change to a small number of residents on the edge of Honiton
very small changes would be experienced by some residents on valley sides in the southern part
of the Otter Valley, near Honiton. There would be no discernible change in Monkton, in Beacon
and Rawridge. There would be small adverse changes which would be a minor feature in the view
would be experienced in Upottery. Some noticeable and conspicuous changes would be
experienced by a small number of residents on the plateau on the northern part of this option
progressing toward the Devonshire Inn

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant – in bold)
Summer Year 15
Night‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced, overall, as
improvements would balance
out any deterioration to views
experienced by this high
sensitivity receptor

Night time visual effects on road users from temporary lighting would include: some noticeable
and conspicuous change at the tie in point with the existing A30 near Honiton and where the A30
is widened and the roundabout constructed on the plateau near the Devonshire Inn. Some
noticeable and conspicuous changes are anticipated on users of the Stockland Hill. No discernible
change is anticipated from the main roads on the edge of Honiton. There would be some large
scale temporary change experienced at the end of Sandy’s Lane but otherwise effects would not
be discernible from elsewhere from lanes on the Otter Valley sides. On Cook’s Moor Lane on the
plateau, road users would experience some noticeable and conspicuous temporary lighting on the
widened section of the A30 at the top of Reddick’s Hill. No changes would be experienced
elsewhere.
Geographic extent of Influence
Changes from the temporary lighting on local communities and residents would effect: a small
extent of a localised view, at an oblique angle experienced by some properties on the edge of
Honiton; there would be no views from Monkton and Rawridge; a small extent of the view in the
centre and mid distance from Beacon;a small extent of the view, at a moderately oblique angle
and in the far distance from Upottery and generally a small extent, in the centre and in the mid‐
distance views from some properties on the Otter Valley side Also, a large extent of the view in
the centre of some close or localised views from some residents on the plateau.
Changes from the temporary lighting on road users would effect: a small extent of the transient
views, in the centre and at a close distance from the existing A30, in the Otter Valley and a
moderate extent on the plateau; a small to moderate extent of the view, at an oblique angle in
the far distance and at a more localised level on the Stockland Hill Road. A very small extent of
the Sandy’s Lane but in the centre of the view and at a close distance, on the Otter valley sides
and some changes to a moderate extent of the centre of the view, at a slightly oblique angle from
Cook’s Moor Lane, on the plateau.
Duration
This lighting would be temporary, and in place intermittently during the construction period (6
months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect
Negligible to Minor Adverse‐ The effects of temporary lighting arising from this option would be
noticeable and apparent but would be temporary and short term in two localised sections of
the route, one in the valley and another on the plateau. In the valley, near to Honiton, this
would be a very short section of the A30. No effects would be experienced between the Little
Chef and the top of Reddick’s Hill.
Operation – Day
During operation, permanent day time visual effects would arise from the scale of the new roads
and in places associated cuttings and embankments, from traffic on the improved A30 and side
roads, together with developing new planting and other mitigation measures and completed
underbridge structures. Also, lower volumes of traffic would be visible on the existing A30 in the
scene. These features and activity would cause day time visual effects which would be experienced
in the surrounding area. The roundabout option includes lighting columns at the roundabout and
on approaches near Devonshire Inn and the establishment of planting, including some on earth
banks in the vicinity of the roundabout.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
Effects on a specific view: During operation, at year 1 in winter, this route option as a whole
would cause some noticeable and adverse conspicuous change to the specific viewpoint and a
valued* view at Dumpdon Hill.
Visual effects on local communities and residents include: Some noticeable and conspicuous
adverse change to a small number of residents on the edge of Honiton, in Beacon and
experienced by some residents on valley sides in the southern part of the Otter Valley, near
Honiton. There would be a noticeable improvement to views in Monkton and a perceptible
improvement in Rawridge, at this stage. There would perceptible adverse and beneficial changes
that would balance out in Upottery. Some small and conspicuous changes would be apparent
from Beacon. Some noticeable and conspicuous changes would be apparent in parts of the Otter
Valley; Some large and noticeable, conspicuous changes would create some contrasting features
NPA10848 Visual Impact Assessment – Option 3Y
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Code

Visual Receptor

Representative
viewpoint

Nature of existing view (winter)

Nature of existing view
(summer)

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant – in bold)

in views experienced by a small number of residents on the plateau in the vicinity of the
Devonshire Inn and along part of the Viney Ridge. In some places residents on the plateau would
experience no discernible changes.
Visual effects on Users of informal recreation sites would include: some noticeable and
conspicuous adverse changes to views experienced by visitors to Dumpdon Hill, the implemented
road, traffic and new planting would cause a small change and minor new feature in views from
visitors to the Combe Wood National Trust Site and a small perceptible small changes in an
easterly direction and some noticeable and conspicuous changes in a southerly direction effecting
users of the Hartridge Common open access land.
Visual effects on Users of public rights of way include: a large change experienced by walkers at
the eastern end of Footpath No 19 near Cheyney Farm arising from the construction of a Langford
link road and from adjacent widening works, anticipated to effect a small number walkers but also
a valued* view. The view from footpath 3 near Monkton Barton, would perceptibly improve.
There would be noticeable and partially conspicuous change experienced by walkers on the RUPP
alongside Middle Northcote Farm and no discernible effects are anticipated on footpaths 12, 14
and 15 south east of Honiton. Walkers to the west and north of Reddick’s Hill would experience
some small changes to the east and some more noticeable and conspicuous adverse changes to
transient views to the south. Walkers on Footpath No. 11 alongside Langford Road would
experience noticeable and conspicuous construction works on parts of the valley side near
Northcott Hill.
Visual effects on workers and visitors to tourist attractions include: noticeable beneficial
changes experienced by visitors and businesses in the vicinity Monkton; no change would be
experienced at the Royal Oak Farm Shop. The Jenny’s tea bar would no longer be a visual
receptor with this option. Visitors and workers at the Little Chef would experience some
noticeable and conspicuous changes in a southerly direction, where the new road is constructed.
Some farmworkers on the Otter Valley sides would experience a large change in places and the
implemented road, traffic and new planting would be a noticeably contrasting and conspicuous
feature. In other places views would be partial and glimpsed or filtered through intervening
vegetation or the works would not be discernible. Farmworkers on the plateau would experience
the same scale of change at this stage.
Visual effects on road users would include: some localised large, noticeable and conspicuous
change at the tie in point with the existing A30 near Honiton, where the A30 is widened and
where the roundabout is constructed near the Devonshire Inn. Some small and some noticeable
and conspicuous changes are anticipated on users of the Stockland Hill. Small and conspicuous
changes would be experienced intermittently arising from the new road, traffic and new planting
on some sections of the main roads on the edge of Honiton. From lanes on the Otter valley sides
there would generally be some perceptible improvements on Pound Lane, Hedgend Road C352
and the C366 Lane in the vicinity of Monkton and on the west facing valley side of Reddick’s Hill
where traffic volumes on the existing A30 would be reduced. Some small perceptible adverse
effects from the new road and traffic would arise on some lanes to the north west of the Otter
valley and some large scale adverse effects are anticipated from the widened road and traffic at
south eastern end of Sandy’s Lane, at this stage. On Cook’s Moor Lane, Viney Lane Hedgend Road,
Holmsleigh Road and the C366 on the plateau, road users would experience some noticeable and
contrasting effects from the new road, under bridges and traffic associated with this option.
Geographic extent of Influence
Changes would affect a moderate to small extent, in the centre and in the mid distance of the
view experienced from the specific viewpoint and a valued view at Dumpdon Hill.
Changes from the operational road, traffic and new planting on local communities and residents
would affect: a moderate to small extent, in the centre and in the mid distance of the view
experienced by some properties on the edge of Honiton; A large extent at the centre in close
views from residents in Monkton; A small extent, in the centre and in the mid‐distance of views
from Rawridge; A small extent of the view, at a moderately oblique angle and in the far distance
from Upottery; A small extent of the view in the centre and mid distance and far distance from
Beacon, localised and generally mid distance views from properties on the Otter Valley side and a
large extent of the view in the centre of some close or localised views from some residents on the
plateau.
Changes from the new road, traffic and new planting on users of informal recreation sites would
effect: a moderate to small extent of the view, the centre of the view and in the mid distance
from Dumpdon Hill; A small extent of the view at a moderately oblique angle and in the mid‐
distance from users of Combe Wood National Trust site and a small extent, in the centre of a view
and in the mid and far distance from users of Hartridge Common.
Changes from the new road, traffic and new planting on users of public rights of way would effect:
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Visual Receptor

Representative
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Nature of existing view (winter)

Nature of existing view
(summer)

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant – in bold)

a large extent of the view from a localised section of the eastern end of footpath 19, in close
proximity; small extent of the view, in the centre of the view and in the mid distance of Footpath
No.3. The changes would occupy a moderate extent of the view and lie near the centre of a close
view experienced by walkers on the western section of the RUPP by Middle Northcote Farm and a
small extent, in the centre of a view and in the mid and far distance from Footpaths to the north
and west of Rawridge. Also, a moderate extent of the view and at a slightly oblique angle in the
mid distance from footpath No. 11.
Changes from the new road, traffic and new planting on workers and visitors to tourist attractions
would effect: a moderate extent of the view, visible at an oblique angle and in the middle distance
from the Little Chef; a large extent and the centre of views at a close distance from some
farmworkers in the Otter Valley and on the plateau.
Changes from the new road, traffic and new planting on road users would effect: a small extent of
the transient views in the centre and at a close distance, from the existing A30, in the Otter Valley
and a moderate extent on the plateau; a small to moderate extent of the view, at an oblique angle
in the far distance and at a more localised level on the Stockland Hill Road. A small extent of the
view at a moderately oblique angle, in the mid‐ distance from some main roads on the edge of
Honiton. A small extent of the view, at an oblique angle in the mid to far distance from some
users of local lanes on the Otter valley sides and some changes to a large extent of the centre of
the view at a close distance from some lanes on the plateau.
Duration
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect
Moderate Adverse‐ At year 1, in the winter, this option would be a noticeable and readily
apparent feature in views within the study area. Some noticeable improvement in views would
be apparent in Monkton village.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
Visual effects on a specific view: During operation, at year 15, in the summer, this route option
with established planting, as a whole, would cause a small change and a minor new feature in the
view that largely integrates with its surroundings in the specific viewpoint and a valued* view at
Dumpdon Hill.
Visual effects from the new road, traffic and established planting on local communities and
residents include: Some small adverse changes and create a minor feature experienced by a small
number of residents on the edge of Honiton. There would continue to be a noticeable
improvement to views in Monkton and a negligible change in Rawridge at this time of year, at this
stage. There would be no perceptible changes from Upottery. Some small and barely discernible
change would be apparent from Beacon. Some small changes including some beneficial effects
from reduced traffic on the existing A30 would be apparent in parts of the Otter Valley and some
noticeable effects from street lights at the roundabout, some smaller adverse and in other places
no discernible adverse changes would be experienced by a small number of residents on the
plateau in the vicinity of the Devonshire Inn and along the Viney Ridge.
Visual effects of the new road, traffic and the established roadside planting on users of informal
recreation sites would include: a small change and minor new feature in some views that largely
integrates with its surroundings and a barely discernible feature in other views experienced by
visitors to Dumpdon Hill; the implemented road, traffic and new planting would cause a barely
discernible change in views from visitors to the Combe Wood National Trust Site and negligible
change in an easterly direction and barely discernible change in a southerly direction effecting
users of the Hartridge Common open access land.
Visual effects on users of public rights of way include: a noticeable change would continue to be
experienced by walkers at the eastern end of Footpath No 19 near Cheyney Farm arising from the
Langford link road and from adjacent widening works despite established intervening planting
which would mean that the roads largely integrate with their surroundings. These changes would
effect a small number walkers at the end of the footpath route in the context of the existing A30
but also a valued* view. The view from footpath 3 near Monkton Barton would continue to be
improved. By this stage with the establishment of planting there would be small change
experienced by walkers on the RUPP alongside Middle Northcote Farm and no discernible effects
are anticipated on footpaths 12, 14 and 15 south east of Honiton. Walkers to the west and north
of Reddick’s Hill would experience some barely perceptible changes to the east and to the south.
Walkers on Footpath No. 11 alongside Langford Road would continue to experience a noticeable
change but the road and traffic would largely integrate with its surroundings on parts of the valley
side near Northcott Hill, by this stage.
Visual effects from the road, traffic and established planting on workers and visitors to tourist
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attractions include: noticeable beneficial changes experienced by visitors and businesses in the
vicinity Monkton; no change would be experienced at the Royal Oak Farm Shop. The Jenny’s tea
bar would no longer be a visual receptor with this option. Visitors and workers at the Little Chef
would experience barely perceptible changes in a southerly direction toward the new road and
traffic, by this stage with intervening roadside planting established. Farmworkers on the Otter
Valley sides would experience limited perceptible effects from the new roads and traffic following
the establishment of roadside hedgebanks, wooded copses and hedgerow trees. In other places
views would become not discernible through intervening vegetation. Farmworkers on the
plateau would experience some continuing perceptible views of high sided vehicles and elsewhere
the new road and traffic is anticipated to cause negligible effects or barely perceptible adverse
effect s with established roadside hedges. Perceptible views to high side vehicles and some
lighting columns at the roundabout are anticipated to continue despite woodland and established
hedge enclosure around the new roundabout, in some views from the north east.
Visual effects on road users would include: some localised, noticeable change would persist at
the tie in point with the existing A30, near Honiton, where the A30 is widened and where the
roundabout is constructed near the Devonshire Inn. Some small perceptible adverse changes
would persist and high side vehicles would be minor adverse feature in parts of the scene
experienced by users of the Stockland Hill. Small and barely perceptible changes would be
experienced intermittently with established planting alongside the new roads on the edge of
Honiton. From lanes on the Otter Valley sides there would be some perceptible adverse effects
which with established planting and by perceptible improvements in the vicinity of Monkton and
on the west facing valley side of Reddick’s Hill would balance out. At south eastern end of Sandy’s
Lane, the changes would still be noticeable but would, with established planting views to traffic be
improved overall at this stage. On Cook’s Moor Lane, Viney Lane Hedgend Road, Holmsleigh Road
and the C366 on the plateau, some perceptible and some noticeable adverse effects from traffic
on the new road, and the under bridges would also persist, despite establishment of roadside
planting.
Geographic extent of Influence
Changes would affect a small extent, in the centre and in the mid distance of the view
experienced from the specific viewpoint and a valued view at Dumpdon Hill.
Changes from the operational road, traffic and established planting on local communities and
residents would affect: a moderate to small extent, in the centre and in the mid distance of the
view experienced by some properties on the edge of Honiton; positive views in a large extent at
the centre in close views from residents in Monkton; a small extent, in the centre and in the mid‐
distance of views from Rawridge; No change is anticipated in Upottery; a small extent of the view
in the centre and mid distance and far distance from Beacon; localised and generally mid distance
views from properties on the Otter Valley side and a large extent of the view in some places and
smaller extents elsewhere, in the centre of some close or localised views from some residents on
the plateau.
Changes from the new road, traffic and established planting on users of informal recreation sites
would effect: a very small extent of the view, the centre of the view and in the mid distance from
Dumpdon Hill; a very small extent of the view at a moderately oblique angle and in the mid‐
distance from users of Combe Wood National Trust site and a very small extent, in the centre of a
view and in the mid and far distance from users of Hartridge Common.
Changes from the new road, traffic and established planting on users of public rights of way would
effect: a moderate extent of the view from a localised section of the eastern end of footpath 19,
in close proximity; a small extent of the view, in the centre of the view and in the mid distance of
Footpath No.3. The changes would occupy a small extent of the view and lie near the centre of a
close view experienced by walkers on the western section of the RUPP by Middle Northcote Farm
and a very small extent, in the centre of a view and in the mid and far distance from footpaths to
the north and west of Rawridge. Also, a moderate extent of the view and at a slightly oblique
angle in the mid distance from footpath No. 11.
Changes from the new road, traffic and established planting on workers and visitors to tourist
attractions would effect: a moderate extent of their view, the centre or at an oblique angle and at
a close or localised level from workers and visitors to tourist attractions in Monkton; a moderate
to small extent of the view, visible at an oblique angle and in the middle distance from the Little
Chef; a large extent and the centre of views at a close distance from some farmworkers in the
Otter Valley and on the plateau.
Changes from the new road, traffic and new planting on road users would effect: a small extent of
the transient views in the centre and at a close distance, from the existing A30, in the Otter Valley
and a moderate extent on the plateau; a small to moderate extent of the view, at an oblique angle
in the far distance and at a more localised level on the Stockland Hill Road. A very small extent of
the view at a moderately oblique angle, in the mid‐ distance from some main roads on the edge of
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Honiton. A small to very small extent of the view, at an oblique angle in the close, mid and far
distance from some users of local lanes on the Otter valley sides an and some changes to a large
extent of the centre of the view at a close distance from some lanes on the plateau.
Duration
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ At year 15, in the summer, this option would continue to be
noticeable and readily apparent in a few places, in some views and perceptible or not
discernible in others, in the study area. Some noticeable improvement in views would be
apparent in Monkton village.
Operation – Night
Changes to the extent and nature of street lighting and the effects of car headlights would cause
night time visual effects on the existing communities of the eastern edge of Honiton, Monkton,
Beacon, Upottery, Rawridge, some other local residents and some road users. With the new
roundabout junction variant, there would be impacts from associated street and vehicle lighting
which would not be contained to the east until new woodland matures.
Winter Year 1 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
Night time visual effects on local communities and residents from lighting include: Some small
change to a small number of residents on the edge of Honiton; some noticeable adverse changes
and some noticeable improvements would be experienced, at this stage, by some residents on
valley sides in the Otter Valley, near Honiton. There would be a noticeable improvement to views
in Monkton and perceptible improvements, in Rawridge. Some small improvements on the
existing A30 and some small adverse and conspicuous effects would be experienced in Beacon.
There would be small adverse changes balanced by some small improvements in the view which
would be experienced in Upottery. Some large and conspicuous changes would be experienced at
the Devonshire Inn with the new roundabout lighting otherwise residents on the plateau would
experience noticeable or small changes.
Night time visual effects on road users from lighting would include: some large and conspicuous
change at the new roundabout by the Devonshire Inn and some perceptible change from car
headlights on new side roads elsewhere. Some noticeable and conspicuous changes are
anticipated on some main roads on the edge of Honiton. Some small and some noticeable and
conspicuous changes are anticipated on users of the Stockland Hill. Some small and some
noticeable change are anticipated from the main roads on the edge of Honiton. No discernible
change is anticipated from the lanes in the Otter Valley. On Cook’s Moor Lane and the northern
end of Viney Lane on the plateau, road users would experience some noticeable and conspicuous
headlight lighting on the widened section of the A30 at the top of Reddick’s Hill. Barely discernible
changes change, positive and adverse would be experienced elsewhere.
Geographic extent of Influence
Changes experienced by local communities and residents would effect: a moderate to small
extent of a localised view, at an oblique angle experienced by some properties on the edge of
Honiton; a large extent, of the centre of the view, at a close distance in Monkton; a small extent,
in the centre in the mid distance in Rawridge and Upottery; a small extent of the view, at a
moderately oblique angle, in the mid distance from Beacon and generally a small extent, in the
centre and in the mid‐distance views from some properties on the Otter Valley side. Also, changes
to a moderate to large extent, in the centre or at a slightly oblique angle, at a close or localised
distance would be experienced in views from some residents on the plateau.
Changes experienced by road users would effect: a moderate extent of the transient views, in the
centre and at a close distance from the existing A30, in the Otter Valley and a small extent on the
plateau; a small to moderate extent of the view, in the centre and in the mid distance or localised
from the users of some main roads on the edge of Honiton; a small to moderate extent of the
view, at an oblique angle in the far distance and at a more localised level on the Stockland Hill
Road. A very small extent of the Sandy’s Lane but in the centre of the view and at a close
distance, on the Otter valley sides and some changes to a moderate extent of the centre of the
view at a slightly oblique angle from Lanes, on the plateau.
Duration
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ At year 1, in the winter, this option would be noticeable and
readily apparent in a few places, in some views and perceptible or not discernible in others, in
the study area. Some perceptible improvement in night time views would be apparent in
Monkton village.
Summer Year 15 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
Night time visual effects on local communities and residents following the establishment of
road side planting, would include: Some barely discernible change to a small number of residents
NPA10848 Visual Impact Assessment – Option 3Y
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on the edge of Honiton; some small and very small adverse changes would be experienced, at this
stage, by some residents on valley sides in the Otter Valley, near Honiton. There would continue
to be a noticeable improvement to views, at night, in Monkton. No discernible changes are
anticipated, at this stage, in Rawridge or Upottery. Some small improvements on the existing A30
and some barely perceptible adverse effects would be experienced in Beacon. Some noticeable to
large and conspicuous changes would be experienced at the Devonshire Inn with the new
roundabout lighting; otherwise residents on the plateau would experience barely perceptible
adverse changes from vehicle headlights.
Night time visual effects on road users with established road side planting would include: some
continuing large and conspicuous change at the new roundabout by the Devonshire Inn and some
barely perceptible change positive and adverse from car headlights on new side roads, elsewhere.
Some small and some noticeable and conspicuous changes are anticipated to on users of the
Stockland Hill. Some small and some barely perceptible change is anticipated from the main roads
on the edge of Honiton. Some noticeable and some barely perceptible change from car headlights
is anticipated from the lanes in the Otter Valley. On Cook’s Moor Lane and the northern end of
Viney Lane on the plateau, road users would experience no perceptible change on the widened
section of the A30 at the top of Reddick’s Hill as with the roadside hedge established the existing
night time scene would be largely restored.
Geographic extent of Influence
Changes experienced by local communities and residents would effect: a small extent of a
localised view, at an oblique angle experienced by some properties on the edge of Honiton; a
large extent, of the centre of the view, at a close distance in Monkton; a small extent, in the
centre in the mid distance in Rawridge and Upottery; a small extent of the view, at a moderately
oblique angle, in the mid distance from Beacon and generally a small extent, in the centre and in
the mid‐distance views from some properties on the Otter Valley side. Also, a large extent of the
view in the centre of a close views from the Devonshire Inn. A small extent, in the centre of a
close distance view from Avalon and Treetops would be affected, by this stage. Otherwise, a
moderate extent of the view in the centre or at a slightly oblique angle in a localised view from
some other residents on the plateau.
Changes experienced by road users would effect: a moderate extent of the transient views, in the
centre and at a close distance from the existing A30, in the Otter Valley and a small extent at the
roundabout and on approaches, on the plateau; a small to very small extent of the view, in the
centre and in the mid distance or localised from the users of some main roads on the edge of
Honiton; a very small extent of the view, at an oblique angle in the far distance and at a more
localised level on the Stockland Hill Road. A very small extent of the Sandy’s Lane but in the
centre of the view and at a close distance, on the Otter valley sides and some changes to a small
extent of the centre of the view ,at a slightly oblique angle from lanes, on the plateau.
Duration
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect
Negligible to Minor Adverse‐ At year 15, in the summer, this option would be perceptible and
apparent in a few places, in some views and perceptible or not discernible in others, in the
study area. Some perceptible improvement in views would be apparent in Monkton village.
Implications of the Alternative junction variant.
The above assessment of the predicted magnitude of effects has been carried out for the
Roundabout option and for the Option 1 variant.
Details of the assessment of the implications of a roundabout compared to the alternative
junction are contained in the assessment of visual effects on receptor groups that follows on
subsequent pages of the table.
In summary though, with the alternative junction variant instead of a roundabout at the
Devonshire Inn:

Land take is reduced;

Visual effects to not spill out as much in the day and night to the north east and toward
Northcott;

Some urbanising features associated with a roundabout are avoided on the plateau
and in views from users of the A30 and residents at the Devonshire Inn;

Night time effects from fixed lighting columns are avoided;

Following the detailed assessment of the effects of the scheme options on identified
visual receptor groups, the use of the alternative Junction, instead of the roundabout,
is considered to result in reduced visual effects on the plateau and overall, during
construction in the day time, in the day and at night in the winter, at year 1 and in the
day time and at night in Year 15 in the summer.
As a result of the above, the levels of effect associated with this option are considered to differ
and have therefore been identified under the Level of Effect, Column, for comparison.
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Anticipating the Level of Effect on the Blackdown Hills AONB as a whole
The above conclusions regarding magnitude and level of visual effect, apply at the Study area
level.
Lower overall levels of day time and night time visual effect have been anticipated on the
Blackdowns AONB, as a whole, compared to the study area, on the following basis:
First, the zone of visual influence for the scheme is quite tightly defined within the AONB context
and the visual changes arising from a scheme of this type are localised within that study area. The
receiving visual context is one that is influenced to the south by the urban area of Honiton and
then includes a valley that is already influenced by the presence of the A30 and further north the
existing A30 is a notable visual feature on the plateau above the Otter Valley in this part of the
Blackdown Hills AONB.
At night, the scheme options are located in the context of street lighting in sections of the Otter
Valley, start alongside the existing sky glow and spill of light from Honiton and there is the existing
presence of vehicle headlights on the A30, in this locality. The Stockland Hill television mast is a
notable lit feature in the night time visual context of the study area. In the wider area, and
remaining parts of the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty dark skies are abundant as evidenced
by the latest CPRE Light pollution map.
Therefore, whilst the AONB is overall considered to be a high sensitivity landscape, this scheme
option would visually influence a relatively small part of this area and it does so in the above
visual context.
There are five valued views identified in the AONB publication What makes a view? Which are
found within the study area. The anticipated effects of Option 3Y on ‘Valued Views’ identified in
the AONB publication ‘What Makes a View’ are listed here:

Dumpdon Hill (View 10b in Technical Appendix 7A, Volume 2 ) Slight to Moderate
Adverse Effects and Significant;

Footpath 19 (View 6) Slight to Moderate Adverse Effects and Significant;

Upottery (View 22) Neutral Effects and not Significant;

Limer’s Lane (View 7) Neutral to Slight Adverse and not Significant;

Hartridge Common (View 19) Slight Adverse and not Significant.
From the above conclusions, significant visual effects, at the study area level, from Option 3Y, are
anticipated on two ‘valued views’ one on Dumpdon Hill by year 15, in the summer and the other
on Footpath 19 (View 6) a view south toward Honiton alongside the A30

SV1

Specific viewpoint
Dumpdon Hill

10b*

Day – In winter, there is a wide panoramic view from
open access land on the edge of the Dumpdon Hill
Fort across and down the Otter Valley to the north
east and east. Whilst the foreground foot slopes of
Dumpdon Hill are partially screened by existing trees
there are more open views of farmland and scarp
woodland on the facing valley side. Aplins Farm is a
notable built feature in the centre of the view and
the existing A30 is relatively visually discreet in the
scene where it is enclosed by hedgerows.

Day –In summer, the view would be
more restricted toward parts of the
valley bottom and more filtered
toward Monkton village, by the
leaves of existing trees in the
foreground.

High
This is a publicised informal
recreation area and an
identified valued view*
location within the AONB and
experienced from a National
Trust recreation/open access
area and a statutory heritage
asset. This is an area that is
regularly used and a key part of
the enjoyment of this area, by
visitors, comes from
experiencing the view over the
surrounding landscape.

Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity and
earthworks which would take place on the opposite Viney Ridge.
Size/ Scale of change
This would cause a noticeable change in a transient view, forming a conspicuous new feature
which partially contrasts with other existing features but at some distance and partially filtered by
vegetation. A large number of people can be anticipated to visit this location and would
experience this view.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Parts of this scheme option would Influence a moderate to small extent of the overall view, the
centre of the view and in the mid distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The effects would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short
term), and some reversibility can be anticipated through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect
Minor to Moderate Adverse, as the works would be apparent but not appreciably alter the
overall balance of features and elements in the view experienced from the top of Dumpton Hill,
looking east.
Operation
During operation, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new road, associated traffic
movements and the effects of establishing new planting on the opposite ridge.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
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deterioration to a view from
this high sensitivity receptor
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Day‐ Moderate adverse ‐ At
year 1, in winter this
implemented scheme option is
considered to result in some
limited deterioration to a view
from this high sensitivity
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balanced with some obvious
improvements in the view
along the original A30,
including through Monkton.
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In the winter, year 1, the implemented road and visible traffic would cause a noticeable change in
the view, forming a conspicuous new feature which partially contrasts with other existing features
but at some distance and partially filtered by existing vegetation and establishing new
hedgebanks, at the road side. New woodland planting on the scarp would have a very limited
visual effect, at this time. Visible traffic movements through Monkton on the existing A30 route
would be at noticeably reduced levels.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The implemented scheme and traffic would impact upon a moderate to small extent of the overall
view, the centre of the view and in the mid distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect
In the winter, year1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor to Moderate Adverse as
the new road and traffic on it would be apparent but not appreciably alter the overall balance
of features and elements in the view experienced from the top of Dumpton Hill, looking east.
There would also be some apparent improvements in the amount of visible traffic on the
original A30.

Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse ‐At year 15, in
summer, this implemented
scheme option is considered
to result in some limited to
barely perceptible
deterioration to a view from
this high sensitivity receptor
and valued view* location,
balanced with some obvious
improvements in the view
along the original A30,
including through Monkton.

Summer Year 15
Size/ Scale of change
In the summer of year 15, the implemented road and visible traffic would constitute a small
change in the centre of the view and would form a minor new feature in the view that largely
integrates with its surroundings with little discernible change elsewhere in the view with the
establishment of new woodland planting there would be a barely discernible change in the view
due to the strengthening of existing scarp woodland and the increasing distances involved. Visible
traffic movements through Monkton would continue to be at noticeably reduced levels.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The implemented scheme and traffic at year 15, would impact upon a small extent of the overall
view, the centre of the view and in the mid distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect
In the summer, at year 15, the magnitude of effects is considered to be Negligible to Minor
Adverse with the establishment of woodland and hedgebanks along the edge of the plateau
only small parts of the road and moving traffic would be discernible in the centre of the view
and in other parts of the view the new road and traffic would not be discernible. Positive long
views to more distant Hills and Ridge tops are maintained over extended scarp woodland which
would provide effective visual containment of the additional traffic passing along the Viney
Ridge. There would also continue to be some apparent improvements in the amount of visible
traffic on the original A30

C1

Communities and
Residents
The residential
community on the
eastern edge of Honiton

2, 9(N),3,4, 6
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Day – In winter, residents in some properties at
Otter Valley Park, at Middle Northcote Farm and the
rear upper stories of some residents on Roman Way,
have some limited and in some cases filtered views
out across parts of the existing A30/A303 and over
surrounding farmland to the north and west. Views
from other residents on the eastern edge of the
town are generally limited, in the direction of the
A30/A303 from Otter valley Park heading north east,
by other buildings or by screening features on the
edge of this road. There are also some views
experienced by residents, to the east, up to the open
and in places tree lined scarp, on Northcote Hill and
west toward the wooded scarp at St Cyres Hill.
At Night – At night, views include those toward the
existing A30/A303, where they are car headlights;
views to the night sky are influenced by the adjacent
Honiton orange sky glow, in cloudy conditions.
Beyond the immediate context there is a cluster of
evident point light sources around Higher Northcote
Farm and beyond the A30/A303 there are occasional
property lights but the area is relatively dark in the
visible rural area.

Day‐ In summer, the effects of some
intervening vegetation between the
Otter Valley Park and the A303/A30
would be more evident
At Night – The above effects would
also potentially reduce the visual
effects of car headlights on the
A30/A303 on residents in the Otter
Valley Park and at Middle Northcote
Farm.

High
These residents are located
outside the AONB but
experience some views out
across this nationally
designated landscape and
away from the urban area.
Residents are considered to be
highly susceptible to changes,
where enjoyment comes from
a view and from windows
which have been placed to
benefit from views of the
adjacent countryside.

Construction ‐Day
During construction, visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity to create the
Langford Road link and an offline section of the route north west of the Grange. Some hedgerow
vegetation clearance and earthworks to create embankments would take place to the north east
of the urban edge.
Size/ Scale of change
This would cause a noticeable change in some static views, the construction activity would form a
conspicuous new feature which partially contrasts with other existing features but at some
distance and partially filtered by existing vegetation. A small number of residents to the north of
Roman Way and on the eastern edge of Otter Valley Park would experience the change.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The works would Influence a moderate to small extent of the overall view, in the centre of the
view and in the mid distance, from some properties and at a more oblique angle from others.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s
construction (short term), with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect
Minor to Moderate Adverse, as the works would be apparent but not appreciably alter the
overall balance of features and elements in the view experienced from residents on the eastern
edge of Honiton, looking north.
Construction‐ Night
At night, there would be some limited impacts, during construction, at the tie in points on the A30
lower part of the valley in the vicinity of Otter Valley Park, due to a likely requirement for
temporary night time working.
Size/ Scale of change
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Construction
Day‐ Moderate adverse –
Construction activities are
considered to result some
noticeable deterioration to
some views from this high
sensitivity receptor group.
Night‐ Neutral to Slight
Adverse – temporary lighting
would cause some barely
perceptible deterioration an
some effects that are not
discernible to a receptor group
of High sensitivity.
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Moderate adverse‐ Two
sections of new road and
associated traffic are
considered to result some
noticeable deterioration to
some views from this high
sensitivity receptor group.
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Temporary lighting would constitute a small change in the view and the lighting would form a
conspicuous feature experienced from the rear of two properties on the edge of at Otter Valley
Park.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The lighting would affect a small extent of a localised view, at an oblique angle.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction stage lighting would be temporary, short term (intermittently in a 2 year and 6
month construction period) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect
Negligible to Minor Adverse, as some of the temporary lighting would be perceptible but would
cause changes in parts of the scene where car headlights are already apparent and the existing
view is not currently dark.

Night‐Slight to Moderate
adverse‐ Car headlights would
cause some noticeable
deterioration to a receptor
group of high sensitivity.

Operation – Day
During the day, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new roads including the
Langford Road link and an offline section of the route north west of the Grange, associated traffic
movements and the effects of establishing new planting on the sides of the new roads.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
This would cause a noticeable change in some static views, of these sections of new road,
including a stretch to the north east on embankment which would form a conspicuous new
feature which partially contrasts with other existing features but at some distance and partially
filtered by vegetation. Hedges planted on low earth banks on the edges of the embankment
would provide some limited further filtering, at this stage. The visible traffic on the Langford link
Road would be of lower frequency. A moderate to small number of residents would experience
this view.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The new sections of road and associated traffic would Influence a moderate to small extent of the
overall view, the centre of some views and would be generally in the mid distance and across or in
the vicinity the existing A30 and its traffic.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and short/medium term (1‐10 years), before proposed
mitigation planting in the form of wooded copses and tree lined hedges become established.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse, as the new roads and associated traffic would be apparent,
noticeable in parts of the view but not appreciably alter the overall balance of features and
elements in the view experienced from residents on the eastern edge of Honiton, looking north.

Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight adverse‐ The two
sections of new road and
associated traffic are
considered to result some
barely perceptible
deterioration to some views
from this high sensitivity
receptor group.
Night‐ Neutral to Slight
adverse‐ Car headlights would
cause some barely perceptible
deterioration and otherwise
generally no discernible
deterioration would be
experienced from a receptor
group of high sensitivity.

Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15 in summer, the proposed Langford link road and traffic would be anticipated to
constitute a small change in the existing view from properties on Roman Way and a minor new
feature in this view, with established new roadside planting largely integrating the road with its
surroundings. With the development of roadside hedges, standard trees and copses together with
the effects of existing intervening mature hedgebanks a barely discernible change to the view is
anticipated along the new offline section of the A30 north west of the Grange.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The new sections of road and associated traffic would continue to Influence a moderate to small
extent of the overall view, the centre of some views and would be generally in the mid distance
and across or in the vicinity the existing A30 and its traffic.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse – This scheme option would be perceptible or only partly
discernible at this stage but would not appreciably alter the overall balance of features and
elements that comprise the existing views.
Operation – Night
At night, visual impacts would arise from traffic headlights on the implemented new roads and the
effects of establishing new planting on the sides of the new roads. No new road lighting is
proposed in the visible sections of road.
Winter Year 1 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
Headlights on the new sections of road would constitute a small change to the views experienced
given the presence of vehicle headlights on the current A30 which are already readily apparent
from residential properties on this edge of Honiton. Existing and proposed hedges and
hedgebanks would partially filter headlight effects on the new sections of road, however, there
would be some noticeable lighting visible in some places that are currently unlit.
Geographical Extent of Influence
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Traffic headlights on the new sections of road would Influence a moderate to small extent of the
overall view, the centre of some views and would be generally in the mid distance and across or in
the vicinity the existing A30 and its traffic.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and short/medium term (1‐10 years), before proposed
mitigation planting in the form of wooded copses and tree lined hedges become established.
Magnitude of Effect
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ Car headlights on the new Langford link and the offline section of
the A30, north of The Grange, would be noticeable in places but generally not alter the overall
balance of features that occupy the night time scene.
Summer Year 15 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
By year 15, in summer, proposed mitigation planting would be expected to reduce effects of car
headlights on the new sections of road and associated traffic so that there would be a barely
discernible change in the views currently experienced at night.
Geographic Extent of influence
With the establishment of new planting including medium to tall hedges and hedgerow trees
traffic headlights on the new sections of road would Influence a small extent of the overall view,
whilst continuing to be in the centre of some views and generally in the mid distance and across
or in the vicinity the existing A30 and its traffic.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect
Negligible to Minor Adverse ‐ Car headlights on the new Langford link and the offline section of
the A30, north of The Grange, would be perceptible or only partly discernible at this stage but
would not appreciably alter the overall balance of features and elements that comprise the
existing views.
C2

The residential
community in Monkton

14b,14c, 14e,16a(N),
16b, 16b(N)

Day – In winter, residents in Monkton generally have
views from windows which extend over existing
A30/A303 (Butler Way), adjacent meadowland and
over the River Otter and across toward the local
landmark of Dumpdon Hill. There are some residents
at Dumpdon View who look along the valley to the
south west, over the core of the village and in the
direction of Honiton. There are residents at
Rivermeade and Rose Green which are located
directly on the edge of the existing A30/A303
carriageway and traffic is seen at very close quarters
from all the ground floor windows of the front
elevations. Many of the other residents are in
properties that have an elevated prospect as they
are either set up above the existing A30/A303 or
above the River Otter and its floodplains. Views
experienced from the rear of properties, to the east
are toward the wooded scarp and are typically
filtered by areas of mature trees and layers of
vegetation. At Camonmole Barn, Otter Barn and
Tovehayne Farm views toward the existing A30/A303
are limited by the intervening tree and hedge banks
along Hedgend Road and by intervening farm
buildings.

Day –In summer, the views
experienced over the Otter Valley
would change very little but towards
the east the views would become
more heavily screened leaves on
mature trees.
At Night – As for winter.

Residents are considered to be
highly susceptible to changes,
where enjoyment comes from
a view and from windows
which have been placed to
benefit from views of the
adjacent countryside.

Construction‐ Day and Night
No visual impacts are anticipated to arise from new road construction activity that would affect
the residents of Monkton in the day or at night. Note: There could be some low level impacts if an
improvements scheme is agreed with residents through consultation, but the outcome of these
potential further enhancements cannot be predicted at this stage.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, there would be no discernible change in views from residents in the village as
traffic would continue to use the existing A30, until the end of the construction stage.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Construction operations associated with this road option are at too great a distance and would be
screened from view, in any event, by existing woodland at the top of the scarp.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s
construction (short term), with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect
No change – No part of this road option or work activity associated with construction is
anticipated to be discernible to residents in Monkton.
Operation – Day
During the day, positive visual impacts would arise from the reduction of traffic movements along
the existing A30 passing through the centre of the village and the new A30 being set a substantial
distance away and out of sight from the village.
Note: Further enhancements to the street scene have not been accounted for under beneficial
effects, at this stage, as these are subject to consultation and the details of which are unknown.
These could further increase beneficial outcomes.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
In the day, at year 1, in winter, a substantial reduction in traffic levels using the existing A30
through the village of Monkton would lead to a noticeable improvement in static views
experienced by residents and transient views by the community, along the road and across the
road toward the landmark of Dumpton Hill, albeit still within the context of vehicles continuing to
use the route as a local road. A moderate number of residents in the village would experience the
change.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The change would be experienced at close proximity, would affect a large extent and the centre of
a view experienced by some residents.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent and apparent in the short (from year 1) to the long term
(year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect

At Night – The scene from residents, at night,
includes a section of the A30/A303 with street
lighting and passing car headlights in close proximity.
There is also some point source lighting around the
Monkton Court Hotel. Elsewhere the context to the
village is increasingly dark away from the A30/A303
with some clusters of light visible in Beacon Village
and some limited dispersed point sources of light
from farmsteads on valley sides.
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High
These residents are located
inside a designated area of
outstanding natural beauty and
experience some views out
across this valued landscape.
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Construction
Day‐Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced
Night‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐Moderate beneficial
This road option would cause
a perceptible improvement to
views experienced by
Monkton Residents ( a
receptor group of high
sensitivity)
Night‐Slight beneficial‐
This road option would cause a
limited improvement to a
receptor group of high
sensitivity.
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Moderate beneficial
This road option would cause
a perceptible improvement to
views experienced by
Monkton Residents ( a
receptor group of high
sensitivity)
Night‐ Slight beneficial‐
This road option would cause a
limited improvement to a
receptor group of high
sensitivity.
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Minor to Moderate Beneficial‐ The reduction in traffic on the existing A30, in the day, would be
a noticeable and readily apparent improvement to some residents and the community in
Monkton village but this change would not alter the overall balance of features and elements
that comprise the view. Further streetscape enhancements could lead to additional beneficial
change.
Summer Year 15 –Day
Minor to Moderate Beneficial ‐ The positive effects described above, for Year 1 winter would
persist at year 15 and beyond.
Operation – Night
At night, positive visual impacts would arise from the reduction in traffic headlights passing along
the existing A30 through the centre and the new A30 being set a substantial distance away and
out of sight from the village. Note: Potential existing street lighting enhancements have not been
accounted for at this stage as these are subject to consultation and the details of which are
unknown. These could further increase beneficial outcomes.
Winter Year 1 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
At night, at year 1, a reduction in traffic levels and corresponding vehicle headlights using the
existing A30 through the village would lead to a perceptible improvement in the views
experienced albeit still within the context of continuing headlights from vehicles using the route
as a local road. Also, street lighting is anticipated to persist within the village, unless
enhancements can be agreed. A moderate number of residents in the village would experience
the change.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The change would be experienced at close proximity, would affect a large extent and the centre of
a view experienced by some residents.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent and apparent in the short (from year 1) to the long term
(year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect
Minor Beneficial ‐ This road option and associated changes would cause discernible and some
perceptible improvements to the night scene but would only partially alter the existing amount
of light and the effects of vehicle headlights in the village.
Summer Year 15 –Night
Magnitude of Effect
Minor Beneficial ‐ The positive magnitude of change described above, for Year 1 winter would
persist at year 15 and beyond.
C3

The residential
community in Rawridge

20,21(N)

Day – In winter, residents in the village of Rawridge
have views that generally focus on the surrounding
farmland and the rising fields running up a valley side
to the wooded scarp at Rawridge, on the skyline.
Views to the east are otherwise filtered to varying
degrees by intervening hedgerow trees and hedge
lines and other residential buildings which interrupt
some views at ground floor level. Intermittent
moving traffic on the existing A30/A303 is largely
concealed in the scene by the foreground scarp
woodland, which includes some areas of coniferous
plantation.

Day – In summer, intermittent traffic
moving along a section of the existing
A30/A303 on Reddick’s Hill would
become screened by foreground
scarp woodland vegetation
At Night – In summer, car headlights
on the existing A30/A303 would not
be apparent.

At Night – the scene as viewed by residents in an
easterly direction is predominantly dark with
occasional point sources of light arising from valley
side farmsteads. Headlights from vehicles on a
section of the existing A30/A303 are intermittently
visible higher up on Reddick’s Hill.
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High
These residents are located
inside a designated area of
outstanding natural beauty and
experience some views out
across this valued landscape.
Residents are considered to be
highly susceptible to changes,
where enjoyment comes from
a view and from windows
which have been placed to
benefit from views of the
adjacent countryside

Construction‐ Day and Night
During construction, no day or night time visual impacts are anticipated to arise from new road
construction activity that would affect the residents of Rawridge.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, there would be no discernible change in views from residents in the village as
traffic would continue to use the existing A30 up Reddick’s Hill, until the end of the construction
stage.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Construction operations associated with this road option are at too great a distance and would be
screened from view, in any event, by existing woodland at the top of the scarp.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s
construction (short term), with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect
No change – No part of this road option or work activity associated with construction is
anticipated to be discernible to residents in Rawridge.
Operation – Day
During the day, positive visual impacts would arise from the reduction of traffic movements along
the existing A30 passing up Reddick’s Hill and the new A30 being set a substantial distance away
and out of sight from the village.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
In the day, at year 1, in winter, a substantial reduction in traffic levels using the existing A30 up
Reddick’s Hill would lead to a perceptible improvement in static views experienced by residents
and transient views from the community, toward this section of the existing A30, albeit still within
the context of vehicles continuing to use the route as a local road. A moderate number of
residents in the village would experience the change.
Geographical Extent of Influence
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Construction‐Day
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced
Construction‐Night
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced
Operation‐Day
Winter Year 1
Day –Slight beneficial‐
The reduction in visible traffic
using Reddick’s Hill on the
existing A30, in winter, would
result in a limited but in places
perceptible improvement to
the existing view experienced
by residents and the
community of Rawridge,
considered to be a high
sensitivity receptor group.
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced
Operation‐ Night
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The change would be experienced in the mid distance, and would affect a small extent and the
centre of a view experienced by some residents.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent but experienced only in the winter when scarp trees are not
in leaf and would be apparent in the short (from year 1) to the long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect
Minor Beneficial – In winter at Year 1 and beyond, there would be a perceptible improvement
in the view toward Reddick’s Hill whilst not altering the overall balance of features that
comprise the view.

Winter Year 1
Night – Slight beneficial‐
The reduction in visible traffic
headlights on Reddick’s Hill on
part of the existing A30, in
winter, would result in a
limited but in places
perceptible improvement to
the existing view experienced
by residents and the
community of Rawridge,
considered to be a high
sensitivity receptor group.

Summer Year 15 –Day
No day time visual impacts are anticipated to arise from new road or associated with reduced
traffic on the existing A30 on Reddick’s Hill, in the summer, by year 15, given the screening effects
of foreground vegetation.
Magnitude of Effect
No change ‐ Neither the new road nor changes in traffic levels on Reddick’s Hill would be
discernible.

Summer Year 15
Night‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced

Operation – Night
At night, positive visual impacts would arise from the reduction in traffic headlights passing up
Reddick’s Hill and the new A30 being set a substantial distance away and out of sight from the
village.
Winter Year 1 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
At night, at year 1, in winter, a substantial reduction in traffic levels using the existing A30 up
Reddick’s Hill would lead to a perceptible improvement in static views experienced by residents
and transient views from the community, toward headlights on this section of the existing A30,
albeit still within the context of vehicles continuing to use the route as a local road. A moderate
number of residents in the village would experience the change
Geographical Extent of Influence
The change would be experienced in the mid distance, and would affect a small extent and the
centre of a view experienced by some residents.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent but experienced only in the winter when scarp trees are not
in leaf and would be apparent in the short (from year 1) to the long term (year 15 and beyond
Magnitude of Effect
Minor Beneficial – in winter at Year 1 and beyond, there would be a perceptible improvement in
the view toward Reddick’s Hill whilst not altering the overall balance of features that comprise
the view.
Summer Year 15 ‐Night
No night time visual impacts are anticipated to arise from new road or from headlights associated
with reduced traffic on the existing A30 on Reddick’s Hill, in the summer, by year 15, given the
screening effects of foreground vegetation.
Magnitude of Effect
No change‐ The effects of traffic headlights would not be discernible.
C4

The residential
community Upottery

22*(N)
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Day – In winter, residents on the edge of Upottery
have filtered views through field boundary trees
across the Otter valley floor and floodplain. There
are some clearer views to west facing valley slopes
and scarp woodland on Reddick’s Hill that forms the
local horizon from the valley. Intermittent moving
traffic is visible below the skyline behind scarp
woodland in the vicinity of Devonshire Inn and as the
route ascends a part of Reddick’s Hill. At Night –
Views from residents and the community are
generally across dark surroundings, beyond the
roads with some limited street lighting that is located
on the eastern edge of the settlement. There are
occasional point light source features associated
with dispersed farmsteads on the valley side. Vehicle
headlights can be seen intermittently on two main
parts of the scarp but are filtered through
foreground trees.

Day ‐ In summer, intermittent traffic
moving along a section of the existing
A30/A303 on Reddick’s Hill and in the
vicinity of the Devonshire Inn, would
become screened by foreground
scarp woodland vegetation
At Night ‐ In summer, car headlights
on the existing A30/A303 would not
be apparent.
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High
These residents are located
inside a designated area of
outstanding natural beauty and
experience some views out
across this valued landscape.
Residents are considered to be
highly susceptible to changes,
where enjoyment comes from
a view and from windows
which have been placed to
benefit from views of the
adjacent countryside.
Viewpoint 22 represents an
identified valued* view by the
community within the
Blackdown Hills AONB.

Construction ‐Day
During construction, some day time visual impact is anticipated to arise from new road
construction activity in the vicinity of the Devonshire Inn on part of the plateau but nothing
elsewhere.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, activity including some limited vegetation removal, earthworks and road
construction associated with widening the existing A30 near the Devonshire Inn would constitute
a small change and form a minor feature in views from residents in the village. There would be no
change in the view toward the existing A30 at Reddick’s Hill, as traffic would continue to use this
until the end of the construction stage.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The construction activity would affect a small extent of the view, being more visible in winter. The
views would be at a moderately oblique angle and in the far distance on part of the edge of the
scarp. The majority of the activity along this section of the A30, would be filtered and/or obscured
by foreground scarp woodland.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s
construction (short term), with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect
Negligible to Minor Adverse – Only a very small part of the construction activity would be
perceptible and at a distance where it would form a barely noticeable feature of the view.

Construction‐Day
Day‐ Slight adverse‐
Construction activity on the
widened section of the A30 in
the vicinity of Devonshire Inn
would cause some very limited
deterioration in views from
residents in the village and
from the valued view* at the
village Hall, which are
identified as a high sensitivity
receptor group.
Construction‐Night
Night‐ Slight adverse‐
Temporary construction
lighting on the widened section
of the A30 in the vicinity of
Devonshire Inn would cause
some very limited
deterioration in views from
residents in the village and
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Construction‐ Night
At night, there would be some limited impacts, during construction, along the widened section of
the A30 between Cook’s Moor and the Devonshire Inn due to a likely requirement for temporary
night time working.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, temporary lighting where the existing A30 is widened near the Devonshire
Inn would constitute a small change and form a minor additional lighting feature in views
experienced by residents in the village. There would be no change in the view toward the existing
A30 at Reddick’s Hill, as traffic would continue to use this until the end of the construction stage.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The temporary lighting would affect a small extent of the view, being more visible in winter. The
views would be at a moderately oblique angle and in the distance on part of the edge of the scarp.
The majority of the temporary lighting activity along this section of the A30, would be filtered
and/ or obscured by foreground scarp woodland.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
This lighting would be temporary, and in place intermittently during the construction period (6
months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term) and would be reversible
Magnitude of Effect
Negligible to Minor Adverse – Only a very small part of the construction activity would be
perceptible and at a distance where it would form a barely noticeable feature of the view.

from the valued view* at the
village Hall, which are
identified as a high sensitivity
receptor group.

Operation – Day
During the day, some positive visual impacts would arise from the reduction of traffic movements
along the existing A30 passing up Reddick’s Hill and the new A30 being set a substantial distance
away, back from the existing wooded scarp edge and out of sight from the village. Vehicles on a
short section of the A30 would continue to be seen in front of Devonshire Inn.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
In winter, year 1, with a reduction in traffic along the existing A30 up Reddick’s Hill, there will be
reduced vehicle movements and resulting small positive change in views in that direction. This
small positive change would be counterbalanced by a small adverse effect in the existing view in
front of the Devonshire Inn where a new hedgerow would be establishing to replace a removed
one at the roadside making traffic would be slightly more perceptible. However, vehicles would
continue to be seen where they are currently seen, in the existing view.
Geographical Extent of Influence.
The changes identified would constitute a small to barely discernible change in the view overall
given some filtering existing foreground vegetation and given that the view to the new road are
distant.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect
No Appreciable Change ‐ A discernible deterioration arising from construction activity in one
location would be matched by a positive reduction in the visual effects of traffic in another part
of the view. The overall balance of features in the view would remain the same.

Operation‐Day
Winter Year 1
Day – Neutral – Improvements
in the view toward traffic on
Reddick’s Hill would be
balanced by some limited
perceptible deterioration in
the vicinity of the Devonshire
Inn.
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view arising from
traffic, would be experienced
when existing and proposed
vegetation is in leaf on the
facing scarp, including on
Reddick’s Hill.
Operation‐Night
Winter Year 1
Night – Neutral –
Improvements in the view of
headlights on Reddick’s Hill
would be balanced by some
limited perceptible
deterioration in the visibility of
headlights in vicinity of the
Devonshire Inn.
Summer Year 15
Night‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view arising from
vehicle headlights would be
experienced when existing and
established proposed
vegetation is in leaf on the
facing scarp, including on
Reddick’s Hill.

Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
In the summer, in year 15, a change in the nature of the existing views of traffic would not be
apparent due to intervening trees on the scarp concealing Reddick’s Hill and given establishment
of hedgerow planting at the roadside near the Devonshire Inn.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The changes would affect two separate small parts of the view, at some distance, but would be
concealed by effective screening.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond) at this time of year.
Magnitude of Effect
No Change – The effects of this new road option would not be discernible.
Operation – Night
At night, in winter, some positive visual impacts would arise from the reduction in traffic
headlights passing up Reddick’s Hill and the new A30 being set a substantial distance away and
generally out of sight from the village. Headlights from vehicles on a short section of the A30 will
continue to be seen in front of Devonshire Inn.
Winter Year 1 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
In year 1, in winter, there would be some small scale improvement in the view toward Reddick’s
Hill where there would be less visible headlights on the existing A30. This would be
counterbalanced by slightly more visible headlights on the stretch of widened A30 carriageway on
part of the edge of the scarp in front of the Devonshire Inn.
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Geographical Extent of Influence
The changes identified would affect a small extent of view, given some filtering from existing
foreground vegetation on Reddick’s Hill and the scarp and given that the view to the widened
section of the A30, near the Devonshire Inn, slightly oblique and is distant.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years) until
intervening vegetation becomes further developed and dense.
Magnitude of Effect
No Appreciable Change‐ A discernible deterioration arising from construction activity in one
location would be matched by a positive reduction in the visual effects of traffic in another part
of the view. The overall balance of features in the view would remain the same.
Summer Year 15 –Night
Size/ Scale of change
In the summer, in year 15, a change in the nature of the existing views of car headlights would not
be apparent due to intervening trees on the scarp concealing positive change on Reddick’s Hill
and given the establishment of hedgerow planting at the roadside near the Devonshire Inn, where
existing headlights already are a feature in existing views from the village.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The changes would affect two separate small parts of the view, at some distance, but would be
concealed by effective screening.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond)
Magnitude of Effect
No Change –The effects of traffic headlights would not be discernible.
C5

The residential
community in Beacon

13(N)

Day – In the winter, there are some open panoramic
views experienced by residents in the eastern edge
of Beacon village south across the Otter Valley and
toward Monkton and the Viney Ridge. The
foreground of the view toward the existing
A30/A303, across sloping farmland, is filtered by
boundary trees. In the middle ground Dumpdon Hill
is a notable landmark in the scene. Also in the middle
ground, traffic on the A30/A303 is partially visible
(limited by roadside hedge lines) and can be viewed
intermittently in the vicinity of Monkton Village.

Day –In summer, views toward the
foreground sloping fields would be
restricted further, however middle
distance and longer distance views
would be largely the same.

High
These residents are located
inside a designated area of
outstanding natural beauty and
experience some views out
across this valued landscape.

At Night – The lighting in Monkton
and at Aplins Farm would be slightly
less apparent when the foreground
trees are in leaf from some
properties.

At Night – the scene experienced by residents and
the community of Beacon is typically dark, in the
foreground, with the exception of some dispersed
point source lighting associated with farmsteads. In
the middle ground, yellow street lighting and
headlights are apparent along sections of the
existing A30/A303, including Monkton village. Aplins
Farm is also noticeably illuminated. Beyond these
sections of the A30/A303 the rising valley side is
predominantly dark and the Stockland television
mast a notable feature on the local skyline.

Residents are considered to be
highly susceptible to changes,
where enjoyment comes from
a view and from windows
which have been placed to
benefit from views of the
adjacent countryside.

Construction‐Day
During construction, visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity, some limited
hedgerow vegetation clearance and earthworks to create an embankment and cutting. No night
time impacts would be experienced from construction activity.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, activity including some limited vegetation removal, earthworks and road
construction as the new road ascends the valley side near Holmsleigh Farm would constitute a
noticeable change and form a conspicuous feature in static and transient views from a small
number of residents on the eastern edge of the village. There would be no change in the view
across Monkton village and construction activity on the plateau would be only barely discernible
where it is filtered in winter by vegetation, on the Viney Ridge. Traffic levels would remain the
same on the existing A30 until the end of the construction stage.
Geographical Extent of Influence
This change would be experienced in the mid distance, and would affect a small extent of the
centre and periphery of a view experienced by some residents.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s
construction (short term), with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect
Minor to Moderate adverse as construction activity would be noticeable and apparent in one
part of the view albeit over a considerable distance. Otherwise, only small part of the scheme
construction activity on the Viney Ridge, would be barely discernible given intervening
vegetation.
Construction‐Night
No night time construction stage effects are anticipated.
Magnitude of Effect
No Change
Operation – Day
During the day, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new road, associated traffic
movements and the effects of establishing new planting on the sides of the new roads.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
In winter, year 1, with a reduction in traffic along the existing A30 through Monkton, there will be
reduced vehicle movements and resulting small positive change in closer static and transient
views in that direction. The new road, traffic moving along it and establishing hedgerow and
woodland copse planting on its edges, whilst constituting a small change in the overall view would
be a conspicuous new feature on part of the valley side. These effects would however be partially
concealed by existing foreground woodland west of Holmsleigh Farm and by a road cutting on the
upper valley side below the scarp. Traffic moving on a small part of the Viney Ridge would be a
minor new feature in the view but would be predominantly glimpsed through existing vegetation
at the top of a more open section of the scarp. These visual effects would impact upon a small
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Construction‐ Day
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse‐ During construction,
there would be perceptible
deterioration in part of the
view and some very limited
deterioration elsewhere on a
receptor group of high
sensitivity.
Construction‐ Night
Neutral‐ No perceptible change
in the view.
Operation‐Day
Winter Year 1
Day‐Slight to Moderate
adverse‐ At year 1, in winter ,
there would be perceptible
deterioration in part of the
view and some limited
deterioration and small
perceptible improvements,
elsewhere, on a receptor
group of high sensitivity.
Night ‐Slight to moderate
adverse –At year 1, in winter,
at night, there would be some
perceptible deterioration from
car headlights in parts of the
view and some noticeable
counterbalancing
improvements along the
existing A30, in the vicinity of
Monkton Village, on a
receptor group of high
sensitivity.
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Neutral – At year 15, in
summer, any perceptible
deterioration would be
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number of residents to the east of the village.
Geographical Extent of Influence
This change would be experienced in the mid distance, and would affect a small extent of the
centre and the periphery of a view.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate adverse as in year 1, in winter, the new road and associated traffic whilst
being apparent would not appreciably alter the overall balance of features and elements in the
view experienced from residents on the eastern edge of Beacon Village.

counterbalanced by positive
changes experienced in the
view.
Night‐ Neutral – At year 15, in
summer, any perceptible
deterioration would be
counterbalanced by positive
changes experienced in the
view.

Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
In summer, at year 15, with the maturation of proposed medium to tall hedges on shallow earth
banks and woodland copses on the road edges on embankment, where the new road ascends the
valley side and given the effects of summer leaf cover on existing trees and some strengthened
planting on the edge of the plateau, there would be a barely discernible change to the view arising
from traffic ascending the valley side in the distance or passing along the Viney Ridge. There
would also be a noticeable reduction in traffic levels passing along the existing A30 through
Monkton. The new sections of road and traffic moving along them would constitute a minor new
feature which largely integrates with its surroundings. Traffic would be heavily filtered through
vegetation at a considerable distance relative to its scale.
Geographical Extent of Influence
This change would be experienced in the mid distance, and would affect a small extent of the
centre and periphery of a view experienced by some residents.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond)
Magnitude of Effect‐
No Appreciable Change – The effects of this new road option would be barely discernible at this
stage and small adverse effects associated with glimpses of traffic at a distance, in new
locations, would be counter balanced by reduced visible of traffic, on the closer current A30,
through Monkton.
Operation – Night
At night, visual impacts would arise from traffic headlights on the implemented new road and the
effects of establishing new planting on the sides of the new roads. No new road lighting is
proposed in the visible sections of road. Lighting design improvements/enhancements to existing
fittings along the existing A30 are proposed as enhancements but are subject to agreement with
stakeholders at this point and therefore the potentially beneficial effects of this have not been
accounted for in the assessment, at this point to offset new lighting impacts. Note: Potential
existing street lighting enhancements have not been accounted for at this stage as these are
subject to consultation and the details of which are unknown. These could further increase
beneficial outcomes.
Winter Year 1 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
In winter, year 1, with a reduction in traffic along the existing A30 through Monkton, there will be
reduced vehicle movements and a noticeable improvement in the effects of headlights, resulting
in some apparent positive change in closer views in that direction. Whilst no new street lighting
would be proposed, vehicle headlights associated with traffic moving along the new road on the
valley side despite establishing hedgerow and woodland copse planting on the road edges and
whilst constituting a small change in the overall view, would be a noticeable and a conspicuous
new feature on part of the valley side. These effects would however be partially concealed by
existing foreground woodland west of Holmsleigh Farm and by a road cutting on the upper valley
side below the scarp. Headlights associated with traffic moving on a small part of the Viney Ridge
would be a minor new feature in the view, where there is limited lighting noticeable at present
but would be predominantly glimpsed through existing vegetation at the top of a more open
section of the scarp. These visual effects would impact upon a small number of residents to the
east of the village.
Geographical Extent of Influence
This change would be experienced in the mid distance, and would affect a small extent of the
centre and the periphery of a view.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate adverse‐ In winter year 1, the effects of car headlights would be perceptible
and apparent at a distance, in places, where there is currently limited effects from car
headlights but would be seen in the context of some existing street lighting and the lit
Stockland Hill mast. Adverse effects would be counterbalanced with a noticeable improvement
arising from a reduction in the effects of car headlights from vehicles passing along the current
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A30, in closer proximity, on the edge of Monkton.
Summer Year 15 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
In summer, at year 15, at night, with the maturation of proposed medium to tall hedges on
shallow earth banks and woodland copses on the road edges where the new road is on
embankment as it ascends the valley side and given the effects of summer leaf cover on existing
trees and some strengthened planting on the edge of the plateau, there would be a barely
discernible change to the view arising from traffic headlights ascending the valley side or passing
along the Viney Ridge. There would also be a noticeable reduction in traffic headlights and
movement along the existing A30, through Monkton. Traffic headlights, despite being in locations
where there was not lighting experienced previously would be heavily filtered through vegetation
at a considerable distance relative to its scale. By this stage traffic headlights would constitute a
barely perceptible new feature in the view and the established new planting in the vicinity of the
new road would mitigate and integrate this scheme option into its surroundings.
Geographical Extent of Influence
This change would be experienced in the mid distance, and would affect a small extent of the
centre and periphery of a view experienced by some residents.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
No Appreciable Change ‐ The effects of traffic headlights would become barely discernible.
RP1

Dispersed residents in
cottages and farmsteads
on the Otter Valley sides
to the east and west of
the existing A30/A303
and to the west of
Reddick’s Hill

5,6,8,9(N),11,12
13(N),14a
14b,14c,14d,
14e,15,17
20,24,30,31c(N)

Day – In the winter, views from residents in
dispersed farmsteads to the west of the existing
A30/A303 include: some near views from farms just
to the east of Honiton in relatively low lying locations
where intervening boundary hedgerows and trees
alongside the River Otter restrict views of the
existing A30/A303 carriageway and traffic. There are
some middle distance views from farmsteads and
dispersed cottages in more elevated locations,
where some residents can overlook the existing
A30/A303 or are at a similar level where the
hedgerow on the western edge of the road corridor
provides some visual containment to parts of the
carriageway. Moving vehicles remain readily
apparent from these properties, however,
foreground field boundary trees filter views and
some existing buildings conceal the road opposite
Monkton Village. The existing A30/A303 is difficult to
distinguish in the scene when viewed by residents on
the valley side to the west of Rawridge and from
Yard Farm and Hayne Farm given intervening
woodland and tree lines. Further north, however, on
the eastern edge of Beacon Hill some residents have
a more open view toward a section of the A30/A303
on the scarp edge in the vicinity of the Devonshire
Inn.

Day ‐ In summer, views toward
moving traffic on the existing A30 will
become more limited in places as
canopies develop on intervening
trees and the tops of hedgerows.
There will be no change in the views
from the north looking toward the
open section of the ridge near
Devonshire Inn.
At Night – In summer, views toward
traffic headlights on the existing A30
will become more limited as canopies
develop on intervening trees.

Residents are considered to be
highly susceptible to changes,
where enjoyment comes from
a view and from windows
which have been placed to
benefit from views of the
adjacent countryside.

Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity, some
hedgerow vegetation clearance and earthworks to create some embankments in places on the
valley side on land to the north east of Honiton and a cutting near Holmsleigh Farm. A few
properties on the lower south eastern slopes of Dumpton Hill and Hartridge would experience
some visual impacts from road construction on part of the Viney Ridge. There would also be some
earth bank construction and planting works along substantial sections of the route. There would
be some limited night time working where there is a tie in required with the existing A30 road in
the vicinity of the Otter Valley Park, near Honiton.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, residents at Holmsleigh Farm and on Hedgend Road C352 would experience
a noticeable change and a conspicuous feature in the view arising from construction activity on
the adjacent valley side, including creation of a cutting on part of the scarp and embankments on
the lower valley side. The construction activity would be partially visible where intervening
woodland and buildings do not obstruct views. Residents at Cheyney’s Farm, Cheyney’s Mead on
the lower valley sides around the River Otter would experience changes from construction activity
alongside the existing A30 and on the valley side to the north of Higher Northcote Farm which
would constitute a small change to the view. Typically works associated with the creation of a
new Langford Link, nearer to these viewers would be glimpsed through intervening vegetation
and would be seen against the backdrop of traffic on the existing A30.
Residents in isolated farmsteads on the eastern side of Crook Hill and Dumpdon Lane, on Ford Hill,
would experience a noticeable change in the view from part of this road option on the opposite
middle to upper valley side north of Higher Northcote Farm where new road construction,
earthworks and some vegetation removal would form a conspicuous feature in the view that
would contrast with other features in the view. The construction activity on the lower valley side,
closer to the A30 and associated with the Langford link together with the parts of the route that
are on the Viney Ridge plateau would only be partially and occasionally visible due to the filtering
effects of intervening foreground vegetation.

Residents on the eastern valley side between Middle
Northcote Farm and Monkton Barton generally
overlook the existing A30/A303 corridor on a lower
part of the valley side. Views from residents in
cottages and farmsteads are partially concealed and
filtered by boundary hedges and in some places by
woodland copses. The views are generally over the
existing road and across to the rising farmland
slopes, unspoilt hill tops and scarp woodland to the
west. Residents on the west facing slopes of
Reddick’s Hill generally have an aspect to the west
away from the existing A30 as it ascends the hill.

Residents in farmsteads on the western valley side on the lower slopes of Dumpton Hill and on
the Lane to Beacon would experience a small change to the view where the new road activity
would be on the top of the plateau and largely filtered by existing scarp woodland vegetation.
From some residents at Fordhill Cottage on the lane to Beacon there would be some more
perceptible change associated with construction activity on the upper valley side near Holmsleigh
Farm where works would be a conspicuous new feature. Some residents on the lower eastern
valley side at Higher Northcote Farm, Broadmead, and the Grange, would experience a noticeable
change in the view, where the new road construction would introduce a conspicuous and
contrasting new feature.

At Night – In the winter, residents on the western
valley side to the south of Dumpdon Hill and in the
vicinity of Honiton typically experience the
intermittent vehicle headlights on the A30/A303
against the backdrop of street lighting and some
orange sky glow arising from Honiton and the Otter
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High
These residents are located
inside a designated area of
outstanding natural beauty and
experience some views out
across this valued landscape.

Residents at Wylam House Farm and Ottermere would experience some noticeable changes in the
view, during the construction of an embankment, from the rear upper stories of these properties
where there is no existing evergreen boundary vegetation interrupting the view.
At this stage no effects on views are anticipated on properties in Monkton, including Monkton
Barton, Dean’s Cottage, Northwood, residents west of Rawridge, at Yard Farm, Hayne Farm and
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Construction‐Day
Day‐ Moderate adverse ‐
There would be some
perceptible deterioration and
some noticeable deterioration
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity
Construction‐Night
Night‐ Slight adverse‐
There would be some very
limited deterioration in views
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse‐ There would be some
perceptible deterioration and
some noticeable deterioration
counterbalanced by some
perceptible improvement to
views experienced by a
receptor group of high
sensitivity
Night – Slight to Moderate
adverse‐ There would be some
perceptible deterioration and
some noticeable deterioration
to views counterbalanced by
some perceptible
improvement to views
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight adverse
There would be very limited
deterioration counterbalanced
by some perceptible
improvement to views
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity
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Valley Park. Vehicle headlights on the A35 are also
present in the scene. Further north the broad scene
in the foreground and distance of views is dark,
however, street lighting along the existing A30/A303
through Monkton Village and the Stockland Hill mast
are notable in the scene. From further north the
experienced night time scene is predominantly dark
with intermittent vehicle headlights on the existing
A30/A303 apparent on the edge of the scarp near
Devonshire Inn. Residents on the eastern valley side
between Middle Northcote Farm and Monkton
Barton would experience notable sky glow effects
and some street lighting closer to Honiton. Moving
vehicle headlights are also apparent along the
existing A30/A303 corridor from properties that are
lower down on the valley side or adjacent to the
existing trunk road. Residents that are on the west
facing valley slopes in the vicinity of Hedgend Lane
have views of the street lights on the adjacent
A30/A303 which are notable features in near views.
Further north residents in the vicinity of Monkton
Barton experience some localised moving traffic
headlights effects from the existing trunk road,
which are largely concealed by field boundary
hedgerows. Residents on the west facing slopes of
Reddick’s Hill benefit from the intervening landform
and existing woodland that restricts views to the
headlights of moving vehicles. The night time local
context is otherwise predominantly dark.

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant – in bold)

residents on the eastern valley side on Reddick’s Hill.
Geographical Extent of Influence
There are oblique, partial, mid distance views from residents at Holmsleigh Farm and on Hedgend
Road C352, heavily filtered views through hedges from Cheyney’s Farm and other farmsteads on
the lower valley sides around the River Otter where only a small extent of the view would be
affected. Residents in farmsteads on the western valley side on the lower slopes of Dumpton Hill
and on Pound Lane would experience changes in the middle distance, some in the centre of the
view and others at a more oblique angle which would partially filtered by intervening vegetation .
Some residents on parts of Dumpdon Lane and in the vicinity of the Langford Road and Limer’s
Lane would experience changes that would effect a moderate extent of the view, in the middle
distance and centre of their view on the opposite valley side. Some residents on Pound Lane close
to Beacon would experience changes to a small extent of the view, at the top of the facing scarp
and which would be partly filtered by existing vegetation on the scarp and following the plateau
edge. Some residents on the lower eastern valley side at Higher Northcote Farm, Broadmead, the
Grange, Wylam House Farm and Ottermere would have some more localised, mid distance views
of the new road on the lower valley side, in the vicinity with a moderate extent of their view
effected. At this stage no effects on views are anticipated on properties in Monkton, including
Monkton Barton, Dean’s Cottage, Northwood, residents west of Rawridge, at Yard Farm, Hayne
Farm and residents on the eastern valley side on Reddick’s Hill.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s
construction (short term), with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate adverse, during construction, in the day time, as the works would form a noticeable
feature in localised and mid distance views and would be readily apparent to some receptors.

Night –Slight adverse
There would be very limited
deterioration counterbalanced
by some perceptible
improvement to views
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity

Construction‐ Night
At night, there would be some limited impacts, during construction, at the tie in points on the A30
lower part of the valley in the vicinity of Otter Valley Park, due to a likely requirement for
temporary night time working.
Size/ Scale of change
From Cheyney’s Farm temporary lighting would constitute a very small change in the night time
view given the glimpsed and heavily filtered nature of potential views which would be seen
against a background context of car headlights on the existing A30 and sky glow/ light spill from
the north eastern edge of Honiton. Residents on parts of Dumpdon Lane on Ford Hill and in the
vicinity of the Langford Road and Limer’s Lane on Crook Hill, would experience the effects of
temporary construction lighting which would cause a very small change in the scene, which would
be partly filtered by foreground vegetation and seen in the context of existing lighting in the Otter
Valley Park, car headlights and sky glow and light spill on the edge of Honiton.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The effects of temporary lighting on residents on the valley side would be restricted to heavily
filtered views through hedges from Cheyney’s Farm and other farmsteads on the lower valley
sides around the River Otter where only a small extent of the view would be affected. Some
residents on parts of Dumpdon Lane on Ford Hill and in the vicinity of the Langford Road and
Limer’s Lane on the edge of Crook’s Hill would experience temporary lighting which would effect a
small extent, in the middle distance and centre of their view, on the opposite lower valley side.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
This lighting would be temporary, and in place intermittently during the construction period (6
months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse, during construction, at night, as the temporary lighting would
constitute a small element of the scheme would be barely noticeable to some residents and not
discernible to others.
Operation – Day
During the day, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new roads, associated traffic
movements and the effects of establishing new planting on the sides of the new roads.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 1, in winter, residents at Holmsleigh Farm and on Hedgend Road C352
would experience a noticeable change and a conspicuous feature in the view arising from the new
road and associated traffic, partly on embankment on the adjacent valley side. An embankment
on part of the road line and traffic would be partially visible where intervening existing woodland
and buildings do not obstruct views.
Residents at Cheyney’s Farm, Cheyney’s Mead on the lower valley sides around the River Otter
would experience changes to their views from the implemented Langford Road link and traffic
passing along it, alongside the adjusted A30 alignment and the new road on the valley side to the
north of Higher Northcote Farm which would constitute a small change to this view. Traffic on the
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new Langford Link, nearer to these viewers would be glimpsed through intervening vegetation
and would be seen against the backdrop of traffic on retained parts of the existing A30.
Residents in isolated farmsteads on the eastern side of Crook Hill and Dumpdon Lane, on Ford Hill,
would experience a noticeable change in the view on part of this road option on the opposite
middle to upper valley side, north of Higher Northcote Farm, where the new road, traffic and
establishing new planting would form a conspicuous feature in the view which would at this stage,
contrast with other features in the view. In these views, the new road and traffic on the lower
valley side closer to the A30, associated with the Langford link and the parts of the route that are
on the Viney Ridge plateau would only be partially and occasionally visible due to the filtering
effects of intervening foreground vegetation.
Residents in farmsteads on the western valley side, on the lower slopes of Dumpton Hill and on
Pound Lane would experience a small change to the view where traffic on the new road would be
seen on some limited and more open areas at the top of the plateau. In these views, generally the
new road and traffic would be largely filtered by existing scarp woodland vegetation and
concealed by the cutting where the route crosses the scarp onto the Viney Ridge plateau, near
Holmsleigh Farm.
Some residents on the lower eastern valley side at Higher Northcote Farm, Broadmead, and the
Grange, would experience a noticeable change in their view, where the new road and traffic
would form a conspicuous and contrasting new feature, despite roadside earth banks and
establishing roadside vegetation. Residents at Wylam House Farm and Ottermere would
experience some noticeable changes in the view, where new traffic is on embankment. These
views are experienced from occasional windows on the rear upper stories of these properties and
only where there is no existing evergreen boundary vegetation interrupting the view.
Some positive effects on near /localised views would be anticipated on residents on the valley
sides in and on the edges of Monkton, Dean’s Cottage, Ottermere, Northwood, Beacon, the lower
slopes of Dumpdon Hill, residents on the valley side west of the A30 on Reddick’s Hill, at Yard
Farm, Hayne Farm and residents on the eastern valley side on Reddick’s Hill with a corresponding
reduction in traffic volumes on the existing A30.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The geographic extent of changes to views experienced by residents arising from the new road
and associated traffic as it ascends the valley side and passes along parts of the plateau, before
roadside planting has established, would be anticipated to be the same as that anticipated at the
construction stage.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse, during operation at year 1, in the day, in winter, parts of new road
would be noticeable and apparent but this would be counterbalanced by some improvements
to parts of views experienced where traffic volumes are noticeably reduced on sections of the
current A30.
Summer Year 15 –Day
Size/ Scale of change
In summer, at year 15, with the establishment and maturation of hedgerow and woodland copse
vegetation on the edges of the new road on the valley side and on the plateau, traffic using the
new road would constitute a small change in the view and would largely integrate with its
surroundings when seen from residents on the slopes of Crook and Ford Hill. There would be
barely discernible adverse effects anticipated on views from residents toward this road option
from elsewhere on the valley sides given the presence of a concealing cutting on the upper valley
side and scarp and established new hedge planting and woodland features on the roadside.
Some noticeable positive change would be anticipated from visible reductions in traffic volumes
on the existing A30, in near localised views from properties alongside the A30, in the vicinity of
Monkton.
Geographical Extent of Influence
As for the construction phase, but with effects anticipated to reduce with established mitigation
planting in place which will filter and heavily limit the extent of views of the new road on the
valley side and on the edge of the plateau, due to vegetation density and further with trees in
leaf. At this stage, positive effects on near /localised views are also anticipated on properties in
Monkton, including Monkton Barton, Dean’s Cottage, Northwood, residents west of Rawridge, at
Yard Farm, Hayne Farm and residents on the eastern valley side on Reddick’s Hill with a
corresponding reduction in traffic volumes on the existing A30.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse, during operation, in the day at year 15, as traffic and the new road
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would constitute a small element of the scene and would be perceptible to some residents and
others would experience visual changes from the new road which would no longer be
discernible or would include some perceptible improvements in the view.
Operation – Night
At night, visual impacts would arise from traffic headlights on the implemented new roads and the
effects of establishing new planting on the sides of the new roads. No new road lighting is
proposed in the visible sections of the new road. The illuminated Stockland Hill mast and sky glow
and spill from the urban edge of Honiton has some influences on the local night time visual
context on the valley sides as they approach the urban edge. Note: Lighting design
improvements/enhancements to existing fittings along the existing A30 are proposed as
enhancements but are subject to agreement with stakeholders and therefore the potentially
beneficial effects of this have not been accounted for in the assessment, at this point, to offset
new lighting impacts.
Winter Year 1 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 1, in winter, residents at Holmsleigh Farm and on Hedgend Road C352
would experience a noticeable change and a conspicuous feature in the view arising from vehicle
headlights on sections of the new road on embankment on the adjacent valley side. The
headlights would be partially visible where intervening existing woodland and buildings do not
obstruct views.
Residents at Cheyney’s Farm, Cheyney’s Mead on the lower valley sides around the River Otter
would experience changes from relatively low frequency car headlights passing along the
implemented Langford Road link alongside the adjusted A30 alignment and on the valley side to
the north of Higher Northcote Farm which would constitute a small change to this view. Vehicle
headlights on the new Langford Link, nearer to these viewers would be glimpsed through
intervening vegetation and would be seen against the backdrop of traffic on retained parts of the
existing A30.
Residents in isolated farmsteads on the eastern side of Crook Hill and Dumpdon Lane, on Ford Hill,
would experience a noticeable change in the view on part of this road option on the opposite
middle to upper valley side, north of Higher Northcote Farm, where vehicle headlights would be a
noticeable and would form a conspicuous feature, in the view, at this stage, which would contrast
with currently relatively dark valley slopes, in the view. In these views, vehicle headlights on the
lower valley side closer to the A30 and associated with the Langford link and the parts of the
route that are on the Viney Ridge plateau, would only be partially and occasionally visible due to
the filtering effects of intervening foreground vegetation.
Residents in farmsteads on the western valley side, on the lower slopes of Dumpton Hill and on
Pound Lane would experience a small change to the view from vehicle headlights on the new road
on more open, but limited areas, at the top of the plateau, where the skyline is predominantly
dark. In these views, traffic headlights would otherwise be largely filtered by existing scarp
woodland vegetation and concealed by the cutting where the route crosses the scarp onto the
Viney Ridge plateau, near Holmsleigh Farm.
Some residents on the lower eastern valley side at Higher Northcote Farm, Broadmead, and the
Grange, would experience a noticeable change in their view, where vehicle headlights would form
a conspicuous and contrasting new feature, despite roadside earth banks and establishing
roadside vegetation, at this stage. Residents at Wylam House Farm and Ottermere would
experience some noticeable changes in the view, where vehicle headlights would be
intermittently visible where the new road is on embankment. These views are experienced from
occasional windows on the rear upper stories of these properties and only where there is no
existing evergreen boundary vegetation interrupting the view.
Some noticeable positive change is also anticipated, on near /localised views experienced by
residents on the valley sides in and on the edges of Monkton, Dean’s Cottage, Ottermere,
Northwood, the lower slopes of Dumpdon Hill, residents on the valley side west of the A30 on
Reddick’s Hill, at Yard Farm, Hayne Farm and residents on the eastern valley side on Reddick’s Hill
with a corresponding reduction in the effect of visible traffic headlights on the existing A30.
Geographical Extent of Influence
At night, at year 1, the geographic extent of changes to views experienced by residents arising
from vehicle headlights passing along visible sections of the new road as it ascends the valley side
and passes along parts of the plateau, before roadside planting has established, would be
anticipated to be the same as that anticipated at the construction stage.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse, during operation at year 1, at night, parts of new road and car
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headlights would be noticeable and apparent but this would be counterbalanced by some
improvements to parts of views experienced where traffic volumes and headlight effects are
noticeably reduced on sections of the current A30.
Summer Year 15 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
In summer, at year 15, with the establishment and maturation of hedgerow and woodland copse
vegetation on the edges of the new road on the valley side and on the plateau, lighting from car
headlights using the new road would constitute a small change in the view and a contrasting
lighting features when seen from residents on the slopes of Crook and Ford Hill. These lighting
effects would remain partially visible within parts of the scene set away from the north eastern
edge of Honiton in places that are currently relatively dark despite some sky glow and spill from
Honiton in the local visual context. There would be barely discernible adverse effects anticipated
on views from residents toward this road option from elsewhere on the valley sides, given the
presence of a concealing cutting where the new road crosses onto the Viney Ridge plateau and
the established new hedge and woodland planting features on the roadside. There would also be
some noticeable positive change in these experienced views from the reduction of car headlights
on the existing A30.
Geographical Extent of Influence
At night, in year 15, these effects would be experienced in the middle distance, near the centre of
some views and would generally occupy a relatively small extent of the overall view.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse, during operation, at night, at year 15, as vehicle headlights on the
new road would constitute a small element of the scene and would be perceptible to some
residents and others would experience visual changes from the new road which would no
longer be discernible or would include some perceptible improvements in the view.
RP2

Dispersed residential
properties and
farmsteads alongside
and to the east and west
of the existing A30/A303
on the plateau in the
vicinity of the
Devonshire Inn and
along the Viney Ridge

1c(N), 3,13(N),
25,26,31a,31b

Day – In the winter, residents in properties to the
west of the existing A30/A303, on the plateau
including Avalon and Tree Tops have some views
east toward the A30/A303. From Avalon, views from
residents are filtered by existing vegetation and
limited to a short section of the carriageway and
associated traffic directly alongside. The building
orientation and the limited size and number of
windows on the southern façade further limit
potential for intervisibility. Views from residents at
Treetops are from six windows on the eastern
façade. Although the views are limited to a short
section of the A30/A303 and its traffic, at the end of
Sandy Lane, these views are open and direct.
Residents in properties to the east of the existing
A30/A303 on the plateau include those at
Devonshire Inn Farm where windows directly face
the A30/A303 to the west and south, where the
existing carriageway and moving vehicles are seen at
close quarters. Views toward the existing trunk road
from the adjacent Devonshire Inn Bungalow are
more limited given intervening tree lines and a dense
boundary hedge at the roadside alongside the
Devonshire Inn Farm. There are some direct views
south from the upper stories of Windwhistle Cottage
toward a section of the A30/A303 carriageway and
toward moving traffic. Garden boundary hedgerows,
some garden trees and a conifer belt to the west of
the property restrict other views, from the ground
floor and garden area, to the A30/A303 and the road
junction with Stockland Hill.

Day –In the summer, the addition of
leaf cover on garden and field
boundary trees to the east and north
of residents at Avalon has the effect
of increasing the screening of the
existing A30/A303 carriageway and
traffic from view. There would be
limited perceptible change in existing
views toward the trunk road and
associated traffic from the frontage
of Treetops. Leaves on trees and the
increased height of hedgerows have
the effect of screening views of the
A30/A303 traffic from Devonshire Inn
Bungalow. There would be some
increased screening effects
anticipated along Viney Lane arising
from developing hedgerows and
roadside shelter belts.
At Night –In the summer, changes in
intervening vegetation alongside
some properties are anticipated to
further reduce the effects of existing
traffic headlights in existing views.

Residents in Highwood and Westwood Farms
alongside Viney Lane do not experience views of the
existing A30/A303 and views of vehicles are limited
to traffic passing along Viney Lane and to larger
vehicles to the east, along the more open sections of
Stockland Hill. Near views otherwise are over garden
areas and adjacent enclosed pasture fields with
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High
These residents are located
inside a designated area of
outstanding natural beauty and
experience some views out
across this valued landscape.
Residents are considered to be
highly susceptible to changes,
where enjoyment comes from
a view and from windows
which have been placed to
benefit from views of the
adjacent countryside.

Roundabout variant near Devonshire Inn
Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity, some
hedgerow and woodland vegetation clearance, earthworks to create some embankments
associated with widening and cuttings associated with underbridges in three places on the edge of
the plateau. A few properties would experience some visual impacts from road construction on
parts of the Viney Ridge. There would also be some earth and turf faced hedgebank construction
along the roadside on the Viney Ridge and other new planting works along substantial sections of
the route. This variant would have the distinct impact of works to construct a new roundabout
junction, with associated vegetation clearance, land take and the installation of associated
lighting.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, the vegetation clearance and road widening works alongside the existing A30
in the vicinity of Cook’s Moor and extending up to the construction of a roundabout north of the
Devonshire Inn would result in some major changes to some static existing views from the
Devonshire Inn, Treetops and Avalon, which at this stage, would partially contrast with other the
existing features in the view and the construction activities would be predominantly visible. There
would be a noticeable change to the static views from Windwhistle Cottage and to a lesser degree
from Devonshire Inn Bungalow. There would be contrasting and conspicuous construction activity,
including the creation of an underbridge and cutting which would be visible from Windwhistle
Cottage and contrasting construction activities would be partially visible from Devonshire Inn
Bungalow. There would be a major change to the existing static view experienced from
Newington and Combehayes where the new road is constructed to the west of Westwood Farm,
where the works would also noticeably contrast with features in the existing view and the
contrasting features would be partially visible through existing trees and over existing hedges
along the Viney Lane. Changes in the static views from the upper stories of Bowood Cottage,
Cook’s Moor South and from the whole of the frontage of Cook’s Moor North would be noticeable
and would involve the introduction of conspicuous new features associated with the construction
activity which would contrast and be partially visible where existing vegetation does not
intervene. Construction activity associated with the new roundabout would also be noticeable
and a conspicuous feature in the view from residents in a property at Newcott Farm. There are no
anticipated effects on views from residents at Barnfield, Monkton Down Farm and Northcote
Meadows.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The vegetation removal and new road construction activity and earthworks works along the
widened section of the A30, alongside the existing road, would affect a large extent of the view, in
the centre of the view, at close proximity for residents at the Devonshire Inn, Treetops and
Avalon. There would be some effects across a moderate extent of the view which would be
localised and in the centre of the view from Windwhistle Cottage and more oblique and filtered
from Devonshire Inn Bungalow. From Newington and Combehayes new road construction would

Roundabout option by
Devonshire Inn
Construction
Day‐ Moderate to Large
adverse‐ There would be some
large deterioration and some
noticeable deterioration
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity
Night‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse ‐There would be
perceptible deterioration in
part of the view and some
very limited deterioration
elsewhere experienced by a
receptor group of high
sensitivity.
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Moderate to Large
adverse‐ There would be some
large deterioration and some
noticeable deterioration
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity
Night –Slight to Moderate
adverse ‐There would be some
perceptible deterioration and
some very limited
deterioration experienced by
a receptor group of high
sensitivity
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight to moderate
adverse ‐There would be some
perceptible deterioration and
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some intervening tree lines, hedge banks and
individual trees restricting views in places. There are
some longer views from the upper storey windows of
Westwood Farm across toward Dumpdon Hill. The
farms further south along the plateau are either set
down from the plateau edge on the scarp, in an
enclosed treed context, or in the case of Barnfield
Farm, is set in the visual context of existing farm
buildings and attractive a tree lined Viney Lane and
Old Chard Road. The farm buildings and tree lines
limit views from residents to adjacent surrounding
farmland to the south, north and east with
intermittently visible passing traffic on the local
roads.
At Night ‐ In the winter, residents in properties to the
west of the existing A30/A303 alongside the plateau
and in the vicinity of Avalon, experience the effects
of intermittent vehicle headlights on short sections
of the route and limited to a degree by intervening
hedges and or bounding the carriageway.

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant – in bold)

affect a large extent of the view and the centre of a localised view. Views from Bowood Cottage,
Cook’s Moor South and Cook’s Moor North would be affected by noticeable localised changes in
the centre of a view, at this stage, albeit in places, including from Cook’s Moor South, partly
filtered through existing vegetation. A small extent of the centre of a view from residents in one
property at Newcott Farm in the middle distance would be affected.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s
construction (short term), with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate to Major Adverse‐ During construction, the works would become a large feature
where activities are in close proximity and would lead to substantial change experienced by a
small number of residents, notably in front of the Devonshire Inn, alongside Avalon, in front of
Treetops, in the vicinity of Windwhistle Cottage and residents at Newington and Combehayes
alongside Westwood Farm. Elsewhere, effects on other residents on the plateau including those
at Bowood Cottage, Cook’s Moor, would be noticeable and readily apparent but would make up
a smaller component of their views. The construction works associated with the new
roundabout would be noticeable and apparent from residents in one property at Newcott Farm
to the north east. Monkton Down Farm and Barnfield would not experience any discernible
change due to intervening buildings, vegetation and/or landform.

some very limited
deterioration experienced by
a receptor group of high
sensitivity

Construction‐ Night
At night, there would be some limited impacts, during construction, along the widened section of
the A30 between Cook’s Moor and the Devonshire Inn due to a likely requirement for temporary
night time working. This night time lighting effect would extend impacts to include those on a
view from residents at Newcott Farm, to the north east.
Size/ Scale of change
The construction stage temporary lighting would be a noticeable and conspicuous feature in a
location where there is very limited fixed lighting in static views from small number residents at
Cook’s Moor, at Treetops, Avalon, Windwhistle Cottage, Devonshire Inn bungalow and the
Devonshire Inn. Also, effects, with this variant would include a noticeable change to the view
experienced by residents at Newcott Farm, to the north east.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The temporary lighting on part of the widened section of the A30, alongside the existing road,
would affect a large extent of the view, in the centre of the view, at close proximity for residents
at the Devonshire Inn, Treetops and Avalon. There would be some effects across a moderate
extent of the view which would be localised and oblique from Windwhistle Cottage and
Devonshire Inn Bungalow. Cook’s Moor South and Cook’s Moor North would be affected by
changes arising from the temporary lighting across a moderate extent of the centre of their view,
in the mid distance. No discernible effects are anticipated on other residents on the plateau.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
This lighting would be temporary, and in place intermittently during the construction period (6
months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse – The temporary lighting would be noticeable and an apparent
element in the view to some residents and perceptible to some others but the effects would be
temporary and not alter the balance and features of the views permanently or over a long
duration.

Residents in properties to the east of the existing
A30/A303 on the plateau including Windwhistle
Cottage, the Devonshire Inn bungalow and Farm also
predominantly experience intermittent vehicle
headlight effects from relatively close quarters in
what is otherwise a relatively dark visual context
away from the road or where the road is shielded by
intervening tree lines, woodland or existing
buildings.
Residents in Farms alongside Viney Lane have a
predominantly dark immediate visual setting with
the Stockland Hill mast a notable illuminated feature
to the east.

Operation – Day
During operation, in the day, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new main and side
roads (some in cuttings), a roundabout junction, three under bridges, associated traffic
movements and the effects of establishing new planting on the sides of the new roads.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
At year 1, in winter, during the day, in operation, a section of the widened A30, associated banks,
acoustic fences and establishing planting would constitute a large adverse change and introduce
new features in the static views experienced by a small number residents at Treetops and Avalon.
In front of Devonshire Inn the widened road would constitute a relatively small adverse change in
the existing view; however, introduced lighting columns on the new roundabout approach would
be noticeable adverse and conspicuous new features that would contrast in the view. To the
north there would be occasional views from the Devonshire Inn toward a newly constructed
roundabout, street lighting and establishing planting. Here, the new roundabout, lighting columns
and associated traffic would introduce a conspicuous and contrasting feature, at this stage. Views
from residents at Newington and Combehayes, would also experience a large amount of adverse
change to their view, with traffic on the new road a conspicuous and partially visible, new feature.
There would also be a noticeable adverse change where the contrasting features would be
partially visible from other residents including Windwhistle Cottage, Bowood Cottage, Devonshire
Inn Bungalow and some properties at Cook’s Moor. There would continue to be no discernible
visual effects from Barnfield and Monkton Down Farm. With the exception of Newington,
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Night –Slight to Moderate
adverse ‐There would be some
perceptible deterioration and
some very limited
deterioration experienced by
a receptor group of high
sensitivity
Alternative junction option at
Devonshire Inn
Construction
Day‐ Moderate to Large
adverse‐ There would be some
large deterioration and some
noticeable deterioration
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity
Night‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse‐ There would be some
perceptible deterioration and
some very limited
deterioration experienced by
a receptor group of high
sensitivity
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Moderate Adverse ‐There
would be a mixture of some
perceptible deterioration and
some noticeable deterioration
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity
Night –Slight adverse‐ There
would be some perceptible
deterioration and some very
limited deterioration
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight Adverse‐ There
would be some barely
perceptible deterioration and
some neutral effects
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity
Night –Neutral to Slight
adverse‐ There would be some
barely perceptible
deterioration and some neutral
effects experienced by a
receptor group of high
sensitivity
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Combehayes and Bowood Cottage, where only local traffic on Viney Lane is experienced in views
at present, the new roads and traffic would be seen in locations where A30 traffic already
occupies existing views. At this stage new hedgebanks and tree planting would have some limited
effects in restricting views to passing cars but would not interrupt views of passing high sided
vehicles.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The new roads and associated traffic on the plateau would affect a large extent of the view, in the
centre of the view, at close proximity for residents at the Devonshire Inn, Treetops and Avalon.
There would be some effects across a moderate extent of the view which would be localised and
in the centre of the view from Windwhistle Cottage and more oblique and filtered views from
Devonshire Inn Bungalow. From Newington and Combehayes the traffic on the new road would
affect a large extent of the view and the centre of a localised view, but with some filtering effects
from intervening vegetation along Viney Lane. At this stage, views from Bowood Cottage, Cook’s
Moor South and Cook’s Moor North would be affected by changes arising from new roads and
some exposed traffic across a moderate extent of the centre of their view, in the mid distance ,
albeit in places, partly filtered through existing vegetation.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate to Major Adverse‐ During operation, at year 1, in the winter, the new roads and
associated traffic and new vegetation with limited establishment , alongside, would appear as
a large feature where changes are perceived in close proximity and would lead to substantial
changes experienced by a small number of residents, notably in front of the Devonshire inn,
alongside Avalon, in front of Treetops, in the vicinity of Windwhistle Cottage and residents at
Newington and Combehayes alongside Westwood Farm. However, with the exception of
residents at Newington and Combehayes, these residents already experience the presence of
some A30 traffic in existing views, in close proximity and therefore the overall balance of
features would be adversely effected but to a lesser degree, at this stage. Elsewhere, effects on
other residents on the plateau including those at Bowood Cottage, Cook’s Moor, would be
noticeable and readily apparent but would make up a smaller component of their views, albeit
adding some additional traffic into new parts of the scene. Monkton Down Farm and Barnfield
would not experience any discernible change due to intervening buildings, vegetation and/or
landform.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15, in summer, during the day in general, adverse effects on static views from residents on
the plateau would reduce, with the establishment of new planting along the A30 and side roads.
In some places the presence of street lighting columns and traffic would persist. Residents and
Treetops and Avalon, with established woodland planting and hedgerows along new roads, at this
time, would experience, a small change at this stage, with the new roads no longer appearing
conspicuous and instead comprising a minor feature that largely integrates with its surroundings.
In front of Devonshire Inn the widened road would continue to constitute a relatively small
adverse change in the existing view with introduced lighting columns continuing to be noticeable
adverse and conspicuous features that would contrast in the view. To the north there would no
longer be occasional views from the Devonshire Inn toward a newly constructed roundabout,
traffic and some of the street lighting given the establishment of intervening proposed woodland
planting. With the new woodland planting established the roundabout, lighting columns and
traffic would become barely discernible due to the filtering effects of this vegetation. Views from
residents at Newington and Combehayes, toward passing traffic, including high sided vehicles,
would become small in extent and would be glimpsed or heavily filtered views, following the
establishment of intervening spinneys and hedgebanks, at this stage. With the establishment of
hedgerows and woodland associated with a new cutting views from Windwhistle Cottage to the
new side road are anticipated to become barely discernible leaving some views toward the
widened and a hedge lined A30, which would not perceptibly contrast with the existing scene in
that direction. Views from residents at Bowood Cottage and Devonshire Inn Bungalow would
continue to be filtered by intervening vegetation, effects on views from the upper stories of
Bowood Cottage, to intermittently visible high sided traffic, on the new road would continue to be
adverse and noticeable, whilst cars would be largely concealed from view. A small number of
properties at Cook’s Moor would by this stage experience a barely discernible change to their
view given the establishment of roadside hedges. There would continue to be no discernible
visual effects from Barnfield and Monkton Down Farm.
Geographical Extent of Influence
By year 15 in the summer, the established new planting associated with the proposed A30
corridor and side roads would limit the visible extent of traffic and the road. Some positive
woodland and hedgerow features in existing views which would be impacted at the construction
stage would be reinstated at the road side. The new roads, Street lighting and associated traffic
on the plateau would affect a large extent of the view, in the centre of the view, at close proximity
for residents at the Devonshire Inn. The traffic on the widened A30 and side roads in cuttings
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would, with new woodland and hedge planting, established at this time, only affect a small extent
of localised views from Treetops and Avalon. The extent of visual effects on residents at
Windwhistle Cottage would occupy a small extent of the view with the establishment of
hedgerows at the top of side road cuttings. The extent of change in the view would also diminish
to a small extent, with the reinstatement of further intervening roadside hedges in more oblique
and filtered views from Devonshire Inn Bungalow. From Newington and Combehayes, with the
establishment of new hedgebank and woodland features the traffic on the new road would affect
a small extent in the centre of a localised view. Views from Bowood Cottage, Cook’s Moor South
and Cook’s Moor North would be affected by established roadside hedge banks and hedges at this
time which would limit the extent visible traffic further so that it occupies a moderate to small
extent, of the centre of views.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐During operation, at year 15, in the summer, residents at the
Devonshire Inn from the front elevation would experience perceptible change and whilst not
altering the overall balance of features in the existing view. The view would include the
presence of some noticeable street lighting columns on the roundabout approach. In limited
views from the northern elevation, new intervening woodland planting would otherwise
conceal the new roundabout from view so that it would be barely perceptible. New woodland
and hedge planting on the edge of the widened A30 and side roads alongside Avalon and in
front of Treetops would mean that only a very small part of the scheme would be perceptible.
Likewise from Windwhistle Cottage, hedge planting along the top of the side road cutting would
lead to only parts of the new main A30 route remaining visible where the road and its traffic
currently occupies part of the existing view, in any event. Views of high sided vehicles from
residents at Newington and Combehayes, at this stage, would be only partially discernible given
intervening vegetation which would extend spinney features and hedgebanks that are elements
in the existing view, but some more distant positive views would become more limited.
Elsewhere, effects on residents on at Cook’s Moor would be perceptible but not alter the
overall balance of features and elements that comprise the existing view as they already
experience the presence of some A30 traffic in existing views. Views to high sided vehicles from
residents at Bowood Cottage would continue to be perceptible and apparent in the middle
distance but largely filtered from ground floor rooms. Residents at Monkton Down Farm and
Barnfield would continue not experience any discernible change due to intervening buildings,
vegetation and/or landform.
Operation – Night
At night, visual impacts would arise from traffic headlights on the implemented new roads,
lighting on the roundabout and approaches and the effects of establishing new planting on the
sides of the new roads. No new road lighting is proposed away from the main A303/A30 junction
and approaches by the Devonshire Inn.
Winter Year 1 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
The effects of traffic headlights on the approaches and at the new roundabout near the
Devonshire Inn would cause a small change in a view where headlights are already a feature of
the existing scene. In front of Devonshire Inn, introduced street lighting would cause a noticeable
to large change in the existing view, at night, which would adversely contrast in the existing scene.
At this stage the effects of visible car headlights on residents at Treetops and Avalon would result
in a noticeable adverse change in the view, appreciably increasing the extent of visible traffic, at
night, at this stage. With the cutting introduced at the Sandy’ Lane underbridge approach, the
effects of car headlights on residents at Windwhistle Cottage would be limited to some noticeable
effects from headlights on a stretch of the widened A30 where the existing hedge would be
removed and reinstated. No appreciable adverse effects from car headlights are anticipated on
residents at the Devonshire Inn Bungalow. At this stage, from Newington and Combehayes traffic
headlights on the new road would form a noticeable change to the view and a contrasting feature,
at night, where currently there is no lighting in the existing scene. Vehicle headlights on a section
of the new road, at this stage would constitute a noticeable adverse change in the view from the
upper stories of Bowood Cottage, where the scene is currently dark except for traffic using Viney
Lane. Cook’s Moor South and Cook’s Moor North would be affected by a noticeable change in the
view , at this stage, arising from some exposed headlights from traffic on part of the widened A30,
where a hedge is to reinstated. There would be no discernible visual effects from Barnfield and
Monkton Down Farm.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The effects of car headlights on the plateau would affect a large extent of the view, in the centre
of the view, at close proximity for residents at, Treetops, Avalon and at the Devonshire Inn. There
would be some effects across a moderate extent of the view which would be localised and in the
centre of the view from Bowood Cottage, Cook’s Moor South and Cook’s Moor North. There
would be more oblique and filtered, middle distance views from Windwhistle Cottage and the
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Devonshire Inn Bungalow. From Newington and Combehayes the traffic headlights on the new
road would affect a large extent of the view and the centre of a localised view, but with some
filtering effects from intervening vegetation along Viney Lane.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse – At the Devonshire Inn, Avalon, Treetops, Bowood Cottage and
Newington and Combehayes additional lighting would be a noticeable adverse feature in the
scene. At the Devonshire Inn, this change would be as the result of the implementation of new
street lights associated with the new roundabout. Vehicle headlights would be more apparent
to residents at Avalon and Treetops following construction stage vegetation clearance. At
Newington and Combehayes vehicle headlight effects would be only partially discernible
beyond implemented hedgebanks, however they would be introduced into an existing dark
scene. The change in lighting effects from vehicle headlights would be barely discernible from
residents at Cook’s Moor, Devonshire Bungalow and Windwhistle Cottage.
Summer Year 15 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
In front of Devonshire Inn, whilst vehicle headlights are an existing feature of the view, introduced
street lighting would cause a noticeable to large change in the existing view, at night, which would
adversely contrast in the existing scene. This effect although potentially reversible is anticipated
to persist . At this stage, the effects of visible car headlights on residents at Treetops and Avalon
would diminish to a barely discernible change in the view, with established intervening woodland
and hedges appreciably limiting the extent of visible traffic, at night, at this stage. With the
establishment of roadside hedges, the effects of car headlights on residents at Windwhistle
Cottage would be limited to become barely discernible compared with the existing situation, in
the short to medium term. No appreciable adverse effects from car headlights are anticipated on
residents at the Devonshire Inn Bungalow. At this stage, from Newington and Combehayes traffic
headlights on the new road would become barely discernible in the view but would remain a
contrasting feature, at night, given that the existing scene is dark. Vehicle headlights on a section
of the new road, at this stage, would continue to cause a perceptible adverse change in the view
from the upper stories of Bowood Cottage, given that the scene is currently dark, except for less
frequent traffic, using Viney Lane. Residents at Cook’s Moor South and Cook’s Moor North would
experience a barely perceptible change in their view once a hedgerow on the edge of the widened
A30 is established from the short to medium term onwards. There would be no discernible visual
effects from Barnfield and Monkton Down Farm.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The effects of car headlights on the plateau would affect a large extent of the view, in the centre
of the view, at close proximity for residents at, Treetops, Avalon and at the Devonshire Inn. There
would be some effects across a moderate extent of the view which would be localised and in the
centre of the view from Bowood Cottage, Cook’s Moor South and Cook’s Moor North. There
would be more oblique and filtered, middle distance views from Windwhistle Cottage and the
Devonshire Inn Bungalow. From Newington and Combehayes the traffic headlights on the new
road would affect a large extent of the view and the centre of a localised view, but with some
filtering effects from intervening vegetation along Viney Lane.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse ‐ At Avalon, Treetops, Newington and Combehayes additional lighting would
cause a barely perceptible adverse feature in the scene following the establishment of
intervening roadside woodland and hedgerows. At the Devonshire Inn, new street lights
associated with the new roundabout would remain a noticeable adverse feature in the scene.
At Newington and Combehayes vehicle headlight effects would become barely visible beyond
established woodland and hedgebanks at year 15; however, noticeable adverse effects are
anticipated to remain given the permanent change to an existing dark scene in this location.
With the establishment of roadside hedges the change in lighting effects from vehicle
headlights would not be discernible from residents at Cook’s Moor, Devonshire Bungalow and
Windwhistle Cottage.
Alternative junction variant at Devonshire Inn
Construction‐Day
As detailed above, however, with this variant there will be more vegetation clearance but less
overall land take to the east and to the north west in front of Devonshire Inn. Unlike the
roundabout variant, during construction, the new junction works, during construction, would not
impact upon residents in one property at Newcott Farm to the north east.
Size/ Scale of change
As for the Roundabout option, except impacts on residents on Newcott Farm are not relevant to
this variant, given reduced land take to the north east.
Geographical Extent of Influence
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As for the roundabout option except the new junction works, during construction, would not
impact upon residents in one property at Newcott Farm to the north east.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s
construction (short term), with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate to Major Adverse ‐ Statement, as above, for the roundabout variant, except that,
there would be no effects on residents at Newcott Farm.
Construction‐Night
At night, there would be some limited impacts, during construction, along the widened section of
the A30 between Cook’s Moor and the Devonshire Inn due to a likely requirement for temporary
night time working.
Size/ Scale of change
The size and scale of construction stage night time effects on residential properties on the plateau
is anticipated to be broadly the same as that described for the roundabout variant. However, with
this variant impacts are not anticipated to effect residents at Newcott Farm, to the north east,
given the reduced land take of the alternative junction.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The geographic extent of night time construction stage effects on residents on the plateau would
be anticipated to be as that described for the roundabout variant, however, effects on residents
at Newcott Farm are not anticipated.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
This lighting would be temporary, and in place intermittently during the construction period (6
months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse – The temporary lighting would be noticeable and an apparent
element in the view to some residents and perceptible to some others but the effects would be
temporary and not alter the balance and features of the views permanently or over a long
duration.
Operation – Day
During the day, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new roads, the alternative
junction, side roads and under bridges, associated traffic movements and the effects of
establishing new planting on the sides of the new roads.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
In winter, year 1, The size and scale of operation stage effects on residential properties on the
plateau is anticipated to be broadly the same as that described for the roundabout variant.
However, with this variant impacts are not anticipated to effect residents at Newcott Farm, to the
north east, given the reduced land take of the alternative junction
Geographical Extent of Influence
The geographic extent of year 1 winter operation stage effects on residents on the plateau would
be anticipated to be as that described for the roundabout variant, however, effects on residents
at Newcott Farm are not anticipated.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate Adverse‐ Statement, as above, for the roundabout variant, except that, at the
Devonshire Inn, new street lights would not be introduced with the alternative junction variant
and the alternative junction variant would not adversely impact on residents at Newcott Farm.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15, in the summer, effects on residents on the plateau would be anticipated to be as that
described for the roundabout variant, however, with this variant, impacts are not anticipated to
impact upon residents at Newcott Farm, to the north east, given the reduced land take of the
alternative junction. Also, no new road lighting columns are proposed by the Devonshire Inn.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The geographic extent of effects on residents on the plateau would be anticipated to be as that
described for the roundabout variant; however, effects on residents at Newcott Farm are not
anticipated.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse‐Statement, as above, for the roundabout variant, except that, there would be no
effects on residents at Newcott Farm or from lighting columns on residents at the Devonshire
Inn.
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Operation
Night‐ At night, with this variant, visual impact would arise from traffic headlights on the
implemented new roads, together with the effects of establishing new planting on the sides of the
new roads. No new road lighting is proposed by the Devonshire Inn.
Winter Year 1 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
The size and scale of construction stage night time effects on residential properties on the plateau
is anticipated to be broadly the same as that described for the roundabout variant. However, with
this variant impacts are not anticipated to effect residents at Newcott Farm, to the north east,
given the reduced land take of the alternative junction. Also, there would be no street lighting or
resulting associated permanent adverse effects on residents at the Devonshire Inn or Newcott
Farm anticipated from this option.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The geographic extent of night time construction stage effects on residents on the plateau would
be anticipated to be as that described for the roundabout variant, however, effects on residents
at Newcott Farm are not anticipated.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ Statement, as above, for the roundabout variant, except that, at
the Devonshire Inn, new street lights would not be introduced and residents at the Devonshire
Inn would be anticipated to experience changes that are barely discernible from car headlights,
only. Also, no adverse impacts are anticipated on residents at Newcott Farm, with the
alternative junction variant, in the day time.
Summer Year 15 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
The size and scale of construction stage night time effects on residential properties on the plateau
is anticipated to be broadly the same as that described for the roundabout variant. However, with
this variant impacts are not anticipated to effect residents at Newcott Farm, to the north east,
given the reduced land take of the alternative junction. Also, there would be no street lighting or
resulting associated permanent adverse effects on residents at the Devonshire Inn or Newcott
Farm anticipated from this option.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The geographic extent of night time construction stage effects on residents on the plateau would
be anticipated to be as that described for the roundabout variant, however, effects on residents
at Newcott Farm are not anticipated.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse‐ Statement, as above, for the roundabout variant, except that, at the Devonshire
Inn, new street lights would not be introduced and residents at the Devonshire Inn would be
anticipated to experience changes at Year 15 that are barely discernible from car headlights,
only.

Users of informal
recreation sites/land
(Including National Trust
Sites, Forestry
Commission land and
Open Access Land)
IR1

Users of Dumpdon Hill
Fort National Trust

10a,10b*

(Including walkers on a
section of Walk 6‐
Countryside around an
Iron Age Hillfort)
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Day –In winter, there are two main angles of view
experienced by users of Dumpdon Hill. The first is a
wide panoramic view from open access land on the
edge of the Dumpdon Hill Fort across and down the
Otter Valley to the north east and east. Whilst the
foreground foot slopes of Dumpdon Hill are partially
screened by existing trees there are more open
views of farmland and scarp woodland on the facing
valley side. Aplins Farm is a notable built feature in
the centre of the view and the existing A30 is
relatively visually discreet in the scene where it is
enclosed by hedgerows. The second angle of view, in
the direction of the existing A30/A303 of note, is
from the upper parts of informal paths ascending the
southern side of the Hill, looking south toward
Honiton. From this part of the hill the existing
A30/A303 is only partially visible, given areas of

Day– In the summer, the view
experienced in a north eastern and
eastern direction would be more
restricted toward parts of the valley
bottom and more filtered toward
Monkton village, by the leaves of
existing trees in the foreground.
Looking south from Dumpdon Hill in
summer, leaves on trees on the side
of the hill would conceal more of the
foreground of the view and some of
the view toward the higher ground to
the north of the Otter Valley Park,
there would also be a slight reduction
in the visibility of traffic on the
existing A30/A303.

28

High
This is a publicised informal
recreation area and includes an
identified valued view*
location within the AONB and
other noteworthy panoramic
views. Views are experienced
from a National Trust
recreation/open access area
and a statutory heritage asset.
This is an area that is regularly
used and a key part of the
enjoyment of this area, by
visitors, comes from
experiencing the view.
Users of informal recreation

Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity and
earthworks which would take place on the opposite Viney Ridge (in the direction represented by
View 10b*) and on part of the valley side below Higher Northcote Farm and a field by the
Langford Road, near Honiton (in the direction represented by View 10a).
Size/ Scale of change
The construction activity would cause a noticeable change in these transient views, forming a
conspicuous new feature which partially contrasts with other existing features but at some
distance and partially filtered by vegetation. A large number of people can be anticipated to visit
this location and would experience this view.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The scheme construction activity would impact upon a moderate to small extent of the view, the
centre of the view and in the mid distance, in an easterly direction and a small extent of the view,
at a more oblique angle and in one field in the centre and the mid distance in a southerly
direction.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The effects would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short

Construction
Day‐ Moderate adverse‐
During construction this
scheme option is considered
to result some noticeable
temporary deterioration to
transient views from this high
sensitivity receptor and valued
view* within the Blackdown
Hills AONB.
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Moderate Adverse‐ At
year 1, in winter this
implemented scheme option is
considered to result in some
11/7/2016
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Representative
viewpoint

Nature of existing view (winter)

Nature of existing view
(summer)

enclosing roadside vegetation, in the middle
distance, in the foreground of Honiton and the Otter
Valley Park. There is a substantial area of enclosed
farmland, on lower valley slopes, in the foreground
and beyond the A30/A303 and there is farmland,
with some woodland copses rising up to areas of
wooded scarp at the edge of the East Devon Central
Ridge plateau.

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant – in bold)

land within the Blackdown Hills
AONB are considered to be
highly susceptible to changes,
as the primary enjoyment of
these areas comes from the
view and scenery.

term), and some reversibility can be anticipated through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
During construction, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor to Moderate Adverse as
construction activity on parts of the new road and the Langford Road link would be noticeable
and apparent, in places, but would not appreciably alter the overall balance of features and
elements in the view experienced from the top of Dumpton Hill, looking south and east. There
would also be some apparent improvements in the amount of visible traffic on the original A30.

noticeable deterioration to
transient views from this high
sensitivity receptor and
valued view *, balanced with
some obvious improvements
in the view along the original
A30, including through
Monkton.

Operation – Day
During operation, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new road, associated traffic
movements and the effects of establishing new planting on the opposite Viney Ridge and on part
of the valley side below Higher Northcote Farm and a field by the Langford Road, near Honiton.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
In the winter, year 1, the implemented road and visible traffic would cause a noticeable change in
the view experienced on Dumpdon Hill, in both directions , forming a conspicuous new feature
which partially contrasts with other existing features but at some distance and partially filtered by
existing vegetation and establishing new hedgebanks, at the road side. New woodland planting on
the scarp would have a very limited visual effect, at this time. Visible traffic movements through
Monkton on the existing A30 route would be at noticeably reduced levels, in the winter months.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The implemented scheme and traffic would impact upon a moderate to small extent of the view,
the centre of the view and in the mid distance, in an easterly direction and a small extent of the
view, at a more oblique angle and in one field in the centre and the mid distance in a southerly
direction.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
In the winter, at year 1, the magnitude of effect is considered to be Minor to Moderate Adverse
as the new road and traffic on it would be apparent but not appreciably alter the overall
balance of features and elements in the view experienced from the top of Dumpton Hill, looking
east. There would also be some apparent improvements in the amount of visible traffic on the
original A30.

IR2

Users of the Combe
Wood National Trust
Site

5
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Day – In the winter, the view from users of Combe
Wood toward the existing A30/A303 and the rising
valley side beyond is interrupted and filtered by
Crook’s Hill in the middle ground and by trees and
developing roadside planting in the foreground.
Views to traffic on the existing A30/A303 are also
interrupted by the mature hedgerows and some

Day– In the summer, the filtered
views from Combe Wood toward the
existing A30/A303 and the rising
valley side and scarp woodland,
beyond, would become screened by
foreground roadside vegetation as
they come into leaf (unless this tree

29

High
This is a publicised informal
recreation area within the
AONB. Views are experienced
from a National Trust
recreation/open access area.
This is an area that is regularly

Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
In the summer of year 15, the implemented road and visible traffic to the north east and south
would constitute a small change and would form a minor new feature in the view that largely
integrates with its surroundings with little discernible change elsewhere in the view. With the
establishment of new woodland planting there would be a barely discernible change in the view
toward sections of road on the edge of the plateau due to the strengthening of existing scarp
woodland and the distance involved. Established wooded copses and hedges on the valley side
alongside the new road would substantially limit views and integrate the new road with the
surroundings in a southerly direction. To the east, visible traffic movements through Monkton
would continue to be at noticeably reduced levels. A large number of people can be anticipated to
visit this location and would experience this view.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The implemented scheme and traffic, by year 15, in the summer, would impact upon a very small
extent of the view, the centre of the view and in the mid distance, in a north east direction and a
very small extent of the view, at a more oblique angle in the mid distance in a southerly direction.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse ‐ with the establishment of woodland and hedgebanks along the
edge of the plateau and copses and hedgebanks on the valley side, to the south, only small
parts of the road and moving traffic would be discernible. In some other parts of the view the
new road and traffic would not be discernible. The Langford link side road would be enclosed by
medium to tall hedges, at this stage. Positive long views to more distant Hills and Ridge tops are
maintained over extended scarp woodland which would provide effective visual containment of
the additional traffic passing along the Viney Ridge. There would also continue to be some
apparent improvements in the amount of visible traffic on some more open sections of the
original A30.
Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity and
earthworks which would take place on part of the valley side below Higher Northcote Farm and a
field by the Langford Road, near Honiton.
Size/ Scale of change
Construction activity would constitute a small change and a minor new feature in this view, given
that the view is heavily filtered through existing foreground roadside vegetation from this location

Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight adverse – At year
15, in summer, this
implemented scheme option is
considered to result in some
limited to barely perceptible
deterioration to transient
views from this high
sensitivity receptor and a
valued view* location,
balanced with some
noticeable improvements in
the view along the original
A30, including through
Monkton.

Construction
Day‐ Slight adverse‐ This option
would cause very limited
deterioration to a view
experienced by High sensitivity
receptors.
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trees that form the roadside boundary.

belt is subject to future
management).

used and a key part of the
enjoyment of this area, by
visitors, comes from
experiencing the views of the
landscape.

on the woodland edge. Elsewhere, on paths within the wood foreground woodland also
intervenes to further restrict the view. A moderate number of visitors would be anticipated at this
location.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The construction activity for the Langford link and new road in the vicinity of Higher Northcote
Farm, would affect a small extent of the view at a moderately oblique angle and in the mid‐
distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The effects would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short
term), and some reversibility can be anticipated through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse – The construction activity associated with this road option would
be barely perceptible and would not alter the overall balance of features that comprise this
view and from most places, on woodland trails, would not be discernible.

Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Slight adverse‐ This option
would cause very limited
deterioration to a view
experienced by High sensitivity
receptors.

Users of informal recreation
land within the Blackdown Hills
AONB are considered to be
highly susceptible to changes,
as the primary enjoyment of
these areas comes from the
view and scenery.

Summer Year 15
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced

Operation – Day
During operation, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new road, associated traffic
movements and the effects of establishing new planting on part of the valley side below Higher
Northcote Farm and a field by the Langford Road, near Honiton.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
The implemented new roads, associated traffic and establishing planting would constitute a small
change and a minor new feature in this view, given that the view is heavily filtered through
existing foreground roadside vegetation from this location on the woodland edge. Elsewhere, on
paths within the wood foreground woodland also intervenes to further restrict the view. A
moderate number of visitors would be anticipated at this location.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The operational roads, new planting and traffic associated with this option would affect a small
extent of the view at a moderately oblique angle and in the mid‐distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse –During operation, at year 1 in winter, parts of this road option
would be continue to be barely perceptible and would not alter the overall balance of features
that comprise this view and from most places, on woodland trails, would not be discernible.

IR3

Users of the Hartridge
Common open access
land
(Including walkers on a
section of Walk 6‐
Countryside around an
Iron Age Hillfort and
walkers on sections of
Upottery circular walks)

19*
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Day – In the winter, from the top and eastern edge
of Hartridge there is a panoramic view over Rawridge
village in the Otter Valley that extends up the west
facing valley side to scarp woodland and the edge of
the plateau. The Devonshire Inn Farm, located on the
edge of a section of the existing A30/A303, is evident
in the scene where the scarp edge is more open.
Traffic moving along a plateau edge section of the
trunk road is partially visible behind a roadside
boundary hedge and is seen against a backdrop of
rising farmland, woodland and existing buildings. The

Day– In the summer, as the existing
trees in the scene come into leaf
views out would be further restricted
to the south and to the A30/A303 on
Reddick’s Hill but more open views
would remain in the direction of the
A30/A303 and traffic moving along a
section of it, near the Devonshire Inn
Farm.

30

High
This is an informal recreation
area within the AONB and a
place from which a valued*
AONB view has been identified.
This is an area that is regularly
used and a key part of the
enjoyment of this area, by
visitors, comes from
experiencing the views of the
landscape.

Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
The implemented new roads, associated traffic and established planting at year 15 would
constitute a barely discernible change in this view, with the established roadside hedgerows and
wooded copses on the valley side and given that the view in summer would be even more heavily
filtered through existing foreground roadside vegetation from this location on the woodland edge,
when it is in leaf. Elsewhere, on paths within the wood foreground woodland would intervene to
prevent any further summer views. A moderate number of visitors would be anticipated at this
location.
Geographical Extent of Influence
During the summer, with leaves on the trees, the operational new road scheme would affect an
even smaller extent of the view in the mid distance and at a moderately oblique angle.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
No change – In the summer at year 15, with the establishment of new roadside planting no part
of the scheme is anticipated to be discernible.
Note: If the hedge was cut in the foreground of the view, at the roadside, the magnitude of effect
would increase, however, it is assumed that a future hedge height below 2m in the longer term, if
re‐laid or re planted, would be unlikely and if the hedge is managed, its density is likely to increase
beyond current levels, by year 15, in summer.
Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity and
earthworks which would take place on part of the Viney Ridge, also, associated with road
widening works alongside the existing A30 in the vicinity of the Devonshire Inn and from the
northern end of Hartridge, these impacts would be seen on the valley side in the vicinity of Higher
Northcote and Holmsleigh Farm, nearer to Honiton.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, looking east, construction activities where the existing A30 is widened in the
vicinity of the Devonshire Inn and where the road is constructed beyond scarp woodland on
Reddick’s Hill would constitute a small change in a transient view but which would partially
contrast with other features, where views are not filtered by foreground vegetation. Looking

Construction
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse—During construction,
this scheme option is
considered to result in some
limited and some noticeable
deterioration to views from
this high sensitivity receptor
and a valued view* location
Operation
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Nature of existing view (winter)

Nature of existing view
(summer)

Sensitivity

existing A30/A303 as it ascends Reddick’s Hill,
further south, is otherwise difficult to discern given
the distance and intervening scarp woodland.
Developing scarp woodland in the foreground
restricts views further south to the valley and toward
the Viney Ridge. This effect is increased at lower
elevations on the Hill in the vicinity of the identified
AONB valued* view location, however, there are
some locations further north along Hartridge where
some more open views, in this direction, are
possible, however, these are in locations which are
more remote from the existing footpath network.

Users of informal recreation
land within the Blackdown Hills
AONB are considered to be
highly susceptible to changes,
as the primary enjoyment of
these areas comes from the
view and scenery.

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant – in bold)

south, construction activity on a more open section of the Viney Ridge near Westwood Farm and
the section of the route ascending the valley side near Higher Northcote Farm would be a minor
new feature of the overall view but would nevertheless be noticeable and conspicuous in some
parts of the scene where there is currently pasture fields. These changes are anticipated to affect
a moderate number of people using the open access land including some on circular walks.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Looking east, the construction activity would occupy a small extent of the view, in the centre of
the view, in the far distance. Looking south, construction activity would occupy a small extent of
the view, in the centre of the view in the mid and far distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The effects would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short
term), and some reversibility can be anticipated through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐Construction activity would be perceptible but not alter the overall
balance of features in the view to the east and would form a noticeable and apparent feature in
small parts of the scene experienced to the south, at this stage.

Winter Year 1
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse‐ At year 1, in the
winter , this implemented
scheme option is considered
to result in some limited and
some noticeable
deterioration to views from
this high sensitivity receptor
and a valued view* location

Operation – Day
During operation, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new road, associated traffic
movements and the effects of establishing new planting on parts of the Viney Ridge associated
with road widening works alongside the existing A30 in the vicinity of the Devonshire Inn and
from the northern end of Hartridge, these impacts would be seen on the valley side in the vicinity
of Higher Northcote and Holmsleigh Farm, nearer to Honiton.

Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight Adverse‐ At year 15,
in the summer, this
implemented scheme option
with established new planting
is considered to result in no
perceptible change in views to
the east and some limited
perceptible deterioration to
views in a southerly direction
from this high sensitivity
receptor and valued view*
location

Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
At year 1, in winter, during operation, in an easterly direction, the new road, associated traffic and
new planting would constitute a small change in a transient view which would generally
harmonise with the existing A30 in the scene and in other places would be hidden from view by
scarp woodland. Looking south, the new road and traffic on a more open section of the Viney
Ridge near Westwood Farm and the section of the route ascending the valley side near Higher
Northcote Farm would be a minor new feature of the overall view but would nevertheless be
noticeable and conspicuous in some parts of the scene at this stage and before new planting
matures, where there is currently pasture fields. These changes are anticipated to affect a
moderate number of people using the open access land including some on circular walks.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Looking east, at year 1, in winter, the operational road, traffic and new planting would occupy a
small extent of the view, in the centre of the view, in the far distance. Looking south, the
operational road and traffic would occupy a small extent of the view, in the centre of the view in
the mid and far distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ The new road, associated traffic and implemented planting would
be perceptible but not alter the overall balance of features in the view to the east and would
continue to form a noticeable and apparent feature in small parts of the scene experienced to
the south, at this stage.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15, in the summer, during operation, the new road, associated traffic and established new
planting would constitute a barely perceptible change in transient views looking toward the east,
which would harmonise with the existing A30 in the scene. Looking south, the new road and
traffic on a more open section of the Viney Ridge near Westwood Farm and the section of the
route ascending the valley side near Higher Northcote Farm would become barely perceptible in
the overall view once new woodland copses, belts on the scarp and new hedge planting matures,
in the context of conserved surrounding pasture fields.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Looking east, at year 15, in summer, the operational road, traffic and new planting would occupy
a very small extent of the view, in the centre of the view, in the far distance. Looking south, the
operational road and traffic would occupy a very small extent of the view, in the centre of the
view in the mid and far distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse‐The new road, associated traffic and established hedge and
woodland planting would cause a barely discernible feature to the east and would continue to
form a barely perceptible feature in small parts of the scene, experienced to the south, at this
stage. In both cases, in operation at year 15, in summer, this road option is not anticipated to
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not alter the overall balance of features in the view.
Users of Public Rights
of Way
P1

Walkers of footpath No
19 west of the
A30/A303 near Honiton

6*

Day – In the winter, the view experienced by walkers
on public footpath 19, when looking toward the
A30/A303, includes vehicles on the carriageway
visible above some low cut sections of hedgerow and
some filtered views of traffic through some lengths
of taller hedgerow, in close proximity. The views are
most open to the road in the closest field where
there are also views beyond toward rising farmland
and the local scarp. From the route further back
from the road views to the A30/A303 are more
filtered through taller hedgerows and riverside trees.

Day– In the summer, the view from
close by to the A30/A303 would
remain the same but views beyond
the road would be more restricted as
trees and hedgerows come into leaf.
Views to the A30/A303 from walkers
on the route passing through other
enclosed fields to the west would
become screened by intervening
layers of vegetation.

High
Promoted public right of way
with some noteworthy views
including some angles of view
recognised as a valued* view in
the Blackdown Hills AONB.
Users of public rights of way
within the Blackdown Hills
AONB are considered to be
highly susceptible to changes,
as the primary enjoyment of
these routes comes from the
view and scenery.

Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise from some vegetation clearance, new road
construction activity, earthworks and new planting works which would take place on part of the
valley side in the vicinity of Higher Northcote Farm and The Grange, extending up to a part of the
Viney Ridge, near Holmsleigh Farm and on parts of fields, on the edge of the existing A30 south
east of Cheyney’s Farm, near Honiton.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, the construction of the Langford link road, modifications to the existing A30
and creation of the southern part of new road would cause a large change to the view
experienced at the eastern end of footpath. The construction activities including some vegetation
clearance, earthworks, road building and new roadside planting would introduce a new temporary
conspicuous and contrasting feature in the view that is predominantly visible. The construction
activity would effect a part of the route with an identified valued* view parallel to the A30 along
the valley bottom. There would be barely discernible change to the view experienced by walkers
on other parts of this footpath to the west given the heavily filtered views caused by intervening
hedgerows. These changes are anticipated to affect a small number of people using this footpath
as it ends at the edge of the A30 with no ongoing destination.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The effects from construction activities would be affect a large part of the view from a localised
section of the eastern end of this footpath, in close proximity and would form a focus of a view
where the existing A30 makes up a large part of the scene. Effects on walkers using other sections
of this footpath away from the existing A30 would relate to a very small extent of their views,
would be largely interrupted, at an oblique angle and localised.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s
construction (short term), with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate to Major Adverse ‐ The construction works would form a focal point of the view
experienced by walkers at the eastern end of this footpath, where a valued* view was
identified, but would not be discernible from other sections of the route to the west.
Operation – Day
During operation, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new roads, associated traffic
movements and the effects of establishing new planting on part of the valley side in the vicinity of
Higher Northcote Farm and The Grange, extending up to a part of the Viney Ridge, near
Holmsleigh Farm and on parts of fields, on the edge of the existing A30, south east of
Cheyney’s,Farm, near Honiton
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 1, in winter, the operational Langford link road, the modified existing
A30, the traffic on the southern part of new road and implemented new planting, would continue
to cause a large change to the view experienced at the eastern end of footpath. The new roads
and associated traffic and new roadside planting would introduce a new feature in the view that is
predominantly visible. The implemented Langford link and traffic moving along it would be
apparent and noticeably effect walkers on part of the footpath where there is an identified
valued* view, parallel to the A30 along the valley bottom. However, the new road and traffic
would be seen in the context of existing traffic on the A30 in this view. There would be barely
discernible change to the views experienced by walkers on other parts of this footpath to the west
given the heavily filtered views caused by intervening hedgerows. These changes are anticipated
to affect a small number of people using this footpath as it ends at the edge of the A30 with no
ongoing destination.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The effects from the new roads, traffic and new planting, at year1 , in winter, in the operation
stage, would affect a large part of the view from a localised section of the eastern end of this
footpath, in close proximity and would form a focus of a view where the existing A30 makes up a
large part of the scene. Effects on walkers using other sections of this footpath away from the
existing A30 would relate to a very small extent of their views, would be largely interrupted, at an
oblique angle and localised.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and short/medium term (1‐10 years), before proposed
mitigation planting in the form of wooded copses and tree lined hedges become established.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate Adverse ‐ The operation stage scheme, at year 1 in winter, would continue to form a
focal point of the view experienced by walkers at the eastern end of this footpath, where a
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Construction
Day‐ Large adverse
During construction, clearance
works, earthworks and road
building would cause a large
deterioration to a view on a
small part of a route and
valued* view, experienced by
a highly sensitive receptor.
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Moderate to Large
adverse – At year 1 in winter,
the implemented scheme and
traffic would continue to
cause a large deterioration on
a small part of a footpath and
valued* view, experienced by
a highly sensitive receptor.
However, adverse effects
would be moderated by the
changes being located in the
context of existing A30 traffic
in the view experienced.
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse – By year 15, in the
summer, there would be some
limited remaining
deterioration on a small part
of a footpath and valued*
view, experienced by a highly
sensitive receptor following
the establishment of roadside
hedges and tree planting.
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Nature of existing view
(summer)
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valued* view was identified, These changes would not be discernible from other sections of the
route to the west. Important to note are that the effects of traffic on the new Langford link,
during operation, on walkers and the valued* view would be in the context of the existing A30
and its traffic which already forms part of the existing scene. This has had a moderating effect
on the judgement regarding the scale of adverse effect.

P2

Walkers on footpath No
3 to the east of the
A30/A303 in the vicinity
of Monkton Barton

15
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Day – In the winter, walkers on footpath No 3
experience sequential views. Initially views on a
section of the route at a higher elevation are across
and over lower lying enclosed farmland and
Monkton Barton and are generally wide in extent
and include the landmark of Dumpdon Hill. The
existing A30/A303 is concealed from view in its lower
valley side position and due to intervening buildings
and dense hedgerows. Views in the middle section of
the route focus on the foreground buildings
associated with Monkton Barton which interrupt any
views toward the road, as do some boundary
hedges. Beyond Monkton Barton the view toward
the A30/A303 and across the valley sides and toward
Dumpdon Hill widens out to the south east. At this
point views also extend toward Honiton in a
southerly direction. The view further north is
interrupted by a field boundary hedgerow. Vehicles
on a short section of the A30/A303 are intermittently
and partially visible above a hedgerow alongside the
trunk road. As the route continues further down the
valley side traffic on the existing A30/A303 would
continue to be partially concealed by field boundary
hedgerows but would be viewed in closer proximity.

Day– In the summer, existing
hedgerow trees and hedgerows in
leaf would further limit partial views
to the existing A30/A303 lower on
the valley side, partial views across
the valley toward Dumpdon Hill
would be maintained.

High
Promoted public right of way
with some noteworthy views
over the surrounding AONB
countryside.
Users of public rights of way
within the Blackdown Hills
AONB are considered to be
highly susceptible to changes,
as the primary enjoyment of
these routes comes from the
view and scenery.

Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 15, in the summer, the operational Langford link road, the modified
existing A30, the traffic on the southern part of new road and established roadside hedge and tree
planting, would constitute a noticeable change to the view experienced at the eastern end of
footpath. The new roads and associated traffic and new roadside planting would however largely
integrate with the existing surroundings. The implemented Langford link and traffic moving along
it would continue to noticeably effect walkers on part of the footpath where there is an identified
valued* view, parallel to the A30 along the valley bottom. However, the new road and traffic
would be seen in the context of existing traffic on the A30 in this view. With established medium
to tall hedgerows either side of the new road traffic moving along it would become barely
discernible and the longer view along the valley bottom over pasture fields maintained to the
north. At this stage, There would be no discernible change to the views experienced by walkers
on other parts of this footpath, to the west, given the heavily filtered views caused by intervening
hedgerows. These changes are anticipated to affect a small number of people using this footpath
as it ends at the edge of the A30 with no ongoing destination.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The effects from the new roads, traffic and new planting, at year15 , in summer, in the operation
stage, would affect a moderate part of the view from a localised section of the eastern end of this
footpath, in close proximity and would form a focus of a view where the existing A30 makes up a
large part of the scene. Effects on walkers using other sections of this footpath away from the
existing A30 would relate to a very small extent of their views, would be largely interrupted, at an
oblique angle and localised.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse‐ During operation, at year 15, in the summer, the new Langford link would
continue to be a noticeable feature in the view at the eastern end of this footpath but with
established roadside hedges and standard trees and in the context of the adjacent existing A30
is not considered to alter the overall balance of features that comprise the existing view and the
valued view at this stage nor appreciably interrupt identified valued views along the valley
bottom parallel to the A30. The new roads and traffic would not be discernible from sections of
the footpath further west.
Construction
During construction, there would be no anticipated visual impacts arising from Option 3Y on
walkers on footpath No 3.
Size/ Scale of change
Transient visual effects would not be discernible.
Geographical Extent of Influence
View not changed.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activities would be temporary, short term (intermittently in a 2 year and 6 month
construction period) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect‐
No change‐ No parts of this option during construction would be discernible.
Operation
Day‐ During operation, there some improvement in visual impact arising from the reduction in
traffic movements along a stretch of the existing A30.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
At year 1, in winter, during operation, this road option would result in a small change in a part of a
transient view experienced by walkers where the amount of visible traffic on a section of the
existing A30 would be substantially reduced and would result in less distraction in the view
experienced from the southern part of this footpath, across toward the local landmark Dumpdon
Hill.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The effects of reduced traffic on the existing A30 would be experienced in a small extent of the
view, in the centre of the view and in the mid distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Beneficial‐ There would be a perceptible improvement in the existing view from western
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Construction
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Slight beneficial
At year 1, in winter, this road
option would lead to some
limited improvement to the
view experienced on some
sections of this footpath by a
highly sensitive receptor.
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight beneficial
Year 1, positive effects are
anticipated to persist at this
stage.
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sections of the footpath with reduced levels of visible traffic on the existing A30.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15, in summer, during operation, this road option would continue to result in a small
positive change in a part of a transient view experienced by walkers where the amount of visible
traffic on a section of the existing A30 would be substantially reduced and would result in less
distraction in the view experienced from the southern part of this footpath, across toward the
local landmark Dumpdon Hill.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The effects of reduced traffic on the existing A30 would be experienced in a small extent of the
view, in the centre of the view and in the mid distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Beneficial‐ There would be a perceptible improvement in the existing view from western
sections of the footpath with reduced levels of visible traffic on the existing A30.
P3

Walkers on RUPP
alongside Middle
Northcote Farm and
walkers on public
footpath No’s 12, 14 and
15, south east of
Honiton

1,2

Day – In the winter, walkers on the RUPP in the
vicinity of Middle Northcote Farm have no views
across to the existing A30/A303 as the route is tree
lined and even at a gateway point there is
intervening tall hedge lines, buildings and rolling
landform. The view at the field gate is limited to an
adjacent arable field with Higher Northcote farm and
a short section of the Northcote scarp on the skyline.
Walkers on footpath No’s 12, 14 and 15 on the upper
valley slopes, experience a wide panoramic view
over the southern end of the existing A30/A303
which includes the local landmark of Dumpdon Hill.
The Otter Valley Park development and Higher
Northcote Farm can be seen in the middle ground
with the existing A30/A303 located in the valley
beyond these. Hedgerows and hedgerow trees along
the eastern edge of the road and trees in adjacent
fields filter views toward two section of the road
with visible intermittent moving traffic. The views
toward the existing road only make up a very small
part of the extensive panorama.

Day– In the summer, the views
experienced by walkers on the RUPP
would be further restricted when
trees and unmanaged hedgerows on
field boundaries come into leaf.
Views toward the existing A30/A303,
experienced by walkers on footpaths
12, 14 and 15, would become further
limited as intervening trees and
hedgerows are in leaf.

High
Promoted public right of way
with some noteworthy views
over the surrounding AONB
countryside.
Users of public rights of way
within the Blackdown Hills
AONB are considered to be
highly susceptible to changes,
as the primary enjoyment of
these routes comes from the
view and scenery.

Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise from some vegetation clearance, new road
construction activity, earthworks and new planting works which would take place on part of the
valley side in the vicinity of Higher Northcote Farm and The Grange. There would be no
discernible change experienced by walkers on footpaths 12, 14 or 15.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, there would be a noticeable change to the existing transient view
experienced by walkers on the south western part of the RUPP where an area of existing
woodland is removed, alongside part of the RUPP, to create a new access serving Higher
Northcote Farm. Construction activity associated with the creation of a new road would be
conspicuous and would introduce contrasting features and would be predominantly visible in
places and partially visible from others. Walkers on the RUPP would have more restricted views of
these activities further along the route to the south east as it ascends Northcote Hill due to
filtering effects from intervening existing field hedges and trees that edge the RUPP. Other parts
of this option and associated scheme road construction, which would take place over a 2 year
time frame, would not be visible from this receptor group.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The proposed new access road construction activity would occupy a moderate extent of the view
and lie near the centre of a close view experienced by walkers on the western section of the
RUPP. Further to the east on the RUPP construction activity would only affect a small extent of the
view, at a more oblique angle and in the mid–distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/6months construction
(short term), changes would not be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐During construction, vegetation clearance and the creation of a
new access road would be noticeable and apparent on parts of the western end of the RUPP
and would be a perceptible feature from places elsewhere on the route to the east.
Operation – Day
During operation, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new roads, associated traffic
movements and the effects of establishing new planting on part of the valley side in the vicinity of
Higher Northcote Farm and The Grange.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 1, in the winter, there would be a noticeable change to the existing
transient view experienced by walkers on the south western part of the RUPP where a new access
serving Higher Northcote Farm will be in place, would have light traffic using it and a planted
woodland copse alongside to infill a gap alongside an adjacent existing hedgerow and compensate
for other tree losses. The new operational road at this stage would be partially conspicuous,
would introduce a contrasting feature and would be predominantly visible in places and partially
visible from others. Walkers on the RUPP would have more restricted views of these activities
further along the route to the south east as it ascends Northcote Hill due to intervening existing
sections of hedge and trees that edge the RUPP. Other parts of this option and associated traffic
would not be visible from this receptor group.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The proposed new access road and light traffic moving along it would occupy a moderate extent
of the view and lie near the centre of a close view experienced by walkers on the western section
of the RUPP. Further to the east on the RUPP the constructed access road and traffic would only
affect a small extent of the view, at a more oblique angle and in the mid–distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
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Construction –
Day‐ Moderate adverse‐The
construction activity
associated with the creation
of an alternative access road
would cause some noticeable
and some perceptible
deterioration in the view
experienced by a highly
sensitive receptor.
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Moderate adverse‐During
operation, at year 1, in winter,
before new planting has
established and before the
new road has weathered, the
new access road and traffic
using it would cause some
noticeable and some
perceptible deterioration in
the view experienced by a
highly sensitive receptor.
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight adverse ‐ During
operation, at year 15, in the
summer, after new woodland
copse planting has established
and the new road has
weathered, the new access
road and traffic using it would
cause some limited and some
barely perceptible
deterioration in the view
experienced by a highly
sensitive receptor.
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These effects would be temporary and short/medium term (1‐10 years), before proposed
mitigation planting in the form of wooded copse becomes established.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ At year 1, in winter, the new access road and associated light
traffic would be noticeable and apparent on parts of the western end of the RUPP and would be
a perceptible feature from places elsewhere on the route to the east.

P4

Walkers on footpaths to
the west and north of
Reddick’s Hill including:
Walkers on footpath
Nos 3, 23, 24, 25, and 58
west of Rawridge,
Walkers on footpath 26
as it crosses Hartridge,
Walkers on footpath 21
on Beacon Hill, Walkers
on footpath 33 in
Upottery.

19*,20, 22*,29,30

(Including walkers on
sections of Upottery
circular walks and walkers
on a section of Walk 6Countryside around an
Iron Age Hillfort)
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Day – In the winter, views from walkers to the west
and north of Rawridge are typically in the direction
of Reddick’s Hill, the Devonshire Inn Farm on the
edge of the plateau and the Sandpit Hill ridge. Areas
of scarp woodland restrict views from sections of
these footpaths in plateau and some scarp areas,
except where there are some occasional channelled
views. In these places, intermittent moving traffic on
a short stretch of the existing A30/A303 can be seen
in the distance on the plateau. These views also
focus in places on the section of the A30/A303 as it
climbs Reddick’s Hill; however, traffic using this
section of the existing route is largely concealed,
even in winter, by foreground scarp woodland. From
footpath No. 24 on the lower valley side below the
scarp west of Rawridge Village a wide panoramic
view is experienced on a short section of the route
which includes open views toward Reddick’s Hill and
extends further south along parts of the Viney Ridge,
From this location the existing A30/A303 is largely
concealed in the scene by woody vegetation
following the road edge with only occasional glimpse
views of moving vehicles. As this footpath and
others descend into the valley, view’s to the
A30/A303, available to walkers, become limited
further by foreground tree lines, copses and the
landform at the edge of the plateau. The view
toward the existing A30/A303 from walkers at Lower
Luxton to the north are very limited, given the angle
of view, distance involved and the small amount of
the A30/A303 traffic which would be perceived on
the plateau in the scene.

Day– In the summer, views of the
existing A30 as it passes below the
Viney Ridge and through the
ascending Reddick’s Hill section
would be for the most part screened
when trees are in leaf. However,
views toward the Devonshire Inn
Farm and/or the adjacent section of
the existing A30/A303 on the edge of
the plateau would persist in views
from walkers on some sections of
footpaths on the western valley side
but would be interrupted by
foreground trees from valley sections
of footpath, to the north.

High
Promoted public right of way
with some noteworthy views
including some angles of view
recognised as a valued* view in
the Blackdown Hills AONB.
Users of public rights of way
within the Blackdown Hills
AONB are considered to be
highly susceptible to changes,
as the primary enjoyment of
these routes comes from the
view and scenery.

Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 15, in the summer, there would be a small change to the existing
transient view experienced by walkers on the south western part of the RUPP where a new access
serving Higher Northcote Farm would have weathered in over time would have light traffic using it
and a planted woodland copse, now established. The new operational road, at this stage, would
appear as a relatively minor new feature and would integrate better with its surroundings. In
summer, Walkers on the RUPP, away from the new road access point would have more restricted
views of the new road and traffic with leaves on intervening vegetation. Other parts of this option
and associated traffic would not be visible from this receptor group.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The proposed new access road and light traffic moving along it would occupy a smaller extent of
the view, with leaves on trees and hedges and lie near the centre of a close view experienced by
walkers on the western section of the RUPP. Further to the east on the RUPP the constructed
access road and traffic would only affect a very small extent of the view (at a field gate) , at a
more oblique angle and in the mid–distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse‐ At year 15, in summer, the new access road and associated light
traffic would be perceptible on parts of the western end of the RUPP but would be a barely
discernible feature from elsewhere on the route to the east with the established woodland
copse and vegetation, in leaf.
Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity and
earthworks which would take place on part of the Viney Ridge and associated with road widening
works alongside the existing A30 in the vicinity of the Devonshire Inn.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, looking east, construction activities where the existing A30 is widened in the
vicinity of the Devonshire Inn and where the road is constructed beyond scarp woodland on
Reddick’s Hill would constitute a small change in these transient views but which would partially
contrast with other features, where views are not filtered by foreground vegetation. Looking
south, construction activity on a more open section of the Viney Ridge near Westwood Farm and
the section of the route ascending the valley side near Higher Northcote Farm would be a minor
new feature of the overall view but would nevertheless be noticeable and conspicuous in some
parts of the scene where there is currently pasture fields. These changes are anticipated to affect
a moderate number of people using these footpaths, including some on circular walks.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Looking easterly, the construction activity would generally occupy a small extent of the view, in
the centre of the view, in the far distance. Looking south, construction activity would occupy a
small extent of the view, in the centre of the view in the mid and far distance, from some sections
of footpaths.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s
construction (short term), with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐Construction activity would be perceptible but not alter the overall
balance of features in the scene, in easterly views and would form a noticeable and apparent
feature in small parts of the scene experienced in some footpath views, to the south, at this
stage.
Operation – Day
During operation, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new road, associated traffic
movements and the effects of establishing new planting on parts of the Viney Ridge and
associated with road widening works alongside the existing A30 in the vicinity of the Devonshire
Inn.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
At year 1, in winter, during operation, the new road, associated traffic and new planting would
constitute a small change in these transient views which would generally harmonise with the
existing A30 in the scene, where it is not otherwise hidden from view by scarp woodland. Looking
south, the new road and traffic on a more open section of the Viney Ridge near Westwood Farm
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Construction
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse‐During construction,
this scheme option is
considered to result in some
limited perceptible and some
noticeable deterioration to
transient views from this high
sensitivity receptor group and
a valued view* location
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse‐ At year 1, in the
winter , this implemented
scheme option is considered
to result in some limited and
some noticeable
deterioration to transient
views from this high
sensitivity receptor group and
a valued view* location
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight adverse‐ At year 15,
in the summer, this
implemented scheme option
with established new planting
is considered to result in no
perceptible change in views in
an easterly direction and some
limited perceptible
deterioration to views in a
southerly direction from this
high sensitivity receptor group
and a valued view* location
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and the section of the route ascending the valley side near Higher Northcote Farm would be a
minor new feature of the overall view but would nevertheless be noticeable and conspicuous in
some parts of the scene at this stage and before new planting matures, where there is currently
pasture fields. These changes are anticipated to affect a moderate number of people using these
footpaths, including some on circular walks.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Looking in an easterly direction, at year 1, in winter, the operational road, traffic and new planting
would occupy a small extent of the views, in the centre of the view and in the far distance.
Looking south, the operational road and traffic would occupy a small extent of the views, in the
centre of the view in the mid and far distance, from some sections of footpaths.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ The new road, associated traffic and implemented planting would
be perceptible but not alter the overall balance of features in the transient views from
footpaths, in an easterly direction and would form a noticeable and apparent feature in small
parts of the scene experienced to the south, at this stage.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15, in the summer, during operation, the new road, associated traffic and established new
planting would constitute a barely perceptible change in transient views looking toward the east,
which would harmonise with the existing A30 in the scene. Looking south, the new road and
traffic on a more open section of the Viney Ridge near Westwood Farm and the section of the
route ascending the valley side near Higher Northcote Farm would become barely perceptible in
the overall view once new woodland copses, belts on the scarp and new hedge planting matures,
in the context of conserved surrounding pasture fields.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Looking in an easterly direction, at year 15, in summer, the operational road, traffic and new
planting would occupy a very small extent of the view, in the centre of the view, in the far
distance. Looking south, the operational road and traffic would occupy a very small extent of the
view, in the centre of the view in the mid and far distance, from some sections of footpaths.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse‐The new road, associated traffic and established hedge and
hedgerow tree planting would be a barely discernible feature in an easterly direction and would
form a barely perceptible feature in small parts of the scene, experienced to the south, at this
stage. In both directions from footpaths, in operation at year 15, in summer, this road option is
not anticipated to alter the overall balance of features in these transient views.
Visitors to
tourist/local
recreational facilities
and workers
V1

Visitors and/or workers
within the vicinity of
Monkton, including at
Aplins Farm (Otter
Valley Ice Cream),
Monkton Court Hotel,
Otter Windows Limited,
St Mary Magdalene’s
Church Yard, Yard Farm
B&B, Monkton Barton
Camping and Oaklands
Farm shop.

10b*,14a,14b,
14c, 16a(N), 16b(N))

Day – In the winter, views experienced by visitors
and/or workers in the vicinity of Monkton principally
focus on the adjacent farmland, the River Otter and
its floodplain, the east facing valley sides and the
landmark of Dumpdon Hill. The existing A30/A303
and associated traffic intervenes in the foreground
intermittently in these views from the Monkton
Court Hotel and the Oaklands Farm Shop and Otter
Windows, to a more limited degree due to their
elevated position. The existing road does not
interrupt views from Aplin’s Farm, St Mary
Magdalene’s Church and Yard Farm B&B toward the
River Otter and Dumpdon Hill and intervening trees
and hedges on the road edge limit intervisibility to
the west, to the typically the top of large passing
vehicles. The existing A30/A303 also does not
interrupt some views from the rear and side of the
Monkton Court Hotel and the café at the Oaklands
Farm shop in an easterly direction over farmland and
up to the wooded scarp along Viney Ridge.

Day– In the summer, the only
alterations to the appearance of the
existing A30/A303 and its traffic, in
views from these workers and visitors
would arise from the increase in the
density of the separating hedges and
trees along some parts of the
roadside alongside Aplins Farm, from
Yard Farm and to a more limited
degree around the Oaklands Farm
shop and café. The views from the
Oakland’s Farm shop across the
A30/A303 to the River Otter would be
more interrupted when trees along
the roadside are in leaf.

Medium
In addition to being places of
work, viewers in these places
also include those visiting
some local and regularly used
tourist recreation facilities, set
in the context of a designated
AONB landscape. There are
some moderating influences
on the nature of the existing
views experienced from the
majority of the receptor group
resulting from traffic and other
buildings.
These locations include places
of work indoors but also
include some attractions
where an appreciation of the
view forms part of the visitor
experience.

Construction
During construction, there would be no anticipated visual impacts arising from Option 3Y.
Size/ Scale of change
Static visual effects would not be discernible.
Geographical Extent of Influence
View not changed.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s
construction (short term), with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture
Magnitude of Effect‐
No change‐ No parts of this option during construction would be discernible.
Operation – Day
During Operation, beneficial visual impacts would arise from a substantial reduction in traffic
movements using the existing A30.
Note: Lighting design improvements/enhancements to existing fittings along the existing A30 and
some streetscape improvements are proposed as enhancements but are subject to agreement
with stakeholders at this point and therefore the potentially beneficial effects of this have not
been accounted for in the assessment, at this point , but would potentially result in further
beneficial impacts.

Construction
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Moderate beneficial‐At
year 1, in winter, this road
option would lead to some
noticeable improvement to
the view experienced by
visitors and workers a medium
sensitivity receptor.

Summer Year 15
Day‐ Moderate beneficial‐ At
year 15, in the summer, the
same positive effect is
anticipated to persist.

Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
At year 1, in winter, during operation, this road option would result in a noticeable positive
NPA10848 Visual Impact Assessment – Option 3Y
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change in some views experienced by workers and visitors to tourist attractions, where the
amount of visible traffic on a section of the existing adjacent A30 would be substantially reduced
and would result in less distraction in views including some across toward the local landmark
Dumpdon Hill and over the Otter Valley.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Views from workers and visitors to tourist attractions in the vicinity of Monkton would generally
experience changes to a moderate extent of their view, the centre or at an oblique angle and at a
close or localised level.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate Beneficial ‐There would be a noticeable and readily apparent improvement in the
existing view experienced by workers and visitors to some local tourist attractions with reduced
levels of visible traffic on the existing A30, which would persist.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15, in summer, during operation, this road option would continue to result in noticeable
positive change in some views experienced by workers and visitors to tourist attractions, where
the amount of visible traffic on a section of the existing adjacent A30 would be substantially
reduced and would result in less distraction in views including some across toward the local
landmark Dumpdon Hill and over the Otter Valley.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Views from workers and visitors to tourist attractions in the vicinity of Monkton would generally
experience changes to a moderate extent of their view, the centre or at an oblique angle and at a
close or localised level.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate Beneficial ‐ There would be a noticeable and readily apparent improvement in the
existing view experienced by workers and visitors to some local tourist attractions with reduced
levels of visible traffic on the existing A30, which would persist.
V2

V3

Visitors and workers at
the Royal Oak Farm
Shop

Visitors to and workers

34

31d(N)
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Day – In the winter, the view from visitors and
workers at the Royal Oak Farm shop looking the
west, opens out over the Cotleigh Valley and extends
across to the a tree lined section of the Old Chard
Road and some woodland forming the skyline on the
scarp alongside the Viney Hill Ridge. Also, the
woodland on St Cyres Hill is visible beyond the
plateau farmland in the vicinity of Northcote. The
existing A30/A303 is not visible from this location.

Day – In the winter, visitors and workers to what is

Day– In the summer, when trees in
the scene are in leaf there would be a
slight reduction in the extent of views
from the garden of Royal Oak Farm.

Day– In the summer, views toward

Medium
In addition to being places of
work viewers in these places
also include those visiting
some local and regularly used
tourist recreation facilities, set
in the context of a designated
AONB landscape. There are
some moderating influences
on the nature of views
including buildings and
enclosing woodland.

Construction
During construction, there would be no anticipated visual impacts arising from Option 3Y on
visitors and workers at the Royal Oak Farmshop.
Size/ Scale of change
Static visual effects would not be discernible.
Geographical Extent of Influence
View not changed.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s
construction (short term), with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture
Magnitude of Effect‐
No change‐ No parts of this option during construction would be discernible.

These locations include places
of work but also attractions
where an appreciation of the
view forms part of the visitor
experience.

Operation – Day
During operation, there would be no anticipated visual impacts arising from Option 3Y on visitors
and workers at the Royal Oak Farmshop.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
Static visual effects would not be discernible.
Geographical Extent of Influence
View not changed.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
No change‐ No parts of this option during construction would be discernible.

Low
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Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
Static visual effects would not be discernible.
Geographical Extent of Influence
View not changed.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
No change‐ No parts of this option during construction would be discernible.
Roundabout and alternative junction variants near Devonshire Inn

Construction
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced

Construction
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Visual Receptor
at Jenny’s tea bar

V4

Visitors and workers at
the Little Chef and
Newberry Metals.

Representative
viewpoint

14d, 17

Nature of existing view (winter)

Nature of existing view
(summer)

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant – in bold)

now Jenny’s tea bar, have predominantly near views
over an associated parking area and a short section
of the existing A30/A303. Views out over the wider
countryside are limited by surrounding dense
hedgerows and woodland and to a lesser extent
hedgerow trees. The Devonshire Inn Farm is partially
visible to the south at the side of the trunk road.

the A30/A303 and car park area
would remain the same but views
beyond this would become further
restricted and contained by existing
enclosing vegetation when in leaf.

In addition to being a place of
work viewers in these places
also include those visiting a
local visitor facility, set in the
context of a designated AONB
landscape. However, in this
instance there are some
moderating influences on the
nature and quality of views
experienced including traffic,
parking areas and enclosing
vegetation.

Construction
During construction, removal of layby and tea bar facility and therefore no visual impacts
anticipated.

Receptor removed as layby
closed

Day – In the winter, views experienced by visitors
and workers at the Little Chef, west toward the
existing A30/A303 and passing traffic are across a
foreground car park. Beyond the road views are
partly filtered toward adjacent farmland by a tall
roadside boundary hedge. The other main aspect for
visitors and workers are in a southerly direction over
two adjacent open fields and out toward St Cyres Hill
in the distance. The view out from workers and
visitors to Newberry Metals toward the existing
A30/A303 and intermittent traffic is generally limited
to a defined view through the access gateway by
dense hedgerows and a warehouse building. Views
out to the east over adjacent farmland are
permanently screened with a mature conifer belt
and there are strong tall hedgerows on the southern
and northern boundaries that provide visual
containment in these directions.

Day– In the summer, the tall
boundary hedge when in leaf would
further limit views from the Little
Chef, to the west across the adjacent
farmland opposite but views to the
A30/A303 would be unaffected.
Views out to the south and south
west would be more limited across
the lower valley fields alongside the
River Otter. When the boundary
hedgerow along the A30/A303 is in
leaf views to passing vehicles will be
further limited but would continue
through the gateway.

This location includes a place
of work but also a destination
where some appreciation of
the view forms part of the
visitor experience.
Medium
In addition to being places of
work, viewers in these places
also include those visiting
some regularly used tourist
facilities, or in the case of
Newberry Metals where there
is adjacent living
accommodation, set in the
visual context of a designated
AONB landscape.
There are some moderating
influences on the nature and
quality of views including
traffic and enclosing evergreen
vegetation.
These locations include places
of work but also a location
where an appreciation of the
view forms part of the
worker/visitor experience.

Roundabout and alternative junction variants near Devonshire Inn
Operation – Day
During operation, removal of layby and tea bar facility and therefore no visual impacts
anticipated.

Operation
Winter Year 1
Receptor removed as layby
closed
Summer Year 15
Receptor removed as layby
closed

Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise from some vegetation clearance, new road
construction activity, earthworks and new planting works which would take place on part of the
valley side mid‐way between the Little Chef/Newberry Meals and Higher Northcote Farm and The
Grange.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, Part of the new road and traffic moving along a new embankment would be
noticeable and form a conspicuous feature that contrast with other features in the view, from the
car park and windows on the southern elevation of the Little Chef, despite implemented planting
on the roadside, at this stage. Visible traffic volumes on the existing A30 would noticeably reduce
in views to the west, at this stage with the new road in operation. Visual effects on Newberry
Metals would be limited to those arising from the change in traffic volumes on the existing A30 to
the west.
Geographical Extent of Influence
With this scheme option, views of construction activity from workers at Newberry Metals are
screened by mature conifer vegetation that encloses the southern boundary of the site.
Therefore, Views of Construction activity are anticipated to arise principally from workers and
visitors to the Little Chef in a southerly direction where the works would occupy a moderate
extent of the view, visible at an oblique angle and in the middle distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activities would be temporary, short term (intermittently in a 2 year and 6 month
construction period) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ During construction, there would be some noticeable and readily
apparent deterioration in the view experienced to the south by workers and visitors to the Little
Chef arising from construction activity associated with this road option. Adverse effects would
not be experienced from Newberry Metals.

Construction
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse‐ There would be a
noticeable deterioration in
some views experienced by a
receptor group of medium
sensitivity
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Slight adverse‐ In winter
year 1, there would be some
noticeable deterioration in
some views and some
perceptible improvement in
other views experienced by a
receptor of medium sensitivity
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight beneficial‐ In the
summer year 15, there would
be barely perceptible
deterioration in some views
and some perceptible
improvement in other views
experienced by a receptor of
medium sensitivity

Operation – Day
During operation, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new roads, associated traffic
movements and the effects of establishing new planting on part of the valley side mid‐way
between the Little Chef/Newberry Metals and Higher Northcote Farm and The Grange
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
At year 1, in winter, in the operation stage, part of the new road and traffic moving along a new
embankment would be noticeable and form a conspicuous feature that contrast with other
features in the view, from the car park and windows on the southern elevation of the Little Chef,
despite implemented planting on the roadside, at this stage. Visible traffic volumes on the existing
A30 would perceptibly reduce in views to the west, at this stage with the new road in operation.
Visual effects on Newberry Metals would be limited to those arising from the positive change in
traffic volumes on the existing A30 to the west.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Views of part of the new road, associated traffic and implemented roadside planting, from the
Little Chef in a southerly direction would occupy a moderate extent of the view, visible at an
oblique angle and in the middle distance, at this stage. In views from the Little Chef to the west
the existing A30 occupies a large extent of the view, in the centre of the view and it is in close
proximity. From Newberry Metals, the existing A30 occupies a small extent of the view
(principally through an entrance gateway), in the centre of the view and it is in close proximity
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The effects of the new road would be temporary and short/medium term (1‐10 years), before
proposed mitigation planting in the form of wooded copses and tree lined hedges become
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established. Meanwhile the effects of reduced traffic levels on the existing A30 from this stage
would be long term and permanent.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse ‐ The new road and traffic passing along it would form a noticeable feature in
the view to the south from workers and visitors to the Little Chef and would be readily
apparent, at this stage, despite the effects of implemented hedge banks partially concealing the
road and traffic at lower levels. These adverse effects would be partly counterbalanced by
perceptible improvements in the visible effects of traffic on the existing A30. There would also
be perceptible positive effects on workers and visitors to Newberry Metals.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15, in the summer, in the operation stage, part of the new road and traffic moving along a
new embankment would become barely perceptible and with established woodland copse
planting would largely integrate with other features, in the view experienced from the car park
and windows on the southern elevation of the Little Chef, at this stage. Visible traffic volumes on
the existing A30 would perceptibly reduce in views to the west, at this stage, with the new road in
operation. Visual effects on Newberry Metals would be limited to those arising from the
noticeable positive change in traffic volumes on the existing A30 to the west.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Views of part of the new road, associated traffic with established roadside planting, from
Newberry Metals and the Little Chef in a southerly direction would occupy a moderate to small
extent of the view, visible at an oblique angle and in the middle distance, at this stage. In views
from the Little Chef to the west the existing A30 occupies a large extent of the view, in the centre
of the view and it is in close proximity.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Beneficial‐ By year 15 in the summer, the new road and traffic passing along it would be a
barely noticeable feature in the view and not alter the overall balance of the existing view in to
the south from workers and visitors to the Little Chef with the establishment of roadside
woodland copses and medium to tall hedge banks with standard trees. These neutral effects
would be supplemented by perceptible improvements in the visible effects of traffic on the
existing A30. There would also be perceptible positive effects on workers and visitors to
Newberry Metals.
V5

Farm workers on the
Otter valley side to the
east and west of the
existing A30/A303 and
to the north and west of
Reddick’s Hill

1(N),2,5,9,11,12, 13,
14c,15,17,18b,
20

Day – In the winter, farmworkers on the valley sides
to the east and west of the existing A30/A303 have
views toward some more open sections and other
more enclosed sections of the trunk road and
associated traffic movements. The traffic on the
existing A30/A303 is most noticeable from fields
directly alongside the road where boundary
vegetation is sparse. The traffic on the trunk road
takes up only a small part of the overall scene when
viewed by farmworkers in fields that are more
elevated and set away from the existing trunk road.

Day– In the summer, views toward
the existing A30/A303 from farm
workers on the valley sides and valley
bottom to the north and east of
Reddick’s Hill would become more
limited as tall hedges, individual
hedgerow trees and woodland come
into leaf.

Farmworkers to the east of Reddick’s Hill have views
towards the existing A30/A303 that are limited to
glimpsed views of traffic as the road ascends
Reddick’s Hill and toward traffic on a short section of
the route on the edge of the plateau in the vicinity of
the Devonshire Inn. Views are limited still further in
the valley bottom extending to the north and on the
eastern valley side alongside Reddick’s Hill by the
landform and intervening dense vegetation.

Medium
There are some noteworthy
views experienced from
regularly used farmland in the
context of a designated AONB
landscape.
These locations include places
of work where an appreciation
of the view forms part of the
farm workers experience.

Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity, some
hedgerow vegetation clearance and earthworks to create some embankments in places on the
valley side on land to the north east of Honiton and a cutting near Holmsleigh Farm. Farmworkers
on the lower south eastern slopes of Dumpton Hill and Hartridge would experience some visual
impacts from road construction on part of the Viney Ridge. There would also be some earth
hedge bank construction and planting works along substantial sections of the route.
Size/ Scale of change
The construction activity would constitute a large change to the view, a noticeably contrasting
feature and would be predominantly visible in some near views. In some other places, the views
from farmworkers within the valley would constitute a small change in the view and would be a
minor feature with the view glimpsed or filtered through field boundary vegetation. In other
places in the valley bottom and further away to the north there would not be a discernible change
to the view experienced by farmworkers as the rolling landform or existing buildings would
interrupt views.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The road construction activity including some vegetation clearance would affect a large extent
and the centre of views at a close distance for some farmworkers in fields adjacent to the
proposed route. There would also be some effects on a small extent of the scene in the centre
and at more oblique angles, in the mid distance in some views from more elevated land in the
valley where rolling landform and hedge banks do not intervene.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s
construction (short term), with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate Adverse‐During construction, there would be some noticeable change which is
readily apparent, some places where the activity is perceptible and large parts of the valley
where the works would not be discernible.
Operation – Day
During operation, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new roads, associated traffic
movements and the effects of establishing new planting on the sides of the new roads.
Winter Year 1
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Construction
Day‐ Moderate adverse‐The
construction activity
associated with the creation
of the new road would cause
some large deterioration and
some perceptible
deterioration in transient
views experienced by a
medium sensitive receptor.
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Moderate adverse‐ At
year 1, in winter, in the
operation stage, the
completed road, new planting
and traffic passing along the
route would cause some large
deterioration, some
perceptible deterioration and
in many places at a greater
distance, no discernible
change in transient views
experienced by a medium
sensitive receptor.

Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight adverse‐ At year 15,
in the summer, during
operation the completed road,
new planting and traffic
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Size/ Scale of change
In year 1, in winter, the new road, associated traffic and new planting would constitute a large
change to the view, a noticeably contrasting feature and would be predominantly visible in some
near views. In some other places, the views from farmworkers within the valley would constitute
a small change in the view and would be a minor feature with the view glimpsed or filtered
through field boundary vegetation. In other places in the valley bottom and further away to the
north there would not be a discernible change to the view experienced by farmworkers as the
rolling landform or existing buildings would interrupt views. There would be some small positive
changes in some views experienced by farmworkers where existing traffic volumes are reduced on
the existing A30.
Geographical Extent of Influence
In the winter, at year 1, during operation, the completed road, associated traffic and new planting
at the road side, would affect a large extent and the centre of views at a close distance for some
farmworkers in fields adjacent to the proposed route. There would also be some effects on a
small extent of the scene in the centre and at more oblique angles, in the mid distance in some
views from more elevated land in the valley where rolling landform and hedge banks do not
intervene.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and short/medium term (1‐10 years), before proposed
mitigation planting in the form of wooded copses and tree lined hedges become established.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate Adverse‐During operation, in winter, at year 1 , there would be some noticeable
change arising from the new road and associated traffic which would be readily apparent, some
places where these features are perceptible and large parts of the valley where the neither the
new road or traffic would not be discernible. There would also be some limited perceptible
improvements where farmworkers would view some counterbalancing reduced traffic volumes
on the existing A30.

passing along the route would
cause some limited perceptible
deterioration in transient views
experienced by a medium
sensitive receptor.

Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15, in the summer, established new planting including wooded copses, hedgerows and
hedge banks with hedgerow trees along the new road corridors would limit adverse effects at all
distances and from most angles of view. The new planting would largely integrate the new road
into the existing surroundings by this time; The established hedgerows would limit views to
glimpsed or filtered views of some high sided vehicles between areas of wooded copses. There
would be some small positive changes in some views experienced by farmworkers where existing
traffic volumes are reduced on the existing A30.
Geographical Extent of Influence
In the summer, at year 15, during operation, the completed road, associated traffic with
established new planting, at the road side, would affect a large extent and the centre of views at a
close distance for some farmworkers in fields adjacent to the proposed route. There would also
be some effects on a small extent of the scene in the centre and at more oblique angles, in the
mid distance in some views from more elevated land in the valley where rolling landform and
hedge banks do not intervene.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse – At year 15, in summer, only a small part of the new road and
associated traffic would be perceptible in some near and elevated mid distance views.
Elsewhere views from farmworkers would not be discernible with the maturation of roadside
planting. There would also be some limited perceptible improvements, in the scene, where
some farmworkers would view some counter balancing reduced traffic volumes on the existing
A30.
V6

Farm workers on the
Plateaux in the vicinity of
the A30/A303 and Viney
Lane

24,25,26,27, 31a(N),
31c(N), 31d(N), 32
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Day – In the winter, farmworkers on the northern
part of the plateau in the vicinity of the existing
A30/A303 have views toward passing traffic over low
cut boundary hedgerows where they are working
outside of the Cotleigh Valley.
Farmworkers in the vicinity of Viney Lane are only
able to view the existing A30/A303 and associated
traffic from the plateau where it meets the scarp
edge. Here views are limited by distance and
intervening buildings and roadside hedgerows to
some short open sections visible moving on the
lower valley side. Elsewhere, farmworkers have
shorter views across farmland to scarp top woodland
areas and some longer views toward Stockland Hill
over the Cotleigh Valley to the east.

Day– In the summer, to the north on
the plateau, alongside the existing
A30/A303, hedge boundaries are
generally low and very little seasonal
change will occur. Some shortening of
views across to the west from
farmworkers in fields on the plateaux
would be caused by tree belts and
hedges in leaf along the Viney Lane.

40

Medium
There are some noteworthy
views experienced from
regularly used farmland in the
context of a designated AONB
landscape.
These locations include places
of work where an appreciation
of the view forms part of the
farm workers experience.

Roundabout variant near Devonshire Inn
Construction
Day ‐During construction, visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity, some
hedgerow and woodland vegetation clearance, earthworks to create some embankments
associated with widening and cuttings associated with underbridges, in three places, on the edge
of the plateau. Farm workers would also experience some visual impacts from road widening
construction works on the edge of the plateau along the Viney Ridge. There would also be some
earth and turf faced hedge bank construction along the roadside on the Viney Ridge and other
new planting works along substantial sections of the route. A roundabout and associated lighting
would be constructed and installed, following some vegetation clearance north east of the
Devonshire Inn.
Size/ Scale of change
The construction activity would constitute a large change to the view, a noticeably contrasting
feature and would be predominantly visible in near views experienced by a small number of
farmworkers. In other places at a greater distance to the south east and north east, the new road,

Roundabout variant
Construction
Day‐ Moderate adverse‐The
construction activity
associated with the creation
of the new road would cause
some large deterioration,
some perceptible
deterioration and in many
places at a greater distance,
no discernible change in
transient views experienced
by a medium sensitive
receptor.
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roundabout junction and widening works and construction activity would constitute a small
change in the view experienced by a larger numbers of farmworkers. In these locations the
activity would be seen in the context of traffic on the existing A30 and would appear as a minor
but contrasting feature in the wider scene. In the adjacent Cotleigh Valley there would not be a
discernible change to the view experienced by farmworkers as the rolling landform or existing
hedgerows and tree lines would generally interrupt views.
Geographical Extent of Influence
During construction, some vegetation clearance, earthworks, road construction and widening
works would affect a large extent and the centre of views at a close distance for some
farmworkers in fields adjacent to the proposed route. There would also be some effects on a
small extent of the scene in the centre and at more oblique angles, in the mid distance in some
views from more elevated land on the plateau to the south east and toward the roundabout
works from the north east.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s
construction (short term), with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐During construction, there would be some noticeable change which
is readily apparent, some places where the activity is perceptible at a greater distance and large
parts of the adjacent Cotleigh Valley where the works would not be discernible.

Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Moderate adverse‐ At
year 1, in winter, in the
operation stage, the
completed road, new planting
and traffic passing along the
route would cause some large
deterioration, some
perceptible deterioration and
in many places at a greater
distance, no discernible
change in transient views
experienced by a medium
sensitive receptor.

Operation
Day‐ During operation, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new main and side
roads, a roundabout junction, under bridges, associated traffic movements, some new lighting
and signage near the Devonshire Inn. Also, the impact of establishing new planting on the sides of
the new roads.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
In the winter, at year 1, during operation, the completed road, associated traffic and new planting
including installed hedge banks at the road side, would continue to constitute a large change in
the view, experienced by a small number of farmworkers, in fields adjacent to the proposed
route. The installed hedge banks would obstruct views to the road and passing traffic at lower
levels. In other places, at a greater distance, to the south east and north east, the new road,
roundabout junction and widening works and construction activity would constitute a small
change in the view experienced by a larger number of farmworkers. In these locations the traffic
on the widened section of the route would be seen in the context of traffic on the existing A30
and would appear as a minor feature in the wider scene. In the adjacent Cotleigh Valley there
would not be a discernible change to the view experienced by farmworkers as the rolling landform
or existing hedgerows and tree lines would generally interrupt views.
Geographical Extent of Influence
In the winter, at year 1, some vegetation clearance, earthworks, road construction and widening
works would affect a large extent and the centre of views at a close distance for some
farmworkers in fields adjacent to the proposed route. There would also be some effects on a
small extent of the scene, in the centre and at more oblique angles, in the mid distance in some
views from more elevated land on the plateau to the south east and toward the roundabout
works, from the north east.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐During operation, in winter, at year 1, there would be some
noticeable change arising from the new road and associated traffic which would be readily
apparent, some places where these features are perceptible and large parts of the adjacent
Cotleigh Valley where neither the new road nor traffic would be discernible.
Summer Year 15 –Day
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15, in the summer, established new planting including some woodland, hedge banks,
hedgerows and some hedgerow trees along the new road corridors would further limit adverse
effects on views , at all distances and from most angles of view. The roadside planting would
largely integrate the new road into the existing surroundings by this time, however, views to high
sided vehicles would remain apparent in near views, from a small number of farmworkers. In
more distant views from moderate numbers of farmworkers the views toward traffic on widened
sections of the A30 would be where existing vehicles are currently observed. There would be a
barely perceptible change in these views with established replacement roadside hedges along
these sections of the route and with tree planting and hedges alongside sunken lanes approaching
underbridges; Established hedge banks and standard trees would limit views but would not
conceal high sided vehicles in views toward the roundabout from farmland, the north east .
Geographical Extent of Influence
In the summer, at year 15, during operation, the completed road, associated traffic with
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Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight adverse‐ At year
15, in the summer, during
operation traffic passing along
the route would cause some
perceptible deterioration and
in other places no discernible
change in transient views
experienced by a medium
sensitive receptor
Alternative junction variant
The same levels of effect on
farmworkers are anticipated
from this variant and the
differences in effects on
farmworkers are subtle and are
not considered to be enough
to change overall judgements.
Construction
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse‐The construction
activity associated with the
creation of the new road
would cause some large
deterioration, some
perceptible deterioration and
in many places at a greater
distance, no discernible
change in transient views
experienced by a medium
sensitive receptor.
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse‐ At year 1, in winter,
in the operation stage, the
completed road, new planting
and traffic passing along the
route would cause some large
deterioration, some
perceptible deterioration and
in many places at a greater
distance, no discernible
change in transient views
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Neutral to Slight adverse‐
At year 15, in the summer,
during operation traffic
passing along the route would
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established new planting, at the road side, would affect a moderate extent and the centre of
views at a close distance for some farmworkers in fields adjacent to the proposed route. There
would also be some effects on a small extent of the scene, in the centre and at more oblique
angles, in the mid distance in some views from more elevated land on the plateau to the south
east and toward the roundabout works, from the north east, where established hedge banks and
hedgerow trees do not intervene.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse – At year 15, in summer, some traffic including high sided vehicles would
continue to be perceptible intermittently in near transient views, where there was previously
farmland. By year 15, in the summer, the effects of the operational road and traffic on
farmworkers on the plateau to the south east in the near and mid distance would not be
discernible from the existing situation. Farmworkers to the north east would experience some
perceptible deterioration, in a small part of the scene, from high sided vehicles, using the
junction.

cause some perceptible
deterioration and in other
places no discernible change
in transient views experienced
by a medium sensitive
receptor

Alternative junction variant near Devonshire Inn
Construction
Day ‐ As detailed above, however, with this variant there would be more vegetation clearance but
less overall land take and vegetation clearance to the north east and to the north west in front of
Devonshire Inn. There would be substantially reduced effects from the construction of the
junction, on a moderate number of farm workers to the north east of the Devonshire Inn.
Size/ Scale of change
Statement generally as concluded for the roundabout variant with allowance for the above
differences
Geographical Extent of Influence
Statement generally as concluded for the roundabout variant, with a substantial reduction in the
geographic extent of effects on farmworkers to the north east of the Devonshire Inn.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s
construction (short term), with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐During construction, there would be some noticeable change which
is readily apparent, some places where the activity is perceptible at a greater distance and large
parts of the adjacent Cotleigh Valley where the works would not be discernible. Farmworkers to
the north east would experience a barely perceptible change, in a very small part of the scene.
Operation – Day
During the day, visual impacts would be as detailed above but with alternative junction variant
the visible scale of the new junction by Devonshire Inn would be less. New woodland planting
would be establishing to the north west of the junction and no street lighting is associated with
the alternative junction.
Winter Year 1
The main differences between the effects of the roundabout junction variant and the alternative
junction on farm workers, with this option, relate to substantially reduced effects from the
operational junction and associated traffic, on farm workers to the north east of the Devonshire
Inn.
Size/ Scale of change
Statement generally as concluded for the roundabout variant but with reduced effects on a small
number of farmworkers on the plateau to the north east of the new junction.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Statement generally as concluded for the roundabout variant, with a substantial reduction in the
geographic extent of effects on farmworkers to the north east of the Devonshire Inn.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐At year 1, in winter, during operation, there would be some
noticeable change which is readily apparent, some places where the activity is perceptible at a
greater distance and large parts of the adjacent Cotleigh Valley where the works would not be
discernible. Farmworkers to the north east would experience a barely perceptible change , in a
very small part of the scene
Summer Year 15 –Day
Size/ Scale of change
Statement generally as concluded for the roundabout variant but with reduced effects on a small
number of farm workers on the plateau to the north east of the new junction.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Statement generally as concluded for the roundabout variant but with reduced effects on
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farmworkers on the plateau to the north east of the new junction.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse – At year 15, in summer, some traffic including high sided vehicles
would continue to be perceptible, in some near views, in the vicinity of Cook’s Moor. By year
15, in the summer, the effects of the operational road and traffic on farmworkers on the
plateau to the south east in the near and mid distance would not be discernible from the
existing situation. Farmworkers to the north east would experience no discernible change
Road users
R1

Users of the existing
A30/A303

14a,14b, 14c,14d,14e,
16b(N), 18a,18b,
31a(N),31b,31c(N),
and 31d (N)

Day – In the winter, users of the existing A30/A303
as it progresses from Honiton along the valley
experience some views that are channelled along the
existing road line by buildings alongside the road or
by tall boundary hedgerows. Intermittently views
extend outside the carriageway where boundary
hedges are low to the north and west to the
landmark of Dumpdon Hill and over adjacent
farmland in the foreground. There are some laybys
sited where road users can pause to take advantage
of these positive views. Views in the middle ground
over the lower parts of the valley are often
foreshortened by boundary trees, riverside trees and
hedgerows in the vicinity of the River Otter. To the
west of the road where views are not curtailed there
are some longer views over rising hedgerow
enclosed valley side farmland, up to areas of wooded
scarp which forms the local horizon. There are some
visually detracting/incongruous features this part of
the route including the collection of buildings at the
gateway into the Blackdown Hills AONB which
include a Little Chef café and a scrap yard. There are
also some positive features in the scene at the
roadside including historic buildings including the
church of St Mary Magdalene in Monkton and the
village pump that is now cramped at the roadside.

Day– In the summer, filtered views
from road users through some tall
hedgerows and through thinner parts
of the woodland on Reddick’s Hill, will
become restricted, to the
carriageway as vegetation comes into
leaf. Autumn leaves enhance the
visual experience and colour along
the Reddick’s Hill section at that time
of year.

As route ascends Reddick’s Hill the view from road
users it is increasingly dominated by enclosing and
overhead woodland cover with only limited potential
for views out to the west.

Appreciation of views by users
of the route is considered to be
part of the experience within
this scenic context and there
are some places to stop to take
in a view, at laybys.

Roundabout option at Devonshire Inn
Construction
During construction, visual impacts on users of the existing A30 would principally occur along a
short section of the route within the Otter Valley close to Honiton and on the section of the
existing route on the plateau between Cook’s Moor and the Devonshire Inn. In these parts of the
route in the construction stage visual impacts would arise from off line new road construction
activity, some hedgerow and woodland vegetation clearance, earthworks to create embankments
on the lower part of the valley side and on the plateau where the existing road is widened
between Cook’s Moor and the Devonshire Inn. Also impacts would arise from the creation of a
cutting where the new road meets the Viney Ridge near Holmsleigh Farm and from the creation of
a cutting near Sandy’s Lane on the plateau.
Size/ Scale of change
The construction activities associated with this option would form some localised large and
noticeable change in existing transient views experienced where the new road ties in with the
existing A30 near Honiton and where the existing A30 is widened and a new roundabout
constructed to the north east of the Devonshire Inn. Elsewhere, there would be no changes to
views from road users on the existing A30 between Honiton and the top of Reddick’s Hill, at this
stage.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The construction activities would affect a small extent of the transient views experienced along
the existing A30 in the valley and a moderate extent on the plateau. These works would be
experienced in the centre of the view and at a close distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s
construction (short term), with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ During construction some large and some noticeable temporary
adverse changes to transient views experienced by road users would occur on a short section of
the A30 near to Honiton and on the plateau. No discernible change to views is anticipated in
other parts of the Otter Valley or on Reddick’s Hill.
Construction‐ Night
At night, there would be some limited impacts, during construction, along the widened section of
the A30 between Cook’s Moor and the Devonshire Inn and near Honiton where road widening or
a tie in with the existing A30, is likely to lead to a requirement for temporary night time working
Size/ Scale of change
Temporary lighting would form a noticeable change to the transient view experienced by road
users in two locations, a short section in the valley and a moderate section on the plateau and
would be conspicuous as there is no lighting at present in these locations, These contrasting
features would be predominantly visible. On large sections of the existing route these temporary
lighting effects would not be discernible.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The temporary lighting would affect a small extent of the existing A30 but would be in the centre
of the view at a close distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
This lighting would be temporary, and in place intermittently during the construction period (6
months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse – There would be some noticeable and apparent, temporary and
short term effects on views experienced by existing road users , however, on large parts of the
existing A30 these lighting effects would not be discernible.

The A30/A303 route then moves up onto the plateau
where road users experience more open views to the
east over low cut hedgerows and flatter farmland
east as far as Stockland Hill. Views to the west of the
road are limited to one field in depth with scarp
woodland restricting the view beyond. Further north
along the plateau a more wooded and enclosed
section of the route can be viewed at the end
Stockland Hill/Sandy Lane junction, beyond this
there is a garage forecourt at the roadside and then
distant views open out to the west over stone low
boundary wall toward Smeatharpe Airfield and then
north toward Lower Luxton. On the eastern side of
the road the Devonshire Inn Farm is a positive
feature at the roadside before there is a large layby
and café enclosed by strong hedgerows and
woodland. On sections of the A30 to the east there
are some views across from as far as Hilltop Garage
toward the Farm buildings at Devonshire Inn. Views
toward the existing A303 are, however, interrupted
by the farm buildings and intervening existing
vegetation
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Medium
Views are from people on a
regularly used route set largely
within a nationally designated
landscape where there are
some noteworthy and some
scenic/panoramic views of the
surrounding landscape.

Operation – Day
During operation, visual impacts would arise from implemented sections of the new offline road
in the vicinity of Otter Valley Park, a reduction in traffic movements on the existing A30 route as it
passes through Monkton and past Ottermere, the Little Chef and Dean’s Cottage. Also, traffic
movements and the effects of establishing new planting on side roads alongside a section of the
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Roundabout option at
Devonshire Inn
Construction‐Day
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse‐ This option would
cause some large and some
noticeable deterioration at a
localised level on the existing
A30 and no perceptible
change elsewhere to views
experienced by a receptor
group of medium sensitivity.
Construction‐Night
Night‐ Slight adverse‐ The
temporary lighting associated
with this option would cause
some limited deterioration to
views experienced by a
receptor group of medium
sensitivity.
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse ‐This option would
cause some large and some
noticeable deterioration at a
localised level on the existing
A30 and some perceptible
improvements elsewhere to
views experienced by a
receptor group of medium
sensitivity.
Night‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse – At night, at year 1,
in winter, this option would
cause some large
deterioration, at a very
localised level, on the existing
A30 and limited perceptible
change elsewhere to views
experienced by a receptor
group of medium sensitivity
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight Adverse‐ By year
15, in the summer, this option
would continue to cause some
noticeable deterioration at a
localised level on parts of the
existing A30 on the plateau,
the establishment of new
planting would restore the
positive nature of some views
in the valley and along the
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existing A30 to the north west of Otter Valley Park, near Honiton and to the sides of the widened
existing A30 on the plateau in the vicinity of Sandy’s Lane. There would also be some new lighting
and signage near the Devonshire Inn and signage near Honiton. Existing positive views from
layby’s and from within Monkton, in the Otter Valley section of the existing A30 route toward
Dumpdon Hill, from the A30 on the plateau over more open farmland, toward Stockland Hill and
from alongside Devonshire Inn over the Otter Valley, would be conserved.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
At year 1, in winter, during operation, at the Honiton end of the existing A30 the new roads,
traffic passing along it and new planting would create some localised large and noticeable change
in existing transient views experienced where the new road ties in with the existing A30 near
Honiton. The implemented Langford link road and some local traffic would be apparent to the
north west along part of the A30 carriageway. The A30 would spur off from its current alignment
with new planting replacing some mature trees and hedges previously at the roadside. From the
widened section of the A30, on the plateau, there would be some noticeable adverse changes
from the increased scale of the road, adjacent side roads, the introduction of an under bridge and
the limited effect, at this stage, of developing new planting at the roadside. Positive panoramic
views out from the road, in front of the Devonshire Inn, toward Hartridge and the Blackdown Hills,
would be conserved. The new roundabout and associated lighting columns constructed to the
north east of the Devonshire Inn would introduce a large change by opening up this area and
through the introduction of some urbanising features, in a localised area to the north east of the
Devonshire Inn. Elsewhere on the existing A30, there would be some perceptible improvement to
transient views experienced by road users on the existing A30 between Honiton and the top of
Reddick’s Hill, due to reduced traffic volumes on this section of the route. Some static views
across the road from existing layby’s to the Otter Valley would also be improved by this.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The new road, traffic and new planting would affect a small extent of the transient views
experienced along the existing A30 in the valley and a moderate extent on the plateau. The
altered sections of the existing A30 would be experienced in the centre of the view and at a close
distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse ‐ At year 1, in the winter, in operation, road users on the existing
A30 would experience some noticeable and readily apparent adverse changes in transient views
in localised parts of the valley on the edge of Honiton and on the plateau. Transient views
experienced elsewhere on the existing A30 in the Otter Valley and on Reddick’s Hill would
perceptibly improve with reduced traffic.

retained existing route there
would be perceptible
improvements to views
experienced by a receptor
group of medium sensitivity.

Summer Year 15
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15, in summer, during operation, at the Honiton end of the existing A30, the new roads,
traffic and established new planting would create some localised noticeable change in existing
transient views experienced where the new road ties in with the existing A30 near Honiton.
However, the implemented Langford link road and some local traffic would less apparent to the
north west along part of the A30 carriageway with the established intervening hedge and
woodland planting. Where the A30 spurs off from its current alignment established woodland
copses and medium to tall hedge banks with standard trees at the roadside would restore the
positive appearance of mature trees and hedges, previously at the roadside. From the widened
section of the A30, on the plateau, there would continue to be some noticeable adverse changes
from the increased scale of the road but these would be counterbalanced by the established
reinstated roadside hedges and additional standard trees. Established new hedgerow and tree
planting belts alongside the carriageway would mean that the adjacent side roads and an
underbridge would become barely perceptible, at this stage. Positive panoramic views out from
the road, in front of the Devonshire Inn, toward Hartridge and the Blackdown Hills, would
continue to be conserved. The new roundabout and associated lighting columns constructed to
the north east of the Devonshire Inn would cause a noticeable adverse change, reduced by the
established new woodland and hedge bank which would enclose it, at this stage. The lighting
columns and form of the roundabout would remain urbanising features, albeit in a more visually
contained and localised area to the north east of the Devonshire Inn. Elsewhere on the existing
A30, there would continue to be some perceptible improvement to transient views experienced
by road users on the existing A30 between Honiton and the top of Reddick’s Hill, due to reduced
traffic volumes on this section of the route. Some static views across the road from existing
layby’s to the Otter Valley would also continue to be improved by this.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The new road, traffic and established planting would affect a small extent of the transient views
experienced along the existing A30 in the valley and a moderate extent on the plateau. The
altered sections of the existing A30 would be experienced in the centre of the view and at a close
distance.
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Night‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse ‐ At night, this option
would continue to cause some
large deterioration, at a very
localised level, on the existing
A30 and no perceptible
change elsewhere to views
experienced by a receptor
group of medium sensitivity
Alternative junction option at
Devonshire Inn
Construction
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse‐ This option would
cause some large and some
noticeable deterioration at a
localised level on the existing
A30 and no perceptible
change elsewhere to views
experienced by a receptor
group of medium sensitivity.
Night‐ Slight adverse‐The
temporary lighting associated
with this option would cause
some limited deterioration to
views experienced by a
receptor group of medium
sensitivity.
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Slight to moderate
adverse ‐This option would
cause some large and some
noticeable deterioration at a
localised level on the existing
A30 and some perceptible
improvements elsewhere to
views experienced by a
receptor group of medium
sensitivity.
Night‐Slight Adverse ‐ The
additional lighting associated
with this option, on side roads
would cause some limited
deterioration to views
experienced by a receptor
group of medium sensitivity.
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Neutral – In the day, by
year 15 in the summer, limited
deterioration in places would
be counterbalanced by
perceptible improvements
elsewhere.
Night‐ Neutral – At night, no
perceptible change in the view
would be experienced
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Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse – Whilst some noticeable adverse effects on existing views would remain on the
plateau, these would be localised. In the valley, the establishment of planting whilst associated
with some perceptible localised adverse changes would reinstate the balance of features and
elements that comprised the existing view. Transient views experienced elsewhere on the
existing A30 in the Otter Valley and on Reddick’s Hill would perceptibly improve with reduced
traffic.
Operation‐ Night
During operation, permanent lighting is anticipated at the new roundabout junction and on
approaches near the Devonshire Inn and car headlights would be an introduced feature on side
roads.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
Permanent lighting on the new roundabout, near the Devonshire Inn, would form a notable and
contrasting change to the transient view experienced by road users and would be conspicuous, as
there is no lighting, at present, in this location. This contrasting feature would be predominantly
visible at the roundabout. On small sections of the existing route the effects of car headlights on
new side roads and on the main route would be perceptible; however, these effects are
anticipated to be infrequent.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The permanent lighting on the new roundabout, near the Devonshire Inn, would affect a very
small extent of the existing A30 but would be in the centre of the view at a close distance. Car
headlights on side roads and on the main route would affect a small extent of the view, would be
at an oblique angle, and would be localised views.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ At year 1, in winter, despite the presence of roadside planting,
permanent lighting at the new roundabout and on approaches, would be a focal point feature
and readily apparent to road users, in that very localised part of the route. These visual effects
would be experienced in a location where there was previously no lighting. The effects of car
headlights on side roads, although likely to be infrequent would be perceptible in views from
the widened A30, despite the presence of new planting, at this stage. Elsewhere, in the valley,
on the A30, the effects of car headlights on the new road would be perceptible but in a localised
part of the route where it ties into the new road. Transient views of headlights experienced
elsewhere on the existing A30 in the Otter Valley and on Reddick’s Hill would perceptibly
improve with reduced traffic.
Summer Year 15
Size/ Scale of change
Permanent lighting on the new roundabout, near the Devonshire Inn, despite the establishment
of some enclosing woodland and hedge banks, would continue to form a notable and contrasting
change to the transient view experienced by road users and would be conspicuous, as there is no
lighting at present in this location. This contrasting feature would be predominantly visible at the
roundabout. On small sections of the existing route, in the valley, the effects of car headlights on
new side roads and the main route would not be discernible, as intervening roadside planting
becomes established. In any event, these effects are anticipated to be infrequent.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The permanent lighting on the new roundabout, near the Devonshire Inn, would affect a very
small extent of the existing A30 but would be in the centre of the view at a close distance. Car
headlights on side roads and on the main route would affect a small extent of the view, would be
at an oblique angle, and would be localised views.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ Despite the establishment of roadside planting, permanent
lighting at the new roundabout and on approaches, would continue to be a focal point feature
and readily apparent to road users, in that localised part of the route. These visual effects would
be experienced in a location where there was previously no lighting. The effects of car
headlights on side roads would become barely perceptible in views from the widened A30, with
the establishment of intervening planting. Elsewhere on the A30, by year 15, the effects of car
headlights on the new road would also be generally not discernible once proposed roadside
planting is established.
Alternative junction option at Devonshire Inn
Construction
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During construction, anticipated impacts would be as detailed above, however, with this variant
there would be more vegetation clearance but less overall land take and less vegetation clearance
to the north east and west of the Devonshire Inn.
Size/ Scale of change
Statement generally as concluded for the roundabout variant.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Statement generally as concluded for the roundabout variant.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s
construction (short term), with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ During construction some large and some noticeable temporary
changes to transient views experienced by road users would occur on sections of the A30 near
to Honiton and on the plateau, No discernible change to views is anticipated in other parts of
the Otter Valley or on Reddick’s Hill.
Construction‐ Night
At night, there would be some limited impacts, during construction, along the widened section of
the A30 between Cook’s Moor and the Devonshire Inn and near Honiton where there is a tie in
with the existing A30, due to a likely requirement for temporary night time working.
Size/ Scale of change
Statement generally as concluded for the roundabout variant.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Statement generally as concluded for the roundabout variant.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
This lighting would be temporary, and in place intermittently during the construction period (6
months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse – There would be some noticeable and apparent, temporary and
short term effects on views experienced by existing road users , however, on large parts of the
existing A30 these lighting effects would not be discernible.
Operation – Day
During operation, visual impacts would be as detailed above but with alternative junction variant
the visible scale of the new junction by Devonshire Inn would be less and there would be less of a
visual impact on road users approaching the Devonshire Inn along the A30, to the north east, as a
result. New woodland planting would be establishing to the north west of the junction and there
would be no associated lighting columns with this variant.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
Statement generally as concluded for the roundabout variant with differences identified above.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Statement generally as concluded for the roundabout variant with differences identified above.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
The differences outlined above are not considered enough in the day time, at this stage to alter
the overall judgement reached for the roundabout variant.
Minor to Moderate Adverse ‐ At year 1, in the winter, in operation, road users on the existing
A30 would experience some noticeable and readily apparent adverse changes in transient views
in localised parts of the valley on the edge of Honiton and on the plateau. Transient views
experienced elsewhere on existing A30 in the Otter Valley and on Reddick’s Hill would
perceptibly improve with reduced traffic.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15, in summer, during operation, at the Honiton end of the existing A30, the new roads,
traffic and established new planting would continue create some localised noticeable change in
existing transient views experienced where the new road ties in with the existing A30 near
Honiton. However, the implemented Langford link road and some local traffic would be less
apparent to the north west along part of the existing A30 carriageway with the established
intervening hedge and woodland planting. Where the A30 spurs off from its current alignment
established woodland copses and medium to tall hedge banks with standard trees would restore
the positive appearance of mature trees and hedges, previously at the roadside. From the
widened section of the A30, on the plateau, there would continue to be some noticeable adverse
changes from the increased scale of the road but these would be counterbalanced by the
established reinstated roadside hedges and additional standard trees. Established new hedgerow
and tree planting belts alongside the carriageway would mean that the adjacent side roads and an
underbridge would become barely perceptible, at this stage. Positive panoramic views out from
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the road, in front of the Devonshire Inn, toward Hartridge and the Blackdown Hills, would
continue to be conserved. The alternative junction with established woodland and hedge planting
in the vicinity would reinstate the broad balance of features and elements that comprised the
existing view and would not include street lighting columns. Elsewhere on the existing A30, there
would continue to be some perceptible improvement to transient views experienced by road
users on the existing A30 between Honiton and the top of Reddick’s Hill, due to reduced traffic
volumes on this section of the route. Some static views across the road from existing layby’s to
the Otter Valley would also continue to be improved by this.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The new road, traffic and new planting would affect a small extent of the transient views
experienced along the existing A30 in the valley and a moderate extent on the plateau, the
altered sections of the existing A30 would be experienced in the centre of the view and at a close
distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
No appreciable change overall – Perceptible adverse impacts from this road option would be
counterbalanced by perceptible improvements to the views experience on sections of the
existing A30.
Operation‐Night
During operation, no permanent lighting is anticipated at the new alternative junction near the
Devonshire Inn.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
At year 1, in the winter, in operation, on small sections of the existing A30 route the effects of car
headlights on new side roads and the main route would be perceptible; however, these effects
are anticipated to be infrequent.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Car headlights on the new road and side roads would affect a small extent of the view, would be
at an oblique angle, and would be experienced in localised views.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse ‐ At year 1, in winter, the effects of car headlights on side roads, although likely
to be infrequent would be perceptible in views from the widened A30, and from the tie in point
with the new road near Honiton, despite the presence of new planting, at this stage. Elsewhere
on the A30, by year 15, the effects of car headlights on the new road would also be generally
not discernible once proposed roadside planting is established.

R2

Users of the road on
Stockland Hill

32,33

(Including cyclists on part
of Route 6- Honiton,
Stockland and Upottery
circuit)
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Day – In the winter, users of the road on Stockland
Hill experience views partial views over road
boundary hedgerows and more open views at
gateway points over flatter enclosed farmland
toward traffic moving on the section of the existing
A30/A303, where it arises onto the plateau from the
section on Reddick’s Hill. The moving traffic is seen
against the backdrop of scarp woodland beyond.
Views from users at the northern end of Stockland
Hill also extend into the distance to the south west
and over Viney Lane where the top of Dumpdon Hill
and St Cyres Hill can be seen beyond. Further south
along Stockland Hill some properties, boundary
hedges and areas of woodland limit views across to
the Viney Ridge, to the west, over the Cotleigh

Day– In the summer, developing leaf
cover on hedges further restrict views
to the west, from users of Stockland
Hill over the plateau, albeit
temporarily, before hedges are re‐
trimmed.

Medium
Views are from people on a
regularly used route set largely
within a nationally designated
landscape where there are
some noteworthy and some
scenic/panoramic views of the
surrounding landscape.
Appreciation of views by users
of the route is considered to be
part of the experience within
this scenic context.
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Summer Year 15
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15, in the summer, during operation, on small sections of the existing A30 route the
effects of car headlights on new side roads and main route would not be discernible, as
intervening roadside planting becomes established. In any event, these effects are anticipated to
be infrequent.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Car headlights on the new road and side roads would affect a small extent of the view, would be
at an oblique angle, and would be experienced in localised views.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
No Change – No additional lighting associated with this option would be discernible in views
from road users on the A30/A303, at this stage.
Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity and some
hedgerow vegetation clearance. Road users, including cyclists would experience these visual
impacts and those from road construction vehicles, in views to part of the edge of the plateau
along the Viney Ridge where it meets with the top of Reddick’s Hill and to where the existing A30
is widened and where new side roads would be introduced in the vicinity of Cook’s Moor and up
to Sandy’s Lane. There would also be some earth and turf faced hedge bank construction on this
part of the Viney Ridge. New planting works would be implemented along substantial sections of
the route where widening and side road construction is proposed near to Cook’s Moor and
approaching Sandy’s Lane. There would be no impacts on identified valued views to the south
east of the Stockbridge Hill Road.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, on Stockland Hill, north of the Rising Sun, the building of the new road would
constitute a small change to the view and a minor new feature in the view, generally set against a
backdrop of scarp woodland or just below the local ridge, in the vicinity of Westwood Farm. The

Construction
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse‐ This option would
cause some large and some
noticeable deterioration at a
localised level on the existing
Stockland Hill Road and no
perceptible change elsewhere
to views experienced by a
receptor group of medium
sensitivity.
Night‐ Slight adverse‐ The
temporary lighting associated
with this option would cause
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Valley. In the vicinity of Royal Oak Cross low
trimmed hedges at the roadside and an absence of
scarp woodland allow more open and extensive
views west across the east facing slopes of the
Cotleigh Valley, Viney Lane and to the top of
Dumpdon Hill beyond. Scarp woodland forms a
backdrop to Viney Lane, which is also defined by tree
lines itself, in places. Further south along Stockland
Hill views are prevented from the road by a higher
density of mature scarp woodland.

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant – in bold)

new road construction works would be at some distance relative to their scale and the A30
widening works would be seen in the context of the existing A30. Works to introduce a new side
road linking to Sandy’s Lane and widening the existing A30 would constitute a noticeable change
and would introduce some conspicuous features into the view at the northern end of the
Stockland Hill Road. Beyond, the Rising Sun and south on Stockland Hill, opportunities to view the
proposed works would be limited to occasional sections of the new road. Where a view can be
gained it is limited and the works would cause a barely discernible change, due to the distance
involved and partial visibility due to the filtering effects of intervening vegetation on Viney Lane
and limits on views caused by a local ridge, near Westwood Farm.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The construction works for the new section of road would affect a small part of the view
experienced by road users, at an oblique angle and in the far distance. Some of the existing A30
road widening works and the construction of a new side road and underbridge to Sandy’s Lane
would effect a moderate extent of the view, at the northern end of the road, predominantly at a
slightly oblique angle and this would be a localised effect.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s
construction (short term), with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ Construction operations associated with the section of new road
would be perceptible without altering the overall balance of features in the view from parts of
Stockland Hill Road. Road widening of the existing A30 and the construction of a side road to
Sandy’s Lane would introduce a noticeable feature which is readily apparent to road users at
the far northern end of the road.

some limited localised
noticeable deterioration to
views experienced by a
receptor group of medium
sensitivity.

Construction‐Night
At night, there would be some limited impacts, during construction, along the widened section of
the A30 between Cook’s Moor and the Devonshire Inn due to a likely requirement for temporary
night time working.
Size/ Scale of change
At night, temporary lighting along the widened sections of the existing A30 between Cook’s Moor
and the Devonshire Inn would constitute a noticeable change, a conspicuous and a partially visible
feature, seen in the context of existing vehicle headlights, from the section of the Stockland Hill
road between the Rising Sun and the A30. There would be no discernible effects from elsewhere
on Stockland Hill.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The temporary lighting associated with the existing A30 road widening works and the construction
of an underbridge to Sandy’s Lane would effect a moderate extent of the view, at the northern
end of the road, predominantly at a slightly oblique angle and this would be a localised effect.
Views from car users are generally limited to occasional field gates by the hedges bounding the
Stockland Hill road, including along the northern end of the route, but cyclists and those in taller
vehicles would be expected to have a wider view.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
This lighting would be temporary, and in place intermittently during the construction period (6
months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse‐ Temporary lighting, during construction, would be noticeable but only partially
visible, from a short section of Stockland Hill where vehicle headlights are already visible in the
scene.

Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Slight adverse‐ At year 1,
in the winter, during operation
the completed roads, new
planting and traffic passing
along the route would cause
some limited perceptible
deterioration in transient views
experienced by a medium
sensitive receptor.
Night‐ Slight Adverse‐ The
additional car headlights
associated with this option, on
side roads would cause some
limited deterioration to views
experienced by a receptor
group of medium sensitivity.
Summer Year 15
Day –Neutral to slight adverse
In the day, by year 15, in the
summer, some limited
deterioration would remain in
places but elsewhere there
would be no discernible
change in the views
experienced by a receptor
group of medium sensitivity.
Night‐ Neutral to Slight adverse
At night, by year 15, in the
summer, some limited
deterioration would remain in
places but elsewhere there
would be no discernible
change in the views
experienced by a receptor
group of medium sensitivity.

Operation – Day
During operation, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new main and new side roads
and associated traffic movements on the plateau at the top of Reddick’s Hill and between Cook’s
Lane and Sandy’s Lane. Also, further visual impacts would arise from the establishment of new
planting on the sides of the new and widened sections of road. At night, there would potentially
be some limited impact from vehicle headlights.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
In winter, year 1, during operation, on Stockland Hill, north of the Rising Sun, the new road,
associated traffic and new hedge bank planting at the road side would constitute a small change
to the view and a minor new feature in the view, generally set against a backdrop of scarp
woodland or just below the local ridge, in the vicinity of Westwood Farm. The traffic on the new
section of road would be at some distance relative to scale and cars would be predominantly
concealed. Traffic on sections of the widened A30 would be seen in the context of the existing
A30 traffic but would be more apparent, at this stage, following the removal and replanting of
roadside hedgerows. The new side road and linking underbridge to Sandy’s Lane would constitute
a noticeable change and would introduce some conspicuous features into the view at the
northern end of the Stockland Hill Road before new planting matures. Beyond, the Rising Sun and
south on Stockland Hill, opportunities to view the traffic on the new section of road would be
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limited to occasional sections of the new road. Where a view can be gained it would be limited
and the works would cause a barely discernible change, due to the distance involved and partial
visibility due to the filtering effects of intervening vegetation on Viney Lane and limits on views
caused by a local ridge, near Westwood Farm.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The new section of road, traffic and new roadside planting would affect a small part of the view
experienced by road users, at an oblique angle and in the far distance. The widened existing A30,
the new side road and underbridge to Sandy’s Lane and associated traffic would effect a
moderate extent of the view, at the northern end of the road, predominantly at a slightly oblique
angle and this would be a localised effect. Views from car users are generally limited to occasional
field gates by the hedges bounding the northern section of the Stockland Hill road, but cyclists and
those in taller vehicles would be expected to have a wider view.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor adverse‐ Construction operations associated with the section of new road would be
perceptible without appreciably altering the overall balance of features in the transient views
from parts of Stockland Hill Road. Traffic on the widened section of the existing A30, on the
new side road to Sandy’s Lane and the new underbridge would introduce an intermittently
noticeable feature which is readily apparent to road users at the far northern end of the road.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
In summer, year 15, during operation, on Stockland Hill, north of the Rising Sun, with established
hedge banks, standard trees and some woodland belts at the road side, high sided vehicles on the
new section of road would continue to constitute a small change to the view and a minor new
feature in the view, generally set against a backdrop of scarp woodland or just below the local
ridge and behind new woodland, in the vicinity of Westwood Farm. The traffic on the new section
of road would be at some distance relative to scale. Traffic on sections of the widened A30 would
be seen in the context of the existing A30 traffic and changes would no longer be apparent
following the establishment of roadside hedgerows. The new side road and linking underbridge to
Sandy’s Lane would constitute a small change and would integrate with their surroundings in the
transient view at the northern end of the Stockland Hill Road before due to established hedges
and woodland on approaches to the underbridge. Beyond, the Rising Sun and south on Stockland
Hill, opportunities to view the traffic on the new section of road would be limited to some
glimpses of high sided vehicles on occasional sections of the new road. Where a view can be
gained it would cause a barely discernible change, due to the distance involved and partial
visibility due to the filtering effects of existing and further additional established intervening
roadside vegetation on Viney Lane and limits on views caused by a local ridge, near Westwood
Farm.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The new section of road, traffic and new roadside planting would affect a small part of the view
experienced by road users, at an oblique angle and in the far distance. The widened existing A30,
the new side road and underbridge to Sandy’s Lane and associated traffic would effect a
moderate extent of the view, at the northern end of the road, predominantly at a slightly oblique
angle and this would be a localised effect. Views from car users are generally limited to occasional
field gates by the hedges bounding the northern section of the Stockland Hill road, but cyclists and
those in taller vehicles would be expected to have a wider view.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor adverse‐ By year 15, in the summer, only small parts of the new road and
the tops of cars and high sided vehicles would be perceptible in parts of the view where existing
traffic does not form part of the existing context of the view. Elsewhere, the effects of traffic
would generally be viewed in the context of existing traffic but with restored hedgerow
enclosure and/or would integrate with their surroundings.
Operation – Night
During operation, at night, visual impacts would arise from vehicle headlights.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
Car headlights on the new section of road, at this stage, would affect a small extent of the view
from occasional vantage points on the southern section of Stockland Hill where headlights on high
sided vehicles would be partially visible. Headlights would only be seen, from the side, and in
small parts of the view where they are not filtered by dense existing Viney Lane vegetation, newly
installed hedge banks along the new road and by the intervening local ridge. At the northern end
of the Stockland Hill, there would be some noticeable change to the view where a new hedgerow
alongside the widened section of the A30, would open up car headlights to view, until the new
hedge is established. Car headlights on new side roads linking to Sandy’s Lane would be less
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frequent and would only affect a small extent of the view where the sunken new lane meets the
Stockland Hill Road.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The new section of road, traffic and new roadside planting would affect a small part of the view
experienced by road users, at an oblique angle and in the far distance. The widened existing A30,
the new side road and underbridge to Sandy’s Lane and associated traffic would effect a
moderate extent of the view, at the northern end of the road, predominantly at a slightly oblique
angle and this would be a localised effect. Views from car users are generally limited to occasional
field gates by the hedges bounding the northern section of the Stockland Hill road, but cyclists and
those in taller vehicles would be expected to have a wider view.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse‐ At year 1, in winter, during operation, with new planting at the roadside along
the widened section of the A30 there would be some perceptible adverse night time effects
arising from car headlights, at this stage, from the northern section of Stockland Hill. From
elsewhere on Stockland Hill effects on views would be limited to occasional transient views to
headlights on high sided vehicles, on limited sections of the new road.
Summer Year 15
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15, in summer, car headlights on the new section of road, would affect a very small extent
of the view from occasional vantage points on the southern section of Stockland Hill where
headlights on high sided vehicles would be partially visible. Headlights would only be seen, from
the side, and in small parts of the view where they are not filtered by dense existing Viney Lane
vegetation, in leaf, established new hedge banks and standard trees, along the new road and by
the intervening local ridge. At the northern end of the Stockland Hill, there would be no
discernible change to the view, at this stage, when a new hedgerow alongside the widened
section of the A30 would be fully established. Car headlights on new side roads linking to Sandy’s
Lane would be less frequent and would only affect a small extent of the view where the sunken
new lane meets the Stockland Hill Road.
Geographical Extent of Influence
As above.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse‐ At year 15 in summer, once the roadside hedge has established
along the widened section of the existing A30 effects from car headlights would reduce to
existing levels in views from the north of the Stockland Hill resulting in changes that would not
be discernible. Elsewhere, effects on views from road users at night would be barely discernible.
R3

P5

Users of main roads on
the edge of Honiton:
Axminster Road,
Monkton Road, Limer’s
Lane and Langford Road

1,3,4,5,7*

(Including cyclists on part
of Route 6- Honiton,
Stockland and Upottery
circuit and representing
users of Combe Raleigh
public footpath No 11
connecting to Langford
Road)
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Day – In the winter, there are panoramic views from
users of a short section of the Axminster Road (A35)
where it turns at a right angle over the Otter Valley
and toward Dumpdon Hill. Given the speeds involved
and the manoeuvring required the opportunity to
view the existing A30/A303 or traffic on it is limited
at this distance. Road users passing along a short
section of the Monkton Road have channelled view
defined by roadside buildings, and interrupted by a
pylon and a building at a lower level, to the top of
part of the scarp of Northcote Hill and there are no
views to the existing A30/A303. Users of Combe
Raleigh Footpath No. 11 and Limer’s Lane/Langford
Road approaching Honiton experience intermittent
views on descent of a south east facing valley side,
toward Dumpdon Hill and across toward Northcote
Hill where the existing A30/A303 is difficult to
discern in the lower part of the valley. Views from
users of junction between the Langford Road and
A30/A303 leaving Honiton experience views along
the A30/A303 slip road, however, other views of
traffic and the A30/A303 carriageway are restricted
by dense roadside hedgerows. Views from this
location extend beyond an intervening pylon line
toward the upper parts of Northcote Hill.

Day– In the summer, views toward
the existing A30/A303 from these
routes would reduce further as some
foreground and the enclosing trunk
road hedgerows, come into leaf.
More distant parts of the scene,
including views to the upper valley
sides and scarp at Northcote and
toward Dumpdon Hill would be
unaffected.

Medium
Views are from people on a
regularly used route set largely
within a nationally designated
landscape where there are
some noteworthy and some
scenic/panoramic views of the
surrounding landscape. The
qualities of views are
moderated by the presence of
traffic and in places
buildings/infrastructure
elements and enclosing
vegetation along these routes.
Appreciation of views by users
of the route is considered to be
part of the experience within
this scenic context.
High
Promoted public right of way
with some noteworthy views
over the surrounding AONB
countryside.
Users of public rights of way
within the Blackdown Hills
AONB are considered to be
highly susceptible to changes,
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Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise on road users on part of the Axminster Road from
some vegetation clearance, new road construction activity, earthworks and new planting works
which would take place on part of the lower valley side in the vicinity of Higher Northcote Farm
and The Grange. No impacts are anticipated on users of the Monkton Road. Visual impacts on
users of Limer’s Lane, Langford Road and Footpath No. 11 in the vicinity would arise from limited
intermittent views from the road and some more open views from the footpath across to some
vegetation clearance works, new road construction activity and earthworks on the middle to
upper valley side in the vicinity of Holmsleigh Farm and north east of Higher Northcote Farm.
There would also be some visual impacts arising from side road construction activity and
implementation of new planting in the fields alongside the existing A30 closer to the valley
bottom which would be experienced where Langford Road merges into the A30 junction
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, road users on the Axminster Road would experience a small change to the
view and construction activity associated with the new road and Langford link road would form a
minor feature in the view as the works would be at some distance relative to their scale. Road
users on the western part of Langford Road/ Viner’s Hill would experience a small change to their
view but the vegetation clearance , earthworks and road construction works on the opposite
valley side would be conspicuous where there are glimpsed views at intervals along the roads
where there are gaps in enclosing hedgerows. Users of Footpath No.11 part way down the
Langford Road would experience a noticeable change in part of their view, where the construction
works would be conspicuous and contrast with the backdrop of farmland. From the far eastern
end of the Langford Road where it meets the A30 slip road construction activity associated with
the Langford link road would constitute a noticeable change a transient view and would be a
conspicuous feature in scene. There would also be some partial views of construction works for
the new road on the upper valley side in the vicinity of Holmsleigh Farm. No change in the view is
anticipated from the Monkton Road.
Geographical Extent of Influence

Construction
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse ‐ The construction
activity associated with the
creation of the new road
would cause some
intermittent noticeable
deterioration including from a
valued* view and some
limited perceptible
deterioration in transient
views experienced by a
receptor group of medium
sensitivity.
On footpath No. 11 users
Day‐ Moderate to Large
adverse ‐The construction
activity associated with the
creation of the new road
would cause some noticeable
deterioration in transient
views experienced by this
receptor of high sensitivity.
Night – Neutral ‐ At night,
during construction, no
perceptible change in the view
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as the primary enjoyment of
these routes comes from the
view and scenery.

From the Axminster Road, construction works on the new road and associated with the Langford
link would occupy a small extent of the view, would lie near the centre of the view and be visible
in the mid‐distance. The changes experienced from the western part of Langford Road/ Limer’s
Lane would affect a small extent of the view at a moderately oblique angle, in the mid distance.
From Footpath No.11 the construction works associated with the new roads would affect a
moderate extent of the view and at a slightly oblique angle in the mid distance. From the eastern
end of the Langford Road the construction activity would affect a moderate extent of the view, in
the centre of the view and the view is part localised and also partially in the mid‐distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s
construction (short term), with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse – During construction, there would be some perceptible adverse
change in the view experienced by road users on the Axminster Road and the construction
works for the new road and the Langford link road would cause some noticeable adverse effects
on transient views and be readily apparent to road users on parts of Langford Road and walkers
on an adjacent footpath. Similar intermittent glimpsed views, where the construction works
would be noticeable in the scene would be experienced by road users on Limer’s Lane, further
west.

would be experienced by a
receptor group of medium
sensitivity.

Construction‐Night.
At night, there would be some limited impacts, during construction, at the merge in point on the
A30 in the valley bottom due to a likely requirement for temporary night time working.
Size/ Scale of change
No discernible change in the nature of the night time view is anticipated given the close proximity
of existing light sources at Otter Valley Park in the foreground or as a backdrop to the temporary
lighting. No view from Monkton Road.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Views of temporary lighting would occupy a small extent of the view, at an oblique angle in the
middle distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
This lighting would be temporary, and in place intermittently during the construction period (6
months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect‐
No change – No discernible change anticipated in these views.
Operation – Day
During operation, visual impacts would arise on users of a part of the Axminster Road from the
implemented new roads, associated traffic movements and the effects of establishing new
planting on part of the valley side in the vicinity of Higher Northcote Farm and The Grange. No
impacts are anticipated on users of the Monkton Road. Visual impacts on users of Limer’s Lane
and Langford Road, during operation would arise from the implemented new road, associated
traffic movements and the effects of establishing new planting on the middle to upper valley side
in the vicinity of Holmsleigh Farm and north east of Higher Northcote Farm.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 1, in winter, road users on the Axminster Road would experience a small
change to the view and the new road, Langford link road traffic and new planting would form a
minor feature in the view, as the routes would be at some distance relative to their scale and
partially concealed from view. Road users on the western part of Langford Road/ Viner’s Hill
would experience a small change to their view but the new road and traffic ascending the
opposite valley side would be conspicuous where there are glimpsed views at intervals along the
roads, and where there are gaps in enclosing hedgerows. Users of Footpath No.11 part way down
the Langford Road would experience a noticeable change in part of their view, where the new
roads and traffic would be conspicuous and contrast in parts of the view with the backdrop of
farmland. From the far eastern end of the Langford Road where it meets the A30 slip road, the
Langford link road and local traffic using it would constitute a noticeable change to a transient
view and would be a conspicuous feature in scene before new roadside planting matures. There
would also be some partial views of the completed road and traffic on the new road on the upper
valley side in the vicinity of Holmsleigh Farm. No change in the view is anticipated from the
Monkton Road.
Geographical Extent of Influence
From the Axminster Road, the new road, the Langford link and associated traffic and new planting
would occupy a small extent of the view, would lie near the centre of the view and be visible in
the mid‐distance. The changes experienced from the western part of Langford Road/ Limer’s Lane
would affect a small extent of the view, at a moderately oblique angle, in the mid distance. From
Footpath No.11 the new roads would affect a moderate extent of the view, and at a slightly
oblique angle in the mid‐distance. From the eastern end of the Langford Road the new roads and
implemented planting would affect a moderate extent of the view, in the central of the view and
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Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse ‐ This option would
cause some noticeable
deterioration at a localised
level and some perceptible
change elsewhere to views
experienced by a receptor
group of medium sensitivity.
On footpath No. 11 users
Day‐ Moderate to Large
adverse ‐ the new road and
associated traffic on the valley
side opposite would cause
some noticeable deterioration
in transient views experienced
by this receptor of high
sensitivity.
Night‐Slight to Moderate
Adverse‐ At year 1, in winter,
at night, the addition of car
headlights associated with this
option, on the main route and
the Langford link road, would
cause some noticeable and
some limited deterioration to
views experienced by a
receptor group of medium
sensitivity.
Summer Year 15
Day‐Slight adverse‐ At year 15,
in the summer, during
operation the completed
roads, new planting and traffic
passing along the route would
cause some limited perceptible
deterioration in transient views
experienced by a receptor
group of medium sensitivity.
On footpath No. 11 users
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
Adverse ‐ the new road and
associated traffic on the valley
side opposite would cause
some noticeable change but
would largely integrate with
its surroundings in transient
views experienced by this
receptor of high sensitivity.
Night‐ Slight Adverse‐ At year
15, in the summer, the
additional car headlights
associated with this option, on
the main route ascending the
west facing valley side and the
Langford link road would cause
some limited deterioration to
views experienced by a
receptor group of medium
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the view is part localised and also partially in the mid distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ During operation, at year 1, in winter, there would be some
perceptible adverse change in the view experienced by road users on the Axminster Road and
the new road and the Langford link road would cause some noticeable adverse effects on
transient views and be readily apparent to road users on parts of Langford Road and walkers on
an adjacent footpath. Similar intermittent glimpsed views, where the new road would be
noticeable in the scene would be experienced by road users on Limer’s Lane, further west.

sensitivity.

Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 15, in the summer, road users on the Axminster Road would experience
a barely perceptible change to the view and the new road, Langford link road traffic and
established planting would largely integrate with their surroundings, would be at some distance
relative to their scale and partially concealed from view. Road users on the western part of
Langford Road/ Viner’s Hill would experience a small change to their view but the new road and
traffic ascending the opposite valley side would largely integrate with its surroundings. Transient
views would be glimpsed at intervals along the roads and where there are gaps in enclosing
hedgerows. Users of Footpath No.11 part way down the Langford Road would experience a
noticeable change in part of their view, but the new roads, traffic and established road side
planting would largely integrate with its surroundings in parts of the view with the backdrop of
farmland. From the far eastern end of the Langford Road where it meets the A30 slip road, the
Langford link road, local traffic using and established roadside hedgerows and woodland planting
would constitute a small change to a transient view and would largely integrate with the scene.
There would also limited partial views of the completed road and traffic on the new road on the
upper valley side in the vicinity of Holmsleigh Farm once woodland and hedge planting on the
roadside and a cutting are established. No change in the view is anticipated from the Monkton
Road.
Geographical Extent of Influence
From the Axminster Road, the new road, the Langford link and associated traffic and new planting
would occupy a very small extent of the view, would lie near the centre of the view and be
partially visible in the mid‐distance with established roadside planting. The changes experienced
from the western part of Langford Road/ Limer’s Lane would affect a small extent of the view, at a
moderately oblique angle, in the mid distance. From Footpath No.11 the established roadside
planting in combination with the new roads would affect a moderate extent of the view, and at a
slightly oblique angle in the mid‐distance. From the eastern end of the Langford Road, the
established planting enclosing the Langford link Road and the established woodland on the
cutting an side of the new road ascending the valley side would affect a moderate extent of the
view, in the central of the view and the view is part localised and also partially in the mid distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect
Minor Adverse‐ During operation, at year 15, in the summer, there would be some barely
perceptible adverse change in the view experienced by road users on the Axminster Road and
the new road and the Langford link road would cause some limited perceptible adverse effects
on transient views and be largely hidden and integrated into the local surroundings in the
transient view from road users on parts of Langford Road and walkers on an adjacent footpath.
Similar intermittent glimpsed views, where the new road would be barely perceptible, at this
stage due to established planting and integration of the new roads in the scene, would be
experienced by road users on Limer’s Lane, further west, at this stage.
Operation‐ Night
At night, there would potentially be some limited impact from vehicle headlights.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 1, in winter, at night, road users on the Axminster Road would
experience a noticeable change to the view with car headlights on unlit sections of the new road,
Langford link road traffic and new planting, forming a minor feature in the view as the routes
would be at some distance relative to their scale and partially concealed from view by buildings
and the topography. Road users on the western part of Langford Road/ Viner’s Hill would
experience a small change to their view but some vehicle headlights would be conspicuous where
there are glimpsed views at intervals along the roads and where there are gaps in enclosing
hedgerows. From the far eastern end of the Langford Road where it meets the A30 slip road, the
Langford link road and vehicle headlights passing along it would constitute a noticeable change to
a transient view and would be a conspicuous feature in scene before new roadside planting
matures. There would also be some partial views of traffic headlights on the new road on the
upper valley side in the vicinity of Holmsleigh Farm. No change in the view is anticipated from the
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Monkton Road.
Geographical Extent of Influence
From the Axminster Road, vehicle headlights on the new road and the Langford link with new
roadside hedge banks and planting would occupy a very small extent of the view, would lie near
the centre of the view and be partially visible in the mid‐distance. The changes experienced from
the western part of Langford Road/ Limer’s Lane would affect a small extent of the view, at a
moderately oblique angle, in the mid distance. From the eastern end of the Langford Road car
headlights would affect a moderate extent of the view, in the central of the view and the view is
part localised and also partially in the mid distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ At night, at year 1, in winter, car headlights associated with this
option would cause some noticeable deterioration and some limited perceptible change
elsewhere to views experienced by a receptor group of medium sensitivity

R4

Users of other local
lanes/minor roads on the
valley sides to the east
and west of the River
Otter, including
Hedgend Road C352,
Pound Lane, C366 Lane,
Sandy’s Lane.

8,9, 11,12,18b 23,
31c(N), 32

(Including cyclists on Route
6- Honiton, Stockland and
Upottery circuit and horse
riders on route C4Beacon, Upottery, Luppitt
Circular)
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Day – In the winter, users of the minor roads within
the valley and on the scarp generally have views
restricted by trees, hedges and hedge banks where
roads are sunken. Opportunities to view the existing
A30/A303 are generally very limited; however, there
are some opportunities for glimpses of traffic using
the road from field gates and over some lower
sections of hedgerow. Due to the narrow nature of
these roads there is limited opportunity for those in
motor vehicles to remove their attention from the
road and views are more likely to be experienced by
cyclists, horse riders and pedestrians, on these
routes. Where lanes connect with the A30/A303
traffic and the carriageway is seen at close quarters.
There are some positive intermittent glimpsed views
from these local/minor roads and lanes across
towards the landmark of Dumpdon Hill and to the
upper valley sides and some distinctive dispersed
farmsteads nestled into on opposite sides of the
valley.

Day– In the summer, views toward
the existing A30/A303 from these
routes would reduce further as some
foreground and the enclosing trunk
road hedgerows, come into leaf

Medium
Views are from people on a
regularly used route set largely
within a nationally designated
landscape where there are
some noteworthy glimpsed
and some scenic/panoramic
views of the surrounding
landscape.
Appreciation of views by users
of the route is considered to be
part of the experience within
this scenic context.
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Summer Year 15
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 15, in the summer, road users on the Axminster Road would experience
a barely perceptible change to the view due to vehicle headlights on the new road and Langford
link road with established roadside hedge banks and woodland would largely conceal the lighting
effects which would be at some distance relative to their scale and partially concealed from view
by buildings and the landform in any event. Road users on the western part of Langford Road/
Viner’s Hill would experience a small change to their view as the car headlights on the new roads
ascending the opposite valley side would be largely concealed within established planting.
Transient views would be glimpsed at intervals along the roads and where there are gaps in
enclosing hedgerows. From the far eastern end of the Langford Road where it meets the A30 slip
road, vehicle headlights on the Langford link road would largely be concealed by roadside
hedgerows and woodland planting and would constitute a barely perceptible change in a transient
view and the established hedgerows would integrate the headlights into the scene. There would
also be very limited partial views of vehicle headlights on the new road on the upper valley side in
the vicinity of Holmsleigh Farm with woodland and hedge planting on the roadside and a cutting
established. No change in the view is anticipated from the Monkton Road.
Geographical Extent of Influence
From the Axminster Road, vehicle headlights on the new road and the Langford link with new
roadside hedge banks and planting would occupy a very small extent of the view, would lie near
the centre of the view and be partially visible in the mid‐distance. The changes experienced from
the western part of Langford Road/ Limer’s Lane would affect a small extent of the view, at a
moderately oblique angle, in the mid distance. With the established roadside medium to tall
hedge planting, in views from the eastern end of the Langford Road car headlights would affect a
very small extent of the view, in the central of the view and the view is part localised and also
partially in the mid distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect
Minor Adverse‐ At year 15, in the summer, during operation, at night, with established planting
at the roadside there would be some limited perceptible adverse night time effects arising from
car headlights affecting road users on local roads in the vicinity of Honiton.
Construction ‐ Day
During construction, with this option visual impacts would be predominantly limited to visual
impacts at the north eastern end of Sandy’s Lane arising from road widening construction
activity, some hedgerow and woodland vegetation clearance, earthworks to create some
embankments associated with widening and the creation of some cuttings associated with an
underbridge in the vicinity. Acoustic fences would also be installed within the edge of new
planting works alongside the widened section of the A30 and planting implemented alongside a
new side road. Construction works for the new road along a limited part of the Viney ridge would
also impact on Greenway Lane in the next valley to the west.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, there would be barely discernible or no change perceptible in transient
views, with this option, from Pound Lane, Hedgend Road C352 and the C366 Lane in the vicinity of
Monkton and on the west facing valley side of Reddick’s Hill. From Dumpdon Lane and lanes on
Ford and Dumpdon Hill, there would be a small change in transient views and the construction
activity would be conspicuous but would only be glimpsed through field gates/over occasional low
sections of hedge or wall, given the dense hedgerows that otherwise line these routes . The
effects of construction activity on Greenway Lane would constitute a small change in the view
where some construction activity would be visible at some distance relative to the scale of that
activity such that the works would form a minor new feature in the view over the saddle between
Hartridge and Dumpdon Hill. This transient view toward construction works would also be largely
filtered by intervening vegetation. The views of construction activity from the south eastern end

Construction‐Day
Day‐ Slight adverse‐
The construction activity
associated with the creation of
the new road would cause
some very localised and
temporary notable
deterioration on Sandy’s Lane
a barely perceptible
deterioration on Greenway
Lane and otherwise generally
no discernible change in
transient views experienced by
a receptor group of medium
sensitivity.
Construction‐Night
Night – Slight adverse – At
night, during construction, this
option would cause some large
temporary deterioration, at a
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of Sandy’s Lane as it approaches the plateau would form a large change to the view and would be
conspicuous and contrast with the current scene.
Geographical Extent of Influence
No effects are anticipated on the valley side sections of Pound Lane, Hedgend Road C352 and the
C366 Lane. From Dumpdon Lane and lanes on Ford and Dumpdon Hill only a small extent of
transient views would be affected, at an oblique angle and in the middle to far distance. From
Greenway Lane the construction activity on part of the Viney ridge would affect a small extent of
the transient view at a slightly oblique angle in the far distance. The construction works, including
widening the A30 to the south east, building a new side road connection and new planting would
only affect a very small extent of the transient view from Sandy Lane but in the centre of the view
and at a close distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s
construction (short term), with some reversibility through return of land to woodland and
agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect
Minor Adverse‐ This option, during construction would have a large effect on a very small
extent of one lane where these temporary works would be a focal point of the view, elsewhere
effects on transient views, from local lanes on the valley sides, would be occasionally barely
discernible or generally not discernible at all.

very localised level, to a part of
Sandy’s Lane and no
perceptible change elsewhere
to views experienced by this
receptor group of medium
sensitivity.

Construction ‐ Night
At night, there would be some limited impacts, during construction, at the end of Sandy’s Lane, on
the widened A30, due to a likely requirement for temporary night time working.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, temporary lighting would cause a large change to the view and would be
notable new feature which noticeably contrasts with the current scene, where there are currently
only car headlights, on a short section of road, at the south eastern end of Sandy’s Lane. No
temporary construction lighting effects would be experienced elsewhere on other lanes.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The temporary lighting would only affect a very small extent of the Sandy’s Lane but in the centre
of the view and at a close distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
This lighting would be temporary, and in place intermittently during the construction period (6
months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect
Minor Adverse‐ This option, during construction would have a large effect on a very small
extent of one lane where these temporary works would be a focal point of the view, elsewhere
effects would not discernible at all.

Summer Year 15
Day‐ Neutral – In the day, by
year 15 in the summer,
perceptible changes, would
include alterations where
positive changes would
balance any deterioration in
the views.

Operation – Day
During operation, in the day, visual impacts would arise from the implemented side roads
connections, associated traffic movements on the side road and the widened A30, acoustic fences
and the effects of establishing new planting on the sides of the new roads. No additional lighting
is proposed in the vicinity of Sandy’s Lane.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 1, in winter, there would be some perceptible improvements to
transient views experienced, with this option, from Pound Lane, Hedgend Road C352 and the
C366 Lane in the vicinity of Monkton and on the west facing valley side of Reddick’s Hill, as a
result of reduced traffic volumes on adjacent stretches of the existing A30. From Dumpdon Lane
and lanes on Ford and Dumpdon Hill, there would be a small change in transient views from the
traffic on the operational new road on a section of the Viney ridge and where it ascends the valley
side near Upper Northcote Farm would be conspicuous but would only be glimpsed occasionally
through field gates/occasional low sections of wall, given the dense hedgerows that otherwise
line these routes. The effects of traffic moving along the new road on a part of the Viney ridge in
views from Greenway Lane would constitute a small change in the view where some vehicles
would be visible at some distance relative to their scale so that they would form a minor new
feature in the view over the saddle between Hartridge and Dumpdon Hill. This transient view
toward moving vehicles would also be largely filtered by intervening vegetation. The views of the
widened A30 and new planting on banks from the south eastern end of Sandy’s Lane as it
approaches the plateau would form a noticeable change to the view and would be more
conspicuous following vegetation clearance and the creation of a new side road alignment, in the
construction stage, than the visible traffic in the current scene.
Geographical Extent of Influence
No effects are anticipated on the valley side sections of Pound Lane, Hedgend Road C352 and the
C366 Lane. From Dumpdon Lane and lanes on Ford and Dumpdon Hill only a small extent of
transient views would be affected, at an oblique angle and in the middle to far distance. From
Greenway Lane traffic on part of the new road on a localised section of the Viney ridge would
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Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Slight adverse ‐At year 1,
in the winter, during operation
the completed roads, new
planting and traffic passing
along the route would cause
some notable localised
deterioration and otherwise,
no perceptible deterioration in
transient views experienced by
this receptor group of medium
sensitivity.

Operation‐Night
Winter Year 1
Night‐Neutral‐ no perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced by a receptor
group of medium sensitivity.
Summer Year 15
Night –Neutral‐ no perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced by a receptor
group of medium sensitivity.
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affect a small extent of the view at a slightly oblique angle, in the far distance. The traffic,
widened road, new side road connection and new planting would only affect views from a very
small extent of the Sandy Lane but in the centre of the view and at a close distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect
Minor Adverse ‐ This option, during operation, in winter, at year 1, would have a large effect on
a very small extent of one lane where these temporary works would be a focal point of the
view, elsewhere effects on transient views, from local lanes on the valley sides, would be
occasionally barely discernible or generally not discernible at all.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 15, in the summer, there would continue to be some perceptible
improvements to transient views experienced, with this option, from Pound Lane, Hedgend Road
C352 and the C366 Lane, in the vicinity of Monkton and on the west facing valley side of Reddick’s
Hill, as a result of reduced traffic volumes on adjacent stretches of the existing A30. From
Dumpdon Lane and lanes on Ford and Dumpdon Hill, there would be a barely perceptible change
in transient views arising from the traffic on the operational new road on a section of the Viney
ridge. The same amount of change is anticipated where this road option ascends the valley side
near Upper Northcote Farm, where established roadside woodland copses and mature
hedgebanks would limit visibility to predominantly high sided vehicles. These views would only be
glimpsed occasionally through field gates/occasional low sections of wall, given the dense
hedgerows that otherwise line these routes. The effects of traffic moving along the new road on a
part of the Viney ridge in transient views from Greenway Lane would constitute a very small
change in the view, with established roadside woodland belts. Vehicles would be visible at some
distance relative to their scale and at this stage, with the established planting, would form a
barely perceptible new feature over the saddle between Hartridge and Dumpdon Hill. This
transient view toward moving vehicles would also be largely filtered by intervening existing
vegetation. The views of the widened A30 and established planting on banks from the south
eastern end of Sandy’s Lane as it approaches the plateau would form a noticeable change to the
view, however, the view toward traffic on the A30 would be improved and more limited by
established tree belts on the side of the widened A30 and established hedges along the new side
road would improve its visual integration reinforcing the positive appearance of a distinctive
sunken lane.
Geographical Extent of Influence
No effects are anticipated on the valley side sections of Pound Lane, Hedgend Road C352 and the
C366 Lane. From Dumpdon Lane and lanes on Ford and Dumpdon Hill only a small extent of
transient views would be affected, at an oblique angle and in the middle to far distance. From
Greenway Lane traffic on part of the new road on a localised section of the Viney ridge would
affect a small extent of the view at a slightly oblique angle, in the far distance. The traffic,
widened road, new side road connection and new planting would only affect views from a very
small extent of the Sandy Lane but in the centre of the view and at a close distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect
Negligible‐ Adverse change to the view experienced from the south east end of Sandy’s Lane are
anticipated to be outweighed by positive improvements to the view in this location following
the establishment of proposed planting associated with this option alongside the widened A30.
Barely discernible adverse effects on views from lanes on Dumpdon Hill and Ford Hill would be
improved with the established planting along the Viney ridge and alongside the new road on
the valley side, by this stage.

R5

Users of other minor
roads on the plateau
including Cook’s Moor,
Viney Lane, Hedgend
Road C352, the C366
and Holmsleigh Road

25,26,27,32,34

(Including walkers on a
short section of Walk 4Stockland Hill, the
Turbaries and the
Umborne Brook, by the
Rising Sun)
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Day – In the winter, users of the minor road (Viney
Lane) along the Viney Ridge, on the plateau generally
have views limited by hedges, hedge banks, and
shelterbelt spinneys, to the roadside grass verges
except where there are field gateways or more
tightly cut hedges which permit longer views over
enclosed areas of adjacent farmland. Occasionally
these views go beyond where there is an absence of
scarp woodland and extend to the top of Dumpdon
Hill and the scarp woodland at St Cyres Hill to the
west. On the lane to Cook’s Moor banks and hedges
also enclose the road, restricting views to the
A30/A303 and its traffic from this route. However,
there are some intermittent views from gateways

Day – In the summer, the view from
Viney Lane to the west will become
more interrupted as hedges
temporarily grow on and together
with roadside trees come in to leaf.
The nature of views is likely to persist
near Cook’s Moor Lane as there are
either dense hedgerows or an
absence of intervening trees. From
the lane on Stockland Hill alongside
the Royal Oak farm shop distant and
relatively open view will be
maintained across toward the Viney
Ridge.
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Medium
Views are from people on a
regularly used route set largely
within a nationally designated
landscape where there are
some noteworthy and some
scenic/panoramic views of the
surrounding landscape.
Appreciation of views by users
of the route is considered to be
part of the experience within
this scenic context.

Operation –Night
No change in operation stage lighting effects is anticipated on this receptor group.
Construction‐ Day
During construction, visual impacts would arise on users Cook’s Moor Lane and Viney Lane from
some limited vegetation clearance, closure of a section of each lane, construction of a new road, a
new connector road to Viney Lane, creation of an attenuation pond (in the case of Cook’s Moor
Lane only) and the installation of new road side planting in the form of hedge banks and
woodland. There would be additional visual impacts arising from further limited vegetation
clearance, new road construction activity and earthworks (including the creation of cuttings and
two underbridges)and associated new planting works, on users of sections of Viney Lane further
to the south east from alongside Westwood’s Farm to where it meets the Old Chard Lane. There
would also be visual impacts, during construction on users of the Holmsleigh Road where there
would need to be some vegetation clearance, closure of section of this road, construction of a
new road in a cutting, construction of a new underbridge and connector road to Viney Lane and
the installation of new road side planting in the form of hedge banks and woodland.
Size/ Scale of change

Construction
Day‐ Large to moderate
adverse ‐The construction
activity associated with the
creation of the new road
would cause some large
deterioration and some
noticeable deterioration in
transient views from local
lanes/roads on the plateau,
experienced by a receptor
group of medium sensitivity.
Night – Neutral to Slight
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across over lower hedges at the side of the trunk
road where moving vehicles on this route can be
observed. On the lanes running west from Stockland
Hill there are some channelled longer views across
the Cotleigh Valley to the Viney Hill Ridge and
toward the traffic on the A30/A303 as it rises onto
the plateau from a more elevated section of the
lane to Cook’s Moor Lane, near the rising Sun.

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant – in bold)

During construction, clearance works, earthworks, construction of cuttings, three under bridges
and road construction activity, would result in large changes that noticeably contrast with other
existing features in the transient views experienced by users of Holmsleigh Road, C352 Hedgend
Road, the C366, Viney Lane and Cook’s Moor Lane, but limited to short sections of these routes
where they are on the plateau and scarp edge and where views are not limited by dense and
mature woodland or shelter belt spinney vegetation.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The construction activities would affect a moderate extent of localised transient views at a slightly
oblique angle, from users of Viney Lane and Cook’s Moor. Users of the Holmsleigh Road, C352
Hedgend Road and the C 366 would have a large extent of their view affected in the centre of the
view and at a close distance, where these routes are on the plateau and scarp edge. There would
be no changes to these routes where they descend the adjacent valley side.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s
construction (short term), with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate to Major Adverse – Construction activities would be a large feature in some transient
views from local lanes on the plateau and noticeable and readily apparent in others.

adverse – At night, during
construction, this option would
cause some noticeable
deterioration, on parts of
Cook’s Moor Lane and no
perceptible change elsewhere
to views experienced by this
receptor group of medium
sensitivity.

Construction ‐ Night
At night, there would be some limited impacts, during construction, on the widened A30, due to a
likely requirement for temporary night time working.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, temporary lighting would cause a temporary change to the transient views
from parts of Cook’s Moor Lane and would be a noticeable new feature which noticeably
contrasts with the current scene, where there are currently only car headlights, on the widened
section of the A30. No temporary construction lighting effects would be experienced elsewhere
on other lanes on the plateau. Effects on Sandy’s Lane have been covered above under the lanes
on valley sides, visual receptor group.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The temporary lighting would only affect a moderate extent on Cook’s Moor Lane, in the centre of
the view and/or at a slightly oblique angle and at middle and near distances.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
This lighting would be temporary, and in place intermittently during the construction period (6
months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect
Minor Adverse‐ This option, during construction would have a noticeable effect on transient
views from a moderate extent of one lane, where these temporary works would be readily
apparent; elsewhere effects would not discernible at all.
Operation – Day
During operation, visual impacts would arise on users Cook’s Lane, Viney Lane and Holmsleigh
Road from the implemented new road and connector roads, associated traffic movements and
the effects of establishing new planting on the sides of the new roads.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 1, in winter, the new road, side roads, under bridges and new planting
(including installed turfed hedgebanks) , would result in noticeable changes that continue to
noticeably contrast with other existing features in the transient views experienced by users of
Holmsleigh Road, C352 Hedgend Road, the C366, Viney Lane and Cook’s Moor Lane, but limited to
short sections of these routes where they are on the plateau and scarp edge and where views are
not limited by dense and mature woodland or shelter belt spinney vegetation.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The operation stage roads, traffic, underbridge structures and new planting works would affect a
moderate extent of localised transient views at a slightly oblique angle, from users of Viney Lane
and Cook’s Moor. Users of the Holmsleigh Road, C352 Hedgend Road and the C 366 would have a
large extent of their view affected, in the centre of the view and at a close distance, where these
routes are on the plateau and scarp edge. There would be no changes anticipated to views from
these routes where they descend the adjacent valley side.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate Adverse‐ The new roads, underbridges, traffic and new planting (including installed
turf faced hedgebanks) would form a noticeable feature which is readily apparent in transient
views from short sections of local lanes on the plateau and edge of the scarp.

Operation‐ Day
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Moderate adverse‐ At
year 1, in winter, in the
operation stage, the
completed road, new planting
and traffic passing along the
route would cause some
noticeable deterioration, in
transient views from local
lanes/roads on the plateau
and experienced by a receptor
group of medium sensitivity.
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight to moderate
adverse ‐This option would
cause some localised
noticeable deterioration on
parts of Viney Lane but
elsewhere there would be no
discernible adverse effects on
transient views from local
lanes/roads experienced by a
receptor group of medium
sensitivity.
Operation‐ Night
Winter Year 1
Night‐ Slight to moderate
adverse ‐This option would
cause some noticeable
deterioration at a localised
level on Viney Lane and Cook’s
Moor Lane and some barely
perceptible deterioration on
other local lanes where there
are transient views from local
lanes/roads experienced by a
receptor group of medium
sensitivity.
Summer Year 15
Night‐ Slight adverse ‐This
option would cause some
noticeable deterioration, at a
localised level on Viney Lane
and no discernible
deterioration elsewhere to the
night time transient views
experienced from local
lanes/roads by this receptor
group of medium sensitivity.

Summer Year 15
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 15, in summer, the new road, side roads, under bridges and established
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woodland and hedgerow planting (alongside installed turfed hedgebanks) , would result in some
barely perceptible changes that largely integrate with other existing features in the transient
views experienced by users of Holmsleigh Road, C352 Hedgend Road, the C366. Users of Viney
Lane would continue to experience some noticeable change in the view from high sided vehicles
using the main route, on limited short sections of this route where existing and established new
woodland spinneys and taller hedgebanks do not interrupt views. These parts of Viney Lane
include a position that coincides with where some positive long views out to Dumpdon Hill, have
been retained. Views from Cook’s Moor, with established hedgebanks and hedgerow trees on
new side roads and hedges restored along the widened section of the A30 would cause a barely
perceptible change at this stage with traffic on the new route largely integrating with the traffic
experienced in the existing scene.
Geographical Extent of Influence
At this stage, the new roads, traffic, underbridge structures with established planting would affect
a small extent of localised transient views at a slightly oblique angle, from users of Viney Lane and
Cook’s Moor. By year 15, in summer, with established woodland planting and hedges on
approaches to under bridges, users of the Holmsleigh Road, C352 Hedgend Road and the C 366
would have a small extent of their view affected in the centre of the view and at a close distance,
where these routes are on the plateau and scarp edge. There would be no changes anticipated to
views from these routes, where they descend the adjacent valley side.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse –During operation the new road and associated underbridges
would continue to be a noticeable feature and readily apparent in transient views from small
sections of local lanes on the plateau. Installed hedgebanks combined with new woodland belts
and hedges would limit views to the new roads themselves and smaller vehicles. Views from
Holmsleigh Road, the C352 Hedgend Road and the C366 would continue to be barely
perceptible given cuttings and hedgbanks which provide sunken lanes which restricted views to
the main road, with this option.
Operation –Night
During operation at night impacts are anticipated to arise from vehicle headlights.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
In year 1 of operation, in winter, at night, effects on users of local lanes on the plateau arising
from the introduction of traffic and car headlights are anticipated to form a noticeable change,
conspicuous and contrasting feature in views from Viney Lane, where some headlights and the
associated cast of intermittent lighting would be visible above some of the installed hedgebanks.
From the C352 Hedgend Road and the C 366 which would largely be in cutting, with hedgebanks
creating sunken lanes, the effects of car headlights on the new road would constitute a barely
discernible change in the view, likewise from the stopped off end of Holmsleigh Road where the
new road would be in cutting with enclosing hedgbanks. From Cook’s Moor, at this stage, there
would also be some noticeable change, with the effects of car headlights being more apparent
and partially contrasting on the side road linking to Viney Lane, with the existing night time scene.
Geographical Extent of Influence
In year 1, in winter, the effects of vehicle headlights, with new hedgebanks and woodland/hedge
planting would affect a moderate extent of localised transient views at a slightly oblique angle,
from users of Viney Lane and Cook’s Moor. Users of the Holmsleigh Road, C352 Hedgend Road
and the C 366 would have a very small extent of their view affected at an oblique angle albeit at a
relatively close distance. There would be no changes anticipated to views from these routes
where they descend the adjacent valley side.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ at this stage, car headlights would form a noticeable and readily
apparent new feature in transient views from parts of Viney Lane and Cook’s Moor, in places
where the existing view is currently dark. Elsewhere on other local lanes, elsewhere on other
lanes changes to the night sky arising from car headlights would be barely discernible with the
presence of intervening cuttings and hedgebanks.
Summer Year 15
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 15, at night, car headlights with established woodland and hedgerow
planting (alongside installed turfed hedgebanks) would result in some barely perceptible changes
given intervening landscape boundary features, in the transient views experienced by users of
Holmsleigh Road, C352 Hedgend Road, the C366. Users of Viney Lane would continue to
experience some noticeable change in the view from high sided vehicles using the main route, on
limited short sections of this route where existing and established new woodland spinneys and
taller hedgebanks do not interrupt views. These parts of Viney Lane include a position that
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Nature of existing view
(summer)

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant – in bold)

coincides with where some positive long views out to Dumpdon Hill, have been retained. Views
of vehicle headlights from Cook’s Moor, with established hedgebanks and hedgerow trees on new
side roads and hedges restored along the widened section of the A30 would lead to no
perceptible change at this stage, with traffic headlights on the new route largely integrating with
headlight effects experienced in the existing scene.
Geographical Extent of Influence
In year 15, in summer, vehicle headlights with established new planting alongside hedgebanks,
would affect a small extent of localised transient views at a slightly oblique angle, from users of
Viney Lane and Cook’s Moor. Users of the Holmsleigh Road, C352 Hedgend Road and the C 366
would have small extent of their view affected in the centre of the view and at a close distance,
where these routes are on the plateau and scarp edge. There would be no changes to these
routes where they descend the adjacent valley side.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse‐ During operation, at year 15, at night, vehicle headlights on the proposed main
road where it passes alongside Viney Lane would continue to be a noticeable feature and
readily apparent in transient views from small sections of this local lane. Installed hedgebanks
combined with new woodland belts and hedges would limit views to the car headlights from
most sections of this lane. Headlights would not be apparent in views from Holmsleigh Road,
the C352 Hedgend Road and the C366 given cuttings, hedgebanks and established woodland
which provide sunken lanes which would continue to restricted views to the main road, with
this option. From Cook’s Moor Lane with established roadside hedges alongside the side roads
and widened A30, there would be no apparent perceptible change in view from the existing
night time scene.

The following potential viewers, identified in the scoping report, have been scoped out at this stage:
 Residents in Combe Raleigh (as Crook Hill intervenes);
 Sections of footpath 15,17 and 20, to the east of Stockland Hill (as hedges and landform generally conceal any views);
 Users of footpath 16 and 19 in Middle and Lower Luxton (due to intervening vegetation);
 Users of footpaths 2 and 11 south and east of Combe Raleigh (due to intervening vegetation and landform);
 Users of public Footpaths 4, 13 and 18 near Buckerell ( Due to distance and intervening features);
 The Otter Valley Golf Centre (This facility has now closed for business)
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A30 Honiton to Devonshire Inn Improvements
Technical Appendix 7C - Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment Tables

TABLE 4: VISUAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT FOR OPTION 1S 2C - HYBRID
Note
* suffix indicates Valued/Favourite View locations identified in the Blackdown Hills AONB publication ‘What makes a view’
(N) indicates a night-time representative viewpoint provided in addition to a day time photograph
indicates receptors also used to assess night-time effects
LEVELS OF EFFECT AND SIGNIFICANCE: In this assessment within the context of an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty a level of effect of slight to moderate or above is considered to be potentially significant.

Code

Visual Receptor
National
Designation

ND1

Blackdown Hills AONB

Representative
viewpoint

Nature of existing view
(winter)

Nature of existing
view (summer)

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)

All

Day –In the winter, there are specific
identified valued open panoramic views
from Dumpdon Hill across the Otter Valley
and Monkton Village to the east. There
are some open and some partial views
toward the existing A30/A303 from
residents and communities, some close
too and others further away from the
road, on the adjacent lower valley sides
and on the edge of Honiton.

Day – Generally, vegetation
enclosing the existing
A30/A303 provides greater
concealment of the existing
route in views when in leaf
with the exception of parts of
the plateau where hedgerows
are low and tightly trimmed
At Night –Vegetation coming
into leaf further restricts the
effects of vehicle headlights on
the A30/A303 where boundary
vegetation is present and has
matured.

High
Views include those from
publicised vantage points, tourist
attractions, heritage assets, some
identified as valued* views and
noteworthy within the context of
a nationally designated
landscape. There are also
properties which are set in the
landscape to take advantage of
scenic views and numerous
noteworthy glimpsed and static
views from visitor attractions,
public rights of way and the trunk
road and minor road network
crossing the local area.

Magnitude of Effect on the Blackdown Hills AONB within the Study Area

Level of Effect on the
Blackdown Hills AONB within
the Study Area

Users of recreation sites at Dumpdon Hill,
Combe Wood and on open access land at
Hartridge Common only currently
experience limited views of sections of
the existing A30/A303 where there is no
or weak roadside boundary vegetation.
Users or public rights of way alongside the
valley section of the existing A30/A303
route generally have limited views of the
existing road except at close quarters in
adjacent fields. In the Otter valley and on
valley sides further to the north users of
public rights of way currently experience
traffic on the existing A30/A303 on
sections of routes where there is
intervisibility with the stretch of the trunk
road in the vicinity of the Devonshire Inn
on the edge of the plateau. Views towards
traffic on the ascending section of the
A30/A303 on Reddick’s Hill are barely
perceptible in the day time.

Viewers include those within
residential properties, recreation
areas, visitors to heritage assets
and involved in recreation
activity where the primary
enjoyment comes from the view.

Visual effects on local communities and residents, during construction, include: Some noticeable and
conspicuous adverse changes to a static view from to a small number of residents on the edge of Honiton; In
Monkton, there would be some residents with no discernible views and a smaller number of residents and views
from the village bus stop, where the changes would be noticeable, conspicuous, contrasting and readily
apparent. There would be no discernible change in Rawridge. There would be small adverse changes which would
be a minor feature in the view would be experienced in Upottery. There would be some noticeable and
conspicuous and some small changes in the view from Beacon; There would be some large, some noticeable and
some limited perceptible adverse changes experienced by some residents on valley sides in the Otter Valley, near
Honiton. Some properties. Some residents on the valley sides, at the southern end of the Otter Valley, near
Honiton, would experience no change; Some large and some noticeable and conspicuous changes would be
experienced by a small number of residents on the plateau in the vicinity of the Devonshire Inn and along part of
the Viney Ridge.
Visual effects on users of informal recreation sites would include: Some notable change and new feature in the
view, which would noticeably contrast and some small changes which would form a minor feature from other
parts, in static and transient views, experienced by visitors to the Dumpdon Hill National Trust Site; The works
would no discernible change in views from visitors to the Combe Wood National Trust Site and some perceptible
small changes in an easterly direction and some noticeable and conspicuous changes in a southerly direction
effecting users of the Hartridge Common open access land, where there is also a valued* view.

Workers and visitors to tourist attractions
in some cases currently do not have views
interrupted by the A30/A303. From other
premises the A30/A303 and its traffic is
visible at close quarters, with positive
views over countryside beyond.
Farmworkers generally have more views
of the existing A30/A303 when they are in
fields alongside it rather than up on the
valley sides and/or set away from it where
it generally makes up only a small
proportion of views of the surrounding
countryside.

NPA10848 Visual Impact Assessment – Option 1S 2C Hybrid and variants

Option 1 variant Honiton end, with roundabout variant near the Devonshire Inn
Construction‐ Day
During construction, the sources of change include: operations and activity associated with clearance of land
cover and vegetation along the route, earthworks operations and activity, drainage works, road infrastructure
construction works, roundabout construction, planting and landscape operations and working areas, for up to
two and a half years duration. Compound locations have not been identified at this stage. The Option 1 variant
specifically includes removal on an existing hedgerow to the north west of the existing A30 near Honiton. The
roundabout requires more land take to the east and is likely to require more lighting columns than the
alternative junction variant but would require less woodland removal to the north west.
Size/ Scale of change
Visual effects on a specific view: During construction, this route option, as a whole, would cause a notable
change and new feature in a static view which would noticeably contrast and would be predominantly visible in
the specific viewpoint and a valued* view at Dumpdon Hill.

Visual effects on users of public rights of way include: a noticeable change experienced by walkers at the
eastern end of footpath No. 19 near Cheyney Farm arising from adjacent widening works, anticipated to effect a
small number walkers but also a valued* view; There would be large where the works would be a focal point and
other noticeable changes to the transient view from footpath No.3, near Monkton Barton. There would be no
changes experienced by walkers on the RUPP alongside Middle Northcote Farm and no appreciable effects are
anticipated on footpaths No.12, 14 and 15 south east of Honiton. Walkers to the west and north of Reddick’s Hill
would experience some small changes to the east and some more noticeable and conspicuous adverse changes
to transient views to the south. Walkers on Footpath No. 11 alongside Langford Road would not experience any
changes from this option.
Visual effects on workers and visitors to tourist attractions include: Some noticeable and conspicuous change
would be experienced in a limited number of places and from elsewhere changes would be small scale or not

1

Option 1 Honiton end, with
roundabout near Devonshire
Inn
Construction ‐Day
Day‐ Large adverse at a
localised level ‐During
construction, this option
would cause some large and
some noticeable deterioration
to a visual receptor of high
sensitivity
Construction‐ Night
Night‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse at a localised level –
At night ,during construction,
this option would cause some
localised noticeable
deterioration and elsewhere,
no perceptible change to a
visual receptor of high
sensitivity
Operation‐ Day
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Large adverse at a
localised level‐ At year 1 in
winter, during operation, this
option would cause some
large and some noticeable
deterioration to a visual
receptor of high sensitivity
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Moderate to Large
adverse at a localised level‐
During operation, at year 15,
in the summer ,this option
would continue to cause some
limited noticeable and some
perceptible deterioration to a
visual receptor of high
sensitivity
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Code

Visual Receptor

Representative
viewpoint

Nature of existing view
(winter)

Nature of existing
view (summer)

Sensitivity

Road users on the existing A30/A303
experience a variety of positive views
from the route including views across to
the landmark of Dumpdon Hill, views over
the River Otter and over the east facing
valley sides, from laybys. Also near views
to the church of St Mary Magdalene , the
views under the woodland canopy on
Reddick’s Hill and the more open views to
the east across the plateau and long views
north toward the Blackdown Hills and
west toward the scarp near Smeatharpe
Airfield. There are also some incongruous
elements at the roadside, including, the
Little Chef café and a scrap yard at this
southern gateway to the Blackdown Hills
AONB. There are limited views to the
existing A30/A303 and its traffic from
other main roads near Honiton.
Views from minor roads include some
positive glimpsed views from gateways
across the River Otter and to facing valley
side dispersed farmsteads and some
longer views along sections of these
routes heading down hill in more elevated
locations to the east and the landmark of
Dumpdon Hill or distant wooded scarps.

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)

discernible in views experienced by visitors and businesses in the vicinity Monkton; At the Royal Oak Farm Shop
no change would be anticipated from this option; The Jenny’s tea bar would no longer be a visual receptor with
this option. Visitors and workers at the Little Chef and at the gateway to Newbery Metals would experience
some noticeable and conspicuous changes in a westerly direction and construction activity would be a large
feature in the view. Some farmworkers on the Otter Valley sides would experience a large change in places and
the construction works would be a noticeably contrasting and conspicuous feature. Elsewhere, in the southern
part of the Otter Valley the road widening works would be perceptible in some places. In other places views of
the works would not be discernible given interrupting dense vegetation, hedgebanks or the rolling landform.
Farmworkers on the plateau would experience some noticeable and conspicuous changes and in other places the
construction works would form a small but contrasting feature at this stage.

Operation‐Night
Winter Year 1
Night‐ Moderate adverse at a
localised level – At night,
during operation, at year 1, in
the winter, this option would
cause some noticeable, and
some perceptible
deterioration and there would
be some perceptible
improvement s in places, to a
visual receptor of high
sensitivity

Visual effects on road users would include: Some localised large, noticeable and conspicuous change south of
Monkton where the A30 is taken off line, where it would be widened and where the roundabout is constructed
near the Devonshire Inn. No changes would be discernible from the road as it ascends Reddick’s Hill; Some small
and some noticeable and conspicuous changes are anticipated on users of the Stockland Hill. Small and minor
changes would be experienced from construction activity on one section of the Axminster Road on the edge of
Honiton. No discernible effects are anticipated on other main roads on the edge of Honiton, including Limer’s
Lane, where there is also a valued* view; From lanes on the Otter Valley sides there would be some noticeable
and conspicuous changes and large scale effects are anticipated from construction activity of the south eastern
end of Sandy’s Lane. On Cook’s Moor Lane and Viney Lane on the plateau, road users would experience some
noticeable and conspicuous construction activity on short sections of these lanes, arising from this option.
Geographic extent of Influence
Changes would affect a moderate extent, in the centre and in the mid‐distance of the view experienced from the
specific viewpoint and a valued* view at Dumpdon Hill.
Changes from the construction works on local communities and residents would effect: a small extent, in the
centre and in a localised static view experienced by some properties on the edge of Honiton. Some residents in
Monkton Village would experience effects on a moderate extent of the view, in the centre and in the mid‐
distance, other residents would experience views that would be more localised or, in places, a smaller extent of
their view; There would be no views from Rawridge; A small extent of the view, at a moderately oblique angle
and in the far distance from Upottery, where there is also a valued* view; Changes would affect a moderate
extent of the view, in the centre and mid‐distance in Beacon; Generally, changes would be in a small to
moderate extent, in the centre of localised and mid distance views from properties on the Otter Valley side.
However, there would also be some changes that effect some residents on the valley sides in the vicinity of
Tovehayne Farm and close to the existing A30 where changes would affect a moderate to large extent of the
view, in the centre or at a slightly oblique angle, at a close distance; Generally, changes would effect a moderate
to large extent in the centre of some close or localised views, from some residents on the plateau. One property
would experience changes in a small extent of the view, in the centre and in the middle distance and some other
residents on the plateau would experience no change.

At Night – The communities of Honiton,
Monkton, and to a lesser extent Beacon
experience the effect of existing street
lighting and point light sources. Rawridge
and Upottery have a night time visual
context that is predominantly dark.

Changes from the construction works on users of informal recreation sites would effect: a moderate to small
extent of the view, in the centre of the view and in the mid distance from Dumpdon Hill, Also, a small extent, in
the centre of a view in the far distance to the east and a moderate extent of the view, in the centre and in the
mid‐ distance to the south, from users of Hartridge Common.
Changes from the construction works on users of public rights of way would effect: A large extent of the view
from a localised section of the eastern end of footpath 19, in close proximity; A large extent of the view, in the
centre and at a close distance experienced by walkers on footpath No 3; A small to moderate extent, in the
centre or in oblique transient views, in the mid and far distance, from footpaths to the north and west of
Rawridge.
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Summer Year 15
Night‐ Neutral to Slight adverse
at a localised level ‐ During
operation, at year 15, in the
summer , this option would
cause some very localised and
limited noticeable
deterioration, some barely
discernible deterioration and
some localised perceptible
improvements in places, to
views experienced by a visual
receptor of high sensitivity
Option 2 Honiton end with
roundabout near Devonshire
Inn
Construction ‐ Day
Day‐ Large adverse at a
localised level ‐During
construction, this option
would cause some large and
some noticeable deterioration
to a visual receptor of high
sensitivity
Construction‐Night
Night‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse at a localised level ‐ At
night ,during construction, this
option would cause some
perceptible deterioration and
elsewhere, no perceptible
change to a visual receptor of
high sensitivity

Changes from the construction works on workers and visitors to tourist attractions would effect: A very small
extent of views, at a very oblique angle and in the mid distance, from some workers and tourist attractions in
Monkton and would effect a small to moderate extent, of oblique localised views from some others. A moderate
to large extent of the view, visible in the centre of the view and at a close distance from the Little Chef and a
small to moderate extent of the view from Newberry Metals; Farmworkers in the Otter Valley would experience
changes to a large extent of their view, in the centre and at a close distance and in some places a smaller extent
of views, at a more oblique angle, in the middle distance; A moderate extent and the centre of views at a close
distance from some farmworkers and some places where changes would effect a small extent of the view, at an
oblique angle and in the mid distance, on the plateau.

Operation‐Day
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Large adverse at a
localised level‐ During
operation, at year 1, in the
winter, this option would
cause some large and some
noticeable deterioration to a
visual receptor of high
sensitivity

Changes from the construction works on road users would effect: a moderate extent of the transient views in the
centre and at a close distance, from the existing A30, in the Otter Valley and on the plateau; a small to moderate
extent of the view, at an oblique angle in the mid‐distance and at a more localised level on the Stockland Hill
Road. A small extent of the view, at an oblique angle, in the mid‐ distance from some main roads on the edge of
Honiton. The changes would effect a small to very small extent of the view, in the centre of the view, at a close
distance on some lanes on the Otter Valley sides and a moderate extent of the view, at an oblique angle in the
mid distance form others; There would be some changes effecting a moderate extent, at a slightly oblique angle,
of localised views from users of Cook’s Moor and the northern end of Viney Lane, on the plateau.

Summer Year 15
Day‐ Moderate to Large
adverse at a localised level‐
During operation, at year 15,
in the summer ,this option
would continue to cause some
large and some perceptible
deterioration to a visual
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view (summer)
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Magnitude
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Duration
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate to Large Adverse‐ The construction works associated with this option would form in places a large
and noticeable feature or element which is readily apparent from some receptors and perceptible to others
within the study area. Construction activity would also be noticeable and readily apparent from parts of
Monkton and other receptors on the Otter Valley sides in the vicinity with this option. From Rawridge no views
would be discernible.

receptor of high sensitivity

Construction‐ Night
During construction, at night, visual impacts are anticipated to arise from temporary lighting on widened sections
of the A30 and tie in points with the existing A30, south of Monkton and on the plateau between Cook’s Moor
and Devonshire Inn.
Size/ Scale of change
Night time visual effects on local communities and residents from temporary lighting include: Some noticeable
and conspicuous change to a small number of residents on the edge of Honiton; There would be some
perceptible changes which would be experienced by small number residents in Monkton; There would be no
night time construction effects in Rawridge and in Beacon; There would be small adverse changes which would
be a minor feature in the view would be experienced in Upottery. Generally, small or no perceptible changes
would be experienced by some residents on valley sides in the southern part of the Otter Valley, near Honiton.
However, some noticeable and conspicuous changes would be in the vicinity of Tovehayne Farm and alongside
the existing A30 where it would be widened. A moderate number of properties on the valley side opposite
Monkton would experience no change, from these works; Some noticeable and conspicuous changes would be
experienced by a small number of residents on the plateau from the northern part of this option progressing past
the Devonshire Inn. There would also be no discernible effect on a small number of other residents on the
plateau.
Night time visual effects on road users from temporary lighting would include: some noticeable and
conspicuous change on the widened section of road and tie in point, south of Monkton and where the A30 is
widened and the roundabout constructed on the plateau near the Devonshire Inn. Some noticeable and
conspicuous changes are anticipated on users of the Stockland Hill. Some limited perceptible and partially
conspicuous change is anticipated from the Axminster Road on the edge of Honiton. There would be some
noticeable and conspicuous temporary change experienced at the end of Sandy’s Lane and Hedgened Road but
otherwise effects would not be discernible from elsewhere from lanes on the Otter Valley sides. On Cook’s Moor
Lane road users would experience some noticeable and conspicuous temporary lighting on the widened section
of the A30 at the top of Reddick’s Hill. No changes would be experienced elsewhere.
Geographic extent of Influence
Changes from the temporary lighting on local communities and residents would effect: a small extent of a
localised view, at an oblique angle experienced by some properties on the edge of Honiton; Some residents in
Monkton village would experience effects on a small extent of their view, at an oblique angle and in the mid‐
distance; There would be no views of temporary construction lighting from Rawridge; a small extent of the view,
at a moderately oblique angle and in the far distance from Upottery; Generally, changes would effect a small
extent, in the centre or at a slightly oblique angle and in the mid‐distance of the views from some properties on
the Otter Valley side. However, a moderate to large extent of the view, the centre or slightly at an oblique angle
and localised or close views would be affected in some views from residents alongside the widened section of the
A30 and in the vicinity of Tovehayne Farm. Also, a moderate or large extent of the view, in the centre or at a
slightly oblique angle in some close or localised views from some residents on the plateau.
Changes from the temporary lighting on road users would effect: a moderate extent of the transient views, in the
centre and at a close distance from the existing A30; A moderate extent of the view, at an oblique angle and at a
localised level, on the Stockland Hill Road; A small extent of the view, at an oblique angle and in the mid‐
distance in a view from the Axminster Road, on the edge of Honiton. A very small extent of the Sandy’s Lane and
Hedgend Road in the centre of the view and at a close distance, on the Otter Valley side and some changes to a
moderate extent of the centre of the view and/or at a slightly oblique angle from Cook’s Moor Lane, on the
plateau.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
This lighting would be temporary, and in place intermittently during the construction period (6 months advanced
works/2 further year’s construction (short term) and would be reversible
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ The effects of temporary lighting arising from this option would be noticeable
and apparent but would be short term on two main sections of the route, one in the valley between Honiton
and Monkton and another on the plateau. Combined they occupy a moderate section of the A30 in the study
area. No effects would be experienced between Monkton and the top of Reddick’s Hill.
Operation – Day
During operation, permanent day time visual effects would arise from the scale of the new roads and in places
associated cuttings and embankments, from traffic on the improved A30 and side roads, together with
developing new planting and other mitigation measures and completed underbridge structures. Also, lower
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Operation‐ Night
Winter Year 1
Night‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse at a localised level –At
night, during operation, at
year 1, in winter, this option
would cause some perceptible
deterioration and elsewhere,
some limited perceptible
deterioration, despite some
counter balancing
improvements to views
experienced by a visual
receptor of high sensitivity
Summer Year 15
Night‐ Neutral to Slight
Adverse at a localised level ‐
During operation, at year 15, in
the summer , this option would
cause some limited perceptible
deterioration and otherwise,
Improvements would balance
out any deterioration to views
experienced by a visual
receptor of high sensitivity
Option 1 Honiton end with
alternative junction near
Devonshire Inn
Construction
Day‐ Moderate to Large
adverse at a localised level‐
During construction, this
option would cause some
large and some perceptible
deterioration to a visual
receptor of high sensitivity
Construction‐Night
Night‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse at a localised level‐ At
night ,during construction, this
option would cause some
perceptible deterioration and
elsewhere, no perceptible
change to a visual receptor of
high sensitivity
Operation ‐Day
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Moderate to Large
adverse at a localised level‐
During operation, at year 1, in
winter, this option would
cause some large and some
perceptible deterioration to a
visual receptor of high
sensitivity
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Moderate adverse at a
localised level‐ During
operation, at year 15, in the
summer this option would
cause perceptible
deterioration to a visual
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Representative
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Nature of existing view
(winter)

Nature of existing
view (summer)

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)

volumes of traffic would be visible on the existing A30 in the scene These features and activity would cause day
time visual effects which would be experienced in the surrounding area. The Option 1 variant includes impacts
associated with hedgerow removal that would be addressed with an establishing hedge with standard trees to
the north west of the existing A30, near Honiton. The roundabout option includes lighting columns at the
roundabout and on approaches near Devonshire Inn and the establishment of planting, including some on earth
banks in the vicinity of the roundabout.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
Visual effects on a specific view:During operation, at year 1 in winter, this route option as a whole, would cause
a notable change in a transient and static view and would noticeably contrast and would be predominantly visible
in the specific viewpoint and a valued* view at Dumpdon Hill.

receptor of high sensitivity

Visual effects on local communities and residents include: Some noticeable adverse change and other parts of
the scene where changes blend in with the traffic on the widened section of the A30, on the edge of Honiton;
There would be a noticeable improvement to views experienced by a large number of residents in Monkton and
some noticeable, contrasting and conspicuous changes experienced by residents and the community elsewhere;
There would be a perceptible improvement in static views experienced in Rawridge, at this stage. There would
perceptible adverse and beneficial changes that would balance out in Upottery, where there is also a valued*
view; Some small and noticeable conspicuous adverse and some perceptible improvements in the view would be
apparent from Beacon; There would be some large and some noticeable, conspicuous changes which would be
readily apparent in parts of the Otter Valley and there would be some small and perceptible changes affecting
other residents. Some residents on the valley side would experience no changes, including where existing layers
of dense vegetation intervene and there would also be some improvement in parts of some views due to reduced
traffic volumes on sections of the existing A30; Some large and noticeable, conspicuous changes would create
some contrasting features in views experienced by a small number of residents on the plateau in the vicinity of
the Devonshire Inn and along part of the Viney Ridge. In some places residents on the plateau would experience
no discernible changes.
Visual effects on users of informal recreation sites would include: some notable and noticeably contrasting and
conspicuous adverse changes to views experienced by visitors on high ground on eastern side of Dumpdon Hill.
There would be improvements in parts of the view where traffic volumes on the existing A30 would be reduced.
There would be barely discernible effects elsewhere; The implemented road, traffic and new planting would
cause no apparent changes in views from visitors to the Combe Wood National Trust Site and a small perceptible
change in an easterly direction and some noticeable and conspicuous changes in a southerly direction effecting
users of the Hartridge Common open access land.
Visual effects on users of public rights of way include: a noticeable change experienced by walkers at the
eastern end of Footpath No 19 near Cheyney Farm arising from completed adjacent widening works, anticipated
to effect a small number walkers but also a valued* view. There would be barely discernible changes from
elsewhere on this footpath; The view from footpath No.3 near Monkton Barton, would be subject to a large
change and the completed road, under bridge and traffic in the vicinity would be conspicuous at this stage
despite new planting. There would be no discernible effects anticipated on the RUPP alongside Middle Northcote
Farm and from footpaths 12, 14 and 15 south east of Honiton. Walkers to the west and north of Reddick’s Hill
would experience some small changes to the east and some more noticeable and conspicuous adverse changes
to transient views to the south. Walkers on Footpath No. 11, alongside Langford Road, would not experience any
discernible visual effects from this option.
Visual effects on workers and visitors to tourist attractions include: Some noticeable beneficial changes
experienced by visitors and businesses in the vicinity Monkton and noticeable and conspicuous and barely
discernible changes from some other places; no change would be experienced at the Royal Oak Farm Shop.; The
Jenny’s tea bar would no longer be a visual receptor with this option; Visitors and workers at the Little Chef and
Newbery Metals would experience some noticeable change but with the option 1 variant, would experience only
a small amount of contrast with the existing scene ( more change in the foreground of the view would arise from
Option 2 variant, where the road would have been widened toward these facilities); Farmworkers in the Otter
Valley who would experience some apparent localised large scale changes and in other places the changes would
be noticeable or perceptible dependent on intervening features. Elsewhere, views would be partial and glimpsed
or filtered through intervening vegetation or the works would not be discernible; Some farmworkers on the
plateau would experience a noticeable change in places and the implemented road, traffic and new planting
would continue to be a noticeably contrasting and conspicuous feature, at this stage.
Visual effects on road users would include: Some localised large, noticeable and conspicuous change where the
road would be widened (this would also be the case with the Option 2 variant, near Honiton) and at the tie in
point with the existing A30 near Monkton. The same scale of changes would be experienced where the A30 is
widened and where the roundabout would have been completed, near the Devonshire Inn. There would be some
perceptible improvement in the views experienced on the existing A30 between Monkton Village and the top of
Reddick’s Hill; Some small and some localised noticeable and conspicuous changes are anticipated on users of the
Stockland Hill; Barely discernible changes would be experienced from the new road, traffic and new planting from
users of the main roads on the edge of Honiton. From lanes on the Otter Valley sides there would be some
noticeable adverse and conspicuous effects on parts of lanes on the opposite valley side and some perceptible
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improvements on Pound Lane, in the vicinity of Monkton and on the west facing valley side of Reddick’s Hill
where traffic volumes on the existing A30 would be reduced. There would also be some large scale adverse
effects on parts of Hedgend Road C352 and the C366 Lane and from the widened road and traffic at south
eastern end of Sandy’s Lane, at this stage. On Cook’s Moor Lane and the northern end of Viney Lane road users
would experience some noticeable and contrasting effects from the new road, under bridges and traffic
associated with this option.
Geographic extent of Influence
Changes would affect a moderate extent, in the centre and in the mid‐distance of the view experienced from the
specific viewpoint and a valued* view at Dumpdon Hill.

Winter Year 1
Night‐ Slight Adverse ‐ this
option would cause some
limited perceptible
deterioration and otherwise,
Improvements would balance
out some deterioration to
views experienced by a visual
receptor of high sensitivity

Changes from the operational road, traffic and new planting on local communities and residents would affect: a
small extent, in the centre and in a localised view experienced by some properties on the edge of Honiton; some
positive effects would be experienced in a large extent of some views, at the centre and in close views from
residents in Monkton. Other residents in Monkton village would experience effects on a moderate extent of the
view, in the centre and in the mid‐distance, other residents would experience views that would be more localised
or, in places, a smaller extent of their view; Changes would effect a small extent, in the centre and in the mid‐
distance of views from Rawridge; A small to barely discernible extent of the view, at a moderately oblique angle
and in the far distance from Upottery; Changes would effect a moderate extent of the view, in the centre and
mid distance from Beacon; Generally, changes would be in a small to moderate extent, in the centre of localised
and mid distance views from properties on the Otter Valley side. However, there would also be some changes
that effect some residents on the valley sides in the vicinity of Tovehayne Farm and close to the existing A30
where changes would affect a moderate to large extent of the view, in the centre or at a slightly oblique angle, at
a close distance; Generally, changes would effect a moderate to large extent in the centre of some close or
localised views, from some residents on the plateau. One property would experience changes in a small extent of
the view, in the centre and in the middle distance and some other residents on the plateau would experience no
change.

Summer Year 15
Night‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change overall, improvements
would balance out any
deterioration to views
experienced by this high
sensitivity receptor

Changes from the new road, traffic and new planting on users of informal recreation sites would effect: a
moderate extent of the view, the centre of the view and in the mid distance from Dumpdon Hill to the east and a
views of the operational road to the south would be barely discernible. There would be some perceptible
improvement in the view to the east with reduced traffic volumes on the existing A30 through Monkton; A small
extent, in the centre of a view and in the far distance, to the east and a moderate extent of the view, at a slightly
oblique angle, in the middle distance to the south, from users of Hartridge Common.
Changes from the new road, traffic and new planting on users of public rights of way would effect: a moderate
extent of the view, in the centre of the view, from a localised section of the eastern end of footpath 19, in close
proximity; A large extent of the view, in the centre of the view and at a close distance from users of Footpath
No.3; A small extent, in the centre of a view and in the and far distance to the east and the new road, traffic and
new planting would occupy a moderate extent of the view, at a slightly oblique angle , in the mid distance, to the
south, from the users of some sections of footpaths 3, 23, 24, 25 and 5, to the north and west of Rawridge.
Changes from the new road, traffic and new planting on workers and visitors to tourist attractions would effect: A
very small extent of the view, in the centre or at an oblique angle, in the mid‐distance from some businesses and
visitor attractions in Monkton. From other work places/ visitor attractions in Monkton, the completed road
would occupy a moderate extent of a localised view, at a slightly oblique angle; A moderate extent of the view,
visible in the centre of the view and at a close distance from the Little Chef and Newberry Metals ( a large extent
with the Option 2 variant at this stage); A large extent and the centre of views at a close distance from some
farmworkers in the Otter Valley and on the plateau. Other farmworkers in the Otter valley and on the plateau
would experience change that occupies a small or partial extent of the view, at an oblique angle and in the
middle or far distance.
Changes from the new road, traffic and new planting on road users would effect: a moderate extent of the
transient views in the centre and at a close distance, from the existing A30, in the Otter Valley and on the
plateau; A small to moderate extent of the view, at an oblique angle in the mid‐distance and at a more localised
level on the Stockland Hill Road; The changes would effect a small to very small extent of the view, in the centre
of the view, at a close distance on some lanes on the Otter Valley sides and a moderate extent of the view, at an
oblique angle in the mid‐distance form others; There would be some changes effecting a moderate extent, at a
slightly oblique angle, of localised views from users of Cook’s Moor and the northern end of Viney Lane on the
plateau.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate to Large Adverse‐ In the operation stage, at year 1, in winter, this option would form in places a
large and noticeable feature or element which is readily apparent from some receptors and perceptible to
others within the study area. Construction activity would also be noticeable and readily apparent from parts of
Monkton and other receptors on the Otter Valley sides, in the vicinity, with this option. From Rawridge no
views would be discernible and there would be some counterbalancing beneficial effects with reduced traffic
volumes on the existing A30 away from the new road option, at this stage.
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Summer Year 15 –Day
Size/ Scale of change
Visual effects on a specific view: During operation, at year 15, in the summer, this route option with established
planting, as a whole, whilst causing a noticeable change and in places continuing to be conspicuous the new road
and traffic would generally be integrated with its surroundings, such that there are more limited glimpsed and
filtered of the road corridor as it ascends the valley in the specific viewpoint and a valued* view at Dumpdon Hill.
Also, lower volumes of traffic would be visible on the existing A30 in the scene.
Visual effects from the new road, traffic and established planting on local communities and residents include:
Some barely discernible changes experienced by residents on the edge of Honiton. There would continue to be a
noticeable improvement to views in Monkton and limited and barely perceptible adverse effects on views, from
residents and the community, elsewhere; There would be no perceptible change in Rawridge, at this time of year,
at this stage. There would be no perceptible changes from Upottery; Some small and barely discernible adverse
change with the road and traffic largely integrating with its surroundings and some perceptible improvements in
the view would be apparent a small number of residents from Beacon. Generally, with the effects of established
new roadside planting some residents on the Otter Valley sides would continue to experience some perceptible
adverse effects. The changes at in the vicinity of Tovehayne Farm would remain notable. However, established
new planting would have largely integrated the new road and traffic into the existing surroundings, at this time.
Also, some residents on the valley side would experience no changes and some small beneficial effects from
reduced traffic on the existing A30 would continue to be apparent in parts of the Otter Valley Some noticeable
and conspicuous effects would persist from street lights at the roundabout and high sided vehicles, elsewhere
changes would either be small and in other places barely perceptible, at this stage in views experienced by
residents on the plateau. In some places residents on the plateau would continue to experience no discernible
changes.
Visual effects of the new road, traffic and the established roadside planting on users of informal recreation
sites would include: In views to the east (VP10b) a noticeable change in some views would persist and high sided
vehicles in places would continue to be conspicuous, however, the new road with established roadside planting
would largely integrates with its surroundings. Changes elsewhere in vies from Dumpdon Hill would not be
discernible, at this stage; The implemented road, traffic and established planting would cause no discernible
change in views from visitors to the Combe Wood National Trust Site and there would be a negligible change in
an easterly direction and a barely discernible change in a southerly direction, with established roadside planting
which would affect users of the Hartridge Common open access land and a valued* view.
Visual effects on users of public rights of way include: A barely perceptible change would continue to be
experienced by walkers at the eastern end of Footpath No 19 near Cheyney Farm arising from the adjacent
widened A30, traffic and established roadside planting, despite established intervening planting which would
mean that the widened road largely integrates with its surroundings. These changes would effect a small number
walkers at the end of the footpath route in the context of the existing A30 but also there would be some
perceptible improvements to an identified valued* view, in a southerly direction. The view from footpath No.3
near Monkton Barton would include some ongoing noticeable changes and would include some conspicuous
features along a short section of the footpath , away from the new road, traffic and the road itself with
established roadside planting would become barely perceptible, at this stage; There would continue to be no
discernible changes effecting walkers on the RUPP alongside Middle Northcote Farm and no discernible effects
are anticipated on footpaths 12, 14 and 15 south east of Honiton; Walkers to the west and north of Reddick’s Hill
would experience some barely perceptible changes to the east and to the south. Walkers on Footpath No. 11
alongside Langford Road would not experience any discernible changes in their view.
Visual effects from the road, traffic and established planting on workers and visitors to tourist attractions
include: Some noticeable beneficial changes experienced by visitors and businesses in the vicinity Monkton and
and some barely discernible changes from other places, at this stage; No change would be experienced at the
Royal Oak Farm Shop; The Jenny’s tea bar would no longer be a visual receptor with this option; Visitors and
workers at the Little Chef and Newbery Metals would experience some perceptible improvements or negligible
effects, by this time ( with either the option 1 or Option 2 variant, near Honiton; Farmworkers in the Otter Valley
who would experience some apparent localised noticeable changes from visible high sided vehicles but otherwise
generally barely perceptible effects , given established roadside woodland copses, hedgebanks and hedgerow
trees; Elsewhere, views of the completed road and traffic would not be discernible; Some farmworkers on the
plateau would experience a noticeable change in places from passing high sided vehicles, otherwise, in most
places changes would generally be barely discernible from the current existing scene.
Visual effects on road users would include: Some localised noticeable and conspicuous change would persist
(this would also be the case with the Option 2 variant, near Honiton) including the roundabout junction, a
widened road corridor throughout and structures introduced off line, in the vicinity of the existing A30. However,
there would also be some perceptible improvements with established road side planting in front of the Little Chef
and where roadside hedgerows were previously gaps along widened sections of the A30. Some existing
panoramic views would continue to be conserved on the line of the existing A30. There would continue to be
some perceptible improvement in the views experienced on the existing A30 between Monkton Village and the
top of Reddick’s Hill; Some small and localised changes arising from high sided vehicles and an underbridge on
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the new section of road would persist, despite the establishment of new roadside planting. Otherwise, changes
effecting users of the Stockland Hill would be barely discernible, at this stage; Barely discernible changes would
be experienced from the new road, traffic and established roadside planting by users of the main roads on the
edge of Honiton. From lanes on the Otter Valley sides there would continue to be some limited noticeable
adverse and conspicuous effects and some perceptible adverse effects on parts of lanes on the valley sides. There
would also be some noticeable improvement in the view at the end of Sandy’s Lane by this stage with established
roadside planting and continuing perceptible improvements on Pound Lane, in the vicinity of Monkton and on
the west facing valley side of Reddick’s Hill where traffic volumes on the existing A30 would be reduced. Some
previously large scale localised adverse effects on parts of Hedgend Road C352 and the C366 Lane would be
reduced to noticeable effects by the re‐establishment of a mature sunken lane with hedgerow trees appearance
on replacement side road links, by this stage. On the northern end of Viney Lane road users would experience
some continuing noticeable and contrasting localised effects from high sided vehicles on the new road, on Cook’s
Moor Lane changes from the widened section of the A30 would become barely discernible at this stage given the
re‐establishment of roadside hedges, with some occasional standard trees.
Geographic extent of Influence
Changes would affect a moderate extent, in the centre and in the mid‐distance of the view experienced from the
specific viewpoint and a valued view at Dumpdon Hill.
Changes from the operational road, traffic and established planting on local communities and residents would
affect: a very small extent, in the centre and of a localised view experienced by some properties on the edge of
Honiton; positive views in a large extent of the view, at the centre and in close proximity from residents in
Monkton. There would also be some adverse changes that effect a small and moderate extent, in the centre of
some localised views, some partial oblique localised views and some residents and the community who would
experience change in a small extent , in the centre of the view in the mid‐distance; No change is anticipated in
from Upottery; Changes would effect a moderate extent of the view, in the centre and mid‐distance from
Beacon; Generally, changes would be in a small to moderate extent, in the centre of localised and mid distance
views from properties on the Otter Valley side. However, there would also be some changes that effect some
residents on the valley sides in the vicinity of Tovehayne Farm and close to the existing A30 where changes would
affect a moderate to large extent of the view, in the centre or at a slightly oblique angle, at a close distance; By
this stage, generally, changes would affect a small extent, in the centre of some close or localised views, from
some residents on the plateau. A large extent of the view, in the centre of the view at a close distance experience
by residents at the Devonshire Inn would continue to be effected by residents a t the Devonshire Inn. A moderate
to small extent, in the centre of localised of the static views from some properties in the vicinity of Cook’s Moor
and at the northern end of the Viney Ridge.
Changes from the new road, traffic and established planting on users of informal recreation sites would effect: A
moderate extent of the view, the centre of the view and in the mid distance from the eastern side of Dumpdon
Hill and a very small extent, at an oblique angle and in the mid‐distance to the south, from users of Hartridge
Common.
Changes from the new road, traffic and established planting on users of public rights of way would effect: a
moderate extent of the view from a localised section of the eastern end of footpath 19, in close proximity; A
small extent of the view, in the centre of the view and at a close distance from walkers on Footpath No.3; The
centre of a view and in the mid and far distance from footpaths to the north and west of Rawridge.
Changes from the new road, traffic and established planting on workers and visitors to tourist attractions would
effect: A very small extent of the view, in the centre or at an oblique angle, in the mid‐distance from some
businesses and visitor attractions in Monkton. From other work places/ visitor attractions in Monkton, the
completed road would occupy a small extent of a localised view, at a slightly oblique angle or not be discernible;
at this stage. A moderate extent of the view, visible in the centre of the view and at a close distance from the
Little Chef and Newberry Metals; A smaller extent of the view, in the centre of views, at a close distances and in
the mid‐distance, with established roadside planting, would be experienced by some farmworkers in the Otter
Valley and on the plateau. Farmworkers on the plateau would experience some positive and some changes at this
stage that effect a moderate and small extent of some views, in the centre and at an oblique angle and in the
close and middle distance.
Changes from the new road, traffic and new planting on road users would effect: a moderate extent of the
transient views in the centre and at a close distance, from the existing A30, in the Otter Valley and on the
plateau; A small to moderate extent of the view, at an oblique angle in the mid‐distance and at a more localised
level on the Stockland Hill Road; The changes would effect a small to very small extent of the view, in the centre
of the view, at a close distance on some lanes on the Otter Valley sides and a small extent of the view, at an
oblique angle in the mid‐distance form others, at this stage; There would be some changes effecting a small
extent, at a slightly oblique angle, of localised views from users of Cook’s Moor and the northern end of Viney
Lane on the plateau as no change would become apparent, in part of the view ,with established hedgerows
along the widened section of the A30, on the plateau.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
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Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate Adverse‐ Some noticeable adverse effects and features would persist alongside, some perceptible
improvements in views in other places. The new road would generally visually integrate with the existing
surroundings, at this time.
Operation – Night
Changes to the extent and nature of street lighting and the effects of car headlights would cause night time visual
effects on the existing communities of the eastern edge of Honiton, in Monkton, Beacon, Upottery, Rawridge,
some other local residents and some road users. With the Option 1 variant hedgerow containment of the impact
of headlights on the stretch of the widened A30, near Honiton would take time to be reinstated. With the new
roundabout junction variant, there would be impacts from associated lighting which would not be contained to
the east until new woodland matures.
Winter Year 1 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
Night time visual effects on local communities and residents from vehicle headlights include: Some small
change to a small number of residents on the edge of Honiton; There would be some noticeable improvement to
a large number of residents and some noticeable adverse effects, in other places, on some residents and the
community, in Monkton; There would be a perceptible improvement to views in Rawridge; There would be small
adverse changes balanced by some small improvements in the view which would be experienced in Upottery;
Some perceptible improvements from reduced traffic headlights on a section of the existing A30 and some small
to moderate and noticeable and conspicuous adverse effects, from car headlights, would be experienced in
Beacon ; Some noticeable and conspicuous and some perceptible adverse changes are anticipated at this stage
on some views experienced by residents on valley sides in the Otter Valley. In some other limited places there
would be some perceptible improvement to views where traffic volumes on sections of the existing A30 would
reduce or no apparent change from car headlights, at this stage; Some large adverse and conspicuous changes
would be experienced at the Devonshire Inn with the new roundabout lighting and otherwise residents on the
plateau would experience noticeable or small changes.
Night time visual effects on road users from permanent lighting and vehicle headlights would include: some
large and conspicuous change at the new roundabout by the Devonshire Inn and some perceptible change from
car headlights on new side roads elsewhere; Some small and some noticeable and conspicuous changes are
anticipated on users of the Stockland Hill; No changes are anticipated on the main roads on the edge of Honiton.
Some perceptible improvements, noticeable adverse changes and some negligible effects are anticipated on
users of the lanes in the Otter Valley. On Cook’s Moor Lane and the northern end of Viney Lane on the plateau,
road users would experience some noticeable and conspicuous headlight lighting on the new and widened
section of the A30 at the top of Reddick’s Hill.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Changes experienced by local communities and residents would effect: a small extent of a localised view, at an
oblique angle experienced by some properties on the edge of Honiton; some positive effects in a large extent, of
the centre of the view, at a close distance in Monkton. Other residents in Monkton village would experience
adverse effects on a moderate extent of the view, in the centre and in the mid‐distance, other residents would
experience views that would be more localised or, in places, a smaller extent of their; A small extent, in the
centre, in the mid distance of views from Rawridge; A small extent of the view, at a moderately oblique angle in
the far distance, from Upottery; A small to moderate extent of the view, in the centre of the view , in the mid
distance from Beacon; Generally, changes would be in a small to moderate extent, in the centre of localised and
mid distance views from properties on the Otter Valley side. However, there would also be some changes that
effect some residents on the valley sides in the vicinity of Tovehayne Farm where changes would affect a
moderate to large extent of the view, at a slightly oblique angle and would be at a localised level; Also, changes
to a moderate to large extent, in the centre or at a slightly oblique angle, at a close or localised distance would be
experienced in views from some residents on the plateau.
Changes experienced by road users would effect: a small extent of the transient localised views at an oblique
angle from the existing A30, in the Otter Valley and a small extent, of the centre of the view at a close distance,
at the roundabout and on approaches, on the plateau; A small to moderate extent of the view, at an oblique
angle in the middle distance and at a more localised level on the Stockland Hill Road; A very small extent of two
lanes and a moderate extent of two others, in the centre of the view and at a close distance. Also, a moderate
extent, at an oblique angle in the mid to far distance from two other lanes on the Otter valley sides and some
changes to a moderate extent, at a slightly oblique angle from two lanes, on the plateau.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse – Overall, there would be some localised noticeable adverse effects, some perceptible adverse
effects and some improvements in views that would counterbalance some of the negative change anticipated.
Summer Year 15 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
Night time visual effects on local communities and residents following the establishment of road side planting
would include: No discernible change experienced by a small number of residents on the edge of Honiton; There
would continue to be a noticeable improvement to views, at night, in Monkton. Elsewhere in Monkton village,
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adverse effects from vehicle lighting would be barely perceptible at this stage and there would be limited
contrast in a scheme that is, in places currently dark; No discernible changes are anticipated, at this stage, in
Rawridge; No changes are anticipated in Upottery, at this stage; Some noticeable small improvements on the
existing A30 and some continuing perceptible glimpsed adverse effects would be experienced by a small number
of residents in in Beacon; Some limited and barely perceptible changes would be experienced from vehicle
headlights in the Otter Valley , by most residents on valley sides in the Otter Valley, at this stage. Some
perceptible improvements in views would also continue to be experienced by some residents; Some large and
conspicuous changes would persist and would be experienced by residents at the Devonshire Inn, with the new
roundabout approach lighting. Otherwise residents on the plateau would experience perceptible or barely
perceptible adverse changes from vehicle headlights, at this stage.
Night time visual effects on road users with established road side planting would include: some continuing
large and conspicuous change at the new roundabout by the Devonshire Inn and some barely discernible adverse
change in the valley from traffic on new side roads with continuing positive improvements in vehicle headlight
effects on the existing A30, elsewhere; Some small and other places where no discernible change would be
experienced by users of the Stockland Hill; No change is anticipated on main roads on the edge of Honiton; Some
barely perceptible adverse change from car headlights is anticipated alongside some continued and further
improvements to views from other lanes in the Otter Valley, by this stage . On Cook’s Moor Lane and the
northern end of Viney Lane on the plateau, road users would experience no perceptible change from the
widened section of the A30 at the top of Reddick’s Hill as with the roadside hedge established the existing night
time scene would be largely restored. Some limited noticeable change from headlights on high sided vehicles on
the new section of road would persist.
Geographic extent of Influence
Changes experienced by local communities and residents would effect: A small extent of a localised view, at an
oblique angle experienced by some properties on the edge of Honiton; Positive changes would effect a large
extent, of the centre of the view, at a close distance in Monkton. There would also be some adverse changes that
effect a very small extent, in the centre of some localised views, some partial oblique localised views and some
residents and the community who would experience change in a very small extent , in the centre of the view in
the mid‐distance, by this stage; A small extent of a static view, at a moderately oblique angle, in the mid‐distance
from Beacon; Generally, a small to moderate extent, in the centre or at an oblique angle and in the mid‐distance
and in some localised views from some properties on the Otter Valley side. Also, a large extent of the view in the
centre of a close views from the Devonshire Inn. A small extent, in the centre of a close distance view from
Avalon and Treetops would be affected, by this stage. Otherwise, a moderate extent of the view in the centre or
at a slightly oblique angle in a localised view from some other residents on the plateau.
Changes experienced by road users would effect: A small extent of the transient localised views at an oblique
angle from the existing A30, in the Otter Valley and a small extent, of the centre of the view at a close distance,
at the roundabout and on approaches, on the plateau; A small to moderate extent of the view, at an oblique
angle in the middle distance and at a more localised level on the Stockland Hill Road; A very small extent of the
Sandy’s Lane but in the centre of the view and at a close distance, on the Otter valley sides A very small extent of
two lanes and a moderate extent of two others, in the centre of the view and at a close distance. Also, a
moderate extent, at an oblique angle in the mid to far distance from two other lanes on the Otter valley sides and
some changes to a small extent of localised views, at a slightly oblique angle from lanes, on the plateau.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse‐ By year 15, in the summer, effects from headlights would generally be barely
discernible or would be counter balanced by improvements in these effects on other parts of the existing A30.
There would continue to be some localised and limited noticeable and conspicuous adverse effects where
there is street lighting at the Devonshire Inn Roundabout.
Implications of the Alternative junction variant.
Details of the assessment of the implications of a roundabout compared to the alternative junction are contained
in the assessment of visual effects on receptor groups that follows on subsequent pages of the table.
In summary though, with the alternative junction variant instead of a roundabout at the Devonshire Inn:

Landtake is reduced;

Visual effects to not spill out as much in the day and night to the north east and toward Northcott;

Some urbanising features associated with a roundabout are avoided on the plateau and in views from
users of the A30 and residents at the Devonshire Inn;

Night time effects from fixed lighting columns are avoided;

Following the detailed assessment of the effects of the scheme options on identified visual receptor
groups, the use of the alternative Junction, instead of the roundabout, is considered to result in
reduced visual effects on the plateau and overall, during construction in the day time, in the day and
at night in the winter, at year 1 and in the day time and at night in Year 15 in the summer.
As a result of the above, the levels of effect associated with this option are considered to differ and have
therefore been reported separately for comparison.
Implications of the Option 2 variant, as opposed to the Option 1 variant, near Honiton
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Details of the assessment of the implications of the Option 2 variant compared to the Option 1 variant are
contained in the assessment of visual effects on receptor groups that follows on subsequent pages of the table.
In summary though, with the Option 2 variant, in the place of the Option 1variant , near Honiton:

The option 2 variant retains an existing hedge, during construction, which provides existing and future
visual containment to :
‐
The A30 widening works;
‐
Temporary lighting; and
‐
The effects of vehicle headlights, where they are currently concealed.

The principal receptors affected by this variant are some residents on Ford Hill, some residents along
the Langford Road and residents on the A30.

The Option 2 variant has some identified benefits in visual terms at both the construction and
operation stage;

By the mid‐term, year 10, the Option 1 variant would reinstate this hedge on the west side of the road
so that residual effects would largely match, at that time.

Anticipating the Level of Effect on the Blackdown Hills AONB as a whole
The above conclusions regarding magnitude and level of visual effect, apply at the Study area level.
Lower overall levels of day time and night time visual effect have been anticipated on the Blackdowns AONB, as a
whole, compared to the study area, on the following basis:
First, the zone of visual influence for the scheme is quite tightly defined within the AONB context and the visual
changes arising from a scheme of this type are localised within that study area. The receiving visual context is one
that is influenced to the south by the urban area of Honiton and then includes a valley that is already influenced
by the presence of the A30 and further north the existing A30 is a notable visual feature on the plateau above the
Otter Valley in this part of the Blackdown Hills AONB.
At night, the scheme options are located in the context of street lighting in sections of the Otter Valley, start
alongside the existing sky glow and spill of light from Honiton and there is the existing presence of vehicle
headlights on the A30, in this locality. The Stockland Hill television mast is a notable lit feature in the night time
visual context of the study area. In the wider area, and remaining parts of the Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty dark skies are abundant as evidenced by the latest CPRE Light pollution map.
Therefore, whilst the AONB is overall considered to be a high sensitivity landscape, this scheme option would
visually influence a relatively small part of this area and it does so in the above visual context.
There are five valued views identified in the AONB publication What makes a view? Which are found within the
study area. The anticipated effects of Option IS 2C Hybrid, on the ‘Valued Views’ identified in the AONB
publication ‘What Makes a View’ are listed here:

Dumpdon Hill (View 10b Technical Appendix 7A, Volume 2);
Moderate Adverse Effects and Significant;

Footpath 19 (View 6) Neutral Effects and Not Significant;

Upottery Village Hall (View 22) Neutral Effects and Not significant;

Limer’s Lane (View 7) Neutral Effects and Not significant;

Hartridge Common (View 19) Slight Adverse and Not Significant.
From the above conclusions, significant visual effects, at the study area level, from Option 1S 2C Hybrid, are
anticipated on one ‘valued view’ on Dumpdon Hill by year 15, in the summer.

SV1

Specific viewpoint
Dumpdon Hill

10b*

Day – In winter, there is a wide panoramic
view from open access land on the edge
of the Dumpdon Hill Fort across and down
the Otter Valley to the north east and
east. Whilst the foreground foot slopes of
Dumpdon Hill are partially screened by
existing trees there are more open views
of farmland and scarp woodland on the
facing valley side. Aplins Farm is a
notable built feature in the centre of the
view and the existing A30 is relatively
visually discreet in the scene where it is
enclosed by hedgerows.

NPA10848 Visual Impact Assessment – Option 1S 2C Hybrid and variants

Day –In summer, the view
would be more restricted
toward parts of the valley
bottom and more filtered
toward Monkton village, by the
leaves of existing trees in the
foreground.

High
This is a publicised informal
recreation area and an identified
valued view* location within the
AONB and experienced from a
National Trust recreation/open
access area and a statutory
heritage asset. This is an area
that is regularly used and a key
part of the enjoyment of this
area, by visitors, comes from
experiencing the view over the
surrounding landscape.
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Construction
Visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity, some hedgerow vegetation clearance and
earthworks to create cuttings and embankments would take place on a part of the opposite ridge and part of the
facing valley side above the existing A30.
Size/ Scale of change
Construction activity would cause a notable change in a static view, forming a new feature in the view that
noticeably contrasts with existing features and would be predominantly visible. A large number of people can be
anticipated to visit this location and would experience this view.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The construction activity would effect upon a moderate extent of the overall view to the east (view 10b), the
centre of the view and in the middle distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The effects would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term), and some
reversibility can be anticipated through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of effect
Moderate Adverse‐ During construction, as the works would be a noticeable feature and would be readily

Construction
Day‐ Large Adverse –
During construction, this
scheme option is considered
to result in a large
deterioration to a specific
viewpoint from this high
sensitivity receptor
Operation ‐Day
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Moderate to Large
adverse ‐ At year 1, in winter
this implemented scheme
option is considered to result
in some large deterioration
11/7/2016
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view (summer)
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apparent in parts of the view experienced from the top of Dumpton Hill, looking east.

and some more limited
deterioration in a view from
this high sensitivity receptor,
balanced with some
perceptible improvements in
the view along the original
A30, through and alongside
Monkton.

Operation
In operation, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new road, associated traffic movements and the
effects of establishing new planting on part of the facing valley side and a part of the opposite Viney Ridge above
the existing A30 in Monkton.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
In the winter, year 1, the implemented road and visible traffic would cause a notable change in the view, forming
a new feature in the view that noticeably contrasts with existing features and would be predominantly visible at
this stage despite partial filtering by retained vegetation and establishing new hedgebanks, at the road side. New
woodland copses on the valley side, in combination with new hedgebanks incorporated to reduce contrast and to
harmonise the road with existing features, would have a very limited visual effect, at this time. Visible traffic
movements through Monkton on the existing A30 route would be at noticeably reduced levels.
Geographical Extent of Influence
At year 1, in winter , during operation the implemented scheme and moving traffic would effect a moderate
extent of the overall view to the east ( view 10b), the centre of the view and in the middle distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect
Moderate Adverse ‐ During operation, in the winter, year1, as the implemented road and traffic using it would
be a noticeable feature and would be readily apparent in parts of the view experienced from the top of
Dumpton Hill, looking east.

Summer Year 15
Day‐ Moderate adverse –
At year 15, in summer, this
implemented scheme option is
considered to result in some
noticeable deterioration to a
view from this high sensitivity
receptor, balanced with some
perceptible improvements in
the view along the original
A30, through and alongside
Monkton.

Summer Year 15
Size/ Scale of change
By year 15, summer, the implemented road and visible traffic whilst causing a noticeable change to the view and
in places would continue to be a conspicuous new feature the establishment of new woodland copses and treed
hedgebanks would integrate the road with existing features and its surroundings such that there are more limited
glimpsed filtered views of the new road corridor as it crosses and ascends the valley side. Extended woodland on
the scarp including in the vicinity of a new cutting would limit the visual effect of traffic in more elevated
locations and aid visual integration with the adjacent scarp. There will be increased filtering of the new road and
traffic by retained vegetation strengthened by mature new hedgebanks, at the road side and in their mature
state these will harmonise the new proposals with the existing distinctive features in the view. Visible traffic
movements through Monkton would continue to be at noticeably reduced levels.
Geographical Extent of Influence
At year 15, in summer, during operation the implemented scheme and moving traffic would continue to effect a
moderate extent of the overall view, the centre of the view and in the middle distance
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude
Minor to Moderate Adverse – During operation, In the summer, at year 15, as the implemented road and
traffic would continue to be noticeable and apparent in some places and perceptible, in others, given its valley
side location, despite the establishment of new vegetation and associated filtering effects. With the
established new planting mosaic, the new road and traffic would not appreciably alter the overall balance of
features and elements in the view experienced from the top of Dumpton Hill, looking east. Positive long views
to more distant Hills and Ridge tops are maintained over extended scarp woodland which would provide
effective visual containment of the additional traffic passing over the Viney Ridge.

C1

Community and
Residents
The residential
community on the
eastern edge of Honiton

2, 9(N),3,4, 6

Day – In winter, residents in some
properties at Otter Valley Park, at Middle
Northcote Farm and the rear upper
stories of some residents on Roman Way,
have some limited and in some cases
filtered views out across parts of the
existing A30/A303 and over surrounding
farmland to the north and west. Views
from other residents on the eastern edge
of the town are generally limited, in the
direction of the A30/A303 from Otter
valley Park heading north east, by other
buildings or by screening features on the
edge of this road. There are also some
views experienced by residents, to the
east, up to the open and in places tree
lined scarp, on Northcote Hill and west
toward the wooded scarp at St Cyres Hill.
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Day‐ In summer, the effects of
some intervening vegetation
between the Otter Valley Park
and the A303/A30 would be
more evident
At Night – The above effects
would also potentially reduce
the visual effects of car
headlights on the A30/A303 on
residents in the Otter Valley
Park and at Middle Northcote
Farm.

High
These residents are located
outside the AONB but experience
some views out across this
nationally designated landscape
and away from the urban area.
Residents are considered to be
highly susceptible to changes,
where enjoyment comes from a
view and from windows which
have been placed to benefit from
views of the adjacent
countryside.
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Option 1 variant or Option 2 variant
Construction
Visual impacts would arise from construction activity and works to widen the existing A30 to the north east of the
town. There would be some hedgerow clearance associated with these works on the edge of the A30.
Construction‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
This would cause a noticeable change in static views from residents in two properties in the Otter Valley Park.,
The construction activity would form a conspicuous new feature which partially contrasts with other existing
features but at some distance and partially filtered by existing vegetation. These are the only locations where a
view of clearance and road widening works would be experienced from the town.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The works would affect a small extent of a localised view, at an oblique angle
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor adverse‐ The construction works would be apparent from a small number of dwellings but
not appreciably alter the overall balance of features and elements in the view experienced from these

Construction‐Day
Day ‐ Slight adverse‐ This
option would cause some very
limited deterioration to an
existing view experienced by a
high sensitivity receptor
Construction‐Night
Night‐ Sight adverse‐ At night,
during construction, this option
would cause some very limited
deterioration to an existing
view experienced by a high
sensitivity receptor
Operation‐Day
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Slight adverse‐ This option
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Representative
viewpoint

Nature of existing view
(winter)

Nature of existing
view (summer)

Sensitivity

At Night – At night, views include those
toward the A30/A303, where they are car
headlights; views to the night sky are
influenced by the adjacent Honiton
orange sky glow, in cloudy conditions.
Beyond the immediate context there is a
cluster of evident point light sources
around Higher Northcote Farm and
beyond the A30/A303 there are
occasional property lights but the area is
relatively dark in the visible rural area.

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)

residents on the north eastern edge of Honiton, looking north. A view of the works would not be experienced
from other residential areas on the edge of the town.

would cause some very limited
deterioration to an existing
view experienced by a high
sensitivity receptor

Construction‐ Night
There would be some night time working required when the existing A30 road widening works take place on a
section of the route which is currently unlit.
Size/ Scale of change
Two properties on the edge of at Otter Valley Park are anticipated to be effected by the use of temporary lighting
along a section of the existing A30 which would constitute a small change in the view. The lighting would be
noticeable and despite being filtered through some intervening trees would form a conspicuous and contrasting
feature. These are the only locations where a view would be experienced from the town.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The lighting would affect a small extent of a localised view, at an oblique angle.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction stage lighting would be temporary, short term (intermittently in a 2 year and 6 month construction
period) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse, as some of the temporary lighting would be noticeable but would cause changes
in parts of the scene where car headlights are already apparent and the existing view is not currently dark.
There would be no other views from residents in Honiton.
Operation ‐Day
During the day, visual impacts would arise from the widened A30, associated traffic movements and the effects
of establishing new planting on the sides of the road to offset hedgerow losses, during construction.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 1, in the winter, the widened A30, traffic and new planting would cause a noticeable
change in a static view from the rear of two properties on the edge of Otter Valley Park. The traffic on the
widened A30 would blend with the existing A30 traffic. Views to the widened road will be more open at this stage
but still and partially filtered by remaining intervening vegetation. There would not be a view from elsewhere in
the Town.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The widened section of the A30 and associated traffic would Influence a small extent of the overall view, at an
oblique angle and these views would be localised and toward the existing A30.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and short/medium term (1‐10 years), before proposed mitigation planting in
the form hedges and hedgerow trees become established.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse, as the new roads and associated traffic would be more apparent and noticeable
in a small part parts of the view but not appreciably alter the overall balance of features and elements in the
view experienced from residents on the eastern edge of Honiton, looking north.

Summer Year 15
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced
Operation‐Night
Winter Year 1
Night‐Slight adverse‐ At night,
during operation, at year 1, in
the winter, this option would
cause some very limited
deterioration to an existing
view experienced by a high
sensitivity receptor
Summer Year 15
Night‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced

Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15 in summer, with the establishment of roadside hedges and hedgerow trees and the effects of existing
intervening vegetation the widened A30 and traffic would be barely discernible
Geographical Extent of Influence
A widened section of the A30 and associated traffic by this stage would Influence a very small extent and the
centre of a localised view toward the existing A30.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible– At this stage, only a very small part of the traffic on the widened A30 would be discernible and the
changes in the scene would not alter the overall balance of features and elements that comprise existing
views.
Operation – Night
At night visual impacts would arise from traffic headlights on a section of the widened A30 and the effects of
establishing new planting of the sides of the widened carriageway to offset hedgerow losses, during construction.
No new road lighting is proposed in the visible sections of road.
Winter Year 1 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
With new planting at the roadside replacing some mature hedgerow, headlights on a widened section of the A30
would constitute a small change to the view experienced given the presence of vehicle headlights on the current
A30 which are already readily apparent from residential properties on this edge of Honiton. Existing intervening
hedges would partially filter headlight effects on the new sections of road. There would be no additional night
time effects, in operation, at year 1 in winter, on other residents, in Honiton.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Traffic headlights on the new sections of road would Influence a small extent of the view, at an oblique angle,and
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which would be localised and toward the existing A30 and its traffic.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and short/medium term (1‐10 years), before proposed mitigation planting in
the form of wooded copses and tree lined hedges become established.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse‐ An increase in the extent of car headlights would be apparent and would
perceptible, but would be filtered through existing intervening vegetation , from two properties on a widened
section of the A30, at this stage, There would be no change in the views experienced by residents elsewhere.
Summer Year 15 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
By year 15, in summer, proposed mitigation planting along the edge of the A30, would be expected to reduce the
effects of car headlights on the widened section of the A30 slightly below existing levels, so that there would not
be a discernible change to the views currently experienced by residents, at night.
Geographic Extent of influence
With the establishment of new planting including medium to tall hedges and hedgerow trees traffic headlights on
the new sections of road would Influence a small extent of the view, at an oblique angle, the effect would be
localised and in the vicinity the existing A30 and its traffic.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect
Negligible ‐ At this stage, car headlights on the widened A30 would not be discernible and the changes in the
scene would not alter the overall balance of features and elements that comprise existing views.
C2

The residential
community in Monkton

14b,14c, 14e,16a(N),
16b, 16b(N)

Day – In winter, residents in Monkton
generally have views from windows which
extend over existing A30/A303 (Butler
Way), adjacent meadowland and over the
River Otter and across toward the local
landmark of Dumpdon Hill. There are
some residents at Dumpdon View who
look along the valley to the south west,
over the core of the village and in the
direction of Honiton. There are residents
at Rivermeade and Rose Green which are
located directly on the edge of the
existing A30/A303 carriageway and traffic
is seen at very close quarters from all the
ground floor windows of the front
elevations. Many of the other residents
are in properties that have an elevated
prospect as they are either set up above
the existing A30/A303 or above the River
Otter and its floodplains. Views
experienced from the rear of properties,
to the east and south are toward the
wooded scarp and are typically filtered by
areas of mature trees and layers of
vegetation.

Day –In summer, the views
experienced over the Otter
Valley would change very little
but towards the east the views
would become more heavily
screened leaves on mature
trees.
At Night – As for winter.

High
These residents are located
inside a designated area of
outstanding natural beauty and
experience some views out
across this valued landscape.
Residents are considered to be
highly susceptible to changes,
where enjoyment comes from a
view and from windows which
have been placed to benefit from
views of the adjacent
countryside.

At Night – The scene from residents, at
night, includes a section of the A30/A303
with street lighting and passing car
headlights in close proximity. There is also
some point source lighting around the
Monkton Court Hotel. Elsewhere the
context to the village is increasingly dark
away from the A30/A303 with some
clusters of light visible in Beacon Village
and some limited dispersed point sources
of light from farmsteads on valley sides.

Construction‐Day
During construction, visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity, some hedgerow and other
vegetation clearance, creation of some culverts, attenuation ponds, the installation of a drainage outfall and from
earthworks to create embankments and cuttings which would take place to the south east of the village. There
would also be side road and underbridge construction to the south west, impacting on part of Hedgend Road,
fields in the vicinity and also, to north east of Otter View.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, there would be no discernible change in static views from residents in the centre of the
village, at Otter view, Court House Rose Green, Pugh’s Farm and properties including the St Mary Magdalene’s
Church to the north west of the existing A30, as their views generally focus on the Otter Valley and the main
road, where traffic would continue to use the existing A30, until the end of the construction stage. Some
construction activity is anticipated to cause a noticeable change to the view from the rear of Fairhaven, Hall and
the Old School Masters House, at Oaklands Farm and some properties on the south eastern edge of Dumpdon
view, where some earthworks, road construction and new planting activity would be apparent but filtered
through some mature intervening vegetation. There would also be some noticeable construction activity from a
small number of properties on the southern edge of Dumpdon View and from the rear of the Monkton Court
Hotel where some vegetation removal and road construction activity would be apparent and would contrast with
the existing scene. There would also be some noticeable and contrasting changes in the static and transient view,
resulting from some visible vegetation clearance and road construction and experienced by the village
community, from the pavement, in an easterly direction, when visiting the village bus stop between Monkton
Court and Dumpdon View.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Construction operations, would affect a moderate extent of the view, in the centre of a localised view from
Fairhaven, Hall and the Old School Masters House and the rear of Monkton Court, in the mid distance. From
properties on the southern edge of Dumpdon View, a small extent of the view, at an oblique angle and in the mid
distance would be affected. A moderate extent of the views from the bus stop in the village on the existing A30
to the east, in the centre of the view, in the mid distance would also be affected.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse – No part of this road option or work activity associated with construction is
anticipated to be discernible to the majority of residents in Monkton village. However, there would be some
noticeable and readily apparent partial views of construction activity anticipated from the rear of Fairhaven,
Hall, the Old School Masters House and from some properties at Dumpdon View, from the village bus stop and
from the rear of the Monkton Court Hotel.
Construction‐Night
Temporary lighting is likely to be required at tie in points between the existing A30 and the new road to the south
of Monkton.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, there would be no discernible change in views from residents in the majority of the village
where heavy traffic and associated headlights would continue to be present on the existing A30, until the end of
the construction stage. There would however be some temporary lighting anticipated at tie in points between
the new road and the existing A30 on the approach to the village to the south which would cause a perceptible
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Construction‐Day
Day‐Moderate adverse‐ During
construction, this option
would cause some noticeable
and limited perceptible
deterioration to some views
and no discernible changes to
other visual receptors of high
sensitivity
Construction‐Night
Night‐ Neutral to Slight
Adverse‐ At night, temporary
lighting would cause some
occasional limited perceptible
deterioration but generally no
discernible deterioration to
views experienced by high
sensitivity receptors
Operation‐Day
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Neutral to Slight Adverse‐
In the winter, at year 1,
noticeable improvements in
views would balance with
some limited noticeable and
perceptible deterioration in
some views from high
sensitivity receptors, at this
stage.
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight beneficial‐ overall,
the changes arising from this
option with roadside planting
established would cause some
limited improvement to views
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity.
Operation‐Night
Winter Year 1
Night‐ Slight Adverse– In the
winter, at year 1, noticeable
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and apparent change to night in views in that direction from Rivermead and Glen Eden. However, as this section
of road is already lit with street lighting, these effects would largely blend in with their surroundings, at night.
Geographical Extent of Influence
In views from some properties, toward the south of the village, the temporary lighting would occupy a small
extent of the view at a slightly oblique angle, in the mid‐distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction stage lighting would be temporary, short term (intermittently in a 2 year and 6 month construction
period) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse‐ Some perceptible change would be experienced by some residents, on the
southern edge of the village. There would otherwise be no discernible change, from temporary lighting during
construction

improvements in night time
views would counter balanced
with some limited noticeable
and perceptible deterioration
in some views from high
sensitivity receptors, at this
stage

Operation – Day
During the day, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new roads, associated traffic movements,
implemented attenuation ponds and the effects of establishing new planting on the sides of the new roads. Some
positive visual impacts would arise from the reduction of traffic movements along the existing A30 passing
through the centre of the village.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
At year 1, in the winter, there would be a noticeable and apparent improvement in the static views from
residents in the centre of the village, at Oaklands farm, most of Dumpdon’s view, Otter view, Court House Rose
Green, Pugh’s Farm and properties including the St Mary Magdalene’s Church to the north west of the existing
A30, as their views generally focus on the Otter Valley and the main road, where traffic volumes on the existing
A30 would be reduced. The new roads, traffic and new planting including hedgbanks are anticipated to cause a
continued noticeable change to parts of the view, in winter, from the rear of Fairhaven, Hall and the Old School
Masters House, at Oaklands Farm and from the rear of some properties on the south eastern edge of Dumpdon
view. Here, some traffic, outside of a cutting and above newly planted hedgebanks on the new road edge, would
be apparent but filtered through some mature intervening vegetation. There would also be some noticeable
change to views from a small number of properties on the southern edge of Dumpdon View and from the rear of
the Monkton Court Hotel where some passing traffic would be apparent and would contrast with the existing
scene. There would also be some noticeable and contrasting changes in the static and transient view, resulting
from traffic on the new road, at this stage, experienced by the village community, from the pavement, in an
easterly direction, when visiting the village bus stop between Monkton Court and Dumpdon View.
Geographical Extent of Influence
At year 1, in winter, during operation, visible changes arising from the new road, traffic and new planting, would
affect a moderate to small extent of the view, in the centre of a localised view from Fairhaven, Hall and the Old
School Masters House and the rear of Monkton Court, in the mid distance. At Oaklands Farm views would be
partial, oblique and localised from residents. Some properties on the south eastern edge of Dumpdon view would
experience some views from the rear of the property affecting a moderate extent of the view and in the centre of
a localised view. From properties on the southern edge of Dumpdon View, a small extent of the view, at an
oblique angle and in the mid distance would be affected. A moderate extent of the views from the bus stop in the
village on the existing A30 to the east, in the centre of the view, in the mid distance would also be affected. Most
residents would experience positive change from reduced A30 traffic volumes, in a moderate extent of their
view, in the centre at a close distance or in a localised view.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent and apparent in the short (from year 1) to the long term (year 15 and
beyond).
Magnitude of Effect
Negligible to Minor adverse ‐ The reduction in traffic on the existing A30, in the day, would be a noticeable and
readily apparent improvement to some residents and the community in Monkton village but this change would
not alter the overall balance of features and elements that comprise the view. Also, this needs to be balanced
with some continuing noticeable adverse and perceptible views of traffic on the new road, where it is not in
cutting from a limited number of properties.

Summer Year 15
Night‐ Slight beneficial‐ overall,
at night, the changes arising
from this option with roadside
planting established, would
cause some limited
improvement to views
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity.

Summer Year 15
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15, in the summer, there would continue to be a noticeable and apparent improvement in the static
views from residents in the centre of the village, from the front of Oaklands Farm, and from some properties at
Dumpdon view, Otter view, Court House Rose Green, Pugh’s Farm and properties including the St Mary
Magdalene’s Church to the north west of the existing A30, as their views generally focus on the Otter Valley and
the main road, where traffic volumes on the existing A30 would be reduced. The new roads and traffic with
established roadside woodland copses, tree belts and hedgbanks with standard trees are anticipated to limit the
extent of views to the new road and traffic in the view, in summer, from the rear of Fairhaven, Hall and the Old
School Masters House, properties at Dumpdon View and Oaklands Farm. From these residents by this stage,
there would be only limited and barely perceptible views to traffic, outside of a cutting and through planted
hedgebanks on the new road edge, beyond mature intervening vegetation. There would be some limited
perceptible change to views from a small number of properties on the southern edge of Dumpdon View and from
the rear of the Monkton Court Hotel where some passing high sided vehicles would be anticipated to be
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occasionally apparent and would partially contrast with the existing scene. There would also be some limited
perceptible and partially contrasting changes in the static and transient view, resulting from high sided vehicles
on the new road, at this stage, experienced by the village community, from the pavement, in an easterly
direction, when visiting the village bus stop between Monkton Court and Dumpdon View. Generally though, with
the established roadside planting, the new road would be largely visually integrated with its surroundings.
Geographical Extent of Influence
At year 15, in the summer, during operation, visible changes arising from the new road, traffic with established
,roadside woodland copses, hedgebanks and hedgerow trees would affect a very small extent of the view, in the
centre of a localised view from Fairhaven, Hall and the Old School Masters House and the rear of Monkton Court,
in the mid distance. At Oaklands Farm views would be partial, oblique and localised from residents. Some
properties on the south eastern edge of Dumpdon view would experience some views from the rear of the
property affecting a moderate extent of the view and in the centre of a localised view. From properties on the
southern edge of Dumpdon View, a very small extent of the view, at an oblique angle and in the mid distance
would be affected. A small extent of the views from the bus stop in the village on the existing A30 to the east, in
the centre of the view, in the mid distance would also be affected, at this stage.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to slight beneficial ‐ The reduction in traffic on the existing A30, in the day, would continue to be a
noticeable and readily apparent improvement to some residents and the community in Monkton village but
this change would not alter the overall balance of features and elements that comprise the view. Also, despite
the establishment of roadside planting some limited perceptible views of high sided traffic on the new road,
where it is not in cutting would remain from a limited number of properties and locations.
Operation – Night
At night, visual impacts would arise from traffic headlights on the implemented new roads and the effects of
establishing new planting on the sides of the new roads. No new road lighting is proposed in the visible sections
of road. There would be positive visual impacts which would arise from the reduction in traffic headlights passing
along the existing A30 through the centre of the village. Lighting design improvements/enhancements to existing
fittings along the existing A30 are proposed as enhancements but are subject to agreement with stakeholders at
this point and therefore the potentially beneficial effects of this have not been accounted for in the assessment,
at this point to offset new lighting impacts.
Winter Year 1 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
At night, at year 1, a reduction in traffic levels and corresponding vehicle headlights using the existing A30
through the village would lead to a noticeable improvement in the views experienced albeit still within the
context of continuing headlights from vehicles using the route as a local road. Also, street lighting is anticipated
to persist within the village, unless enhancements can be agreed. The majority of the residents, in Monkton
village, would experience this change. From some residential properties identified above and from the village bus
stop, there would be some noticeable and apparent vehicle headlights on the new road which would affect a
small to moderate extent of these static views, which would contrast in a scene that is currently dark.
Geographical Extent of Influence
At year 1, in winter, during operation, visible changes, at night, arising from traffic headlights, would affect a
small extent of the view, in the centre of a localised view from Fairhaven, Hall and the Old School Masters House
and the rear of Monkton Court, in the mid distance. At Oaklands Farm views would be partial, oblique and
localised from residents. Some properties on the south eastern edge of Dumpdon view would experience some
views from the rear of the property affecting a moderate extent of the view and in the centre of a localised view.
From properties on the southern edge of Dumpdon View, a small extent of the view, at an oblique angle and in
the mid distance would be affected. A moderate extent of the views from the bus stop in the village on the
existing A30 to the east, in the centre of the view, in the mid distance would also be affected. Most residents
would experience positive change from reduced A30 traffic volumes and headlight effects, in a moderate extent
of their view, in the centre at a close distance or in a localised view.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Slight Adverse ‐ This road option and associated changes would cause some perceptible
improvements to the night scene but would only partially alter the existing amount of light and the effects of
vehicle headlights in the village. At the same time, there would be some counter balancing noticeable adverse
change from vehicle headlights becoming apparent to residents and the community on the new road to the
east of the village.
Summer Year 15 –Night
Size/ Scale of change
At night, at year 15, in summer, a reduction in traffic levels and corresponding vehicle headlights using the
existing A30 through the village would continue to lead to a noticeable improvement in the views experienced
albeit still within the context of continuing headlights from vehicles using the route as a local road. Also, street
lighting is anticipated to persist within the village, unless enhancements can be agreed. The majority of the
residents, in Monkton village, would experience this change. From some residential properties and from the
village bus stop, identified above, there would be some barely discernible views of vehicle headlights on the new
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road, with the establishment of intervening roadside hedgebanks, hedgerow trees and new woodland copses.
The effects of headlights on the new road, with the benefit of established planting and the cuttings would cause
limited contrast in a scene that is currently dark, at this stage.
Geographical Extent of Influence
At year 15, in the summer, during operation, visible changes, at night, arising from traffic headlights, would affect
a very small extent of the view, in the centre of a localised view from Fairhaven, Hall and the Old School Masters
House and the rear of Monkton Court, in the mid distance. At Oaklands Farm views would be partial, oblique and
localised from residents. Some properties on the south eastern edge of Dumpdon view would experience some
views from the rear of the property affecting a moderate extent of the view and in the centre of a localised view.
From properties on the southern edge of Dumpdon View, a small extent of the view, at an oblique angle and in
the mid distance would be affected. A small extent of the views from the bus stop in the village on the existing
A30 to the east, in the centre of the view, in the mid distance would also be affected. Most residents would
experience positive change from reduced A30 traffic volumes and headlight effects, in a moderate extent of their
view, in the centre, at a close distance or in a localised view.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent and apparent in the short (from year 1) to the long term (year 15 and
beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to slight beneficial ‐ The reduction in traffic on the existing A30, in the day, would continue to be a
noticeable and readily apparent improvement to the majority of residents and the community in Monkton
village but this change would not alter the overall balance of features and elements that comprise the view.
Despite the establishment of roadside planting some very limited perceptible views of high sided traffic on the
new road, where it is not in cutting would remain from a small number of properties and locations.
C3

The residential
community in Rawridge

20,21(N)

Day – In winter, residents in the village of
Rawridge have views that generally focus
on the surrounding farmland and the
rising fields running up a valley side to the
wooded scarp at Rawridge, on the skyline.
Views to the east are otherwise filtered to
varying degrees by intervening hedgerow
trees and hedge lines and other
residential buildings which interrupt some
views at ground floor level. Intermittent
moving traffic on the existing A30/A303 is
largely concealed in the scene by the
foreground scarp woodland, which
includes some areas of coniferous
plantation.

Day – In summer, intermittent
traffic moving along a section
of the existing A30/A303 on
Reddick’s Hill would become
screened by foreground scarp
woodland vegetation
At Night – In summer, car
headlights on the existing
A30/A303 would not be
apparent.

High
These residents are located
inside a designated area of
outstanding natural beauty and
experience some views out
across this valued landscape.
Residents are considered to be
highly susceptible to changes,
where enjoyment comes from a
view and from windows which
have been placed to benefit from
views of the adjacent countryside

Construction Day and Night
No visual impacts in the day or at night are anticipated to arise from new road construction activity that would
affect the residents of Rawridge.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, there would be no discernible change in views from residents in the village as traffic would
continue to use the existing A30 up Reddick’s Hill, until the end of the construction stage.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Construction operations associated with this road option are at too great a distance and would be screened from
view, in any event, by existing woodland at the top of the scarp.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
No change – No part of this road option or work activity associated with construction is anticipated to be
discernible to residents in Rawridge.
Operation – Day
During the day, positive visual impacts would arise from the reduction of traffic movements along the existing
A30 passing up Reddick’s Hill and the new A30 being set a substantial distance away and out of sight from the
village.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
In the day, at year 1, in winter, a substantial reduction in traffic levels using the existing A30 up Reddick’s Hill
would lead to a perceptible improvement in static views experienced by residents and transient views from the
community, toward this section of the existing A30, albeit still within the context of vehicles continuing to use the
route as a local road. A moderate number of residents in the village would experience the change.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The change would be experienced in the mid distance, and would affect a small extent and the centre of a view
experienced by some residents.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent but experienced only in the winter when scarp trees are not in leaf and
would be apparent in the short (from year 1) to the long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Beneficial – In winter at Year 1 and beyond, there would be a perceptible improvement in the view
toward Reddick’s Hill whilst not altering the overall balance of features that comprise the view.

At Night – the scene as viewed by
residents in an easterly direction is
predominantly dark with occasional point
sources of light arising from valley side
farmsteads. Headlights from vehicles on a
section of the existing A30/A303 are
intermittently visible higher up on
Reddick’s Hill.

Summer Year 15 ‐Day
No day time visual impacts are anticipated to arise from new road or associated with reduced traffic on the
existing A30 on Reddick’s Hill, in the summer, by year 15, given the screening effects of foreground vegetation.
Magnitude of Effect
No change ‐ Neither the new road nor changes in traffic levels on Reddick’s Hill would be discernible.
Operation – Night
At night, positive visual impacts would arise from the reduction in traffic headlights passing up Reddick’s Hill and
the new A30 being set a substantial distance away and out of sight from the village.
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Construction‐Day
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced
Construction‐Night
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced
Operation‐Day
Winter Year 1
Day –Slight beneficial‐
The reduction in visible traffic
using Reddick’s Hill on the
existing A30, in winter, would
result in a limited but in places
perceptible improvement to
the existing view experienced
by residents and the
community of Rawridge,
considered to be a high
sensitivity receptor group.
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced
Operation‐ Night
Winter Year 1
Night – Slight beneficial‐
The reduction in visible traffic
headlights on Reddick’s Hill on
part of the existing A30, in
winter, would result in a
limited but in places
perceptible improvement to
the existing view experienced
by residents and the
community of Rawridge,
considered to be a high
sensitivity receptor group.
Summer Year 15
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Winter Year 1 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
At night, at year 1, in winter, a substantial reduction in traffic levels using the existing A30 up Reddick’s Hill would
lead to a perceptible improvement in static views experienced by residents and transient views from the
community, toward headlights on this section of the existing A30, albeit still within the context of vehicles
continuing to use the route as a local road. A moderate number of residents in the village would experience the
change
Geographical Extent of Influence
The change would be experienced in the mid distance, and would affect a small extent and the centre of a view
experienced by some residents.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent but experienced only in the winter when scarp trees are not in leaf and
would be apparent in the short (from year 1) to the long term (year 15 and beyond
Magnitude of Effect
Minor Beneficial – in winter at Year 1 and beyond, there would be a perceptible improvement in the view
toward Reddick’s Hill whilst not altering the overall balance of features that comprise the view.

Night‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced

Summer Year 15 ‐Night
No night time visual impacts are anticipated to arise from new road or from headlights associated with reduced
traffic on the existing A30 on Reddick’s Hill, in the summer, by year 15, given the screening effects of foreground
vegetation.
Magnitude of Effect
No change‐ The effects of traffic headlights would not be discernible.
C4

The residential
community Upottery

22*(N)

Day – In winter, residents on the edge of
Upottery have filtered through field
boundary trees across the Otter valley
floor and floodplain. There are some
clearer views to west facing valley slopes
and scarp woodland on Reddick’s Hill that
forms the local horizon from the valley.
Intermittent moving traffic is visible below
the skyline behind scarp woodland in the
vicinity of Devonshire Inn and as the route
ascends a part of Reddick’s Hill. At Night –
Views from residents and the community
are generally across dark surroundings,
beyond the roads with some limited
street lighting that is located on the
eastern edge of the settlement. There are
occasional point light source features
associated with dispersed farmsteads on
the valley side. Vehicle headlights can be
seen intermittently on two main parts of
the wooded scarp but are a filtered
through foreground trees.

Day ‐ In summer, intermittent
traffic moving along a section
of the existing A30/A303 on
Reddick’s Hill and in the vicinity
of the Devonshire Inn, would
become screened by
foreground scarp woodland
vegetation
At Night ‐ In summer, car
headlights on the existing
A30/A303 would not be
apparent.

High
These residents are located
inside a designated area of
outstanding natural beauty and
experience some views out
across this valued landscape.
Residents are considered to be
highly susceptible to changes,
where enjoyment comes from a
view and from windows which
have been placed to benefit from
views of the adjacent
countryside. Viewpoint 22
represents an identified valued*
view by the community within
the Blackdown Hills AONB.

Construction‐Day
No appreciable change in visual impact is anticipated to arise from new road construction activity that would
affect the residents of Upottery.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, activity including some limited vegetation removal, earthworks and road construction
associated with widening the existing A30 near the Devonshire Inn would constitute a small change and form a
minor feature in views from residents in the village. There would be no change in the view toward the existing
A30 at Reddick’s Hill, as traffic would continue to use this until the end of the construction stage.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The construction activity would affect a small extent of the view, being more visible in winter. The views would
be at a moderately oblique angle and in the far distance on part of the edge of the scarp. The majority of the
activity along this section of the A30, would be filtered and/or obscured by foreground scarp woodland.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect
Negligible to Minor Adverse – Only a very small part of the construction activity would be perceptible and at a
distance where it would form a barely noticeable feature of the view.
Construction‐ Night
At night, there would be some limited impacts, during construction, along the widened section of the A30
between Cook’s Moor and the Devonshire Inn due to a likely requirement for temporary night time working.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, temporary lighting where the existing A30 is widened near the Devonshire Inn would
constitute a small change and form a minor additional lighting feature in views experienced by residents in the
village. There would be no change in the view toward the existing A30 at Reddick’s Hill, as traffic would continue
to use this until the end of the construction stage.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The temporary lighting would affect a small extent of the view, being more visible in winter. The views would be
at a moderately oblique angle and in the distance on part of the edge of the scarp. The majority of the temporary
lighting activity along this section of the A30, would be filtered and/ or obscured by foreground scarp woodland.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
This lighting would be temporary, and in place intermittently during the construction period (6 months advanced
works/2 further year’s construction (short term) and would be reversible
Magnitude of Effect
Negligible to Minor Adverse – Only a very small part of the construction activity would be perceptible and at a
distance where it would form a barely noticeable feature of the view.
Operation – Day
During the day, some positive visual impacts would arise from the reduction of traffic movements along the
existing A30 passing up Reddick’s Hill and the new A30 being set a substantial distance away, back from the
existing wooded scarp edge and out of sight from the village. Vehicles on a short section of the A30 would
continue to be seen in front of Devonshire Inn.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
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Construction‐Day
Day‐ Slight adverse‐
Construction activity on the
widened section of the A30 in
the vicinity of Devonshire Inn
would cause some very limited
deterioration in views from
residents in the village and
from the valued view* at the
village Hall, which are
identified as a high sensitivity
receptor group.
Construction‐Night
Night‐ Slight adverse‐
Temporary construction
lighting on the widened section
of the A30 in the vicinity of
Devonshire Inn would cause
some very limited
deterioration in views from
residents in the village and
from the valued view* at the
village Hall, which are
identified as a high sensitivity
receptor group.
Operation‐Day
Winter Year 1
Day – Neutral – Improvements
in the view toward traffic on
Reddick’s Hill would be
balanced by some limited
perceptible deterioration in
the vicinity of the Devonshire
Inn.
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view arising from
traffic, would be experienced
when existing and proposed
vegetation is in leaf on the
facing scarp, including on
Reddick’s Hill.
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Nature of Change in view
In winter, year 1, with a reduction in traffic along the existing A30 up Reddick’s Hill, there will be reduced vehicle
movements and resulting small positive change in views in that direction. This small positive change would be
counterbalanced by a small adverse effect in the existing view in front of the Devonshire Inn where a new
hedgerow would be establishing to replace a removed one at the roadside making traffic would be slightly more
perceptible. However, vehicles would continue to be seen where they are currently seen, in the existing view.
Geographical Extent of Influence.
The changes identified would constitute a small to barely discernible change in the view overall given some
filtering existing foreground vegetation and given that the view to the new road are distant.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect
No Appreciable Change ‐ A discernible deterioration arising from construction activity in one location would be
matched by a positive reduction in the visual effects of traffic in another part of the view. The overall balance
of features in the view would remain the same.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
In the summer, in year 15, a change in the nature of the existing views of traffic would not be apparent due to
intervening trees on the scarp concealing Reddick’s Hill and given establishment of hedgerow planting at the
roadside near the Devonshire Inn.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The changes would affect two separate small parts of the view, at some distance, but would be concealed by
effective screening.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond) at this time of year.
Magnitude of Effect
No Change – The effects of this new road option would not be discernible.

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)
Operation‐Night
Winter Year 1
Night – Neutral –
Improvements in the view of
headlights on Reddick’s Hill
would be balanced by some
limited perceptible
deterioration in the visibility of
headlights in vicinity of the
Devonshire Inn.
Summer Year 15
Night‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view arising from
vehicle headlights would be
experienced when existing and
established proposed
vegetation is in leaf on the
facing scarp, including on
Reddick’s Hill.

Operation – Night
At night, some positive visual impacts would arise from the reduction in traffic headlights passing up Reddick’s
Hill and the new A30 being set a substantial distance away and generally out of sight from the village. Headlights
from vehicles on a short section of the A30 will continue to be seen in front of Devonshire Inn.
Winter Year 1 ‐Night
At night, in winter, some positive visual impacts would arise from the reduction in traffic headlights passing up
Reddick’s Hill and the new A30 being set a substantial distance away and generally out of sight from the village.
Headlights from vehicles on a short section of the A30 will continue to be seen in front of Devonshire Inn.
Winter Year 1 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
In year 1, in winter, there would be some small scale improvement in the view toward Reddick’s Hill where there
would be less visible headlights on the existing A30. This would be counterbalanced by slightly more visible
headlights on the stretch of widened A30 carriageway on part of the edge of the scarp in front of the Devonshire
Inn.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The changes identified would affect a small extent of view, given some filtering from existing foreground
vegetation on Reddick’s Hill and the scarp and given that the view to the widened section of the A30, near the
Devonshire Inn, slightly oblique and is distant.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years) until intervening
vegetation becomes further developed and dense.
Magnitude of Effect
No Appreciable Change‐ A discernible deterioration arising from construction activity in one location would be
matched by a positive reduction in the visual effects of traffic in another part of the view. The overall balance
of features in the view would remain the same.
Summer Year 15 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
In the summer, in year 15, a change in the nature of the existing views of car headlights would not be apparent
due to intervening trees on the scarp concealing positive change on Reddick’s Hill and given the establishment of
hedgerow planting at the roadside near the Devonshire Inn, where existing headlights already are a feature in
existing views from the village.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The changes would affect two separate small parts of the view, at some distance, but would be concealed by
effective screening.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond)
Magnitude of Effect‐
No Change –The effects of traffic headlights would not be discernible.
C5

The residential
community in Beacon

13(N)

Day – In the winter, there are some open
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panoramic views experienced by residents
in the eastern edge of Beacon village
south across the Otter Valley and toward
Monkton and the Viney Ridge. The
foreground of the view toward the
existing A30/A303, across sloping
farmland, is filtered by boundary trees. In
the middle ground Dumpdon Hill is a
notable landmark in the scene. Also in the
middle ground, traffic on the A30/A303 is
partially visible (limited by roadside hedge
lines) and can be viewed intermittently in
the vicinity of Monkton Village.

the foreground sloping fields
would be restricted further,
however middle distance and
longer distance views would be
largely the same.

These residents are located
inside a designated area of
outstanding natural beauty and
experience some views out
across this valued landscape.

At Night – The lighting in
Monkton and at Aplins Farm
would be slightly less apparent
when the foreground trees are
in leaf from some properties.

Residents are considered to be
highly susceptible to changes,
where enjoyment comes from a
view and from windows which
have been placed to benefit from
views of the adjacent
countryside.

During construction, visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity on the valley side, to the
south east of Monkton , some hedgerow and other vegetation clearance, creation of some culverts, attenuation
ponds, the installation of a drainage outfall and from earthworks to create embankments and cuttings which
would take place to the south east of the village. There would also be side road and underbridge construction to
the south west, impacting on part of Hedgend Road, fields in the vicinity and also to north east of Otter View.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, activity including some limited vegetation removal, earthworks and road construction as the
new road ascends the valley side above Monkton would constitute a noticeable change in parts of the view and a
small change where there are intervening trees in the foreground. The construction activity would form a
conspicuous feature in static and transient views from a small number of residents on the eastern edge of the
village. There would be no change in parts of the view in the foreground and down the valley over the lower
parts of Dumpdon Hill to Northcote Hill. The construction activity north of Aplins Farm would be barely
discernible as it is heavily filtered by foreground vegetation. Traffic levels would remain the same on the existing
A30 until the end of the construction stage.
Geographical Extent of Influence
This change would be experienced in the mid‐distance, and would affect a moderate extent of the centre of a
static view experienced by some residents.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate adverse‐ As construction activity would be noticeable and apparent in one part of the view albeit
over some distance. Elsewhere, only small part of the scheme construction activity on the opposite valley side
would be barely discernible given intervening vegetation.

Day‐ Moderate to Large
Adverse‐ During construction,
there would be some large
deterioration and some
noticeable deterioration
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity

At Night – the scene experienced by
residents and the community of Beacon is
typically dark, in the foreground, with the
exception of some dispersed point source
lighting associated with farmsteads. In the
middle ground, yellow street lighting and
headlights are apparent along sections of
the existing A30/A303, including Monkton
village. Aplins Farm is also noticeably
illuminated. Beyond these sections of the
A30/A303 the rising valley side is
predominantly dark and the Stockland
television mast a notable feature on the
local skyline.

Construction‐Night
No night time construction stage effects are anticipated in the context of existing street lighting.
Magnitude of Effect
Negligible
Operation – Day
During the day, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new roads, associated traffic movements,
implemented attenuation ponds and the effects of establishing new planting on the sides of the new roads. Some
positive visual impacts would arise from the reduction of traffic movements along the existing A30 between
Monkton and Aplins Farm.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
In winter, year 1, with a reduction in traffic along the existing A30, there will be reduced vehicle movements and
a resulting small positive change in the static and transient views in that direction, from Beacon. The new road,
side roads an underbridge, traffic and new hedgerow and woodland copse planting on its edges, whilst
constituting a small change in the overall view would be a conspicuous new feature on parts of the opposite
valley side. These effects would however be partially concealed by the filtering effects of existing foreground
vegetation. Traffic moving along the valley side would be a noticeable feature in the view and contrast with
farmland behind, at this stage. These visual effects would impact upon a small number of residents to the east of
the village.
Geographical Extent of Influence
This change would be experienced in the mid‐distance, and would affect a moderate extent of the centre of a
static view experienced by some residents.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect
Minor to Moderate adverse as in year 1, in winter, the new road and associated traffic would be noticeable
and apparent in parts of the view, in other parts of the scene the route and traffic would be perceptible but
not alter the overall balance of features in the view experienced by residents on the eastern edge of Beacon
Village.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
In summer, year 15, with the maturation of proposed medium to tall hedges on shallow earth banks and
woodland copses on the road edges on embankment, where the new road ascends the valley side and given the
effects of summer leaf cover on existing trees, the new road and traffic would be perceptible but would largely
integrate with its surroundings on the valley side above Monkton. High sided vehicles would be occasionally
apparent but would be partially filtered through vegetation and despite being at a considerable distance relative
to their scale would remain conspicuous in some places, as occurs on the existing A30.There would also continue
to be a noticeable reduction in traffic levels passing along the existing A30 lower down on the valley side. The
new roads and traffic moving along them, by this stage, would not be discernible in other parts of the view.
Geographical Extent of Influence
This change would be experienced in the mid distance, and would affect a moderate extent of the centre of a
static view experienced by some residents.
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Construction‐Night
Night‐ Neutral‐ No perceptible
change in the view.
Operation‐Day
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Moderate adverse‐ At
year 1, in winter, the new road
and associated traffic are
considered to result some
noticeable and otherwise
limited perceptible
deterioration to the view from
this high sensitivity receptor
group. There would also be
some improvements in the
amount of visible traffic on
the existing A30.
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight adverse‐ At year 15,
in the summer, the new road
and associated traffic with the
effects of established roadside
planting are considered to
result some limited perceptible
deterioration to the view from
this high sensitivity receptor
group. There would also be
some improvements in the
amount of visible traffic on the
existing A30.
Operation‐Night
Winter Year 1
Night‐ Slight to moderate
adverse ‐At year 1, in winter,
at night, there would be some
noticeable deterioration from
car headlights in some parts of
the view and some noticeable
counterbalancing
improvements along the
existing A30, in the vicinity of
Monkton Village, on a
receptor group of high
sensitivity.
Summer Year 15
Night‐Slight adverse –At year
15, in the summer, car
headlights on the new road are
considered to result some
barely perceptible
deterioration to some views
from this high sensitivity
receptor group, overall, by this
stage.
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Visual Receptor

Representative
viewpoint

Nature of existing view
(winter)

Nature of existing
view (summer)

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)

Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond)
Magnitude of Effect
Negligible to Minor Adverse– The effects of this new road option would be barely discernible at this stage and
small adverse effects associated with glimpses of traffic at a distance, in new locations, would be counter
balanced by reduced visible of traffic, on the closer current A30, through Monkton.
Operation – Night
At night, visual impacts would arise from traffic headlights on the implemented new roads and the effects of
establishing new planting on the sides of the new roads. No new road lighting is proposed in the visible sections
of road. There would be positive visual impacts which would arise from the reduction in traffic headlights passing
along the existing A30 through the centre of the village. Note: Lighting design improvements/enhancements to
existing fittings along the existing A30 are proposed as enhancements but are subject to agreement with
stakeholders at this point and therefore the potentially beneficial effects of this have not been accounted for in
the assessment, at this point, to offset any new lighting impacts.
Winter Year 1 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
In winter, year 1, at night, with a reduction in traffic along the existing A30 on the edge of Monkton, there will be
reduced vehicle movements and a noticeable improvement in the effects of headlights, resulting in some
apparent positive change in closer views in that direction. Whilst no new street lighting would be proposed,
vehicle headlights associated with traffic moving along the new road on the valley side despite establishing
hedgerow and woodland copse planting on the road edges and whilst constituting a small to moderate change in
the overall view, would be a noticeable and a conspicuous new feature on part of the valley side. These effects
would however be partially concealed by new hedgebanks and some road cuttings on the valley side. Elsewhere,
the effects of car headlights would be limited by intervening existing vegetation or seen in the context of
foreground street lights in Monkton and foreground floodlights, at Aplins Farm. The Stockland Hill Television
Mast is also a notable illuminated feature, in the existing scene, above the valley. These visual effects would
impact upon a small number of residents to the east of the village.
Geographical Extent of Influence
This change would be experienced in the mid‐distance, and would affect a small to moderate extent of the centre
of a static view experienced by some residents.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect
Minor adverse‐ In winter, year 1, the effects of car headlights would be noticeable and apparent in the middle
of the view, in places, where the valley side is currently dark. Elsewhere, the effects of car headlights would be
filtered through intervening existing vegetation or would be seen in the context of some existing street lighting
and the lit Stockland Hill mast. Adverse effects would be partly counterbalanced with a noticeable
improvement arising from a reduction in the effects of car headlights from vehicles passing along the current
A30, in closer proximity, on the edge of Monkton.
Summer Year 15 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
In summer, at year 15, at night, with the maturation of proposed medium to tall hedges on earth banks and
woodland copses on the road edges where the new road is on embankment as it ascends the valley side and
given the effects of summer leaf cover on existing trees and the presence of cuttings, there would generally be a
limited perceptible change to the centre of the view arising from traffic headlights ascending the valley side.
There would also continue to be a noticeable reduction in traffic headlights and movement along the existing A30
on the edge of Monkton. In a few places, traffic headlights would be a perceptible and glimpsed new feature in
the view but established new planting in the vicinity of the new road would generally mitigate and integrate
these effects of the scheme option into its surroundings, by this stage.
Geographical Extent of Influence
This change would be experienced in the mid‐distance, and would affect a small extent of the centre of a static
view experienced by some residents.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect
Negligible to Minor Adverse‐ The effects of traffic headlights would continue to be discernible in a few places
on the valley side in the centre of the view where the route is not in cutting and concealed by established
woodland. Elsewhere headlights would not be discernible due to intervening existing and proposed vegetation
and/or would be seen in the context of existing street lighting. Adverse effects would continue to be partly
counterbalanced with a noticeable improvement arising from a reduction in the effects of car headlights from
vehicles passing along the current A30, in closer proximity, on the edge of Monkton.
RP1

Dispersed residents in
cottages and farmsteads
on the Otter Valley sides
to the east and west of
the existing A30/A303
and to the west of

5,6,8,9(N),11,12,
13(N),14a
14b,14c,14d,
14e,15,17
20,24,30,31c(N)

Day – In the winter, views from residents
in dispersed farmsteads to the west of the
existing A30/A303 include: some near
views from farms just to the east of
Honiton in relatively low lying locations
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Day ‐ In summer, views toward
moving traffic on the existing
A30 will become more limited
in places as canopies develop
on intervening trees and the

High
These residents are located
inside a designated area of
outstanding natural beauty and
experience some views out
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Option 1 variant near Honiton
Construction‐Day
During construction, visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity on the south eastern valley
side around Monkton and on the lower valley side, nearer to Honiton. The construction works include some
hedgerow and other vegetation clearance (with the Option 1 variant specifically requiring more existing

Option 1 near Honiton
Construction‐Day
Day‐ Moderate to Large
adverse‐ During construction,
there would be some large
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Visual Receptor
Reddick’s Hill

Representative
viewpoint

Nature of existing view
(winter)

Nature of existing
view (summer)

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)

where intervening boundary hedgerows
and trees alongside the River Otter
restrict views of the existing A30/A303
carriageway and traffic. There are some
middle distance views from farmsteads
and dispersed cottages in more elevated
locations, where some residents can
overlook the existing A30/A303 or are at a
similar level where the hedgerow on the
western edge of the road corridor
provides some visual containment to
parts of the carriageway. Moving vehicles
remain readily apparent from these
properties, however, foreground field
boundary trees filter views and some
existing buildings conceal the road
opposite Monkton Village. The existing
A30/A303 is difficult to distinguish in the
scene when viewed by residents on the
valley side to the west of Rawridge and
from Yard Farm and Hayne Farm given
intervening woodland and tree lines.
Further north, however, on the eastern
edge of Beacon Hill some residents have a
more open view toward a section of the
A30/A303 on the scarp edge in the vicinity
of the Devonshire Inn.

tops of hedgerows. There will
be no change in the views from
the north looking toward the
open section of the ridge near
Devonshire Inn.

across this valued landscape.

hedgerow loss to the north west of the existing A30 near Honiton), creation of some culverts, attenuation ponds,
installation of acoustic fences, the installation of a drainage outfall and from earthworks including widening
works, to create embankments and cuttings particularly to the south east of the Monkton. There would also be
side road and underbridge construction either side of Monkton, impacting on part of Hedgend Road, fields in the
vicinity and also areas to north east of Otter View. New planting would also take place along the route. There
would be some limited night time working required where widening of the existing A30 road is required between
Dean’s Cottage and Otter Valley Park, near Honiton and at tie in points nearer to Monkton.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, residents at Holmsleigh Farm and on Hedgend Road C352, on the north west facing valley
side would experience a noticeable change and a conspicuous feature in the view arising from the off line
construction activity on the lower valley side in the vicinity of Otter Barn and Monkton, including creation of an
embankment on the lower valley side. However, construction activity would be partially concealed by some
intervening vegetation and buildings and would be less apparent as the road construction progresses further to
the north. Also, uninterrupted views would remain across to Dumpdon Hill. Lower down the valley at Higher
Northcote Farm, Broadmead and the Grange, there would be some visible vegetation removal and a limited view
down toward widening works on the existing A30 between Ottermere and the Little Chef, which would be
noticeable.

deterioration and some
noticeable deterioration
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity

At Night – In summer, views
toward traffic headlights on
the existing A30 become more
limited as canopies develop on
intervening trees.

Residents are considered to be
highly susceptible to changes,
where enjoyment comes from a
view and from windows which
have been placed to benefit from
views of the adjacent
countryside.

Residents at Cheyney’s Farm and Cheyney’s Mead on the lower valley side would not experience any changes in
their views arising from construction activity.
Residents at Wylam House Farm, Ottermere, Northwood, Dean’s Cottage would experience some noticeable
changes in the view, during road widening works, from the frontages of these properties where there is no
existing evergreen boundary vegetation interrupting the view.
Residents at Camonmole Barn, Otter Barn and Tovehayne Farm would experience a large adverse change to their
view, and some vegetation clearance, the construction of a side road and the new road on embankment to the
north and north west would be conspicuous and contrasting features in the scene from the frontage and side of
these properties. A resident further along Hedgend Road to the east would experience some heavily filtered but
noticeable change in views toward the new road construction activity including some vegetation removal,
earthworks, the construction of an underbridge and new planting.

Residents on the eastern valley side
between Middle Northcote Farm and
Monkton Barton generally overlook the
existing A30/A303 corridor on a lower
part of the valley side. Views from
residents in cottages and farmsteads are
partially concealed and filtered by
boundary hedges and in some places by
woodland copses. The views are generally
over the existing road and across to the
rising farmland slopes, unspoilt hill tops
and scarp woodland to the west. At
Camonmole Barn, Otter Barn and
Tovehayne Farm views toward the
existing A30/A303 are limited by the
intervening tree and hedge banks along
Hedgend Road and by intervening farm
buildings.

At Night – In the winter, residents on the
western valley side to the south of
Dumpdon Hill and in the vicinity of
Honiton typically experience the
intermittent vehicle headlights on the
A30/A303 against the backdrop of street
lighting and some orange sky glow arising
from Honiton and the Otter Valley Park.
Vehicle headlights on the A35 are also
present in the scene. Further north the
broad scene in the foreground and
distance of views is dark, however, street
lighting along the existing A30/A303
through Monkton Village and the
Stockland Hill mast are notable in the
scene. From further north the
experienced night time scene is
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Operation‐Day
Winter Year 1
Day‐Moderate to Large
adverse‐ There would be some
large deterioration and some
noticeable deterioration
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity
Summer Year 15
Day‐Slight to Moderate
adverse‐There would be some
perceptible deterioration and
some very limited
deterioration experienced by
a receptor group of high
sensitivity

Residents at Monkton Barton would not experience any change associated with the works given intervening farm
buildings. From Valley View, lower down on this part of the valley side there would be some noticeable and
apparent changes in the view from the rear of the property arising from the construction of the new road on the
edge of one field north of the C366 Lane. Views to the construction activity from occasional properties further up
the valley side off this lane would be perceptible in places but largely limited by intervening hedges and the
buildings at Monkton Barton.

Operation‐Night
Winter Year 1
Night‐ Moderate adverse‐
There would be some
noticeable deterioration and
some limited deterioration
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity

On the south east facing valley side, residents in isolated farmsteads on the eastern side of Crook Hill and on Ford
Hill, would experience a noticeable change in the view from construction works on the widened section of the
A30, in the lower part of the valley, where a section of the existing road would be opened up to view, following
removal of the boundary hedge to the north west of the road. On this part of the route road widening works,
earthworks and some vegetation removal would form a conspicuous feature in the view that would contrast with
the features that currently conceal the road, in the existing view. The Little Chef and Scarp Yard would also be
opened up to view at this stage.

Summer Year 15
Night‐ Neutral to Slight adverse
‐There would be some barely
perceptible deterioration and
some neutral effects
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity

Residents in farmsteads on the western valley side on the lower slopes of Dumpton Hill and on the lane to
Beacon would experience a noticeable change to the view and conspicuous new road construction activity on the
valley side above Monkton. From some residents at Fordhill Cottage and at Smithenhayes Farm, on the lane to
Beacon, there would also be some noticeable change associated with construction activity on the facing valley
side and despite being partially filtered by some intervening vegetation would form a conspicuous new feature.

Residents on the west facing slopes of
Reddick’s Hill generally have an aspect to
the west away from the existing A30 as it
ascends the hill.

Construction‐Night
Night‐ Slight adverse‐ There
would be some very limited
deterioration in views
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity

Some limited perceptible effects from construction activity on the valley side north of Monkton are anticipated in
views from residents in some isolated farmsteads on the south east facing valley side, below Hartridge, west of
Rawridge and to a lesser extent ,due to intervening vegetation, at Yard Farm and Hayne Farm. Residents on the
eastern valley side on Reddick’s Hill are not anticipated to experience any effects from construction activity
associated with this option.
Geographical Extent of Influence
During construction, residents at Holmsleigh Farm and on Hedgend Road C352, on the north west facing valley
side would experience a change to a small extent of their view, in the centre and in the middle distance. Lower
down the valley, residents at Higher Northcote Farm, Broadmead and the Grange, would experience a change in
the small extent of their view in the centre or at a slightly oblique angle and in the middle‐distance.
Residents at Wylam House Farm, Ottermere, Northwood, Dean’s Cottage would experience changes that would
effect a moderate to large extent of their view, generally in the centre of the view ( except Wylam House Farm)
and at a close distance.

Option 2 near Honiton
Construction‐Day
Day‐ Moderate to Large
adverse‐ Moderate to large
adverse‐ During construction,
there would be some large
deterioration and some
noticeable deterioration
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity
Construction‐Night
Night‐ Neutral to Slight
adverse‐ At night, temporary
lighting would cause some
occasional limited perceptible
deterioration but generally no
discernible deterioration to
views experienced by high
sensitivity receptors

Residents at Camonmole Barn, Otter Barn and Tovehayne Farm would experience a change to a large extent of
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Representative
viewpoint

Nature of existing view
(winter)

Nature of existing
view (summer)

Sensitivity

predominantly dark with intermittent
vehicle headlights on the existing
A30/A303 apparent on the edge of the
scarp near Devonshire Inn. Residents on
the eastern valley side between Middle
Northcote Farm and Monkton Barton
would experience notable sky glow effects
and some street lighting closer to
Honiton. Moving vehicle headlights are
also apparent along the existing A30/A303
corridor from properties that are lower
down on the valley side or adjacent to the
existing trunk road. Residents that are on
the west facing valley slopes in the vicinity
of Hedgend Lane have views of the street
lights on the adjacent A30/A303 which
are notable features in near views.
Further north residents in the vicinity of
Monkton Barton experience some
localised moving traffic headlights effects
from the existing trunk road, which are
largely concealed by field boundary
hedgerows. Residents on the west facing
slopes of Reddick’s Hill benefit from the
intervening landform and existing
woodland that restricts views to the
headlights of moving vehicles. The night
time local context is otherwise
predominantly dark.

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)

their view, in the centre of the view and at a slightly oblique angle and the view would be localised. Further to
the north east, residents at Valley View, a moderate extent of the view would be affected in the centre of the
view and the effect would be localised. From occasional properties further up the valley side off the same lane
the construction activity would affect a small extent of their view, at a slightly oblique angle and in the middle
distance. A resident further along Hedgend Road to the east would experience changes to a moderate extent of
their view, at an oblique angle and the view would be localised.

Operation‐Day
Winter Year 1
Day‐Moderate to Large
adverse‐ Moderate to large
adverse‐ There would be some
large deterioration and some
noticeable deterioration
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity

On the south east facing valley side, residents in isolated farmsteads on the eastern side of Crook Hill and on Ford
Hill, would experience changes affecting a small extent of their view, in the centre of their view and in the middle
distance. Residents in farmsteads on the western valley side on the lower slopes of Dumpton Hill and on the lane
to Beacon would experience changes affecting a moderate extent of their view, in the centre of their view and in
the middle distance. In views from residents in some isolated farmsteads on the south east facing valley side,
below Hartridge, and west of Rawridge the construction activity would affect a small extent of the view, at an
oblique angle and in the middle to far distance. From Yard Farm and Hayne Farm, the construction activity would
affect a small extent of the view, at an oblique angle and in the middle distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate adverse‐ During construction, in the day time, the works would form a large feature in a few
localised views from residents and a noticeable feature in some mid distance views. The construction activity
would be readily apparent to some receptors and would in some places be conspicuous and contrast with the
existing scene.
Construction‐Night
Temporary lighting is likely to be required at widened sections and tie in points along existing A30 and the new
road to the south of Monkton and near Honiton.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, at night, temporary lighting along parts of the widened section of the A30 and where there
are tie ins to the existing A30 near Monkton would affect residents at Holmsleigh Farm and on Hedgend Road
C352, on the north west facing valley side who would experience a small change in their view on a short section
of the A30 which is currently unlit. Temporary lighting would be anticipated to be a temporary conspicuous
feature in this location. Lower down the valley at Higher Northcote Farm, Broadmead and the Grange, given
vegetation removal there would also be a limited but conspicuous change in the night time view down toward
temporary lighting on widened section of A30 between Ottermere and the Little Chef, which would be
noticeable.
Residents at Cheyney’s Farm and Cheyney’s Mead on the lower valley side would not experience any changes in
their views arising from temporary construction lighting.

Summer Year 15
Day‐Slight to moderate
adverse‐ There would be some
perceptible deterioration and
some very limited
deterioration experienced by
a receptor group of high
sensitivity
Operation‐Night
Winter Year 1
Night‐ Slight adverse‐ At year
1, in the winter, car headlights
on the new road are
considered to result some
barely perceptible
deterioration to some views
from this high sensitivity
receptor group, overall, by this
stage.
Summer Year 15
Night‐ Neutral to Slight
Adverse‐ There would be some
barely perceptible
deterioration and some neutral
effects experienced by a
receptor group of high
sensitivity

Residents at Wylam House Farm, Ottermere and Northwood, would experience some noticeable and
conspicuous changes in the view, from the effects of temporary lighting during road widening works. Residents
at Dean’s Cottage already have street lighting in front of them so limited change would be perceptible here.
Residents at Camonmole Barn, Otter Barn and Tovehayne Farm would experience a noticeable adverse
temporary change to their view, arising from potential night time working at tie in points with the existing A30
approaching Monkton following vegetation removal, however, these effects would be seen in the existing
context of street lights on this section of the A30. If existing lighting can be utilised, there could be no need or a
reduced need for additional temporary lighting in this location
Residents at Monkton Barton, would not experience any change associated with temporary construction lighting
On the south east facing valley side, residents in isolated farmsteads on the eastern side of Crook Hill and on Ford
Hill, would experience a small but conspicuous change in the view from the use of temporary construction
lighting works on parts of the widened A30 (with the option 1 variant) where existing enclosing boundary
vegetation would be removed along a currently unlit section of a widened section of the A30.
Residents in farmsteads on the western valley side on the lower slopes of Dumpton Hill and on the lane to
Beacon and from residents in some isolated farmsteads on the south east facing valley side, below Hartridge,
west of Rawridge and, at Yard Farm and Hayne Farm would not experience any change in night time views. Also,
residents on the eastern valley side on Reddick’s Hill are also not anticipated to experience any effects from
temporary construction lighting associated with this option.
Geographical Extent of Influence
During construction, residents at Holmsleigh Farm and on Hedgend Road C352, on the north west facing valley
side would experience a change to a small extent of their view, in the centre and in the middle distance. Lower
down the valley, residents at Higher Northcote Farm, Broadmead and the Grange, would experience a change in
the small extent of their view in the centre or at a slightly oblique angle and in the middle‐distance.
Residents at Wylam House Farm, Ottermere, Northwood, Dean’s Cottage would experience changes that would
effect a moderate to large extent of their view, generally in the centre of the view ( except Wylam House Farm)
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and at a close distance.
Residents at Camonmole Barn, Otter Barn and Tovehayne Farm would experience a change to a moderate extent
of their view, in the centre of the view and at a slightly oblique angle and the view would be localised.
On the south east facing valley side, residents in isolated farmsteads on the eastern side of Crook Hill and on Ford
Hill, would experience changes affecting a small extent of their view, in the centre of their view and in the middle
distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
This lighting would be temporary, and in place intermittently during the construction period (6 months advanced
works/2 further year’s construction (short term) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse, during construction, at night, as the temporary lighting would constitute a small element of
the scheme, causing a temporary and noticeable deterioration in a few limited locations and otherwise the
effects would be barely noticeable to some residents in the Otter Valley given that the existing scene is already
lit with street lights and not discernible to others.
Operation – Day
During operation, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new road and widened sections of the
existing A30 on parts of south eastern valley side, associated traffic movements, implemented attenuation ponds
and the effects of establishing new planting on the sides of the new and widened road sections. Some positive
visual impacts would arise from the reduction of traffic movements along the existing A30 passing through the
centre of the Monkton.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 1, in winter, residents at Holmsleigh Farm and on Hedgend Road C352, on the north
west facing valley side would experience a noticeable change and a conspicuous feature in the view arising from
the off line road, traffic and new planting, on the lower valley side in the vicinity of Otter Barn and Monkton,
including the road on embankment on the lower valley side. The operational road and traffic would be partially
concealed by some intervening vegetation and buildings and would be less apparent as it continues further to the
north. Also, uninterrupted views would remain across to Dumpdon Hill. Lower down the valley at Higher
Northcote Farm, Broadmead and the Grange, there would be some a limited view down toward a widened
section of the A30 between Ottermere and the Little Chef, where traffic would be more perceptible with new
planting alongside but in a place where e A30 traffic already forms part of the view.
Residents at Cheyney’s Farm and Cheyney’s Mead on the lower valley side would not experience any changes in
their views arising from the widened A30.
Residents at Wylam House Farm, Ottermere, Northwood, Dean’s Cottage would experience some perceptible
changes in the view, largely where it is opened up following the removal of a tall mature roadside hedgerow and
replaced with a new hedge and hedgerow planting at a greater distance away. Traffic would continue to form a
consistent part of the scene. In places acoustic timber fences would replace existing garden fences, which are
generally in a poor state of repair.
Residents at Camonmole Barn, Otter Barn and Tovehayne Farm would experience a large adverse change to their
view with a new side road in cutting in the foreground and a new road and traffic on embankment to the north
and north west which would be a conspicuous and contrasting feature in the scene from the frontage and side of
these properties. Hedgebanks and new planting on the embankment would have a limited effect in concealing
the earthworks and the traffic in the view, at this stage. A resident further along Hedgend Road to the east would
experience some heavily filtered but noticeable views toward the new road and traffic which would partly be in
cutting and partly on embankment, at this stage, with limited effects from new planting.
Residents at Monkton Barton, would not experience any change in their views from the new road and traffic
given intervening farm buildings. From Valley View, lower down on this part of the valley side there would be
some noticeable and apparent changes in the view from the rear of the property arising from the operational
new road and traffic on the edge of one field north of the C366 Lane. Views to the new road and traffic from
occasional properties further up the valley side off this lane would be perceptible in places but largely limited by
intervening hedges and the buildings at Monkton Barton.
On the south east facing valley side, residents in isolated farmsteads on the eastern side of Crook Hill and on Ford
Hill, would experience a noticeable change in the view to the widened section of the A30, in the lower part of the
valley, where at this stage traffic on the road would be more open to view, following removal of the boundary
hedge to the north west of the road and the anticipated scale of new replacement roadside planting. On this part
of the route, the change in road boundary treatment would cause traffic, the Little Chef and a Scrap yard to be a
more conspicuous feature in the view. These elements would contrast with the features that currently conceal
the road, in the existing view, at this stage.
Residents in farmsteads on the western valley side on the lower slopes of Dumpton Hill and on the lane to
Beacon would experience a noticeable change to the view and some conspicuous parts of the new road, an
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underbridge and traffic on the valley side above Monkton. From some residents at Fordhill Cottage and at
Smithenhayes Farm, on the lane to Beacon, there would also be the same noticeable change associated with the
implemented scheme on the facing valley side and despite being partially filtered by some intervening vegetation
the new road in places and traffic on it outside cuttings, would form a conspicuous new feature in the scene. At
this stage there would be a substantial reduction in the volume of traffic using the existing A30 running through
and north of Monkton which would be a noticeable positive change in the lower parts of these views.
Some perceptible change from the road and traffic moving along it on the valley side north of Monkton are
anticipated in views from residents in some isolated farmsteads on the south east facing valley side, below
Hartridge, west of Rawridge and to a lesser extent due to intervening vegetation, at Yard Farm and Hayne Farm.
Residents on the eastern valley side on Reddick’s Hill would continue to experience some limited improvements
to views toward the existing A30 on the Hill as a result of reduced traffic volumes and activity on this stretch of
road.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The geographic extent of changes to views experienced by residents arising from the new road and associated
would be anticipated to be the same as that anticipated at the construction stage. With the reduction in traffic
volumes on the existing A30 , residents on Reddick’s Hill would experience a change that effects a very small
extent of the view, at an oblique angle and the view would be localised
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate adverse‐ During operation, at year 1, in the winter, the new widened, new roads, underbridges,
traffic, attenuation ponds and new planting would form a large feature in a few localised views from residents
and a noticeable feature in some mid distance views. The traffic on the new road and some embankments
would be readily apparent to some receptors and would in places be conspicuous and contrast with the
existing scene, at this stage. In some middle distance views there would be some improvement through a
reduction in visible traffic on the existing A30 through and north of Monkton, in the scene.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
In summer, at year 15, with the establishment and maturation of hedgerow and woodland copse vegetation on
the edges of the new road, on the valley side, residents at Holmsleigh Farm and on Hedgend Road C352, on the
north west facing valley side would experience a barely perceptible change in their view when the established
planting largely integrates the new road and traffic with its surroundings. The established new planting in
combination with the mature intervening planting and buildings on the valley side would conceal the new road
and traffic as it progresses further to the north. Also, uninterrupted views would remain across to Dumpdon Hill.
Lower down the valley at Higher Northcote Farm, Broadmead and the Grange, restored and established
hedgerows and hedgerow trees on the edge of the widened A30 would lead to their being no perceptible change
in the views experienced between Ottermere and the Little Chef.
Residents at Cheyney’s Farm and Cheyney’s Mead on the lower valley side would not experience any changes in
their views arising from this scheme option, at Year 15, in the summer.
Residents at Wylam House Farm, Ottermere, Northwood, Dean’s Cottage would experience barely perceptible
changes in their views by this stage, as a tall boundary hedge and standard trees to the north west of the road
would be established and the traffic in the foreground of the view would in combination not alter the overall
balance of the existing view.
Residents at Camonmole Barn, Otter Barn and Tovehayne Farm and would experience some perceptible adverse
change with the permanent loss of some open pasture land in the foreground of the view. The traffic on the side
road in cutting and the side road itself would not be evident in the scene with the establishment of a medium to
tall vegetated hedgebank and hedgerow trees along the top of the cutting. Beyond this the main road on
embankment would also be concealed from view by a mature woodland copse and an established hedgebank at
the roadside. Whilst a large change would still be experienced the established planting would largely integrate
the new road into the scene whilst maintaining some long views out from the properties toward Dumpdon Hill by
maintaining an open foreground setting to these dwellings. Similar effects would be experienced from a further
property along Hedgend Road, at this stage, but here there is more existing intervening vegetation conserving
the existing view.
Residents at Monkton Barton, would not experience any change associated with the scheme at this stage given
intervening farm buildings. From Valley View, lower down on this part of the valley side there would be some
perceptible changes to the view where a hedgebank and tree belt at the new roadside would have established by
this stage to limit the potential for views of traffic to the east. At this stage, views would be restricted to limited
glimpses of high side vehicles from the rear of this property. Positive views from the front of the property would
be perceptibly improved with reduced volumes of traffic on the adjacent lane and on the existing A30.
On the south east facing valley side, residents in isolated farmsteads on the eastern side of Crook Hill and on
Ford Hill, would experience a change in the view that is not discernible, at this stage, following the establishment
of a new hedge with standard trees along the widened A30.
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Residents in farmsteads on the western valley side on the lower slopes of Dumpton Hill and on the lane to
Beacon would continue to experience a perceptible change to the view, however, with established roadside
copses, hedgebanks and hedgerow trees views across to the new road and all but high sided vehicles, would be
largely concealed from this angle of view and the road and traffic largely visually integrated with the
surroundings. The same effects would be experienced from some residents at Fordhill Cottage and at
Smithenhayes Farm, on the lane to Beacon. In both case visible reductions in traffic volumes on the existing A30
would also be perceptible.
Some limited perceptible effects from high sided vehicles on parts of the new road on the valley side north of
Monkton are anticipated in views from residents in some isolated farmsteads on the south east facing valley side,
below Hartridge, west of Rawridge and to a lesser extent due to intervening vegetation, at Yard Farm and Hayne
Farm. Otherwise the road and traffic on it would largely visually integrate into the scene from this direction, with
the established mosaic of woodland copses and hedgebanks at the roadside. Residents on the eastern valley side
on Reddick’s Hill would continue to experience some limited improvements to views toward the existing A30 on
the Hill as a result of reduced traffic volumes and activity on this stretch of road.
Geographical Extent of Influence
During operation, at year 15, in the summer, residents at Holmsleigh Farm and on Hedgend Road C352, on the
north west facing valley side would experience no change to a small extent of their view, in the centre and in the
middle distance. Lower down the valley, residents at Higher Northcote Farm, Broadmead and the Grange, would
experience no change in the small extent of their view in the centre or at a slightly oblique angle and in the
middle‐distance.
Residents at Wylam House Farm, Ottermere, Northwood, Dean’s Cottage would experience changes that would
effect a moderate to large extent of their view, generally in the centre of the view ( except Wylam House Farm)
and at a close distance.
Residents at Camonmole Barn, Otter Barn and Tovehayne Farm would experience a change to a moderate extent
of their view, in the centre of the view and at a slightly oblique angle and the view would be localised. Further to
the north east, for residents at Valley View, a very small extent of the view would be affected in the centre of the
view and the effect would be localised. From occasional properties further up the valley side off the same lane
the operational new road and traffic would not cause any change, at this stage.
On the south east facing valley side, residents in isolated farmsteads on the eastern side of Crook Hill and on Ford
Hill, would experience no change at this stage. Residents in farmsteads on the western valley side on the lower
slopes of Dumpton Hill and on the lane to Beacon would experience changes affecting a moderate extent of their
view, in the centre of their view and in the middle distance. In views from residents in some isolated farmsteads
on the south east facing valley side, below Hartridge, and west of Rawridge this option would affect a small
extent of the view, at an oblique angle and in the middle to far distance. From Yard Farm and Hayne Farm, this
option would affect a small extent of the view, at an oblique angle and in the middle distance. Residents on
Reddick’s Hill would experience a change that affects a very small extent of the view, at an oblique angle and the
view would be localised.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect
Minor Adverse, during operation, in the day, at year 15, in summer, traffic and the new road with established
roadside planting would generally be perceptible to some residents and others would experience visual
changes from the new road which would no longer be discernible or would include some perceptible
improvements in the view. In some locations, some noticeable change arising from high sided vehicles would
persist but new planting would largely integrate the new roads and traffic into their surroundings.
Operation – Night
At night, visual impacts would arise from traffic headlights on the implemented new roads and the effects of
establishing new planting on the sides of the new roads. No new road lighting is proposed in the visible sections
of road. There would be positive visual impacts which would arise from the reduction in traffic headlights passing
along the existing A30 through the centre of the village. Lighting design improvements/enhancements to existing
fittings along the existing A30 are proposed as enhancements but are subject to agreement with stakeholders at
this point and therefore the potentially beneficial effects of this have not been accounted for in the assessment,
at this point to offset new lighting impacts.
Winter Year 1 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 1, in winter, at night, residents at Holmsleigh Farm and on Hedgend Road C352, on the
north west facing valley side would experience a perceptible change and new feature in the view arising from car
headlights, on the off line road on the lower valley side in the vicinity of Otter Barn and Monkton, including the
road on embankment on the lower valley side. The effects of vehicle headlights would be partially concealed by
some intervening vegetation and buildings and would be less apparent as it continues further to the north. In
these views, vehicle headlights would be seen against the background of existing streetlights on parts of the
retained A30 on approach to Monkton. Northcote Farm, Broadmead and the Grange, there would be a limited
view down toward a widened section of the A30 between Ottermere and the Little Chef, where traffic headlights
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would be more perceptible with new planting alongside but in a place where A30 traffic headlights already form
part of the view.
Residents at Cheyney’s Farm and Cheyney’s Mead on the lower valley side would not experience any changes in
their views arising from car headlights.
Residents at Wylam House Farm, Ottermere, Northwood, and Dean’s Cottage would not experience any
discernible change in their view regarding the presence of traffic headlights.
Residents at Camonmole Barn, Otter Barn and Tovehayne Farm would experience a noticeable adverse change to
their view from the presence of traffic headlights where the new road is on embankment, at this stage, despite
the presence of hedgbanks and new planting at the roadside. Traffic headlights on the new side road in cutting in
the foreground of the view would be concealed by the landform and a hedgebank . A resident further along
Hedgend Road to the east would experience some heavily filtered but noticeable views toward car headlights on
the new road where it is at grade or on embankment, at this stage, with limited effects from new planting.
Residents at Monkton Barton, would not experience any change in their views from vehicle headlights, given
intervening farm buildings. From Valley View, lower down on this part of the valley side there would be some
noticeable and apparent changes in the view from the rear of the property arising from the presence of traffic
headlights when roadside planting on hedgebanks and tree belt planting is new. There would be some
perceptible improved effects from traffic headlights on the adjacent lane and on the existing A30 with reduced
traffic volumes.
On the south east facing valley side, residents in isolated farmsteads on the eastern side of Crook Hill and on Ford
Hill, would experience a noticeable change in the view to the widened section of the A30, in the lower part of the
valley, where at this stage car headlights would be more open to view, following removal of the boundary hedge
to the north west of the road and the anticipated scale of new replacement roadside planting
Residents in farmsteads on the western valley side on the lower slopes of Dumpton Hill and on the lane to
Beacon would experience a noticeable change to the view and some conspicuous vehicle headlights on parts of
the new road where it is not in cutting and where there is an underbridge on the valley side above Monkton. The
same effects would be apparent from some residents at Fordhill Cottage and at Smithenhayes Farm, on the lane
to Beacon. At this stage there would be a substantial reduction in the volume of traffic and associated vehicle
headlights using the existing A30 running through and north of Monkton which would be a noticeable positive
change in the lower parts of these views.
Some noticeable and conspicuous change from vehicle headlights moving along it on the valley side, where it is
currently dark, north of Monkton, are anticipated in views from residents in some isolated farmsteads on the
south east facing valley side, below Hartridge, west of Rawridge and to a lesser extent due to intervening
vegetation, at Yard Farm and Hayne Farm.
Residents on the eastern valley side on Reddick’s Hill would continue to experience some limited improvements
to views toward the existing A30 on the Hill as a result of reduced traffic volumes and activity on this stretch of
road.
Geographical Extent of Influence
At night, at year 1, the geographic extent of changes to views experienced by residents arising from vehicle
headlights passing along visible sections of the new road as it ascends the valley side before roadside planting has
established, would be anticipated to be the same as that identified at the operation, Year 1 winter stage. The
only exception to this is in close views from the A30 where vehicle lights were an existing feature of the scene
and no change is therefore anticipated at this stage.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse, during operation at year 1, at night, parts of new road and car headlights would
be noticeable and apparent but this would be partly counterbalanced by some improvements to parts of views
experienced where traffic volumes and headlight effects are noticeably reduced on sections of the current A30.
In other places some limited perceptible changes or no change from the existing scene would be apparent
where the new roads are in cutting or where headlights are already part of the existing scene.
Summer Year 15 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
In summer, at year 15, at night, with the establishment and maturation of hedgerow and woodland copse
vegetation on the edges of the new road, on the valley side, residents at Holmsleigh Farm and on Hedgend Road
C352, on the north west facing valley side would experience a barely perceptible change in their view when the
established planting largely integrates the new road and traffic with its surroundings. The established new
planting in combination with the mature intervening planting and buildings on the valley side would conceal
traffic headlight effects on the new road as it progresses further to the north. Lower down the valley at Higher
Northcote Farm, Broadmead and the Grange, restored and established hedgerows and hedgerow trees on the
edge of the widened A30 would lead to their being no perceptible change in the views experienced from car
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headlights between Ottermere and the Little Chef.
Residents at Cheyney’s Farm and Cheyney’s Mead on the lower valley side would not experience any changes in
their views from vehicle headlights arising from this scheme option.
Residents at Wylam House Farm, Ottermere, Northwood, Dean’s Cottage would experience not experience any
changes in their views by this stage, as a tall boundary hedge and standard trees to the north west of the road
would be established and the traffic headlights in the foreground of the view would in combination not alter the
overall balance of lighting in the existing view.
Residents at Camonmole Barn, Otter Barn and Tovehayne Farm would experience some limited perceptible
adverse change from occasional headlight effects being apparent where the new road is on embankment to the
north. The majority of car headlights on the embankment would however be concealed from view by a mature
woodland copse and an established hedgebank, at the roadside, at this stage. The traffic headlights on the side
road in cutting would not be evident in the scene with the establishment of a medium to tall vegetated
hedgebank and hedgerow trees along the top of the cutting. Similar effects would be experienced from a further
property along Hedgeed Road, at this stage, but here there is more existing intervening vegetation to conserving
the existing night time views.
Residents at Monkton Barton, would not experience any change associated with the scheme at this stage given
intervening farm buildings. From Valley View, lower down on this part of the valley side there would be some
limited perceptible views to traffic headlights. Generally, a new hedgebank and tree belt at the new roadside
would have established by this stage to limit the potential for views to the east. At this stage, views would be
restricted to limited glimpses of headlights on high side vehicles from the rear of this property. Positive night
time views from the front of the property would be perceptibly improved with reduced volumes of traffic on the
adjacent lane and on the existing A30.
On the south east facing valley side, residents in isolated farmsteads on the eastern side of Crook Hill and on Ford
Hill, would experience a change in the view from car headlights that is not discernible, at this stage, following the
establishment of a new hedge with standard trees along the widened A30.
Residents in farmsteads on the western valley side on the lower slopes of Dumpton Hill and on the lane to
Beacon would continue to experience a limited perceptible change to the view from car headlights in darker
areas beyond Monkton village. However, with established roadside copses, hedgebanks and hedgerow trees,
views across to the new road and car headlights on all but high sided vehicles, would be largely concealed from
this angle of view. The same effects would be experienced from some residents at Fordhill Cottage and at
Smithenhayes Farm, on the lane to Beacon. In both case visible reductions in traffic volumes and vehicle
headlight effects on the existing A30, would also be perceptible.
Some limited perceptible effects from headlights on high sided vehicles on parts of the new road on the valley
side north of Monkton are anticipated in views from residents in some isolated farmsteads on the south east
facing valley side, below Hartridge, west of Rawridge and to a lesser extent due to intervening vegetation, at Yard
Farm and Hayne Farm. Otherwise, vehicle headlight effects would be limited to occasional glimpses with the
established mosaic of additional woodland copses and hedgebanks, at the roadside. Residents on the eastern
valley side on Reddick’s Hill would continue to experience some limited improvements to views toward the
existing A30 on the Hill as a result of reduced traffic volumes and headlights on this stretch of road.
Geographical Extent of Influence
During operation, at year 15, in the summer, residents at Holmsleigh Farm and on Hedgend Road C352, on the
north west facing valley side would experience no change to a small extent of their view, in the centre and in the
middle distance. Lower down the valley, residents at Higher Northcote Farm, Broadmead and the Grange, would
experience no change in the small extent of their view in the centre or at a slightly oblique angle and in the
middle‐distance.
Residents at Wylam House Farm, Ottermere, Northwood and Dean’s Cottage would experience no change at this
stage.
Residents at Camonmole Barn, Otter Barn and Tovehayne Farm would experience a change to a moderate extent
of their view, in the centre of the view and at a slightly oblique angle and the view would be localised. Further to
the north east, for residents at Valley View, a very small extent of the view would be affected in the centre of the
view and the effect would be localised. From occasional properties further up the valley side off the same lane
the effects of traffic headlights would not cause any change, at this stage.
On the south east facing valley side, residents in isolated farmsteads on the eastern side of Crook Hill and on Ford
Hill, would experience no change at this stage. Residents in farmsteads on the western valley side on the lower
slopes of Dumpton Hill and on the lane to Beacon would experience changes affecting a moderate extent of their
view, in the centre of their view and in the middle distance. In views from residents in some isolated farmsteads
on the south east facing valley side, below Hartridge, and west of Rawridge car headlights would affect a small
extent of the view, at an oblique angle and in the middle to far distance. From Yard Farm and Hayne Farm, the
construction activity would affect a small extent of the view, at an oblique angle and in the middle distance.
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Residents on Reddick’s Hill would experience a change that affects a very small extent of the view, at an oblique
angle and the view would be localised.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse‐ During operation, at night, at year 15, in the summer, vehicle headlights on the
new roads would generally constitute a small element of the scene and would be perceptible to some
residents and others would experience visual changes from the new road which would no longer be discernible
or would include some perceptible improvements in the view.
Option 2 variant near Honiton
Construction‐ Day
During construction, the visual impacts of this variant would differ from those that arise from Option 1, as there
would be less hedgerow vegetation loss to the north west the widened A30 in the vicinity of the Little Chef,
Newberry Metals and Ottermere. There would need to be demolition of two properties Northwood and Dean’s
Cottage and widening works would extend further toward properties to the south of the existing road, together
with some property boundary walling and parking area, yard and workshop reinstatements works. There would
also be some associated new hedge planting and installation of acoustic fencing. All these differences effect a
localised part of the Otter Valley and specifically residential receptors on the widened section of the A30 and at
Crook’ s Hill and Ford Hill. The differences in the overall levels of effect anticipated are limited to the construction
stage and year 1 of operation and in the medium term until a replacement tall hedge has been reinstated. Only
the differences in effects at each level on these particular receptors have been reported here.
Magnitude of Effect
Considered to be at the same level as the for the Option 1 variant, despite differences
Construction‐Night
Temporary lighting is likely to be required at widened sections and tie in points along existing A30 and the new
road to the south of Monkton and near Honiton. The removal of a hedge to the north west of the widened
section of the A30 in front of the Little Chef and Dean’s Cottage, would open up some views to the temporary
lighting.
Size/ Scale of change
At night, during construction, the size and scale of changes to views experienced by residents arising from
temporary lighting on widened section of the A30 and tie in points south of Monkton would be anticipated to be
the same as that anticipated at the construction stage for Option 1, except for the following:
On the south east facing valley side, residents in isolated farmsteads on the eastern side of Crook Hill and on Ford
Hill, would experience a barely perceptible but limited change in the view from the use of temporary
construction lighting works on parts of the widened A30 as existing enclosing boundary vegetation would be
retained and continue to provide visual containment along a currently unlit section of a widened section of the
A30.
Geographical Extent of Influence
At night, during construction, the geographic extent of changes to views experienced by residents arising from
Temporary lighting on widened section of the A30 and tie in points south of Monkton would be anticipated to be
the same as that anticipated at the construction stage for Option 1, except for the following:
On the south east facing valley side, residents in isolated farmsteads on the eastern side of Crook Hill and on Ford
Hill, would experience changes affecting a barely perceptible extent of their view, in the centre of their view and
in the middle distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
This lighting would be temporary, and in place intermittently during the construction period (6 months advanced
works/2 further year’s construction (short term) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse, during construction, at night, as the temporary lighting would constitute a small
element of the scheme, causing a temporary and some limited noticeable deterioration but generally
otherwise the effects would be a barely discernible change to most residents in the Otter Valley given that the
existing scene is already lit with street lights. Temporary lighting would not be discernible to others.
Operation – Day
During operation, the visual impacts of this variant would differ from Option 1 as a mature tall hedgerow would
be conserved and limit some views from land to the north west of a widened section of the A30 in the vicinity of
the Little Chef, Newberry Metals and Ottermere. Otherwise visual impacts would be the same.
Winter Year 1
Magnitude of Effect
As for the Option 1 variant
Summer Year 15 –Day
The boundary hedge and standard trees along the widened section of the A30 near Honiton would be restored by
this time removing a key difference in effects, in the day time, between this and the Option 1 variant by this
stage.
Magnitude of Effect
As for the Option 1 variant
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Operation – Night
As listed above for the Option 1 variant and principally arising from traffic headlights but with account taken for
the existing hedgerow retention on the north west edge of the A30 near Honiton and the variation in planting
proposals and establishment.
Winter Year 1 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
At night, at year 1, the size and scale of effects on views experienced by residents arising from vehicle headlights
passing along widened sections of the A30 and sections of the new road as it ascends the valley side before
roadside planting has established, would be anticipated to be the same as that anticipated at the year 1 , winter
operation stage, for Option 1 , except for the following:
On the south east facing valley side, residents in isolated farmsteads on the eastern side of Crook Hill and on Ford
Hill, would experience a noticeable change in the view to the widened section of the A30, in the lower part of the
valley, where at this stage car headlights would be more open to view, following removal of the boundary hedge
to the north west of the road and the anticipated scale of new replacement roadside planting
Geographical Extent of Influence
At night, at year 1, the geographic extent of influence on views experienced by residents arising from vehicle
headlights passing along widened sections of the A30 and sections of the new road as it ascends the valley side
before roadside planting has established, would be anticipated to be the same as that anticipated at the year 1 ,
winter operation stage, for Option 1 , except for the following:
On the south east facing valley side, residents in isolated farmsteads on the eastern side of Crook Hill and on Ford
Hill, would experience changes affecting a barely perceptible extent of their view, in the centre of their view and
in the middle distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse, during operation at year 1, in the winter, at night, parts of new road and car headlights would
be noticeable and apparent but this would be partly counterbalanced by some improvements to parts of views
experienced where traffic volumes and headlight effects are noticeably reduced on sections of the current A30.
In other places some barely discernible changes or no change from the existing scene would be apparent
where the new roads are in cutting or where headlights are already part of the existing scene.

RP2

Dispersed residential
properties and
farmsteads alongside
and to the east and west
of the existing A30/A303
on the plateau in the
vicinity of the
Devonshire Inn and
along the Viney Ridge

1c(N), 3,13(N),
25,26,31a,31b

Day – In the winter, residents in
properties to the west of the existing
A30/A303, on the plateau including
Avalon and Tree Tops have some views
east toward the A30/A303. From Avalon,
views from residents are filtered by
existing vegetation and limited to a short
section of the carriageway and associated
traffic directly alongside. The building
orientation and the limited size and
number of windows on the southern
façade further limit potential for
intervisibility. Views from residents at
Treetops are from six windows on the
eastern façade. Although the views are
limited to a short section of the A30/A303
and its traffic, at the end of Sandy Lane,
these views are open and direct.
Residents in properties to the east of the
existing A30/A303 on the plateau include
those at Devonshire Inn Farm where
windows directly face the A30/A303 to
the west and south, where the existing
carriageway and moving vehicles are seen
at close quarters. Views toward the
existing trunk road from the adjacent
Devonshire Inn Bungalow are more
limited given intervening tree lines and a
dense boundary hedge at the roadside
alongside the Devonshire Inn Farm. There
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Day –In the summer, the
addition of leaf cover on
garden and field boundary
trees to the east and north of
residents at Avalon has the
effect of increasing the
screening of the existing
A30/A303 carriageway and
traffic from view. There would
be limited perceptible change
in existing views toward the
trunk road and associated
traffic from the frontage of
Treetops. Leaves on trees and
the increased height of
hedgerows have the effect of
screening views of the
A30/A303 traffic from
Devonshire Inn Bungalow.
There would be some
increased screening effects
anticipated along Viney Lane
arising from developing
hedgerows and roadside
shelter belts. At Night –In the
summer, changes in
intervening vegetation
alongside some properties are
anticipated to further reduce
the effects of existing traffic
headlights in existing views.

High
These residents are located
inside a designated area of
outstanding natural beauty and
experience some views out
across this valued landscape.
Residents are considered to be
highly susceptible to changes,
where enjoyment comes from a
view and from windows which
have been placed to benefit from
views of the adjacent
countryside.
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Summer Year 15 –Night
The boundary hedge and standard trees along the widened section of the A30 near Honiton would be restored by
this time removing a key difference in effects, at night, between this and the Option 1 variant by this stage.
Magnitude of Effect
As for the Option 1 variant
Roundabout option at Devonshire Inn
Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity, some hedgerow and
woodland vegetation clearance, earthworks to create some embankments associated with widening and cuttings
associated with an underbridge near Sandy’s Lane. A few properties would experience some visual impacts from
road construction on parts of the Viney Ridge. There would be some limited night time working required at the
tie in point of the new junction and when the widened sections of the existing A30 road are constructed, near the
Devonshire Inn. There would also be some earth and turf faced hedgebank construction along the roadside on
the Viney Ridge and other new planting works along substantial sections of the route.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, the vegetation clearance and road widening works alongside the existing A30 in the vicinity
of Cook’s Moor and extending up to the construction of a roundabout north of the Devonshire Inn would result in
some large changes to some static existing views from the Devonshire Inn, Treetops and Avalon, which at this
stage, would partially contrast with other the existing features in the view and the construction activities would
be predominantly visible. There would be a noticeable change to the static views from Windwhistle Cottage and
to a lesser degree from Devonshire Inn Bungalow. There would be contrasting and conspicuous construction
activity, including the creation of an underbridge and cutting which would be visible from Windwhistle Cottage
and contrasting construction activities would be partially visible from Devonshire Inn Bungalow. Changes in the
static views from the upper stories of Bowood Cottage, Cook’s Moor South and from the frontage of Cook’s Moor
North would be noticeable and would involve the introduction of conspicuous new features associated with the
construction activity which would contrast and be partially visible where existing vegetation does not intervene.
From residents at Newington and Combehayes, new road construction activity would not be apparent in their
view, given intervening layers of roadside vegetation and the topography. Construction activity associated with
the new roundabout would also be noticeable and a conspicuous feature in the view from residents in a property
at Newcott Farm. There are no anticipated effects on views from Monkton Down Farm.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The vegetation removal and new road construction activity and earthworks works along the widened section of
the A30, alongside the existing road, would affect a large extent of the view, in the centre of the view, at close
proximity for residents at the Devonshire Inn, Treetops and Avalon. There would be some effects across a
moderate extent of the view which would be localised and in the centre of the view from Windwhistle Cottage
and more oblique and filtered from Devonshire Inn Bungalow. Views from Bowood Cottage, Cook’s Moor South

Roundabout option at
Devonshire Inn
Construction‐Day
Day‐ Moderate to Large
adverse‐ There would be some
large deterioration and some
noticeable deterioration
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity
Construction‐Night
Night‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse‐There would be some
perceptible deterioration and
some very limited
deterioration experienced by
a receptor group of high
sensitivity
Operation‐Day
Winter Year 1
Day‐Moderate to Large
adverse‐There would be some
large deterioration and some
noticeable deterioration
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight to moderate
adverse ‐There would be some
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are some direct views south from the
upper stories of Windwhistle Cottage
toward a section of the A30/A303
carriageway and toward moving traffic.
Garden boundary hedgerows, some
garden trees and a conifer belt to the
west of the property restrict other views,
from the ground floor and garden area, to
the A30/A303 and the road junction with
Stockland Hill.
Residents in Highwood and Westwood
Farms alongside Viney Lane do not
experience views of the existing
A30/A303 and views of vehicles are
limited to traffic passing along Viney Lane
and to larger vehicles to the east, along
the more open sections of Stockland Hill.
Near views otherwise are over garden
areas and adjacent enclosed pasture fields
with some intervening tree lines, hedge
banks and individual trees restricting
views in places. There are some longer
views from the upper storey windows of
Westwood Farm across toward Dumpdon
Hill. The farms further south along the
plateau are either set down from the
plateau edge on the scarp, in an enclosed
treed context, or in the case of Barnfield
Farm, is set in the visual context of
existing farm buildings and attractive a
tree lined Viney Lane and Old Chard Road.
The farm buildings and tree lines limit
views from residents to adjacent
surrounding farmland to the south, north
and east with intermittently visible
passing traffic on the local roads.
At Night ‐ In the winter, residents in
properties to the west of the existing
A30/A303 alongside the plateau and in
the vicinity of Avalon, experience the
effects of intermittent vehicle headlights
on short sections of the route and limited
to a degree by intervening hedges and or
bounding the carriageway.

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)

and Cook’s Moor North would be affected by noticeable localised changes in the centre of a view, at this stage,
albeit in places, including from Cook’s Moor South, partly filtered through existing vegetation. A small extent of
the centre of a view from residents in one property at Newcott Farm in the middle distance would be affected.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate Adverse‐ During construction, the works would become a large feature where activities are in close
proximity and would lead to substantial change experienced by a small number of residents, notably in front of
the Devonshire Inn, alongside Avalon, in front of Treetops, in the vicinity of Windwhistle Cottage. Elsewhere,
effects on other residents on the plateau including those at Bowood Cottage, Cook’s Moor, would be
noticeable and readily apparent but would make up a smaller component of their views. The construction
works associated with the new roundabout would be noticeable and apparent from residents in one property
at Newcott Farm to the north east. Monkton Down Farm and Barnfield would not experience any discernible
change due to intervening buildings, vegetation and/or landform.

perceptible deterioration and
some very limited
deterioration experienced by
a receptor group of high
sensitivity

Construction‐ Night
At night, there would be some limited impacts, during construction, along the widened section of the A30
between Cook’s Moor and the Devonshire Inn due to a likely requirement for temporary night time working. This
night time lighting effect would extend impacts to include those on a view from residents at Newcott Farm, to
the north east.
Size/ Scale of change
The construction stage temporary lighting would be a noticeable and conspicuous feature in a location where
there is very limited fixed lighting in static views from small number residents at Cook’s Moor, at Treetops,
Avalon, Windwhistle Cottage, Devonshire Inn bungalow and the Devonshire Inn. Also, effects, with this variant
would include a noticeable change to the view experienced by residents at Newcott Farm, to the north east.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The temporary lighting on part of the widened section of the A30, alongside the existing road, would affect a
large extent of the view, in the centre of the view, at close proximity for residents at the Devonshire Inn,
Treetops and Avalon. There would be some effects across a moderate extent of the view which would be
localised and oblique from Windwhistle Cottage and Devonshire Inn Bungalow. Cook’s Moor South and Cook’s
Moor North would be affected by changes arising from the temporary lighting across a moderate extent of the
centre of their view, in the mid distance. No discernible effects are anticipated on other residents on the plateau.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
This lighting would be temporary, and in place intermittently during the construction period (6 months advanced
works/2 further year’s construction (short term) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate Adverse – The temporary lighting would be noticeable and an apparent element in the view to some
residents and perceptible to some others but the effects would be temporary and not alter the balance and
features of the views permanently or over a long duration.
Operation – Day
During the day, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new main and side roads, a roundabout
junction, an underbridge, associated traffic movements and the effects of establishing new planting on the sides
of the new roads.
Winter Year 1.

Residents in properties to the east of the
existing A30/A303 on the plateau
including Windwhistle Cottage, the
Devonshire Inn bungalow and Farm also
predominantly experience intermittent
vehicle headlight effects from relatively
close quarters in what is otherwise a
relatively dark visual context away from
the road or where the road is shielded by
intervening tree lines, woodland or
existing buildings.

Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
At year 1, in winter, during the day, in operation, a section of the widened A30, associated banks, acoustic fences
and establishing planting would constitute a large adverse change and introduce new features in the static views
experienced by a small number residents at Treetops and Avalon. In front of Devonshire Inn the widened road
would constitute a relatively small adverse change in the existing view; however, introduced lighting columns on
the new roundabout approach would be noticeable adverse and conspicuous new features that would contrast in
the view. To the north there would be occasional views from the Devonshire Inn toward a newly constructed
roundabout, street lighting and establishing planting. Here, the new roundabout, lighting columns and associated
traffic would introduce a conspicuous and contrasting feature, at this stage. There would also be a noticeable
adverse change where the contrasting features would be partially visible from other residents including
Windwhistle Cottage, Bowood Cottage, Devonshire Inn Bungalow and some properties at Cook’s Moor. There
would continue to be no discernible visual effects from Newington and Combehayes. With the exception of
Bowood Cottage, where only local traffic on Viney Lane is experienced in views at present, the new roads and
traffic would be seen in locations where A30 traffic already occupies existing views. At this stage new hedgebanks
and tree planting would have some limited effects in restricting views to passing cars but would not interrupt
views of passing high sided vehicles.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The new roads and associated traffic on the plateau would affect a large extent of the view, in the centre of the
view, at close proximity for residents at the Devonshire Inn, Treetops and Avalon. There would be some effects
across a moderate extent of the view which would be localised and in the centre of the view from Windwhistle
Cottage and more oblique and filtered views from Devonshire Inn Bungalow. At this stage, views from Bowood

Residents in Farms alongside Viney Lane
have a predominantly dark immediate
visual setting with the Stockland Hill mast
a notable illuminated feature to the east.
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Operation‐Night
Winter Year 1
Night‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse ‐There would be some
perceptible deterioration and
some very limited
deterioration experienced by
a receptor group of high
sensitivity
Summer Year 15
Night‐ Slight adverse‐There
would be some barely
perceptible deterioration and
some neutral effects
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity

Alternative junction option at
Devonshire Inn
Construction‐Day
Day‐ Moderate to Large
adverse‐ There would be some
large deterioration and some
noticeable deterioration
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity
Construction‐Night
Night‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse‐ There would be some
perceptible deterioration and
some very limited
deterioration experienced by
a receptor group of high
sensitivity
Operation‐Day
Winter Year 1
Day‐Slight to Moderate
adverse‐ There would be some
perceptible deterioration and
some very limited
deterioration experienced by
a receptor group of high
sensitivity
Summer Year 15
Day‐Slight adverse‐There
would be some barely
perceptible deterioration and
some neutral effects
experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity
Operation‐Night
Winter Year 1
Night‐Slight adverse‐ There
would be some barely
perceptible deterioration and
some neutral effects
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Cottage, Cook’s Moor South and Cook’s Moor North would be affected by changes arising from new roads and
some exposed traffic across a moderate extent of the centre of their view, in the mid distance , albeit in places,
partly filtered through existing vegetation.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ During operation, at year 1, in the winter, the new roads and associated traffic
and new vegetation with limited establishment, alongside, would appear as a large feature where changes are
perceived in close proximity and would lead to substantial changes experienced by a small number of
residents, notably in front of the Devonshire inn, alongside Avalon, in front of Treetops, in the vicinity of
Windwhistle Cottage. These residents already experience the presence of some A30 traffic in existing views, in
close proximity and therefore the overall balance of features would be adversely effected but to a lesser
degree, at this stage. Elsewhere, effects on other residents on the plateau including those at Bowood Cottage,
Cook’s Moor, would be noticeable and readily apparent but would make up a smaller component of their
views, albeit adding some additional traffic into new parts of the scene. Monkton Down Farm, Newington and
Combehayes would not experience any discernible change due to intervening buildings, vegetation and/or
landform.

experienced by a receptor
group of high sensitivity
Summer Year 15
Night‐ Neutral‐There would be
very limited and barely
perceptible deterioration but
generally no perceptible
effects, at this stage

Summer Year 15 –Day
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15, in summer, during the day, in general, adverse effects on static views from residents on the plateau
would reduce, with the establishment of new planting along the A30 and side roads. In some places the presence
of street lighting columns and traffic would persist. Residents at Treetops and Avalon, with established woodland
planting and hedgerows along new roads, at this time, would experience, a small change at this stage, with the
new roads no longer appearing conspicuous and instead comprising a minor feature that largely integrates with
its surroundings. In front of Devonshire Inn the widened road would continue to constitute a relatively small
adverse change in the existing view with introduced lighting columns continuing to be noticeable adverse and
conspicuous features that would contrast in the view. To the north there would no longer be occasional views
from the Devonshire Inn toward a newly constructed roundabout, traffic and some of the street lighting given the
establishment of intervening proposed woodland planting. With the new woodland planting established the
roundabout, lighting columns and traffic would become barely discernible due to the filtering effects of this
vegetation. With the establishment of hedgerows and woodland associated with a new cutting views from
Windwhistle Cottage to the new side road are anticipated to become barely discernible leaving some views
toward the widened and a hedge lined A30, which would not perceptibly contrast with the existing scene in that
direction. Views from residents at Bowood Cottage and Devonshire Inn Bungalow would continue to be filtered
by intervening vegetation, effects on views from the upper stories of Bowood Cottage, to intermittently visible
high sided traffic, on the new road would continue to be adverse and noticeable, whilst cars would be largely
concealed from view. A small number of properties at Cook’s Moor would by this stage experience a barely
discernible change to their view given the establishment of roadside hedges. There would continue to be no
discernible visual effects from Monkton Down Farm and Newington and Combehayes.
Geographical Extent of Influence
By year 15, in the summer, the established new planting associated with the proposed A30 corridor and side
roads would limit the visible extent of traffic and the road. Some positive woodland and hedgerow features in
existing views which would be impacted at the construction stage would be reinstated at the road side. The new
roads, Street lighting and associated traffic on the plateau would affect a large extent of the view, in the centre of
the view, at close proximity for residents at the Devonshire Inn. The traffic on the widened A30 and side roads in
cuttings would, with new woodland and hedge planting, established at this time, only affect a small extent of
localised views from Treetops and Avalon. The extent of visual effects on residents at Windwhistle Cottage would
occupy a small extent of the view with the establishment of hedgerows at the top of side road cuttings. The
extent of change in the view would also diminish to a small extent, with the reinstatement of further intervening
roadside hedges in more oblique and filtered views from Devonshire Inn Bungalow. Views from Bowood Cottage,
Cook’s Moor South and Cook’s Moor North would be affected by established roadside hedge banks and hedges
at this time which would limit the extent visible traffic further so that it occupies a moderate to small extent, of
the centre of views.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐During operation, at year 15, in the summer, residents at the Devonshire Inn from
the front elevation would experience perceptible change and whilst not altering the overall balance of features
in the existing view. The view would include the presence of some noticeable street lighting columns on the
roundabout approach. In limited views from the northern elevation, new intervening woodland planting would
otherwise conceal the new roundabout from view so that it would be barely perceptible. New woodland and
hedge planting on the edge of the widened A30 and side roads alongside Avalon and in front of Treetops
would mean that only a very small part of the scheme would be perceptible. Likewise from Windwhistle
Cottage, hedge planting along the top of the side road cutting would lead to only parts of the new main A30
route remaining visible where the road and its traffic currently occupies part of the existing view, in any event.
Elsewhere, effects on residents on at Cook’s Moor would be perceptible but not alter the overall balance of
features and elements that comprise the existing view as they already experience the presence of some A30
traffic in existing views. Views to high sided vehicles from residents at Bowood Cottage would continue to be
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perceptible and apparent in the middle distance but largely filtered from ground floor rooms. Residents at
Monkton Down Farm Newington and Combehayes would continue not experience any discernible change due
to intervening buildings, vegetation and/or landform.
Operation – Night
At night, visual impacts would arise from traffic headlights on the implemented new roads, lighting on the
roundabout and approaches and the effects of establishing new planting on the sides of the new roads. No new
road lighting is proposed away from the main A303/A30 junction by the Devonshire Inn.
Winter Year 1 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
The effects of traffic headlights on the approaches and at the new roundabout near the Devonshire Inn would
cause a small change in a view where headlights are already a feature of the existing scene. In front of
Devonshire Inn, introduced street lighting would cause a large change in the existing view, at night, which would
adversely contrast in the existing scene. At this stage the effects of visible car headlights on residents at Treetops
and Avalon would result in a noticeable adverse change in the view, appreciably increasing the extent of visible
traffic, at night, at this stage. With the cutting introduced at the Sandy’ Lane underbridge approach, the effects
of car headlights on residents at Windwhistle Cottage would be limited to some noticeable effects from
headlights on a stretch of the widened A30 where the existing hedge would be removed and reinstated. No
appreciable adverse effects from car headlights are anticipated on residents at the Devonshire Inn Bungalow.
Vehicle headlights on a section of the new road, at this stage would constitute a noticeable adverse change in the
view from the upper stories of Bowood Cottage, where the scene is currently dark except for traffic using Viney
Lane. Cook’s Moor South and Cook’s Moor North would be affected by a noticeable change in the view, at this
stage, arising from some exposed headlights from traffic on part of the widened A30, where a hedge is to be
reinstated. There would be no discernible visual effects from Monkton Down Farm, Newington and Combehayes.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The effects of vehicle headlights on the plateau would affect a large extent of the view, in the centre of the view,
at close proximity for residents at, Treetops, Avalon and at the Devonshire Inn. New street lights associated with
the new roundabout approaches would also affect a large extent of the near view from the Devonshire Inn. There
would be some effects across a moderate extent of the view which would be localised and in the centre of the
view from Bowood Cottage, Cook’s Moor South and Cook’s Moor North. There would be more oblique and
filtered, localised views from Windwhistle Cottage and the Devonshire Inn Bungalow.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse – At the Devonshire Inn, Avalon, Treetops, Bowood Cottage additional lighting
would be a noticeable adverse feature in the scene. At the Devonshire Inn, this change would be as the result
of the implementation of new street lights associated with the new roundabout. Vehicle headlights would be
more apparent to residents at Avalon and Treetops following construction stage vegetation clearance. The
change in lighting effects from vehicle headlights would be barely discernible from residents at Cook’s Moor,
Devonshire Bungalow and Windwhistle Cottage.
Summer Year 15 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
In front of Devonshire Inn, whilst vehicle headlights are an existing feature of the view, introduced street lighting
would cause a noticeable to large change in the existing view, at night, which would adversely contrast in the
existing scene. This effect although potentially reversible is anticipated to persist. At this stage, the effects of
visible car headlights on residents at Treetops and Avalon would diminish to a barely discernible change in the
view, with established intervening woodland and hedges appreciably limiting the extent of visible traffic, at night,
at this stage. With the establishment of roadside hedges, the effects of car headlights on residents at
Windwhistle Cottage would be limited to become barely discernible compared with the existing situation, in the
short to medium term. No appreciable adverse effects from car headlights are anticipated on residents at the
Devonshire Inn Bungalow. Vehicle headlights on a section of the new road, at this stage, would continue to cause
a perceptible adverse change in the view from the upper stories of Bowood Cottage, given that the scene is
currently dark, except for less frequent traffic, using Viney Lane. Residents at Cook’s Moor South and Cook’s
Moor North would experience a barely perceptible change in their view once a hedgerow on the edge of the
widened A30 is established from the short to medium term onwards. There would be no discernible visual effects
from Monkton Down Farm, Newington and Combehayes.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The effects of street lights on the plateau would affect a large extent of the view, in the centre of the view, at
close proximity for residents at, the Devonshire Inn. The effects of car headlights would affect a very small extent
of the view, in the centre and in close proximity from Treetops and Avalon. There would be some effects across a
moderate extent of the view which would be localised and in the centre of the view from Bowood Cottage,
Cook’s Moor South and Cook’s Moor North. There would be more oblique and filtered, middle distance views
from Windwhistle Cottage and the Devonshire Inn Bungalow.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse ‐ At Avalon, Treetops, additional lighting would cause a barely perceptible adverse feature in
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the scene following the establishment of intervening roadside woodland and hedgerows. At the Devonshire
Inn, new street lights associated with the new roundabout would remain a noticeable adverse feature in the
scene. With the establishment of roadside hedges the change in lighting effects from vehicle headlights would
not be discernible from residents at Cook’s Moor, Devonshire Bungalow and Windwhistle Cottage.
Alternative junction option at Devonshire Inn
Construction‐Day
As detailed above, however, with this variant there will be more vegetation clearance but less overall land take to
the east and to the north west in front of Devonshire Inn. Unlike the roundabout variant, during construction, the
new junction works, during construction, would not impact upon residents in one property at Newcott Farm to
the north east.
Size/ Scale of change
As for the Roundabout option, except impacts on residents on Newcott Farm are not relevant to this variant,
given reduced land take to the north east.
Geographical Extent of Influence
As for the roundabout option except the new junction works, during construction, would not impact upon
residents in one property at Newcott Farm to the north east.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate to Major Adverse ‐ Statement, as above, for the roundabout variant, except that, there would be no
effects on residents at Newcott Farm.
Construction‐Night
At night, there would be some limited impacts, during construction, along the widened section of the A30
between Cook’s Moor and the Devonshire Inn due to a likely requirement for temporary night time working.
Size/ Scale of change
The size and scale of construction stage night time effects on residential properties on the plateau is anticipated
to be broadly the same as that described for the roundabout variant. However, with this variant impacts are not
anticipated to effect residents at Newcott Farm, to the north east, given the reduced land take of the alternative
junction.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The geographic extent of night time construction stage effects on residents on the plateau would be anticipated
to be as that described for the roundabout variant, however, effects on residents at Newcott Farm are not
anticipated.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
This lighting would be temporary, and in place intermittently during the construction period (6 months advanced
works/2 further year’s construction (short term) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse – The temporary lighting would be noticeable and an apparent element in the view to some
residents and perceptible to some others but the effects would be temporary and not alter the balance and
features of the views permanently or over a long duration.
Operation – Day
During the day, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new roads, associated traffic movements, an
underbridge and the effects of establishing new planting on the sides of the new roads.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
In winter, year 1, The size and scale of operation stage effects on residential properties on the plateau is
anticipated to be broadly the same as that described for the roundabout variant. However, with this variant
impacts are not anticipated to effect residents at Newcott Farm, to the north east, given the reduced land take of
the alternative junction
Geographical Extent of Influence
The geographic extent of year 1 winter operation stage effects on residents on the plateau would be anticipated
to be as that described for the roundabout variant, however, effects on residents at Newcott Farm are not
anticipated.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ Statement, as above, for the roundabout variant, except that, at the Devonshire
Inn, new street lights would not be introduced with the alternative junction variant and the alternative
junction variant would not adversely impact on residents at Newcott Farm.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15, in the summer, effects on residents on the plateau would be anticipated to be as that described for
the roundabout variant, however, with this variant, impacts are not anticipated to impact upon residents at
Newcott Farm, to the north east, given the reduced land take of the alternative junction. Also, no new road
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lighting columns are proposed by the Devonshire Inn.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The geographic extent of effects on residents on the plateau would be anticipated to be as that described for the
roundabout variant; however, effects on residents at Newcott Farm are not anticipated.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse‐Statement, as above, for the roundabout variant, except that, there would be no effects on
residents at Newcott Farm or from lighting columns on residents at the Devonshire Inn.
Operation – Night
At night, with this variant visual impacts would arise from traffic headlights on the implemented new roads, some
lighting at the alternative junction and on approaches, together with the effects of establishing new planting on
the sides of the new roads. No new road lighting is proposed away from the main A303/A30 junction by the
Devonshire Inn.
Winter Year 1 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
The size and scale of construction stage night time effects on residential properties on the plateau is anticipated
to be broadly the same as that described for the roundabout variant. However, with this variant impacts are not
anticipated to effect residents at Newcott Farm, to the north east, given the reduced land take of the alternative
junction. Also, there would be no street lighting or resulting associated permanent adverse effects on residents at
the Devonshire Inn or Newcott Farm anticipated from this option.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The geographic extent of night time construction stage effects on residents on the plateau would be anticipated
to be as that described for the roundabout variant, however, effects on residents at Newcott Farm are not
anticipated.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse‐ Statement, as above, for the roundabout variant, except that, at the Devonshire Inn, new
street lights would not be introduced and residents at the Devonshire Inn would be anticipated to experience
changes that are barely discernible from car headlights, only. Also, no adverse impacts are anticipated on
residents at Newcott Farm, with the alternative junction variant, in the day time.
Summer Year 15 ‐Night
Size/ Scale of change
The size and scale of construction stage night time effects on residential properties on the plateau is anticipated
to be broadly the same as that described for the roundabout variant. However, with this variant impacts are not
anticipated to effect residents at Newcott Farm, to the north east, given the reduced land take of the alternative
junction. Also, there would be no street lighting or resulting associated permanent adverse effects on residents at
the Devonshire Inn or Newcott Farm anticipated from this option.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The geographic extent of night time construction stage effects on residents on the plateau would be anticipated
to be as that described for the roundabout variant, however, effects on residents at Newcott Farm are not
anticipated.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible‐ Statement, as above, for the roundabout variant, except that, at the Devonshire Inn, new street
lights would not be introduced and residents at the Devonshire Inn would be anticipated to experience
changes at Year 15 that are barely discernible from car headlights, only.

Users of informal
recreation sites/land
(Including National Trust
Sites, Forestry
Commission land and
Open Access Land)
IR1

Users of Dumpdon Hill
Fort National Trust
(Including walkers on a
section of Walk 6‐
Countryside around an
Iron Age Hillfort)

10a,10b*

Day –In winter, there are two main angles
of view experienced by users of Dumpdon
Hill. The first is a wide panoramic view
from open access land on the edge of the
Dumpdon Hill Fort across and down the
Otter Valley to the north east and east.
Whilst the foreground foot slopes of
Dumpdon Hill are partially screened by
existing trees there are more open views
of farmland and scarp woodland on the
facing valley side. Aplins Farm is a
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Day– In the summer, the view
experienced in a north eastern
and eastern direction would be
more restricted toward parts
of the valley bottom and more
filtered toward Monkton
village, by the leaves of existing
trees in the foreground.
Looking south from Dumpdon
Hill in summer, leaves on trees

High
This is a publicised informal
recreation area and includes an
identified valued view* location
within the AONB and other
noteworthy panoramic views.
Views are experienced from a
National Trust recreation/open
access area and a statutory
heritage asset. This is an area
that is regularly used and a key
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Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity and earthworks which would
take place on the opposite valley side and up to a point on the Viney Ridge (in the direction represented by View
10b) and on a lower part of the valley adjacent to the existing A30, near Honiton (in the direction represented by
View 10a).
Size/ Scale of change
Construction activity would cause a substantial change in transient views, forming a new feature in the view to
the east which noticeably contrasts with existing features and would be predominantly visible. To the south in
transient views, construction activity would cause a very small change to the view, a minor feature and the view
would be largely filtered through existing vegetation. A large number of people can be anticipated to visit this
location and would experience this view.

Construction
Day‐ Moderate to Large
adverse‐ During construction,
this scheme option is
considered to result in a large
deterioration to some
transient views to the east
and result in barely
perceptible deterioration to
views to the south from this
high sensitivity receptor
11/7/2016

Code

Visual Receptor

Representative
viewpoint

Nature of existing view
(winter)

Nature of existing
view (summer)

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

notable built feature in the centre of the
view and the existing A30 is relatively
visually discreet in the scene where it is
enclosed by hedgerows. The second angle
of view, in the direction of the existing
A30/A303 of note is from the upper parts
of informal paths ascending the southern
side of the Hill, looking south toward
Honiton. From this part of the hill the
existing A30/A303 is only partially visible,
given areas of enclosing roadside
vegetation, in the middle distance, in the
foreground of Honiton and the Otter
Valley Park. There is a substantial area of
enclosed farmland, on lower valley slopes,
in the foreground and beyond the
A30/A303 and there is farmland, with
some woodland copses rising up to more
areas of wooded scarp at the edge of the
East Devon Central Ridge plateau.

on the side of the hill would
conceal more of the
foreground of the view and
some of the view toward the
higher ground to the north of
the Otter Valley park, there
would also be a slight
reduction in the visibility of
traffic on the existing
A30/A303.

part of the enjoyment of this
area, by visitors, comes from
experiencing the view.

Geographical Extent of Influence
The construction activity would effect upon a moderate extent of the overall view to the east view 10b), the
centre of the view and in the mid distance. In a southerly direction (View 10a) the construction activity associated
with some widening the existing A30 would affect a small extent of the view at a slightly oblique angle and in the
mid distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The effects would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term), and some
reversibility can be anticipated through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of effect
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ During construction, as the works would be a noticeable feature and would be
readily apparent in the view experienced from the top of Dumpton Hill, looking east, but barely perceptible in
views looking south.

Users of informal recreation land
within the Blackdown Hills AONB
are considered to be highly
susceptible to changes, as the
primary enjoyment of these
areas comes from the view and
scenery.

Operation – Day
In operation, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new road, associated traffic movements and the
effects of establishing new planting on part of the facing valley side, part of the opposite Viney Ridge above the
existing A30 in Monkton and alongside the existing A30 in the lower part of the Valley near Honiton.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
In the winter, year 1, the implemented road and visible traffic would cause a substantial change in the view,
forming a new feature in the view that noticeably contrasts with existing features and would be predominantly
visible, at this stage, despite partial filtering by retained vegetation and establishing new hedgebanks, at the road
side. New woodland copses on the valley side, in combination with new hedgebanks incorporated to reduce
contrast and to harmonise the road with existing features, would have a limited visual effect, at this time. Visible
traffic movements through Monkton on the existing A30 route would be at noticeably reduced levels. Traffic on
the widened section of the A30 and new hedge planting to the road side would be a barely discernible change in
transient views from in a southerly direction toward Honiton.
Geographical Extent of Influence
At year 1, in winter , during operation the implemented scheme and moving traffic would effect upon a
moderate extent of the overall view to the east ( view 10b), the centre of the view and in the mid distance. In a
southerly direction (View 10a) the construction activity associated with some widening the existing A30 would
affect a small extent of the view at a slightly oblique angle and in the mid distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect
Minor to Moderate Adverse ‐ During operation, in the winter, year 1, as the implemented road and traffic
using it would be a noticeable feature and would be readily apparent in the view experienced from the top of
Dumpton Hill, looking east, but barely perceptible in views looking south.

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)
Operation ‐Day
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Moderate to Large
adverse‐ At year 1, in winter
this implemented scheme
option is considered to result
in some large deterioration
and some barely perceptible
deterioration in transient
views from this high
sensitivity receptor, balanced
with some perceptible
improvements in the view
along part of the original A30
through Monkton.
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Moderate adverse‐
At year 15, in summer, this
implemented scheme option is
considered to result in some
noticeable deterioration and
some effects that would not
be discernible in transient
views from this high
sensitivity receptor, balanced
with some continued
perceptible improvements in
the view along part of the
original A30 through
Monkton.

Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
By year 15, summer, the implemented road and visible traffic whilst causing a noticeable change to the view and
in places would continue to be a conspicuous new feature the establishment of new woodland copses and treed
hedgebanks would integrate the road with existing features and its surroundings such that there are more limited
glimpsed of filtered views of the new road corridor as it crosses and ascends the valley side. Extended woodland
on the scarp including in the vicinity of a new cutting would limit the visual effect of traffic in more elevated
locations and aid visual integration with the adjacent scarp. There will be increased filtering of the new road and
traffic by retained vegetation strengthened by mature new hedgebanks, at the road side and in their mature
state these will harmonise the new proposals with the existing distinctive features in the view. Visible traffic
movements through Monkton would continue to be at noticeably reduced levels.
Geographical Extent of Influence
At year 15, in summer, during operation the implemented scheme and moving traffic would impact, upon a
moderate extent of the overall view, the centre of the view and at a localised level.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude
Minor to Moderate Adverse – During operation, In the summer, at year 15, as the implemented road and
traffic would continue to be noticeable and apparent in some places and perceptible, in others, given its valley
side location, despite the establishment of new vegetation and associated filtering effects. With the
established new planting mosaic, the new road and traffic would not appreciably alter the overall balance of
features and elements in the view experienced from the top of Dumpton Hill, looking east. Positive long views
to more distant Hills and Ridge tops are maintained over extended scarp woodland which would provide
effective visual containment of the additional traffic passing over the Viney Ridge. The new road with
established planting alongside the route would not be a perceptible change in views looking south, at this
stage.

IR2

Users of the Combe
Wood National Trust

5

Day – In the winter, the view from users
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Day– In the summer, the

High

Consideration of Option 1 and Option 2 variant, near Honiton does not occur here as the variation in hedge loss
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Code

Visual Receptor
Site

IR3

Users of the Hartridge
Common open access
land
(Including walkers on a
section of Walk 6‐
Countryside around an
Iron Age Hillfort and
walkers on sections of
Upottery circular walks)

Representative
viewpoint

19*

Nature of existing view
(winter)

Nature of existing
view (summer)

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)

of Combe Wood toward the existing
A30/A303 and the rising valley side
beyond is interrupted and filtered by
Crook’s Hill in the middle ground and by
trees and developing roadside planting in
the foreground. Views to traffic on the
existing A30/A303 are also interrupted by
the mature hedgerows and some trees
that form the roadside boundary.

filtered views from Combe
Wood toward the existing
A30/A303 and the rising valley
side and scarp woodland,
beyond, would become
screened by foreground
roadside vegetation as they
come into leaf (unless this tree
belt is subject to future
management).

This is a publicised informal
recreation area within the AONB.
Views are experienced from a
National Trust recreation/open
access area. This is an area that is
regularly used and a key part of
the enjoyment of this area, by
visitors, comes from experiencing
the views of the landscape.

and related to demolition alongside the existing A30 would not be perceptible from this location.
Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity and earthworks which would
take place alongside the existing A30 in the lower part of the Valley, near Honiton.
Operation – Day
In operation, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new road, associated traffic movements and the
effects of establishing new planting alongside the existing A30 in the lower part of the Valley near Honiton.

Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced

Day – In the winter, from the top and
eastern edge of Hartridge there is a
panoramic view over Rawridge village in
the Otter Valley that extends up the west
facing valley side to scarp woodland and
the edge of the plateau. The Devonshire
Inn Farm, located on the edge of a section
of the existing A30/A303, is evident in the
scene where the scarp edge is more open.
Traffic moving along a plateau edge
section of the trunk road is partially visible
behind a roadside boundary hedge and is
seen against a backdrop of rising
farmland, woodland and existing
buildings. The existing A30/A303 as it
ascends Reddick’s Hill, further south, is
otherwise difficult to discern given the
distance and intervening scarp woodland.
Developing scarp woodland in the
foreground restricts views further south
to the valley and toward the Viney Ridge.
This effect is increased at lower elevations
on the Hill in the vicinity of the identified
AONB valued* view location, however,
there are some locations further north
along Hartridge where some more open
views, in this direction, are possible,
however, these are in locations which are
more remote from the existing footpath
network.

Day– In the summer, as the
existing trees in the scene
come into leaf views out would
be further restricted to the
south and to the A30/A303 on
Reddick’s Hill but more open
views would remain in the
direction of the A30/A303 and
traffic moving along a section
of it, near the Devonshire Inn
Farm.

Users of informal recreation land
within the Blackdown Hills AONB
are considered to be highly
susceptible to changes, as the
primary enjoyment of these
areas comes from the view and
scenery.
High
This is an informal recreation
area within the AONB and a place
from which a valued* AONB view
has been identified. This is an
area that is regularly used and a
key part of the enjoyment of this
area, by visitors, comes from
experiencing the views of the
landscape.
Users of informal recreation land
within the Blackdown Hills AONB
are considered to be highly
susceptible to changes, as the
primary enjoyment of these
areas comes from the view and
scenery.

Magnitude
No apparent change – During all stage, no discernible change to this view is anticipated

Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced

Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity and earthworks which would
take place on alongside the existing A30 in the vicinity of the Devonshire Inn, and from the northern edge of
Hartridge on part of the Viney Ridge, part of the valley side below the Viney Ridge above the existing A30 in
Monkton and alongside the existing A30 in the lower part of the Valley near Honiton.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, looking east, construction activities where the existing A30 is widened in the vicinity of the
Devonshire Inn and where the road is constructed beyond scarp woodland on Reddick’s Hill would constitute a
small change in a transient view but which would partially contrast with other features, where views are not
filtered by foreground vegetation. Looking south, construction activity on a more open section of the valley side
below and running up to the Viney Ridge near Westwood Farm would be noticeable and conspicuous in some
parts of the scene where there is currently pasture fields. These changes are anticipated to affect a moderate
number of people using the open access land including some on circular walks.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Looking east, the construction activity would occupy a small extent of the view, in the centre of the view, in the
far distance. Looking south, construction activity would occupy a moderate extent of the view, in the centre of
the view in the mid distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The effects would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term), and some
reversibility can be anticipated through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐Construction activity would be perceptible but not alter the overall balance of
features in the view to the east and would form a noticeable and apparent feature in a part of the scene
experienced to the south, at this stage.
Operation – Day
In operation, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new road, associated traffic movements and the
effects of establishing new planting alongside the widened A30 in the vicinity of the Devonshire Inn, and from the
northern end of Hartridge, on part of the valley side below and on part of the Viney Ridge where it would be in
cutting.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
At year 1, in winter, during operation, in an easterly direction, the new road, associated traffic and new planting
would constitute a small change in a transient view which would generally harmonise with the existing A30 in the
scene and in other places would be hidden from view by scarp woodland. Looking south, the new road and traffic
on the valley side below the Viney Ridge and in cutting where it crosses a small section of the scarp, would be a
noticeable and conspicuous new feature in the overall view before new planting matures, where there are
currently pasture fields. These changes are anticipated to affect a moderate number of people using the open
access land including some on circular walks.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Looking east, at year 1, in winter, the operational road, traffic and new planting would occupy a small extent of
the view, in the centre of the view, in the far distance. Looking south, the operational road, traffic and new
planting would occupy a moderate extent of the view, in the centre of the view in the mid distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ The new road, associated traffic and implemented planting would be perceptible
but not alter the overall balance of features in the view to the east and would continue to form a noticeable
and apparent feature in part of the scene experienced to the south, at this stage.

Construction
Day‐ Moderate Adverse‐
During construction this
scheme option is considered
to result some noticeable
temporary deterioration to
transient views from this high
sensitivity receptor and some
limited perceptible
deterioration to a valued
view* within the Blackdown
Hills AONB.
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Moderate Adverse‐ At
year 1, in the winter, this
implemented scheme option is
considered to result in some
noticeable deterioration to
transient views from this high
sensitivity receptor and valued
view *with some limited
perceptible deterioration,
elsewhere.
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight adverse‐ There
would be limited perceptible
deterioration in part of the
view with no discernible
deterioration elsewhere, by
this stage in transient views
from a receptor group of high
sensitivity.

Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
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Visual Receptor

Representative
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Nature of existing view
(winter)

Nature of existing
view (summer)

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)

At year 15, in the summer, during operation, the new road, associated traffic and established new planting would
constitute a barely perceptible change in transient views looking toward the east, which would harmonise with
the existing A30 in the scene. Looking south, the new road and traffic on the valley side below the Viney Ridge
and in a cutting, on a small part of the scarp would become barely perceptible in the overall view once new
woodland copses, belts on the scarp and new hedge planting matures, in the context of conserved surrounding
pasture fields. The effect on the valued view (at VP 19) would be barely discernible by this time.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Looking east, at year 15, in summer, the operational road, traffic and new planting would occupy a very small
extent of the view, in the centre of the view, in the far distance. Looking south, the operational road and traffic
would continue to occupy a moderate extent of the view, in the centre of the view in the mid distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse‐The new road, associated traffic and established hedge and woodland planting
would not be discernible to the east and the traffic would continue to form a perceptible feature in small parts
of the scene, experienced to the south, at this stage. In both cases, in operation at year 15, in summer, this
road option is not anticipated to not alter the overall balance of features in the view and to largely integrate
into the existing scene.
Users of Public Rights
of Way
P1

Walkers of footpath No
19 west of the
A30/A303 near Honiton

6*

Day – In the winter, the view experienced
by walkers on public footpath 19, when
looking toward the A30/A303, includes
vehicles on the carriageway visible above
some low cut sections of hedgerow and
some filtered views of traffic through
some lengths of taller hedgerow, in close
proximity. The views are most open to the
road in the closest field where there are
also views beyond toward rising farmland
and the local scarp. From the route
further back from the road views to the
A30/A303 are more filtered through taller
hedgerows and riverside trees.

NPA10848 Visual Impact Assessment – Option 1S 2C Hybrid and variants

Day– In the summer, the view
from close by to the A30/A303
would remain the same but
views beyond the road would
be more restricted as trees and
hedgerows come into leaf.
Views to the A30/A303 from
walkers on the route passing
through other enclosed fields
to the west would become
screened by intervening layers
of vegetation.

High
Promoted public right of way
with some noteworthy views
including some angles of view
recognised as a valued* view in
the Blackdown Hills AONB.
Users of public rights of way
within the Blackdown Hills AONB
are considered to be highly
susceptible to changes, as the
primary enjoyment of these
routes comes from the view and
scenery.
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Option 1 variant, near Honiton
Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise from some vegetation clearance, new road widening construction
activity, earthworks and new planting works which would take place on the edges of the existing A30, near
Honiton.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, some widening of the existing A30 to the east would cause a noticeable change to the view
experienced at the eastern end of footpath. The construction activities including some vegetation clearance,
earthworks, road building and new roadside planting would introduce a new temporary conspicuous and
contrasting feature in the view which is predominantly visible. The construction activity would effect a part of the
route with an identified valued* view parallel to the A30 along the valley bottom. There would be barely
discernible change to the view experienced by walkers on other parts of this footpath to the west given the
heavily filtered views caused by intervening hedgerows. These changes are anticipated to affect a small number
of people using this footpath as it ends at the edge of the A30 with no ongoing destination.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The construction activities would affect a large part of the view from a localised section of the eastern end of this
footpath, in close proximity and would form a focus of a view where the existing A30 makes up a large part of the
scene. Effects on walkers using other sections of this footpath away from the existing A30 would relate to a very
small extent of their views, would be largely interrupted, at an oblique angle and localised.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse ‐ The construction works would be noticeable and conspicuous in the view
experienced by walkers at the eastern end of this footpath, where a valued* view was identified, but would
not be discernible from other sections of the route to the west.

Option 1 variant
Construction
Day‐ Moderate adverse‐
During construction this
scheme option is considered
to result some noticeable
temporary deterioration to
transient views from this high
sensitivity receptor and some
limited perceptible
deterioration to a valued
view* within the Blackdown
Hills AONB.

Operation – Day
During operation, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new roads, associated traffic movements
and the effects of establishing new planting on part of the valley side in the vicinity of Higher Northcote Farm and
The Grange, extending up to a part of the Viney Ridge, near Holmsleigh Farm and on parts of fields, on the edge
of the existing A30, south east of Cheyney’s,Farm, near Honiton
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 1, in winter, there would be a noticeable change in parts of the view more of the
widened section of the A30 road and traffic would be seen but in the context of existing traffic on the A30 from
the eastern end of the public footpath. There would be barely discernible change to the views experienced by
walkers on other parts of this footpath to the west given the heavily filtered views caused by intervening
hedgerows. These changes are anticipated to affect a small number of people using this footpath as it ends at the
edge of the A30 with no ongoing destination.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The widened A30, traffic and new planting, at year 1, in winter, in the operation stage, would affect a moderate
part of the view from a localised section of the eastern end of this footpath, in close proximity. Effects on walkers
using other sections of this footpath away from the existing A30 would relate to a very small extent of their
views, would be largely interrupted, at an oblique angle and localised.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility

Summer Year 15
Day‐ Neutral ‐ The adverse
effects of road widening by this
stage would be
counterbalanced with
improved roadside hedge
boundary treatments to limit
views of traffic, which currently
detracts in the identified
valued* view to the south.

Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Slight to moderate
adverse – During operation, at
year 1, in the winter, there
would be some noticeable
deterioration on a small part
of a footpath and valued*
view, experienced by a highly
sensitive receptor with
roadside hedges and tree
planting, newly planted.

Option 2 variant
Construction‐Day
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse– During construction,
there would be some
perceptible deterioration from
construction activity on a
small part of a footpath and
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(Significant –in bold)

These effects would be temporary and short/medium term (1‐10 years), before proposed mitigation planting in
the form of wooded copses and tree lined hedges become established.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse ‐ The operation stage scheme, at year 1 in winter, would cause a noticeable change in the view
(whilst replacement roadside planting is new ) experienced by walkers at the eastern end of this footpath,
where a valued* view was identified, These changes would not be discernible from other sections of the route
to the west. Important to note is that the effects of traffic on walkers and the valued* view would be in the
context of the existing A30 and its traffic which already forms part of the existing scene. This has had a
moderating effect on the judgement regarding the scale of adverse effect.

valued* view, experienced by
a highly sensitive receptor

Summer Year 15
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 15, in the summer, there would be a noticeable change in parts of the view more of the
widened section of the A30 road and traffic would be seen but in the context of existing traffic on the A30 from
the eastern end of the public footpath. There would be barely discernible change to the views experienced by
walkers on other parts of this footpath to the west given the heavily filtered views caused by intervening
hedgerows. These changes are anticipated to affect a small number of people using this footpath as it ends at the
edge of the A30 with no ongoing destination.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The widened A30, traffic and new planting, at year 15, in the summer, in the operation stage, would affect a
moderate part of the view from a localised section of the eastern end of this footpath, in close proximity. Effects
on walkers using other sections of this footpath away from the existing A30 would relate to a very small extent of
their views, would be largely interrupted, at an oblique angle and localised.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible ‐ The operation stage scheme, at year 15, in the summer, would cause a barely perceptible adverse
change in the view, experienced by walkers at the eastern end of this footpath, despite the road being closer,
with the replacement roadside planting now being established. These changes would not be discernible from
other sections of the route to the west. By this stage, there would also be some counterbalancing
improvement to the valued* view to the south, over meadows, provided by established new hedgerows in
places where the boundary to the A30 and its traffic was previously poorly defined.

Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Slight adverse‐ During
operation, at year 1 , in the
winter, there would be some
limited perceptible
deterioration but generally no
discernible change arising from
traffic on the widened A30 on
a small part of a footpath and
on a valued* view, experienced
by a highly sensitive receptor
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight beneficial ‐ The
limited adverse effects of road
widening to the east, by this
stage, would be offset and
improved upon with
established roadside hedge
boundary treatments which
would limit views of traffic,
which currently detracts in the
identified valued* view to the
south.

Option 2 variant near Honiton
Construction‐Day
With the Option 2 variant there would be less vegetation clearance to the west of the existing A30. Demolition of
Northwood and Dean’s Cottage to the south east of the road would not be perceptible from this location.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, some widening of the existing A30 to the east would cause a perceptible change to part of
the view experienced at the eastern end of footpath. The construction activities including some vegetation
clearance, earthworks, road building and new roadside planting would introduce a new temporary conspicuous
and contrasting feature in a moderate extent of the view. The construction activity would effect a limited part of
the footpath with an identified valued* view parallel to the A30 along the valley bottom. There would be barely
discernible change to the view experienced by walkers on other parts of this footpath to the west given the
heavily filtered views caused by intervening hedgerows. These changes are anticipated to affect a small number
of people using this footpath as it ends at the edge of the A30 with no ongoing destination.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The construction activities would affect a moderate part of the view from a localised section of the eastern end
of this footpath, in close proximity where the existing A30 makes up a large part of the scene. Effects on walkers
using other sections of this footpath away from the existing A30 would relate to a very small extent of their
views, would be largely interrupted, at an oblique angle and localised.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse ‐ The construction works would be partially noticeable and conspicuous in the view
experienced by walkers at the eastern end of this footpath, where a valued* view was identified, but would
not be discernible from other sections of the route to the west.
Operation – Day
With the Option 2 variant there would be less new planting and more retained existing planting to the north west
of part of the A30, near Honiton.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 1, in winter, there would be a noticeable change in the part of the view but existing
roadside hedges to the west of the road would remain. Part of the widened section of the A30 road and traffic
with some new boundary planting to the east of the road would be seen but in the context of existing traffic on
the A30 from the eastern end of the public footpath. There would be barely discernible change to the views
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experienced by walkers on other parts of this footpath to the west given the heavily filtered views caused by
intervening hedgerows. These changes are anticipated to affect a small number of people using this footpath as it
ends at the edge of the A30 with no ongoing destination.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The effects from the widened A30, traffic and new planting, at year 1, in winter, in the operation stage, would
affect a moderate part of the view from a localised section of the eastern end of this footpath, in close proximity.
Effects on walkers using other sections of this footpath away from the existing A30 would relate to a very small
extent of their views, would be largely interrupted, at an oblique angle and localised.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and short/medium term (1‐10 years), before proposed mitigation planting in
the form of wooded copses and tree lined hedges become established.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse ‐ The operation stage scheme, at year 1 in winter, would cause a perceptible
change in part of the transient view (whilst replacement roadside planting is new) experienced by walkers at
the eastern end of this footpath, where a valued* view was identified. These changes would not be discernible
from other sections of the route to the west. Important to note is that the effects of traffic on walkers and the
valued* view would be in the context of the existing A30 and its traffic which already forms part of the existing
scene. This has had a moderating effect on the judgement regarding the scale of adverse effect.
Summer Year 15
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 15, in the summer, there would be a perceptible improvement in parts of the view
alongside the widened section of the A30 road with the establishment of new infill boundary hedgerows along
the roadside. The valued view to the south would be improved by this. Traffic would be seen but in the context
of existing traffic on the A30, from the eastern end of the public footpath. There would be barely discernible
change to the views experienced by walkers on other parts of this footpath to the west given the heavily filtered
views caused by intervening hedgerows. These changes are anticipated to affect a small number of people using
this footpath as it ends at the edge of the A30 with no ongoing destination.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The effects from the widened A30, traffic and new planting, at year 15, in the summer, in the operation stage,
would affect a moderate part of the view from a localised section of the eastern end of this footpath, in close
proximity. Effects on walkers using other sections of this footpath away from the existing A30 would relate to a
very small extent of their views, would be largely interrupted, at an oblique angle and localised.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Beneficial ‐ The operation stage scheme, at year 15, in the summer, would cause
perceptible improvement in the transient view, experienced by walkers at the eastern end of this footpath,
despite the road being closer, with the additional roadside hedgerow and standard tree planting now being
established. These changes would not be discernible from other sections of the route to the west. By this
stage, there would also be some improvement to the valued* view, to the south, over meadows, provided by
established new hedgerows in places where the boundary to the A30 and its traffic was previously poorly
defined.
P2

Walkers on footpath No
3 to the east of the
A30/A303 in the vicinity
of Monkton Barton

15

Day – In the winter, walkers on footpath
No 3 experience sequential views. Initially
views on a section of the route at a higher
elevation are across and over lower lying
enclosed farmland and Monkton Barton
and are generally wide in extent and
include the landmark of Dumpdon Hill.
The existing A30/A303 is concealed from
view in its lower valley side position and
due to intervening buildings and dense
hedgerows. Views in the middle section of
the route focus on the foreground
buildings associated with Monkton Barton
which interrupt any views toward the
road, as do some boundary hedges.
Beyond Monkton Barton the view toward
the A30/A303 and across the valley sides
and toward Dumpdon Hill widens out to
the south east. At this point views also
extend toward Honiton in a southerly
direction. The view further north is
interrupted by a field boundary
hedgerow. Vehicles on a short section of
the A30/A303 are intermittently and
partially visible above a hedgerow
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Day– In the summer, existing
hedgerow trees and
hedgerows in leaf would
further limit partial views to
the existing A30/A303 lower on
the valley side, partial views
across the valley toward
Dumpdon Hill would be
maintained.

High
Promoted public right of way
with some noteworthy views
over the surrounding AONB
countryside.
Users of public rights of way
within the Blackdown Hills AONB
are considered to be highly
susceptible to changes, as the
primary enjoyment of these
routes comes from the view and
scenery.

Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise from some vegetation clearance, new road construction activity,
earthworks, construction of an underbridge, an attenuation pond and new planting works which would take
place on the valley side to the south west of Monkton Barton.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, vegetation clearance, earthworks, construction of an underbridge and the new road would
constitute a large change in the view and would be a focal point feature along a short section of the footpath to
the north east of Monkton Barton. Elsewhere on the public footpath transient views of the construction activity,
experienced by walkers would be noticeable in a few places but predominantly would be limited by intervening
buildings and dense vegetation and clear long views toward Dumpdon Hill maintained.
Geographical Extent of Influence
On parts of the footpath to the north west of Monkton Barton the implemented road, traffic and established
planting would occupy a large extent of the view, in the centre of the view and at a close distance. Elsewher on
the footpath to the north east of Monkton Barton, transient views would affect a very small extent of the view, at
a more oblique angle and in the mid‐distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate Adverse‐During construction, vegetation removal, earthworks and road building activity would be a
large feature of the transient views experienced by walkers on the footpath to the north west of Monkton
Barton and would be partially noticeable from short sections of the footpath to the south east of Monkton
Barton.
Operation – Day
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Construction
Day‐ Large adverse‐ During
construction, clearance works,
earthworks and road building
would cause a large
deterioration to a transient
view on a moderate part of a
route, experienced by a highly
sensitive receptor.
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Moderate to Large
adverse‐ At year 1, in winter,
the implemented new road,
traffic, an underbridge and
new planting would continue
to cause a large deterioration
on a small part of a footpath
and valued* view,
experienced by a highly
sensitive receptor. However,
adverse effects would be
moderated by the changes
being located in the context of
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Visual Receptor

Representative
viewpoint

Nature of existing view
(winter)

Nature of existing
view (summer)

Sensitivity

alongside the trunk road. As the route
continues further down the valley side
traffic on the existing A30/A303 would
continue to be partially concealed by field
boundary hedgerows but would be
viewed in closer proximity.

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)

During operation, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new roads, associated traffic movements, an
underbridge, route diversion, attenuation pond and the effects of establishing new planting which would take
place on the valley side to the south west of Monkton Barton.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, in year 1, in the winter, with new planting including woodland copses and hedgebanks and
standard trees at the roadside and on approaches to the underbridge this road option would constitute a large
change in the view and would be a conspicuous feature along a short section of the footpath to the north east of
Monkton Barton. Elsewhere on the public footpath transient views of the traffic and road, experienced by
walkers would be perceptible and predominantly limited to intermittent passing vehicles.
Geographical Extent of Influence
On parts of the footpath to the north west of Monkton Barton the implemented road, traffic and established
planting would occupy a large extent of the view, in the centre of the view and at a close distance. Elsewher on
the footpath to the north east of Monkton Barton, transient views would affect a very small extent of the view, at
a more oblique angle and in the mid‐distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and short/medium term (1‐10 years), before proposed mitigation planting in
the form of wooded copses and tree lined hedges become established.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ At year 1, in the winter, there would be some parts of the footpath to the east of
Monkton Barton where there would be a barely perceptible change in existing views out across toward
Dumpdon Hill. To the south west of Monkton Barton, at this stage, the new road and new underbridge, traffic
with new planting would form a large feature and focal point in this part of the transient view, where there is
currently farmland and some longer views out to the west and down to the A30.

existing A30 traffic in the view
experienced.
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse‐ By year 15, in the
summer, there would be some
limited remaining
deterioration on a moderate
part of a footpath,
experienced by a highly
sensitive receptor following
the establishment of roadside
hedges and tree planting.

Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, by year 15, in the summer, with planting including woodland copses and medium to tall
hedgebanks and standard trees established at the roadside and on approaches to the underbridge this road
option would constitute a noticeable change in the view and would remain a conspicuous feature along a short
section of the footpath to the north east of Monkton Barton. Elsewhere on the public footpath transient views of
the traffic and road, experienced by walkers would be barely noticeable and predominantly would be limited to
some intermittent passing high sided vehicles.
Geographical Extent of Influence
On parts of the footpath to the north west of Monkton Barton the implemented road and traffic would occupy a
small extent of the view and established planting would occupy a large extent of the view, in the centre of the
view and at a close distance. Elsewher on the footpath to the north east of Monkton Barton, transient views
would affect a very small extent of the view, at a more oblique angle and in the mid‐distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor adverse‐ At year 15 in the summer, with roadside copses and hedgebanks established on the top of a
side road cutting and the top of the embankment to the main road, this option would continue to be
noticeable, at a localised level, just the north west of Monkton Barton but would be barely noticeable from
other parts of the route. On most parts of the route the established planting on the roadside would generally
not alter the overall balance of existing views but on a short section of the footpath the new road would
continue to be readily apparent.
P3

Walkers on RUPP
alongside Middle
Northcote Farm and
walkers on public
footpath No’s 12, 14 and
15, south east of
Honiton

1,2

Day – In the winter, walkers on the RUPP
in the vicinity of Middle Northcote Farm
have no views across to the existing
A30/A303 as the route is tree lined and
even at a gateway point there is
intervening tall hedge lines, buildings and
rolling landform. The view at the field
gate is limited to an adjacent arable field
with Higher Northcote farm and a short
section of the Northcote scarp on the
skyline. Walkers on footpath No’s 12, 14
and 15 on the upper valley slopes,
experience a wide panoramic view over
the southern end of the existing
A30/A303 which includes the local
landmark of Dumpdon Hill. The Otter
Valley Park development and Higher
Northcote Farm can be seen in the middle
ground with the existing A30/A303
located in the valley beyond these.
Hedgerows and hedgerow trees along the
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Day– In the summer, the views
experienced by walkers on the
RUPP would be further
restricted when trees and
unmanaged hedgerows on
field boundaries come into
leaf. Views toward the existing
A30/A303, experienced by
walkers on footpaths 12, 14
and 15, would become further
limited as intervening trees
and hedgerows are in leaf.

High
Promoted public right of way
with some noteworthy views
over the surrounding AONB
countryside.
Users of public rights of way
within the Blackdown Hills AONB
are considered to be highly
susceptible to changes, as the
primary enjoyment of these
routes comes from the view and
scenery.

Construction
During construction, some visual impacts on footpath users on routes 12, 14 and 15 would arise from some
vegetation clearance, new road widening construction activity, earthworks and new planting works which would
take place on the edges of the existing A30, no visual impacts are anticipated on users of the RUPP alongside
Middle Northcote Farm.
Size/ Scale of change
Transient visual effects, from construction activities would not be discernible from footpaths 12, 14 and 15, given
the context of the existing A30 and intervening landform, vegetation and buildings. There would be no change to
views from the RUPP alongside Middle Northcote Farm.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The changes would effect a small extent of the view, oblique angle and in the mid to far distance from parts of
footpaths12, 14 and 15.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activities would be temporary, short term (intermittently in a 2 year and 6 month construction
period) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect‐
No change‐ No parts of this option during construction would be discernible.

Construction
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced

Operation – Day
During operation, some visual impacts on footpath users on routes 12, 14 and 15 would arise from the
implemented road widening, associated traffic movements and the effects of establishing new planting which
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Nature of existing view
(winter)

Nature of existing
view (summer)

Sensitivity

eastern edge of the road and trees in
adjacent fields filter views toward two
section of the road with visible
intermittent moving traffic. The views
toward the existing road only make up a
very small part of the extensive
panorama.

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)

would take place on the edges of the existing A30. There would be no change to views from the RUPP alongside
Middle Northcote Farm.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
Transient visual effects from the operational widened sections of the A30 and traffic, at year 1, in the winter,
would not be discernible given the context of the existing A30, its traffic and intervening landform, vegetation
and buildings.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The changes would effect a small extent of the view, oblique angle and in the mid to far distance from parts of
footpaths12, 14 and 15. .
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and short/medium term (1‐10 years),
Magnitude of Effect
No change‐ No parts of this option during operation, at year 1 in winter, would be discernible.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
In the summer, at year 15, transient visual effects on users of footpaths 12, 14 and 15, arising from the
operational widened sections of the A30, traffic and established new planting, would not be discernible. given
the context of the existing A30, its traffic and intervening landform, vegetation and buildings. There would be no
change to views from the RUPP alongside Middle Northcote Farm.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The changes would effect a very small extent of the view, oblique angle and in the mid to far distance from parts
of footpaths12, 14 and 15. .
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
No change‐ No parts of this option during operation, at year 15, in the summer, would be discernible.

P4

Walkers on footpaths to
the west and north of
Reddick’s Hill including:
Walkers on footpath
Nos 3, 23, 24, 25 and 58
west of Rawridge,
Walkers on footpath 26
as it crosses Hartridge,
Walkers on footpath 21
on Beacon Hill, Walkers
on footpath 33 in
Upottery.
(Including walkers on
sections of Upottery
circular walks and walkers
on a section of Walk 6Countryside around an
Iron Age Hillfort)

19*,20, 22*,29,30

Day – In the winter, views from walkers to
the west and north of Rawridge are
typically in the direction of Reddick’s Hill,
the Devonshire Inn Farm on the edge of
the plateau and the Sandpit Hill ridge.
Areas of scarp woodland restrict views
from sections of these footpaths in
plateau and some scarp areas, except
where there are some occasional
channelled views. In these places,
intermittent moving traffic on a short
stretch of the existing A30/A303 can be
seen in the distance on the plateau.
These views also focus in places on the
section of the A30/A303 as it climbs
Reddick’s Hill; however, traffic using this
section of the existing route is largely
concealed, even in winter, by foreground
scarp woodland. From footpath No. 24 on
the lower valley side below the scarp west
of Rawridge Village a wide panoramic
view is experienced on a short section of
the route which includes open views
toward Reddick’s Hill and extends further
south along parts of the Viney Ridge,
From this location the existing A30/A303
is largely concealed in the scene by woody
vegetation following the road edge with
only occasional glimpse views of moving
vehicles. As this footpath and others
descend into the valley, view’s to the
A30/A303, available to walkers, become
limited further by foreground tree lines,
copses and the landform at the edge of
the plateau. The view toward the existing
A30/A303 from walkers at lower Luxton
to the north are very limited, given the
angle of view, distance involved and the
small amount of the A30/A303 traffic
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Day– In the summer, views of
the existing A30 as it passes
below the Viney Ridge and
through the ascending
Reddick’s Hill section would be
for the most part screened
when trees are in leaf.
However, views toward the
Devonshire Inn Farm and/or
the adjacent section of the
existing A30/A303 on the edge
of the plateau would persist in
views from walkers on some
sections of footpaths on the
western valley side but would
be interrupted by foreground
trees from valley sections of
footpath, to the north.

High
Promoted public right of way
with some noteworthy views
including some angles of view
recognised as a valued* view in
the Blackdown Hills AONB.
Users of public rights of way
within the Blackdown Hills AONB
are considered to be highly
susceptible to changes, as the
primary enjoyment of these
routes comes from the view and
scenery.

Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity and earthworks which would
take place on part of the valley side below the Viney Ridge and associated with road widening works alongside
the existing A30 in the vicinity of the Devonshire Inn.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, looking east, construction activities where the existing A30 is widened in the vicinity of the
Devonshire Inn and where the road is constructed beyond scarp woodland on Reddick’s Hill would constitute a
small change in these transient views but which would partially contrast with other features, where views are not
filtered by foreground vegetation. Looking south, construction activity on the valley side below the Viney Ridge
and the creation of a cutting on a small part of the scarp, near Westwood Farm would be noticeable and
conspicuous in some parts of the scene where there is currently pasture fields. These changes are anticipated to
affect a moderate number of people using these footpaths, including some on circular walks.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Looking easterly, the construction activity would generally occupy a small extent of the view, in the centre of the
view, in the far distance. Looking south, construction activity would occupy a moderate extent of the view, in the
centre of the view in the mid distance, from some sections of footpaths.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐Construction activity would be perceptible but not alter the overall balance of
features in the scene, in easterly views and would form a noticeable and apparent feature in moderate parts of
the scene experienced in some footpath views, to the south, at this stage.
Operation – Day
During operation, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new road, associated traffic movements and
the effects of establishing new planting on part of the valley side below the Viney Ridge and associated with road
widening works alongside the existing A30 in the vicinity of the Devonshire Inn.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
At year 1, in winter, during operation, the new road, associated traffic and new planting would constitute a small
change in these transient views which would generally harmonise with the existing A30 in the scene, where it is
not otherwise hidden from view by scarp woodland. Looking south, the new road, traffic and new planting
including hedgebanks and wooded copses, on the valley side below the Viney Ridge and some planting on the
edge of a cutting on a small part of the scarp, near Westwood Farm would be noticeable and conspicuous in
some parts of the scene where there is currently pasture fields. These changes are anticipated to affect a
moderate number of people using these footpaths, including some on circular walks
Geographical Extent of Influence
Looking in an easterly direction, at year 1, in winter, the operational road, traffic and new planting would occupy
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Construction
Day‐ Moderate adverse‐ The
construction activity
associated with the creation
of a new road and widening of
part of the existing road
would cause some noticeable
and some perceptible
deterioration in the view
experienced by a highly
sensitive receptor
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Moderate adverse‐
Moderate adverse‐During
operation, at year 1, in winter,
before new planting has
established the new road and
traffic using it would cause
some noticeable and some
perceptible deterioration in
the view experienced by a
highly sensitive receptor.
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight adverse‐ At year 15,
in the summer, this
implemented scheme option
with established new planting
is considered to result in no
perceptible change in views in
an easterly direction and some
limited perceptible
deterioration to views in a
southerly direction from this
high sensitivity receptor group
and a valued view* location
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Code

Visual Receptor

Representative
viewpoint

Nature of existing view
(winter)

Nature of existing
view (summer)

Sensitivity

which would be perceived on the plateau
in the scene.

Visitors and/or workers
within the vicinity of
Monkton, including at
Aplins Farm (Otter
Valley Ice Cream),
Monkton Court Hotel,
Otter Windows Limited,
St Mary Magdalene’s
Church Yard, Yard Farm
B&B, Monkton Barton
Camping and Oaklands
Farm shop.

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)

a small extent of the views, in the centre of the view and in the far distance. Looking south, the implemented
road, traffic and new planting would occupy a moderate extent of the view, at a slightly oblique angle,in the mid
distance, from some sections of footpaths.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ The new road, associated traffic and implemented planting would be perceptible
but not alter the overall balance of features in the transient views from footpaths, in an easterly direction and
would form a noticeable and apparent feature in moderate parts of the scene experienced to the south, at this
stage.
Summer Year 15 –Day
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15, in the summer, during operation, the new road, associated traffic and established new planting would
constitute a barely perceptible change in transient views looking toward the east, which would harmonise with
the existing A30 in the scene. Looking south, the new road and traffic on the valley side below the Viney Ridge
and in cutting on a part of the scarp, near Westwood Farm would become barely perceptible in the overall view
once new woodland copses, trees on scarp cutting slopes and new hedgebank planting matures, in the context of
conserved surrounding pasture fields.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Looking in an easterly direction, at year 15, in summer, the operational road, traffic and new planting would
occupy a very small extent of the view, in the centre of the view, in the far distance. Looking south, the new road
and traffic would occupy a very small extent of the view and established planting would occupy a moderate
extent of the view, in the centre of the view in the mid‐distance, from some sections of footpaths.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse‐The new road, associated traffic and established hedge and hedgerow tree
planting would cause a barely discernible feature in an easterly direction and would form a barely perceptible
feature (principally high side vehicles), in small parts of the scene, experienced to the south, at this stage. In
both directions from footpaths, in operation at year 15, in summer, this road option is not anticipated to alter
the overall balance of features in these transient views.

Visitors to
tourist/local
recreational facilities
and workers
V1

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

10b*,14a,14b,
14c, 16a(N), 16b(N))

Day – In the winter, views experienced by
visitors and/or workers in the vicinity of
Monkton principally focus on the adjacent
farmland, the River Otter and its
floodplain, the east facing valley sides and
the landmark of Dumpdon Hill. The
existing A30/A303 and associated traffic
intervenes in the foreground
intermittently in these views from the
Monkton Court Hotel and the Oaklands
Farm Shop and Otter Windows, to a more
limited degree due to their elevated
position. The existing road does not
interrupt views from Aplin’s Farm, St
Mary Magdalene’s Church and Yard Farm
B&B toward the River Otter and Dumpdon
Hill and intervening trees and hedges on
the road edge limit intervisibility to the
west, to the typically the top of large
passing vehicles. The existing A30/A303
also does not interrupt some views from
the rear and side of the Monkton Court
Hotel and the café at the Oaklands Farm
shop in an easterly direction over
farmland and up to the wooded scarp
along Viney Ridge.

Day– In the summer, the only
alterations to the appearance
of the existing A30/A303 and
its traffic, in views from these
workers and visitors would
arise from the increase in the
density of the separating
hedges and trees along some
parts of the roadside alongside
Aplins Farm, from Yard Farm
and to a more limited degree
around the Oaklands Farm
shop and café. The views from
the Oakland’s Farm shop
across the A30/A303 to the
River Otter would be more
interrupted when trees along
the roadside are in leaf.

Medium
In addition to being places of
work, viewers in these places
also include those visiting some
local and regularly used tourist
recreation facilities, set in the
context of a designated AONB
landscape. There are some
moderating influences on the
nature of views including traffic
and other buildings.
These locations include places of
work indoors but also include
some attractions where an
appreciation of the view forms
part of the visitor experience.

Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise from some vegetation clearance, new road construction activity,
earthworks, construction of an outfall, attenuation ponds and construction of two underbridges which would
take place on part of the valley side above the village.
Size/ Scale of change
During Construction, there would be some clearance, earthworks and road building activity on the valley side to
the south east of the village would cause a noticeable and conspicuous change in a view to the side and rear of
the Monkton Court Hotel and from the north western edge of a woodland camping area at Monkton Barton. The
change in the view experienced from Aplins Farm and Yard Farm would be small in scale and would be glimpsed
or filtered through existing vegetation. From elsewhere, including St Mary Magdalene’s Church Yard, Oakland’s
Farm and Otter Windows, the views from workers and visitors to tourist attractions would not be discernible.
Geographical Extent of Influence
From Aplins Farm (Otter Valley Ice Cream) and Yard Farm, the construction activity associated with the new road
would affect a very small extent of the view at a very oblique angle, in the mid distance. For visitors and workers
at the Monkton Court Hotel, construction activity, would affect a small extent of the view to the rear of the
Hotel, in the centre of the view and in the mid‐distance. Visitors to the Monkton Barton woodland campsite
would experiences changes in a small extent of their view at a slightly oblique angle and views would be
localised. From Otter Windows, St Mary Magdalene’s Church Yard, and Oaklands’s Farm, construction activity
would not affect views experienced which are toward the Otter Valley or prevented by intervening buildings or
dense vegetation.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse‐ During construction, some vegetation clearance, earthworks, road building, the creation of
underbridges and implementation of roadside landscape features would be noticeable and conspicuous in
some views, from a limited number of workers and visitors to facilities in Monkton, that experience a view in a
south easterly direction. The majority of businesses and recreation facilities have their principal views over the
Otter Valley to the north west where there would be, generally, no perceptible change to the view, at this
stage.
Operation – Day
During operation, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new road, associated traffic movements,
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Construction
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse‐ During construction,
this scheme option is
considered to result in some
limited noticeable
deterioration and elsewhere
no perceptible change to
transient views from this
medium sensitivity receptor
group.
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Neutral ‐ At year 1, in the
summer, some noticeable
deterioration would be
counterbalanced by positive
changes experienced in the
views experienced by this
medium sensitivity receptor
group.
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight beneficial‐ In the
summer year 15, there would
be barely perceptible
deterioration in some views
and some noticeable
improvement most views
experienced by a receptor of
medium sensitivity
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(winter)

Nature of existing
view (summer)
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Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)

incorporated attenuation ponds and establishing new planting on part of the valley side above the village.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 1, in the winter, the implemented road, traffic and new roadside planting, on the valley
side to the south east of the village would cause a noticeable and conspicuous change in a view to the side and
rear of the Monkton Court Hotel, to the rear of Oakland’s Farm and from the north western edge of a woodland
camping area at Monkton Barton despite the presence of roadside hedgebanks and new planting. The change in
the view experienced from Aplins Farm and Yard Farm would be small in scale and would be glimpsed or filtered
through existing vegetation. From elsewhere, including St Mary Magdalene’s Church Yard, and Otter Windows,
the views from workers and visitors to tourist attractions to the implemented new road, would not be
discernible. All the workers and visitors to recreation attractions would experience a noticeable improvement in
their views due to substantially reduced traffic volume on the existing A30 running through the village.
Geographical Extent of Influence
From Aplins Farm (Otter Valley Ice Cream) and Yard Farm, the implemented new road, traffic and new roadside
planting would affect a very small extent of the view at a very oblique angle, in the mid distance. For visitors and
workers at the Monkton Court Hotel, the new road and associated traffic, would affect a small extent of the view
to the rear of the Hotel, in the centre of the view and in the mid‐distance. Visitors to the Monkton Barton
woodland campsite would experiences changes in a small extent of their view at a slightly oblique angle and
views would be localised. From Oakland’s Farm and from the Camp site at Monkton Barton views of the new
road and traffic occupy a moderate extent of the view, at a slightly oblique angle in localised views. From Otter
Windows and St Mary Magdalene’s Church Yard, the implemented road and traffic would not affect views
experienced which are toward the Otter Valley or prevented by intervening buildings or dense vegetation.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible‐ During operation , at year 1 in winter, the new road, traffic and new roadside woodland and
hedgebank planting would be noticeable and conspicuous in some views, from a limited number of workers
and visitors to facilities in Monkton, that experience an uninterrupted view in a south easterly direction. The
majority of businesses and recreation facilities have their principal views over the Otter Valley to the north
west where there would be a counter balancing noticeable and readily apparent improvement to the view,
following a substantial reduction in traffic volumes passing along the existing A30 in the village.

V2

Visitors and workers at
the Royal Oak Farm

34

Day – In the winter, the view from visitors
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Day– In the summer, when

Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 15, in the summer, the implemented road, traffic and established roadside planting, on
the valley side to the south east of the village would cause a limited barely perceptible adverse change in a view
to the side and rear of the Monkton Court Hotel, counter balanced by noticeable improvements from the front
elevation from reduced traffic. From the north western edge of a woodland camping area at Monkton Barton, in
summer, changes would be barely perceptible with established new roadside planting. New roadside woodland
planting and hedgebanks to the rear of Oakland’s Farm would provide visual containment that would conceal
traffic and improved views from the frontage, would persist, with the reduced volume of traffic on the existing
A30. The change in the view experienced from Aplins Farm and Yard Farm would be very small in scale from the
new road and improvements in the view from reduced traffic volumes on the existing A30 would be glimpsed or
filtered through existing vegetation. From elsewhere, including St Mary Magdalene’s Church Yard, Oakland’s
Farm and Otter Windows, the views from workers and visitors to tourist attractions to the implemented new
road, would not be discernible and improvements from the reduced traffic on the A30 would be noticeable and
readily apparent.
Geographical Extent of Influence
From Aplins Farm (Otter Valley Ice Cream) and Yard Farm, the implemented new road, traffic and established
roadside planting would affect a very small extent of the view at a very oblique angle, in the mid distance. For
visitors and workers at the Monkton Court Hotel, the new road and associated traffic, would affect a small extent
of the view to the rear of the Hotel, in the centre of the view and in the mid‐distance. By this stage, views from
the rear of Oakland’s Farm would be limited and filtered by established intervening roadside woodland copses
and developed hedgebanks.Visitors to the Monkton Barton woodland campsite would experiences changes in a
small extent of their view at a slightly oblique angle and views would be localised. From Otter Windows, St Mary
Magdalene’s Church Yard, and Oaklands’s Farm, the implemented road and traffic would not affect views
experienced which are toward the Otter Valley or prevented by intervening buildings or dense vegetation.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Beneficial‐ During operation, at year 15, in the summer, the new road and traffic would
become barely perceptible in views from a limited number of workers and visitors to facilities in Monkton,
that experience a view in a south easterly direction. Established roadside woodland and hedgebank planting
would contribute largely conceal views of all but glimpses of some high sided vehicles and aid the visual
integration of the road into its surroundings by this time. The majority of businesses and recreation facilities
have their principal views over the Otter Valley to the north west where there would be continuing counter
balancing noticeable and readily apparent improvements to the view, following a substantial reduction in
traffic volumes passing along the existing A30 in the village.
Construction

Medium
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Code

Visual Receptor
Shop

V3

V4

Visitors to and workers
at Jenny’s tea bar

Visitors and workers at
the Little Chef and
Newbery Metals.

Representative
viewpoint

31d(N)

14d, 17

Nature of existing view
(winter)

Nature of existing
view (summer)

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)

and workers at the Royal Oak Farm shop
looking the west, opens out over the
Cotleigh Valley and extends across to the
a tree lined section of the Old Chard Road
and some woodland forming the skyline
on the scarp alongside the Viney Hill
Ridge. Also, the woodland on St Cyres Hill
is visible beyond the plateau farmland in
the vicinity of Northcote. The existing
A30/A303 is not visible from this location.

trees in the scene are in leaf
there would be a slight
reduction in the extent of
views from the garden of Royal
Oak Farm.

In addition to being places of
work viewers in these places also
include those visiting some local
and regularly used tourist
recreation facilities, set in the
context of a designated AONB
landscape. There are some
moderating influences on the
nature of views including
buildings and enclosing
woodland.

During construction, there would be no anticipated visual impacts arising from Option 1S 2C Hybrid on visitors
and workers at the Royal Oak Farmshop.
Size/ Scale of change
Static visual effects would not be discernible.
Geographical Extent of Influence
View not changed.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture
Magnitude of Effect‐
No change‐ No parts of this option during construction would be discernible.

Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced

These locations include places of
work but also attractions where
an appreciation of the view
forms part of the visitor
experience.

Operation – Day
During operation, there would be no anticipated visual impacts arising from Option 1S 2C Hybrid on visitors and
workers at the Royal Oak Farmshop.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
Static visual effects would not be discernible.
Geographical Extent of Influence
View not changed.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
No change‐ No parts of this option during construction would be discernible.

Day – In the winter, visitors and workers
to what is now Jenny’s tea bar, have
predominantly near views over an
associated parking area and a short
section of the existing A30/A303. Views
out over the wider countryside are limited
by surrounding dense hedgerows and
woodland and to a lesser extent
hedgerow trees. The Devonshire Inn Farm
is partially visible to the south at the side
of the trunk road.

Day – In the winter, views experienced by
visitors and workers at the little Chef,
west toward the existing A30/A303 and
passing traffic are across a foreground car
park. Beyond the road views are partly
filtered toward adjacent farmland by a tall
roadside boundary hedge. The other main
aspect for visitors and workers are in a
southerly direction over two adjacent
open fields and out toward St Cyres Hill in
the distance. The view out from workers
and visitors to Newbery Metals toward
the existing A30/A303 and intermittent
traffic is generally limited to a defined
view through the access gateway by
dense hedgerows and a warehouse
building. Views out to the east over
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Day– In the summer, views
toward the A30/A303 and car
park area would remain the
same but views beyond this
would become further
restricted and contained by
existing enclosing vegetation
when in leaf.

Day– In the summer, the tall
boundary hedge when in leaf
would further limit views from
the Little Chef, to the west
across the adjacent farmland
opposite but views to the
A30/A303 would be
unaffected. Views out to the
south and south west would be
more limited across the lower
valley fields alongside the River
Otter. When the boundary
hedgerow along the A30/A303
is in leaf views to passing
vehicles will be further limited
but would continue through
the gateway.

Low
In addition to being a place of
work viewers in these places also
include those visiting a local
visitor facility, set in the context
of a designated AONB landscape.
However, in this instance there
are some moderating influences
on the nature and quality of
views experienced including
traffic, parking areas and
enclosing vegetation.
This location includes a place of
work but also a destination
where some appreciation of the
view forms part of the visitor
experience.
Medium
In addition to being places of
work, viewers in these places
also include those visiting some
regularly used tourist facilities, or
in the case of Newberry Metals
where there is adjacent living
accommodation, set in the visual
context of a designated AONB
landscape.
There are some moderating
influences on the nature and
quality of views including traffic
and enclosing evergreen
vegetation.
These locations include places of
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Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
Static visual effects would not be discernible.
Geographical Extent of Influence
View not changed.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
No change‐ No parts of this option during construction would be discernible.
Roundabout variant and alternative junction variant near Devonshire Inn
Construction
During construction, removal of layby and tea bar facility and therefore no visual impacts anticipated.
Roundabout and alternative junction variants near Devonshire Inn
Operation – Day
During operation, removal of layby and tea bar facility and therefore no visual impacts anticipated.

Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced

Construction
Receptor removed as layby
closed
Operation
Winter Year 1
Receptor removed as layby
closed
Summer Year 15
Receptor removed as layby
closed

Option 1 variant, at Honiton
Construction
During construction, some visual impacts would arise from some hedgerow vegetation clearance, new road
widening construction activity, associated earthworks and new planting works which would take place on the
edges of the existing A30.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, the existing A30 in front of the Little Chef and Newbery Metals would be widened to the
north east and there would be noticeable and conspicuous clearance of an existing mature roadside hedge and
hedgerow trees, opening up views together with some loss of grass verge. Construction activity associated with
the road widening would be a large feature in the view from the Little Chef and from the gateway at Newberry
Metals which would contrast with existing features in the view, at this stage.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The effects of construction activities would affect a moderate extent of the existing view experienced by workers
and visitors, in the centre of the view and at close distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.

Option 1 variant at Honiton
Construction
Day‐ Moderate adverse‐ The
construction activity
associated with the creation
of a new road and widening of
part of the existing A30 would
cause some noticeable
deterioration in the view
experienced by a medium
sensitive receptor
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Neutral to Slight adverse‐
During operation, at year 1 , in
the winter, there would be
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Code

Visual Receptor

Representative
viewpoint

Nature of existing view
(winter)
adjacent farmland are permanently
screened with a mature conifer belt and
there are strong tall hedgerows on the
southern and northern boundaries that
provide visual containment in these
directions.

Nature of existing
view (summer)

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)

work but also a location where
an appreciation of the view
forms part of the worker/visitor
experience.

Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ During construction, there would be some noticeable change that would be
readily apparent to the receptor but not wholly adverse and construction activity would introduce a temporary
noticeable feature in the scene which would be conspicuous.

some limited perceptible
deterioration but generally no
discernible change arising from
traffic on the widened A30 on
a small part of a footpath
experienced by a medium
sensitive receptor

Operation – Day
During operation, some visual impacts would arise from the implemented road widening, associated traffic
movements and the effects of establishing new hedge planting which would take place on the edges of the
existing A30.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 1, in the winter, the widened A30, traffic and new boundary hedge and hedgerow tree
planting in front of the Little Chef and Newbery Metals would constitute a noticeable change but would cause
very little contrast and would largely integrate with the visible surroundings, as the A30 traffic already forms a
key part of the existing scene.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The effects of construction activities would affect a moderate extent of the existing view experienced by workers
and visitors, in the centre of the view and at close distance
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible ‐ At year 1, in the winter, during operation, the changes would be barely perceptible given the
extent of existing A30 traffic that already occupies the site frontage and given that the removed hedgerow
whilst only partially restored, would open up a positive view out from both facilities, at this stage.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 15, in the summer, the widened A30, traffic and established boundary hedge and
hedgerow tree planting in front and to the side of the Little Chef and Newbery Metals, including in places that
were previously gappy, would constitute a perceptible improvement in these locations and the traffic on the new
road would cause very little contrast and would largely integrate with the visible surroundings, as the A30 traffic
already forms a key part of the existing scene.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The effects of construction activities would affect a moderate extent of the existing view experienced by workers
and visitors, in the centre of the view and at close distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor beneficial‐ At year 15, in the summer, once the hedgerows and hedgerow trees have
established alongside the widened A30 in front of these facilities and further along the road where existing
boundaries were gappy or open, the appearance of the view would be perceptibly improved. There would be
no change in visible traffic.
Option 2 variant, at Honiton
Construction
During construction, the key differences in visual impacts with this variant relate to less vegetation removal on
the opposite side of the A30 from both businesses, however, with alteration through adjustments to the
foreground parking areas, yards and in the case of Newbery Metals, removal of an existing boundary hedge fence
and workshop to allow for greater widening on that side of the road. Reinstatement of boundary fences, an
entrance gate and hedge on the frontage of Newberry Metals, workshop reinstatement , reinstatement of
accesses and alternative parking provision, installation of a 1m high acoustic fence and hedge planting in front of
the Little Chef.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, the existing A30 in front of the Little Chef and Newbery Metals would be widened to the
south west and the existing mature roadside hedge and hedgerow trees opposite would be retained. The
construction activity would lead to modifications to the front car park of the Little Chef and removal of the
boundary fence, hedge and workshop building at Newbery Metals, these would constitute large changes to the
immediate scene and the existing view. The construction activity would noticeably contrast with other features in
the view. Construction activity associated with the road widening would be a large feature in the view from the
Little Chef and from the gateway at Newbery Metals which would contrast with existing features in the view, at
this stage. These effects would be limited to the frontage of each facility.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The effects of construction activities would affect a moderate extent of the existing view experienced by workers
and visitors, in the centre of the view and at close distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate Adverse‐
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Summer Year 15
Day‐ Neutral to Slight
beneficial‐ In the summer year
15, there would be barely
perceptible deterioration in
some views and some
noticeable improvement most
views experienced by a
receptor of medium sensitivity
Option 2 variant at Honiton
Construction
Day‐ Moderate to Large
adverse‐ During construction,
this scheme option is
considered to result in some
large deterioration in the
foreground and some
noticeable deterioration
elsewhere in transient views
from this medium sensitivity
receptor
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Neutral to Slight adverse‐
During operation, at year 1 , in
the winter, there would be
some limited perceptible
deterioration but generally no
discernible change arising from
traffic on the widened A30 on
a small part of a footpath
experienced by a medium
sensitive receptor
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Neutral to Slight
beneficial‐ In the summer year
15, there would be barely
perceptible deterioration in
some views and some
noticeable improvement most
views experienced by a
receptor of medium sensitivity
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Code

Visual Receptor

Representative
viewpoint

Nature of existing view
(winter)

Nature of existing
view (summer)

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)

Operation – Day
During Operation, the key difference in visual impacts with this variant relate to
the retained mature hedge on the opposite side of the road and establishing new hedge planting on the frontage
of Newberry Metals
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 1, in the winter, the widened A30 and traffic would be more noticeable from Newberry
metals and would be closer to both facilities creating a perceptible adverse effect on the foreground of the view
New boundary hedge and hedgerow tree planting to supplement that retained along parts of the road where
boundaries are gappy in the vicinity of the Little Chef and Newbery Metals would constitute a barely perceptible
change at this stage. Visible traffic would cause very little contrast and would largely integrate with the visible
surroundings, as the A30 traffic already forms a key part of the existing scene.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The effects of construction activities would affect a moderate extent of the existing view experienced by workers
and visitors, in the centre of the view and at close distance
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse‐
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 15, in the summer, the widened A30, traffic and established boundary hedge and
hedgerow tree planting in front and to the side of the Little Chef and Newbery Metals, including in places that
were previously gappy would constitute a perceptible improvement in these locations and the traffic on the new
road would cause very little contrast and would largely integrate with the visible surroundings, as the A30 traffic
already forms a key part of the existing scene.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The effects of construction activities would affect a moderate extent of the existing view experienced by workers
and visitors, in the centre of the view and at close distance
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor beneficial ‐ Negligible to Minor beneficial‐ At year 15, in the summer, once the hedgerows
and hedgerow trees have established alongside the retained hedgerow, alongside the widened A30 in front of
these facilities and further along the road where existing boundaries were gappy or open, the appearance of
the view be perceptibly improved. There would be no change in visible traffic, at this stage.

V5

Farm workers on the
Otter valley side to the
east and west of the
existing A30/A303 and
to the north and west of
Reddick’s Hill

1(N),2,5,9,11,12, 13,
14c,15,17,18b,20

Day – In the winter, farmworkers on the
valley sides to the east and west of the
existing A30/A303 have views toward
some more open sections and other more
enclosed sections of the trunk road and
associated traffic movements. The traffic
on the existing A30/A303 is most
noticeable from fields directly alongside
the road where boundary vegetation is
sparse. The traffic on the trunk road takes
up only a small part of the overall scene
when viewed by farmworkers in fields
that are more elevated and set away from
the existing trunk road.

Day– In the summer, views
toward the existing A30/A303
from farm workers on the
valley sides and valley bottom
to the north and east of
Reddick’s Hill would become
more limited as tall hedges;
individual hedgerow trees and
woodland come into leaf.

Medium
There are some noteworthy
views experienced from regularly
used farmland in the context of a
designated AONB landscape.
These locations include places of
work where an appreciation of
the view forms part of the farm
workers experience.

Farmworkers to the east of Reddick’s Hill
have views towards the existing A30/A303
that are limited to glimpsed views of
traffic as the road ascends Reddick’s Hill
and toward traffic on a short section of
the route on the edge of the plateau in
the vicinity of the Devonshire Inn. Views
are limited still further in the valley
bottom extending to the north and on the
eastern valley side alongside Reddick’s Hill
by the landform and intervening dense
vegetation.
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Option 1 and Option 2 variant near Honiton
The limited differences between variants are not anticipated to affect the magnitude enough to give different
levels of effect on Farmworkers, from this option.
Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity on the south eastern valley
side around Monkton and the lower valley side, nearer to Honiton. The construction works include some
hedgerow and other vegetation clearance (with the Option 1 variant specifically requiring more existing
hedgerow loss to the north west of the existing A30 near Honiton), creation of some culverts, attenuation ponds,
installation of acoustic fences, the installation of a drainage outfall and from earthworks including widening
works, to create embankments and cuttings particularly to the south east of the Monkton. There would also be
side road and underbridge construction either side of Monkton, impacting on part of Hedgend Road, fields in the
vicinity and also areas to north east of Otter View. New planting would also take place along the route.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, the creation of this new road, side roads, and under bridges on the valley side would
constitute a large change in the view experienced by farmworkers, in the Otter Valley, in the vicinity of Monkton.
Here the construction activity would noticeably contrast with existing farmland in near and some more distant
transient views. Elsewhere, where the existing A30 is widened, construction activity would be perceptible but
create a feature that less conspicuous given the background of the existing road, in these transient views.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Farmworkers on the valley sides, in the Otter Valley, would experience some effects from construction activity
which would alter a large extent of their view at the centre of the view and at a close distance. There would also
be transient views that affect a smaller extent of views at more oblique angles in the middle distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate Adverse – During construction, the creation of the new roads, side roads, earthworks and new
planting works would be a large feature in some views and perceptible and readily apparent in other transient

Option 1 variant
Construction
Day‐ Moderate to Large
adverse‐During construction,
this scheme option is
considered to result in a large
deterioration in transient
views principally from fields in
the vicinity of Monkton,
experienced by this medium
sensitivity receptor group.
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Moderate adverse‐
During operation, at year 1, in
winter, before new planting
has established the new road
and traffic using it would
cause some localised, large
deterioration in existing views
, some noticeable more
distant deterioration and in
some places no perceptible
deterioration, principally from
fields in the vicinity of
Monkton, experienced by this
medium sensitivity receptor.
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Visual Receptor

Representative
viewpoint

Nature of existing view
(winter)

Nature of existing
view (summer)

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)

views experienced by farmworkers in the Otter Valley.
Operation – Day
During construction, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new roads, associated traffic movements,
implemented attenuation ponds and the effects of establishing new planting on the sides of the new roads. Some
positive visual impacts would arise from the reduction of traffic movements along the existing A30 passing
through the centre of the Monkton.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
At the operation stage, at year 1, in the winter, the new roads, traffic and new planting, where the roads are not
in cutting, with new hedgebanks would give rise to some apparent localised large scale changes, particularly
where roads are on embankments and in other places some noticeable changes in the view experienced by
farmworkers, in the Otter Valley, in the vicinity of Monkton. Whilst the road itself would be barely perceptible
with enclosing hedgebanks traffic moving on areas outside cuttings would noticeably contrast with existing
farmland in near and some more distant transient views. Elsewhere, where the existing A30 is widened,
construction activity would be perceptible but create a feature that less conspicuous given the background of the
existing road, in these transient views.
Geographical Extent of Influence
During operation, at year 1, in winter, farmworkers on the valley sides, in the Otter Valley, would experience
some effects from the new road, embankments, traffic and new planting which would alter a large extent of their
view at the centre of the view and at a close distance. There would also be transient views that affect a small
extent of views at more oblique angles in the middle distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ In operation , at year 1 in winter, the completed roads including some sections on
embankment enclosed by hedgebanks, together with some introduced under bridges would create a large
feature in the view from some limited places. From further away, these sections of the new road would be a
noticeable and conspicuous feature and readily apparent, at this stage, in other transient views experienced by
farmworkers in the Otter Valley. On sections of the new road in cutting, combined with hedgebanks, and on
widened sections of the existing A30 in the valley, traffic would be less apparent and in places would not be
perceptible, or not alter the balance of the existing scene, even in near views.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
At the operation stage, at year 15, in the summer, with the establishment of roadside planting, the scale of
change arising from the new roads, under bridges and traffic would be small. The effects of high sided vehicles
would be noticeable in some localised places but otherwise the new roads and structures themselves, by this
stage, would become generally barely perceptible and the road and activity effectively enclosed and largely
integrated with their surroundings. There would be no perceptible change in transient views experienced from
fields alongside cuttings with hedgebanks and alongside established woodland copses.
Geographical Extent of Influence
During operation, at year 15, in the summer, farmworkers on the valley sides, in the Otter Valley, would
experience some effects from the new road and traffic with established planting which would alter a smaller
extent of their view, at the centre of the view and at a close distance. There would also be transient views at this
stage which due to the establishment of roadside planting affect a very small extent of views at more oblique
angles in the middle distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These changes would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse‐ In operation, at year 15, in the summer, the traffic on completed roads including
some sections on embankment enclosed by hedgebanks, together with some introduced under bridges would,
with established roadside hedgebanks, hedgerow trees and woodland copses still create a noticeable feature
in the view from some limited places. At greater distances, traffic (predominantly high sided vehicles) on these
sections of the new road would become barely perceptible, at this time of year, in other transient views
experienced by farmworkers in the Otter Valley. On sections of the new road in cutting, combined with
hedgebanks, and on widened sections of the existing A30 in the valley, traffic would continue to not be
perceptible or not alter the balance of the existing scene, even in near views.
V6

Farm workers on the
Plateaux in the vicinity of
the A30/A303 and Viney
Lane

24,25,26,27, 31a(N),
31c(N), 31d(N), 32

Day – In the winter, farmworkers on the
northern part of the plateau in the vicinity
of the existing A30/A303 have views
toward passing traffic over low cut
boundary hedgerows where they are
working outside the Cotleigh Valley.
Farmworkers in the vicinity of Viney Lane
are only able to view the existing
A30/A303 and associated traffic from the
plateau where it meets the scarp edge.
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Day– In the summer, to the
north on the plateau, alongside
the existing A30/A303, hedge
boundaries are generally low
and very little seasonal change
will occur. Some shortening of
views across to the west from
farmworkers in fields on the
plateaux would be caused by
tree belts and hedges in leaf

Medium
There are some noteworthy
views experienced from regularly
used farmland in the context of a
designated AONB landscape.
These locations include places of
work where an appreciation of
the view forms part of the farm
workers experience.
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Roundabout variant near Devonshire Inn
Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity, some hedgerow and
woodland vegetation clearance, earthworks to create some embankments associated with widening and cuttings
associated with an underbridge near Sandy’s Lane. There would be some limited visual impacts experienced by
Farm workers from road construction on the northern part of the Viney Ridge. There would also be some earth
and turf faced hedgebank construction along the roadside on the Viney Ridge and other new planting works
along substantial sections of the route.
Size/ Scale of change
The construction activity would constitute a moderate change to the view, a noticeably contrasting feature and

Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight adverse‐ At year 15,
in the summer, this
implemented scheme option,
with established new planting,
is considered to result in some,
occasional noticeable
deterioration and generally
limited perceptible
deterioration, principally from
fields in the vicinity of
Monkton, experienced by this
medium sensitivity receptor.
Option 2 variant
Day‐ Moderate to Large
adverse‐During construction,
this scheme option is
considered to result in a large
deterioration in transient
views principally from fields in
the vicinity of Monkton,
experienced by this medium
sensitivity receptor group.
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Moderate adverse‐
During operation, at year 1, in
winter, before new planting
has established the new road
and traffic using it would
cause some localised, large
deterioration in existing views
, some noticeable more
distant deterioration and in
some places no perceptible
deterioration, principally from
fields in the vicinity of
Monkton, experienced by this
medium sensitivity receptor.
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight adverse‐ At year 15,
in the summer, this
implemented scheme option,
with established new planting,
is considered to result in some,
occasional noticeable
deterioration and generally
limited perceptible
deterioration, principally from
fields in the vicinity of
Monkton, experienced by this
medium sensitivity receptor.

Roundabout variant
Construction
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse‐The construction
activity associated with the
creation of the new road
would cause some noticeable
deterioration, some
perceptible deterioration and
in many places at a greater
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Visual Receptor

Representative
viewpoint

Nature of existing view
(winter)

Nature of existing
view (summer)

Here views are limited by distance and
intervening buildings and roadside
hedgerows to some short open sections
visible moving on the lower valley side.
Elsewhere, farmworkers have shorter
views across farmland to scarp top
woodland areas and some longer views
toward Stockland Hill over the Cotleigh
Valley to the east.

along the Viney Lane.

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)

would be predominantly visible in near views experienced by a small number of farmworkers. In other places at a
greater distance to the south east and north east, the new road, roundabout junction and widening works and
construction activity would constitute a small change in the view experienced by a larger numbers of
farmworkers. In these locations the activity would be seen in the context of traffic on the existing A30 and would
appear as a minor but contrasting feature in the wider scene. In the adjacent Cotleigh Valley there would not be a
discernible change to the view experienced by farmworkers as the rolling landform or existing hedgerows and
tree lines would generally interrupt views.
Geographical Extent of Influence
During construction, some vegetation clearance, earthworks, road construction and widening works would affect
a moderate extent and the centre of views at a close distance for some farmworkers in fields adjacent to the
proposed route. There would also be some effects on a small extent of the scene in the centre and at more
oblique angles, in the mid distance in some views from more elevated land on the plateau to the south east and
toward the roundabout works from the north east.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐During construction, there would be some noticeable change which is locally
readily apparent, some places where the activity is perceptible at a greater distance and large parts of the
adjacent Cotleigh Valley where the works would not be discernible.

distance, no discernible
change in transient views
experienced by a medium
sensitive receptor.

Operation
Day‐ During operation, visual impacts would arise from the implemented new main and side roads, a roundabout
junction, under bridges, associated traffic movements, some new lighting and signage near the Devonshire Inn.
Also, the impact of establishing new planting on the sides of the new roads.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
In the winter, at year 1, during operation, the completed road, associated traffic and new planting including
installed hedge banks at the road side, would continue to constitute a moderate change in the view, experienced
by a small number of farmworkers, in fields adjacent to the proposed route. The installed hedge banks, where
they occur, would obstruct views to the road and passing traffic at lower levels. In other places, at a greater
distance, to the south east and north east, the new road, roundabout junction and widening works and
construction activity would constitute a small change in the view experienced by a larger number of
farmworkers. In these locations the traffic on the widened section of the route would be seen in the context of
traffic on the existing A30 and would appear as a minor feature in the wider scene. In the adjacent Cotleigh
Valley there would not be a discernible change to the view experienced by farmworkers as the rolling landform
or existing hedgerows and tree lines would generally interrupt views.
Geographical Extent of Influence
In the winter, at year 1, some vegetation clearance, earthworks, road construction and widening works would
affect a moderate extent and the centre of views at a close distance for some farmworkers in fields adjacent to
the proposed route. There would also be some effects on a small extent of the scene, in the centre and at more
oblique angles, in the mid distance in some views from more elevated land on the plateau to the south east and
toward the roundabout works, from the north east.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐During operation, in winter, at year 1, there would be some noticeable change
arising from the new road and associated traffic which would be locally readily apparent, some places where
these features are perceptible and large parts of the adjacent Cotleigh Valley where neither the new road nor
traffic would be discernible.
Summer Year 15 –Day
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15, in the summer, established new planting including some woodland, hedge banks, hedgerows and
some hedgerow trees along the new road corridors would further limit adverse effects on views , at all distances
and from most angles of view. The roadside planting would largely integrate the new road into the existing
surroundings by this time, however, views to high sided vehicles would remain apparent in near views, from a
small number of farmworkers. In the majority of near views and in more distant views from moderate numbers
of farmworkers the views toward traffic on widened sections of the A30 would be where existing vehicles are
currently observed. There would be a barely perceptible change in these views with established replacement
roadside hedges along these sections of the route and with tree planting and hedges alongside sunken lanes
approaching underbridges; Established hedge banks and standard trees would limit views but would not conceal
high sided vehicles in views toward the roundabout from farmland, the north east .
Geographical Extent of Influence
In the summer, at year 15, during operation, the completed road, associated traffic with established new
planting, at the road side, would affect a moderate extent and the centre of views at a close distance, at a
localised level, for some farmworkers in fields adjacent to the proposed route. There would also be some effects
on a small extent of the scene, in the centre and at more oblique angles, in the mid distance in some views from
more elevated land on the plateau to the south east and toward the roundabout works, from the north east,
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Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse‐ At year 1, in winter,
in the operation stage, the
completed road, new planting
and traffic passing along the
route would cause some
noticeable deterioration,
some perceptible
deterioration and in many
places at a greater distance,
no discernible change in
transient views experienced
by a medium sensitive
receptor.
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Neutral to Slight adverse‐
At year 15, in the summer,
during operation traffic
passing along the route would
cause some perceptible
deterioration and in other
places no discernible change
in transient views experienced
by a medium sensitive
receptor
Alternative junction variant
Construction
Day‐ Slight adverse‐The
construction activity
associated with the creation
of the new road would cause
some limited localised large
deterioration, some
perceptible deterioration and
in many places at a greater
distance, no discernible
change in transient views
experienced by a medium
sensitive receptor.
Operation
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Slight adverse‐ At year 1,
in winter, in the operation
stage, the completed road,
new planting and traffic
passing along the route would
cause some localised
noticeable deterioration,
some limited perceptible
deterioration and in many
places at a greater distance,
no discernible change in
transient views experienced
by a medium sensitivity
receptor.
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Neutral ‐ At year 15, in
the summer, during operation
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where established hedge banks and hedgerow trees do not intervene.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse – At year 15, in summer, some traffic including high sided vehicles would continue
to be perceptible intermittently in some localised near transient views, where there was previously farmland .
By year 15, in the summer, the effects of the operational road and traffic on farmworkers on the plateau to the
south east in the near and mid distance would not be discernible from the existing situation. Farmworkers to
the north east would experience some perceptible deterioration, in a small part of the scene, from high sided
vehicles, using the junction.

traffic passing along the route
would cause some limited
perceptible deterioration and
in other places no discernible
change in transient views
experienced by a medium
sensitive receptor

Alternative junction variant near Devonshire Inn
Construction
Day ‐ As detailed above, however, with this variant there would be more vegetation clearance but less overall
land take and vegetation clearance to the north east and to the north west in front of Devonshire Inn.
Size/ Scale of change
Statement generally as concluded for the roundabout variant with allowance made for the above differences
Geographical Extent of Influence
Statement generally as concluded for the roundabout variant, with a substantial reduction in the geographic
extent of effects on farmworkers to the north east of the Devonshire Inn.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse‐During construction, there would be some noticeable change which is locally readily apparent,
some places where the activity is perceptible at a greater distance and large parts of the adjacent Cotleigh
Valley where the works would not be discernible. Farmworkers to the north east would experience a barely
perceptible change , in a very small part of the scene
Operation – Day
During the day, visual impacts would be as detailed above but with alternative junction variant the visible scale of
the new junction by Devonshire Inn would be less. New woodland planting would be establishing to the north
west of the junction and no street lighting is associated with the alternative junction.
Winter Year 1
The main differences between the effects of the roundabout junction variant and the alternative junction on
farm workers, with this option, relate to substantially reduced effects from the operational junction and
associated traffic, on farm workers to the north east of the Devonshire Inn.
Size/ Scale of change
Statement generally as concluded for the roundabout variant but with reduced effects on a small number of
farmworkers on the plateau to the north east of the new junction.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Statement generally as concluded for the roundabout variant, with a substantial reduction in the geographic
extent of effects on farmworkers to the north east of the Devonshire Inn.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse‐ At year 1, in winter, during operation, there would be some noticeable change which is locally
readily apparent, some places where the activity is perceptible at a greater distance and large parts of the
adjacent Cotleigh Valley where the works would not be discernible. Farmworkers to the north east would
experience a barely perceptible change , in a very small part of the scene
Summer Year 15 –Day
Size/ Scale of change
Statement generally as concluded for the roundabout variant but with reduced effects on a small number of farm
workers on the plateau to the north east of the new junction.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Statement generally as concluded for the roundabout variant but with reduced effects on farmworkers on the
plateau to the north east of the new junction.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible– At year 15, in summer, some traffic including high sided vehicles would continue to be perceptible
at a localised level, in some near views, in the vicinity of Cook’s Moor. By year 15, in the summer, the effects of
the operational road and traffic on farmworkers on the plateau to the south east in the near and mid distance
would not be discernible from the existing situation. Farmworkers to the north east would experience no
discernible change.
Road users
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R1

Users of the existing
A30/A303

Representative
viewpoint

Nature of existing view
(winter)

Nature of existing
view (summer)

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)

14a,14b, 14c,14d,14e,
16b(N), 18a,18b,
31a(N),31b,31c(N),
and 31d (N)

Day – In the winter, users of the existing
A30/A303 as it progresses from Honiton
along the valley experience some views
that are channelled along the existing
road line by buildings alongside the road
or by tall boundary hedgerows.
Intermittently views extend outside the
carriageway where boundary hedges are
low to the north and west to the
landmark of Dumpdon Hill and over
adjacent farmland in the foreground.
There are some laybys sited where road
users can pause to take advantage of
these positive views. Views in the middle
ground over the lower parts of the valley
are often foreshortened by boundary
trees, riverside trees and hedgerows in
the vicinity of the River Otter. To the west
of the road where views are not curtailed
there are some longer views over rising
hedgerow enclosed valley side farmland,
up to areas of wooded scarp which forms
the local horizon. There are some visually
detracting/incongruous features this part
of the route including the collection of
buildings at the gateway into the
Blackdown Hills AONB which include a
Little Chef café and a scrap yard. There
are also some positive features in the
scene at the roadside including historic
buildings including the church of St Mary
Magdalene in Monkton and the village
pump that is now cramped at the
roadside.

Day– In the summer, filtered
views from road users through
some tall hedgerows and
through thinner parts of the
woodland on Reddick’s Hill, will
become restricted, to the
carriageway as vegetation
comes into leaf. Autumn leaves
enhance the visual experience
and colour along the Reddick’s
Hill section at that time of year

Medium
Views are from people on a
regularly used route set largely
within a nationally designated
landscape where there are some
noteworthy and some
scenic/panoramic views of the
surrounding landscape.

Roundabout option at Devonshire Inn
Construction
During construction, visual impacts on users of the existing A30 would principally occur along the section of the
existing route within the Otter Valley between Honiton and on approach to Monkton village and on the section of
the existing route on the plateau between Cook’s Moor and the Devonshire Inn. In these parts of the route in the
construction stage visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity, the construction of a
roundabout junction, some hedgerow and woodland vegetation clearance, earthworks to create some
embankments associated with widening and cuttings associated with underbridges and side roads in the vicinity
of Monkton and near Sandy’s Lane. There would also be visual impacts from new planting works along sections of
the existing widened road and on visible sections of the offline proposed route. There would be no visual impacts
on the section that ascends Reddick’s Hill where it is in woodland.
Size/ Scale of change
The construction activities associated with this option would form some localised large and noticeable change in
existing transient views experienced between Honiton and Monkton and where the existing A30 is widened and a
new roundabout constructed to the north east of the Devonshire Inn. Elsewhere, there would be no changes to
views from road users on the existing A30 between Monkton and the top of Reddick’s Hill, at this stage.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The construction activities would affect a moderate extent of the transient views experienced along the existing
A30 in the valley and a moderate extent on the plateau. These works would be experienced in the centre of the
view and at a close distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate Adverse‐ During construction some large and some noticeable temporary adverse changes to
transient views experienced by road users would occur on a moderate section of the A30 near to Honiton and
on the plateau, No discernible change to views is anticipated in other parts of the Otter Valley or on Reddick’s
Hill.

Roundabout option
Construction‐Day
Day‐ Moderate adverse‐The
construction activity
associated with the creation
of the new road would cause
some large deterioration,
some noticeable deterioration
and in other places, no
discernible change in transient
views experienced by a
medium sensitive receptor

Appreciation of views by users of
the route is considered to be part
of the experience within this
scenic context and there are
some places to stop to take in a
view, at laybys.

Construction‐ Night
At night, there would be some notable impacts, during construction, along the widened section of the A30
between Cook’s Moor and the Devonshire Inn and between Honiton and Monkton where road widening and tie
ins with the existing A30, is likely to lead to a requirement for temporary night time working. There would also be
temporary lighting at the location of the new roundabout junction by the Devonshire Inn.
Size/ Scale of change
Temporary lighting would form a noticeable temporary change to the transient view experienced by road users
and would be conspicuous as there is no street lighting in some of these locations, These contrasting features
would be predominantly visible. On a large section of the existing route these temporary lighting effects would
not be discernible.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The temporary lighting would affect a small extent of the existing A30 but would be in the centre of the view at a
close distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
This lighting would be temporary, and in place intermittently during the construction period (6 months advanced
works/2 further year’s construction (short term) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse – There would be some noticeable and apparent, temporary and short term effects on views
experienced by existing road users, however, on large parts of the existing A30 these lighting effects would
not be discernible.

As route ascends Reddick’s Hill the view
from road users it is increasingly
dominated by enclosing and overhead
woodland cover with only limited
potential for views out to the west.
The A30/A303 route then moves up onto
the plateau where road users experience
more open views to the east over low cut
hedgerows and flatter farmland east as
far as Stockland Hill. Views to the west of
the road are limited to one field in depth
with scarp woodland restricting the view
beyond. Further north along the plateau a
more wooded and enclosed section of the
route can be viewed at the end Stockland
Hill/Sandy Lane junction, beyond this
there is a garage forecourt at the roadside
and then distant views open out to the
west over stone low boundary wall
toward Smeatharpe Airfield and then
north toward Lower Luxton. On the
eastern side of the road the Devonshire
Inn Farm is a positive feature at the
roadside before there is a large layby and
café enclosed by strong hedgerows and
woodland. On sections of the A30 to the
east there are some views across from as
far as Hilltop Garage toward the Farm
buildings at Devonshire Inn. Views toward
the existing A303 are, however,
interrupted by the farm buildings and
intervening existing vegetation
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Operation – Day
During operation, visual impacts would arise from implemented sections of the new offline road in the vicinity of
Monkton, a reduction in traffic movements on the existing A30 route as it passes through Monkton to the top of
Reddick’s Hill and the effects of establishing new planting on the sides of sections of the existing A30 where it is
widened and alongside visible sections of the new offline roads around Monkton and on the plateau in the
vicinity of Sandy’s Lane. There would also be some new lighting and signage near the Devonshire Inn and signage
near Honiton. Existing positive views from layby’s and from within Monkton, in the Otter Valley section of the
existing A30 route toward Dumpdon Hill, from the A30 on the plateau across more open farmland toward
Stockland Hill and from alongside Devonshire Inn over the Otter Valley, would be conserved.
Operation – Day
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
At year 1, in winter, during operation, at the Honiton end of the existing A30 the new roads, traffic passing along
it and new planting would create some localised large and noticeable change in existing transient views
experienced where the A30 would be widened and where the new road ties in with the existing A30 near
Monkton. Near Monkton, the A30 would spur off from its current alignment with new planting replacing some
mature trees and hedges previously at the roadside. From the widened section of the A30, on the plateau, there
would be some noticeable adverse changes from the increased scale of the road, adjacent side roads, the
introduction of an under bridge and the limited effect, at this stage, of developing new planting at the roadside.
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Construction‐Night
Night‐ Slight Adverse– At night,
during construction, this option
would cause some noticeable
deterioration and no
perceptible change elsewhere
to views experienced by this
receptor group of medium
sensitivity.
Operation‐Day
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Moderate adverse‐ At
year 1, in winter, in the
operation stage, the
completed road, new planting
and traffic passing along the
route would cause some
noticeable deterioration, in
transient views from the
existing A30 in the valley and
on the plateau, experienced
by a receptor group of
medium sensitivity
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight adverse‐By year 15,
in the summer, this option
would continue to cause some
noticeable deterioration at a
localised level on parts of the
existing A30 on the plateau,
the establishment of new
planting would restore the
positive nature of some views
in the valley and along the
retained existing route there
would be perceptible
improvements to views
experienced by a receptor
group of medium sensitivity.
Operation‐Night
Winter Year 1
Night‐ Moderate Adverse‐At
year 1, in winter, in the
operation stage, the
completed road, new planting
and traffic passing along the
route would cause some
noticeable deterioration, in
transient views experienced
by a receptor group of
medium sensitivity
Summer Year 15
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Positive panoramic views out from the road, in front of the Devonshire Inn, toward Hartridge and the Blackdown
Hills, would be conserved. The new roundabout and associated lighting columns constructed to the north east of
the Devonshire Inn would introduce a large change by opening up this area and through the introduction of some
urbanising features, in a localised area to the north east of the Devonshire Inn. Elsewhere on the existing A30,
there would be some perceptible improvement to transient views experienced by road users on the existing A30
between Monkton village and the top of Reddick’s Hill, due to reduced traffic volumes on this section of the
route. Some static views across the road from existing layby’s to the Otter Valley would also be improved by this.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The new road, traffic and new planting would affect a moderate extent of the transient views experienced along
the existing A30 in the valley and a moderate extent on the plateau. The altered sections of the existing A30
would be experienced in the centre of the view and at a close distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate Adverse ‐ At year 1, in the winter, in operation, road users on the existing A30 would experience
some noticeable and readily apparent adverse changes in transient views in a moderate part of the valley
between Honiton and Monkton and on the plateau. Transient views experienced elsewhere on the existing
A30 in the Otter Valley and on Reddick’s Hill would perceptibly improve with reduced traffic.

Night‐Slight to Moderate
adverse‐ At night, this option
would continue to cause some
large deterioration, at a very
localised level, on the existing
A30 and no perceptible
change elsewhere to views
experienced by a receptor
group of medium sensitivity

Summer Year 15
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15, in summer, during operation, between Honiton and Monkton on the existing route of the A30, the
new roads, traffic and established new planting would create some perceptible and some localised noticeable
change, compared with the existing transient views experienced, given the increased scale of the road and
where the road moves off line. However, established replacement hedge and woodland planting would restore
the positive appearance of mature trees and hedges, previously at the roadside on these sections and improve
some previously gappy sections. Some established hedge planting on the frontage of the Little Chef car park
would improve this gateway approach into the Blackdown Hills AONB. From the widened section of the A30, on
the plateau, there would continue to be some noticeable adverse changes from the increased scale of the road
but these would be counterbalanced by the established reinstated roadside hedges and additional standard
trees. Established new hedgerow and tree planting belts alongside the carriageway would mean that the
adjacent side roads and an underbridge would become barely perceptible, at this stage. Positive panoramic
views out from the road, in front of the Devonshire Inn, toward Hartridge and the Blackdown Hills, would
continue to be conserved. The new roundabout and associated lighting columns constructed to the north east of
the Devonshire Inn would cause a noticeable adverse change, reduced by the established new woodland and
hedgebanks which would enclose it, at this stage. The lighting columns and form of the roundabout would
remain urbanising features, albeit in a more visually contained and localised area to the north east of the
Devonshire Inn. Elsewhere on the line of the existing A30 through Monkton and up Reddick’s Hill, there would
continue to be some perceptible improvement to transient views experienced by road users, due to reduced
traffic volumes on this section of the route. Some static views across the road from existing layby’s to the Otter
Valley would also continue to be improved by this.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The widened sections of the A30 and new road, traffic and established planting would affect a moderate extent
of the transient views experienced along the existing A30 in the valley and a moderate extent on the plateau. The
altered sections of the existing A30 would be experienced in the centre of the view and at a close distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse – Whilst some noticeable adverse effects on existing views would remain on the plateau, these
would be localised. In the valley, the establishment of planting whilst associated with some perceptible and
some localised noticeable adverse changes would reinstate the balance of features and elements that
comprised the existing view. Transient views experienced elsewhere on the existing A30 in the Otter Valley
and on Reddick’s Hill would perceptibly improve with reduced traffic.
Operation‐ Night
During operation, permanent lighting is anticipated at the new roundabout junction and on approaches near the
Devonshire Inn and car headlights would be an introduced feature on the new road alongside the existing A30
where it spurs off near Monkton and on new side roads.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
Permanent lighting on the new roundabout, near the Devonshire Inn, would form a notable and contrasting
change to the transient view experienced by road users and would be conspicuous, as there is no lighting, at
present, in this location. This contrasting feature would be predominantly visible at the roundabout. On small
sections of the existing route the effects of car headlights on new side roads and on the main route where it
spurs off from the existing A30, near Monkton, would be perceptible in a place that is currently darker away from
the lit section of the existing A30; however, these effects are localised.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The permanent lighting on the new roundabout, near the Devonshire Inn, would affect a very small extent of the
existing A30 but would be in the centre of the view at a close distance. Car headlights on side roads and on the
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Alternative junction option at
Devonshire Inn
Construction‐Day
Day‐ Moderate adverse‐ The
construction activity
associated with the creation
of the new road would cause
some large deterioration,
some perceptible
deterioration and in many
places at a greater distance,
no discernible change in
transient views experienced
by a medium sensitive
receptor
Construction‐Night
Night‐Neutral to Slight Adverse
‐At night, during construction,
this option would cause some
limited noticeable
deterioration and no
perceptible change elsewhere
to views experienced by this
receptor group of medium
sensitivity.
Operation‐Day
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Slight to moderate
adverse‐ This option would
cause some large and some
noticeable deterioration at a
localised level on the existing
A30 and some perceptible
improvements elsewhere to
views experienced by a
receptor group of medium
sensitivity.
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Neutral‐no perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced
Operation‐Night
Winter Year 1
Night‐Neutral‐At night, no
perceptible change in the view
would be experienced
Summer Year 15
Night‐ Neutral‐ At night, no
perceptible change in the view
would be experienced
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new A30 route where in spurs off from the existing A30 near Monkton would affect a small extent of the view,
would be at an oblique angle, and would be localised views.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate Adverse‐ At year 1, in winter, despite the presence of new roadside planting, permanent lighting at
the new roundabout and on approaches, would be a focal point feature and readily apparent to road users, in
that very localised part of the route. These visual effects would be experienced in a location where there was
previously no lighting. The effects of car headlights on the new route where it spurs off from the A30 near
Monkton and on new side roads would be noticeable in views from the widened A30, despite the presence of
new planting, at this stage. Transient views of headlights experienced elsewhere on the existing A30 in the
Otter Valley and on Reddick’s Hill would perceptibly improve with reduced traffic.
Summer Year 15
Size/ Scale of change
Permanent lighting on the new roundabout, near the Devonshire Inn, despite the establishment of some
enclosing woodland and hedge banks, would continue to form a notable and contrasting change to the transient
view experienced by road users and would be conspicuous, as there is no lighting at present in this location. This
contrasting feature would be predominantly visible at the roundabout. On sections of the existing route, in the
valley, the effects of car headlights on new side roads and with established roadside hedgebankks and woodland
copses alongside the new route where it spurs off the widened A30 would become barely discernible. Transient
views of headlights experienced elsewhere on the existing A30 in Monkton Village and on Reddick’s Hill would be
perceptibly improved with reduced traffic.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The permanent lighting on the new roundabout, near the Devonshire Inn, would affect a very small extent of the
existing A30 but would be in the centre of the view at a close distance. Car headlights on side roads and on the
new A30 route, near Monkton, would affect a small extent of the view, would be at an oblique angle, and would
be localised views.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ Despite the establishment of roadside planting, permanent lighting at the new
roundabout, on the plateau and on approaches, would continue to be a focal point feature and readily
apparent to road users, in that localised part of the route. These visual effects would continue to be
experienced in a location where there was previously no lighting. The effects of car headlights on side roads
and the new road where it spurs off the existing A30, near Monkton, would become barely perceptible in
views from the widened A30, with the establishment of intervening planting. Transient views of headlights
experienced elsewhere on the existing A30 in the Otter Valley and on Reddick’s Hill would perceptibly improve
with reduced traffic.
Alternative junction option at Devonshire Inn
Construction
As detailed above, however, with this variant there would be more vegetation clearance but less overall land take
and vegetation clearance to the east and to the north west in font of Devonshire Inn. However, these differences
are not considered to be enough to justify different conclusions regarding the magnitude of effect, from this
receptor group during construction.
Size/ Scale of change
Statement generally as concluded for the roundabout variant above
Geographical Extent of Influence
Statement generally as concluded for the roundabout variant above
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Moderate Adverse‐ During construction some large and some noticeable temporary adverse changes to
transient views experienced by road users would occur on a moderate section of the A30 near to Honiton and
on the plateau, No discernible change to views is anticipated in other parts of the Otter Valley or on Reddick’s
Hill.
Construction‐ Night
At night, there would be some notable impacts, during construction, along the widened section of the A30
between Cook’s Moor and the Devonshire Inn and near Honiton where road widening or a tie in with the existing
A30, is likely to lead to a requirement for temporary night time working.
Size/ Scale of change
Statement generally as concluded for the roundabout variant, however, the extent of temporary lighting effects
are anticipated to be reduced alongside the Devonshire Inn corresponding with the reduced scale of the works
Geographical Extent of Influence
Statement generally as concluded for the roundabout variant.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
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This lighting would be temporary, and in place intermittently during the construction period (6 months advanced
works/2 further year’s construction (short term) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible to Minor Adverse – There would be some noticeable and apparent, temporary and short term
effects on views experienced by existing road users , however, on large parts of the existing A30 these lighting
effects would not be discernible.
Operation – Day
During operation, visual impacts would be as detailed above but with alternative junction variant the visible scale
of the new junction by Devonshire Inn would be less and there would be less of a visual impact on road users
approaching the Devonshire Inn along the A303 as a result. New woodland planting would be establishing to the
north west of the junction and associated lighting and signage would be anticipated to be reduced.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
At year 1, in winter, during operation, at the Honiton end of the existing A30 the new roads, traffic passing along
it and new planting would create some localised large and noticeable change in existing transient views
experienced where the A30 would be widened and where the new road ties in with the existing A30 near
Monkton. Near Monkton, the A30 would spur off from its current alignment with new planting replacing some
mature trees and hedges previously at the roadside. From the widened section of the A30, on the plateau, there
would be some noticeable adverse changes from the increased scale of the road, adjacent side roads, the
introduction of an under bridge and the limited effect, at this stage, of developing new planting at the roadside.
Positive panoramic views out from the road, in front of the Devonshire Inn, toward Hartridge and the Blackdown
Hills, would be conserved. The new alternative junction would be constructed to the north east of the Devonshire
Inn would introduce a moderate change following some woodland and hedge removal in a localised area to the
north east of the Devonshire Inn. Elsewhere on the existing A30, there would be some perceptible improvement
to transient views experienced by road users on the existing A30 between Monkton village and the top of
Reddick’s Hill, due to reduced traffic volumes on this section of the route. Some static views across the road from
existing layby’s to the Otter Valley would also be improved by this.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The new road, traffic and new planting would affect a moderate extent of the transient views experienced along
the existing A30 in the valley and a moderate extent on the plateau. The altered sections of the existing A30
would be experienced in the centre of the view and at a close distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse ‐ At year 1, in the winter, in operation, road users on the existing A30 would
experience some noticeable and apparent adverse changes in transient views in a moderate part of the valley
between Honiton and Monkton and on the plateau. The introduction of a noticeable urbanising feature on the
plateau would be avoided. Transient views experienced elsewhere on the existing A30 in the Otter Valley and
on Reddick’s Hill would perceptibly improve with reduced traffic.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15, in summer, during operation, between Honiton and Monkton on the existing route of the A30, the
new roads, traffic and established new planting would create some perceptible and some localised noticeable
change, compared with the existing transient views experienced, given the increased scale of the road and
where the road moves off line. However, established replacement hedge and woodland planting would restore
the positive appearance of mature trees and hedges, previously at the roadside on these sections and improve
some previously gappy sections. Some established hedge planting on the frontage of the Little Chef car park
would improve this gateway approach into the Blackdown Hills AONB. From the widened section of the A30, on
the plateau, there would continue to be some noticeable adverse changes from the increased scale of the road
but these would be counterbalanced by the established reinstated roadside hedges and additional standard
trees. Established new hedgerow and tree planting belts alongside the carriageway would mean that the
adjacent side roads and an underbridge would become barely perceptible, at this stage. Positive panoramic
views out from the road, in front of the Devonshire Inn, toward Hartridge and the Blackdown Hills, would
continue to be conserved. The new roundabout and associated lighting columns constructed to the north east of
the Devonshire Inn would cause a noticeable adverse change, reduced by the established new woodland and
hedge bank which would enclose it, at this stage. Elsewhere on the line of the existing A30 through Monkton and
up Reddick’s Hill, there would continue to be some perceptible improvement to transient views experienced by
road users, due to reduced traffic volumes on this section of the route. Some static views across the road from
existing layby’s to the Otter Valley would also continue to be improved by this.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The new road, traffic and new planting would affect a small extent of the transient views experienced along the
existing A30 in the valley and a moderate extent on the plateau, the altered sections of the existing A30 would be
experienced in the centre of the view and at a close distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
No appreciable change overall – By this stage with the effects of established intervening planting, perceptible
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adverse impacts from this road option would be counterbalanced by perceptible improvements to the views
experience on other sections of the existing A30.
Operation‐Night
At night, there would be some notable impacts, during construction, along the widened section of the A30
between Cook’s Moor and the Devonshire Inn and between Honiton and Monkton where road widening and tie
ins with the existing A30, is likely to lead to a requirement for temporary night time working. There would also be
temporary lighting at the location of the new roundabout junction by the Devonshire Inn.
During operation, permanent lighting is anticipated at the new alternative junction near the Devonshire Inn.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
At year 1, in the winter, in operation, effects would be limited to a small section of the existing A30 route where
the effects of car headlights on new side roads and the new route where it spurs off from the existing A30 would
not be perceptible.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Car headlights on the new road and side roads would affect a small extent of the view, would be at an oblique
angle, and would be experienced in localised views.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible –Additional lighting associated with this option would be limited to some transient views of car
headlights only, from road users on a very short section on approach to Monkton, at this stage. Transient
views of headlights experienced elsewhere on the existing A30 in the Otter Valley and on Reddick’s Hill would
perceptibly improve with reduced traffic which would balance out adverse effects.

R2

Users of the road on
Stockland Hill
(Including cyclists on part
of Route 6- Honiton,
Stockland and Upottery
circuit)

32,33

Day – In the winter, users of the road on
Stockland Hill experience views partial
views over road boundary hedgerows and
more open views at gateway points over
flatter enclosed farmland toward traffic
moving on the section of the existing
A30/A303, where it arises onto the
plateau from the section on Reddick’s Hill.
The moving traffic is seen against the
backdrop of scarp woodland beyond.
Views from users at the northern end of
Stockland Hill also extend into the
distance to the south west and over Viney
Lane where the top of Dumpdon Hill and
St Cyres Hill can be seen beyond. Further
south along Stockland Hill some
properties, boundary hedges and areas of
woodland limit views across to the Viney
Ridge, to the west, over the Cotleigh
Valley. In the vicinity of Royal Oak Cross
low trimmed hedges at the roadside and
an absence of scarp woodland allow more
open and extensive views west across the
east facing slopes of the Cotleigh Valley,
Viney Lane and to the top of Dumpdon
Hill beyond. Scarp woodland forms a
backdrop to Viney Lane, which is also
defined by tree lines itself, in places.
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Day– In the summer,
developing leaf cover on
hedges further restrict views to
the west, from users of
Stockland Hill over the plateau,
albeit temporarily, before
hedges are re‐trimmed.

Medium
Views are from people on a
regularly used route set largely
within a nationally designated
landscape where there are some
noteworthy and some
scenic/panoramic views of the
surrounding landscape.
Appreciation of views by users of
the route is considered to be part
of the experience within this
scenic context.
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Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15, in the summer, during operation, on a small section of the existing A30 route the effects of car
headlights on new side roads and the new route where it spurs off from the existing A30 would not be
discernible, as intervening roadside planting becomes established. There would be no permanent lighting at the
alternative junction by the Devonshire Inn.
Geographical Extent of Influence
Changes from vehicle headlights on the new road and side roads would affect a small extent of the view, would
be at an oblique angle, and would be experienced in localised views.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible –Additional lighting associated with this option would be barely discernible in views from road users
on the A30/A303, at this stage. Transient views of headlights experienced elsewhere on the existing A30 in the
Otter Valley and on Reddick’s Hill would perceptibly improve with reduced traffic, balancing out adverse
effects.
Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise from new road construction activity and some hedgerow
vegetation clearance. Road users, including cyclists would experience these visual impacts and those from road
construction vehicles in views to part of the existing A30 where it would be widened and where side roads would
be introduced in the vicinity of Cook’s Moor and up to Sandy’s Lane. New planting works would be implemented
along substantial sections of the route where widening and side road construction is proposed near to Cook’s
Moor and approaching Sandy’s Lane. There would be no impacts on identified valued views to the south east of
the Stockbridge Hill Road. At night, there would be some limited impacts during construction along the widened
section of the A30 between Cook’s Moor and the Devonshire Inn due to a likely requirement for temporary night
time working.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, on Stockland Hill, north of the Rising Sun, the building of the new road would constitute a
small change to the view and a minor new feature in the view, generally set against a backdrop of scarp
woodland or just below the local ridge, in the vicinity of Westwood Farm. The new road construction works
would be at some distance relative to their scale and the A30 widening works would be seen in the context of the
existing A30. Works to introduce a new side road linking to Sandy’s Lane and widening the existing A30 would
constitute a noticeable change and would introduce some conspicuous features into the view at the northern
end of the Stockland Hill Road. Beyond, the Rising Sun and south on Stockland Hill, opportunities to view the
proposed works would not be available of this option.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The construction works for the new section of road would affect a small part of the view experienced by road
users, at an oblique angle and in the mid‐distance. Some of the existing A30 road widening works and the
construction of a new side road and underbridge to Sandy’s Lane would effect a moderate extent of the view, at
the northern end of the road, predominantly at a slightly oblique angle and this would be a localised effect.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐

Construction‐Day
Day‐ Slight Adverse‐ This
option would cause perceptible
deterioration to a view
experienced by Moderate
sensitivity receptors
Construction‐Night
Night‐ Slight adverse‐The
temporary lighting associated
with this option would cause
some limited localised
noticeable deterioration to
views experienced by a
receptor group of medium
sensitivity.
Operation‐ Day
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Slight Adverse‐At year 1,
in the winter, during operation
the completed roads, new
planting and traffic passing
along the route would cause
some limited perceptible
deterioration in transient views
experienced by a medium
sensitive receptor
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Nature of existing
view (summer)
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Further south along Stockland Hill views
are prevented from the road by a higher
density of mature scarp woodland.

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view
Minor Adverse‐ Construction operations associated with the section of new road would be perceptible without
altering the overall balance of features in the view from northern parts of Stockland Hill Road. Road widening
of the existing A30 and the construction of a side road to Sandy’s Lane would introduce a noticeable feature
which is readily apparent to road users at the far northern end of the road.
Construction‐Night
At night, there would be some limited impacts, during construction, along the widened section of the A30
between Cook’s Moor and the Devonshire Inn due to a likely requirement for temporary night time working.
Size/ Scale of change
At night, temporary lighting along the widened sections of the existing A30 between Cook’s Moor and the
Devonshire Inn would constitute a noticeable change, a conspicuous and a partially visible feature, seen in the
context of existing vehicle headlights, from the section of the Stockland Hill road between the Rising Sun and the
A30. There would be no discernible effects from elsewhere on Stockland Hill.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The temporary lighting associated with the existing A30 road widening works and the construction of an
underbridge to Sandy’s Lane would effect a moderate extent of the view, at the northern end of the road,
predominantly at a slightly oblique angle and this would be a localised effect. Views from car users are generally
limited to occasional field gates by the hedges bounding the Stockland Hill road, including along the northern end
of the route, but cyclists and those in taller vehicles would be expected to have a wider view.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
This lighting would be temporary, and in place intermittently during the construction period (6 months advanced
works/2 further year’s construction (short term) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse‐ Temporary lighting, during construction, would be noticeable but only partially visible, from a
short section of Stockland Hill where vehicle headlights are already visible in the scene.

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced
Operation‐Night
Winter Year 1
Night‐ Slight adverse‐ The
additional car headlights
associated with this option, on
side roads would cause some
limited deterioration to views
experienced by a receptor
group of medium sensitivity
Summer Year 15
Night‐ Neutral‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced

Operation – Day
During operation, visual impacts would arise from the implemented widened A30 route, from new side roads in
the vicinity of Cook’s Moor and Sandy’s Lane and associated traffic movements on these parts of the plateau.
Also, further visual impacts would arise from the establishment of new planting on the sides of the new and
widened section of road. At night, there would potentially be limited impact from vehicle headlights.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
In winter, year 1, during operation, on Stockland Hill, north of the Rising Sun, the new road, associated traffic and
new hedge bank planting at the road side would constitute a small change to the view and a minor new feature
in the view, generally set against a backdrop of scarp woodland or just below the local ridge, toward Westwood
Farm. The traffic on the new section of road would be at some distance relative to scale and cars would be
predominantly concealed. Traffic on sections of the widened A30 would be seen in the context of the existing
A30 traffic but would be more apparent, at this stage, following the removal and replanting of roadside
hedgerows. The new side road and linking underbridge to Sandy’s Lane would constitute a noticeable change and
would introduce some conspicuous features into the view at the northern end of the Stockland Hill Road before
new planting matures. Beyond, the Rising Sun and south on Stockland Hill, there would be no views toward this
road option.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The new section of road, traffic and new roadside planting would affect a small part of the view experienced by
road users, at an oblique angle and in the middle distance. The widened existing A30, the new side road and
underbridge to Sandy’s Lane and associated traffic would effect a moderate extent of the view, at the northern
end of the road, predominantly at a slightly oblique angle and this would be a localised effect. Views from car
users are generally limited to occasional field gates by the hedges bounding the northern section of the Stockland
Hill road, but cyclists and those in taller vehicles would be expected to have a wider view.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor adverse‐ Construction operations associated with the section of new road would be perceptible without
appreciably altering the overall balance of features in the transient views from parts of Stockland Hill Road.
Traffic on the widened section of the existing A30, on the new side road to Sandy’s Lane and the new
underbridge would introduce an intermittently noticeable feature which is readily apparent to road users at
the far northern end of the road.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
In summer, year 15, during operation, on Stockland Hill, north of the Rising Sun, with established hedge banks,
standard trees and some woodland belts at the road side, high sided vehicles on the new section of road would
continue to constitute a small change to the view and a minor new feature in the view, generally set against a
backdrop of scarp woodland in the vicinity of Westwood Farm. The traffic on the new section of road would be at
some distance relative to scale. Traffic on sections of the widened A30 would be seen in the context of the
existing A30 traffic and changes would no longer be apparent following the establishment of roadside
hedgerows. The new side road and linking underbridge to Sandy’s Lane would constitute a small change and
would integrate with their surroundings in the transient view at the northern end of the Stockland Hill Road
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before due to established hedges and woodland on approaches to the underbridge. Beyond, the Rising Sun and
south on Stockland Hill, there would be views toward this road option.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The new section of road, traffic and new roadside planting would affect a small part of the view experienced by
road users, at an oblique angle and in the far distance. The widened existing A30, the new side road and
underbridge to Sandy’s Lane and associated traffic would effect a moderate extent of the view, at the northern
end of the road, predominantly at a slightly oblique angle and this would be a localised effect. Views from car
users are generally limited to occasional field gates by the hedges bounding the northern section of the Stockland
Hill road, but cyclists and those in taller vehicles would be expected to have a wider view.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible ‐ By year 15, in the summer, only very small parts of the new road and the tops of cars and high
sided vehicles would be perceptible in parts of the view where existing traffic does not form part of the
existing context of the view. Elsewhere, the effects of traffic would generally be viewed in the context of
existing traffic but with restored hedgerow enclosure and changes would not be discernible and/or would
integrate with their surroundings.
Operation – Night
During operation, at night, visual impacts would arise from vehicle headlights.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
Car headlights on the new section of road, at this stage, would affect a small extent of the view from occasional
vantage points on Stockland Hill, north of the Rising Sun, where headlights on high sided vehicles would be
partially visible. Headlights would only be seen, from the side, and in small parts of the view where they are not
filtered by newly installed hedgebanks along the new road and by the intervening local ridge. At the northern end
of the Stockland Hill, there would be some noticeable change to the view where a new hedgerow alongside the
widened section of the A30, would open up car headlights to view, until the new hedge is established. Car
headlights on new side roads linking to Sandy’s Lane would be less frequent and would only affect a small extent
of the view where the sunken new lane meets the Stockland Hill Road.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The new section of road, traffic and new roadside planting would affect a small extent of the view experienced by
road users near the Rising Sun, at an oblique angle and in the middle distance. The widened existing A30, the new
side road and under bridge to Sandy’s Lane and associated traffic would effect a moderate extent of the view, at
the northern end of the road, predominantly at a slightly oblique angle and this would be a localised effect. Views
from car users are generally limited to occasional field gates by the hedges bounding the northern section of the
Stockland Hill road, but cyclists and those in taller vehicles would be expected to have a wider view.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse‐ At year 1, in winter, during operation, with new planting at the roadside along the widened
section of the A30 there would be some perceptible adverse night time effects arising from car headlights, at
this stage, from the northern section of Stockland Hill. From elsewhere on Stockland Hill effects on views
would be limited to occasional transient views to headlights on high sided vehicles, on limited sections of the
new road.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
At year 15, in summer, car headlights on the new section of road, would affect a very small extent of the view
from near the Rising Sun, but not further south on Stockland Hill, where headlights on high sided vehicles would
be partially visible. Headlights would only be seen, from the side, and in small parts of the view where they are
not filtered by dense existing Viney Lane vegetation, in leaf, established new hedge banks and standard trees,
along the new road and by the intervening local ridge. At the northern end of the Stockland Hill, there would be
no discernible change to the view, at this stage, when a new hedgerow alongside the widened section of the A30
would be fully established. Car headlights on new side roads linking to Sandy’s Lane would be less frequent and
would only affect a small extent of the view where the sunken new lane meets the Stockland Hill Road.
Geographical Extent of Influence
As above.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Negligible ‐ At year 15 in summer, once the roadside hedge has established along the widened section of the
existing A30 effects from car headlights would reduce to existing levels in views from the north of the
Stockland Hill resulting in changes that would not be discernible. Elsewhere, effects on views from road users
at night would be barely discernible in the vicinity of the Rising Sun.
R3

Users of main roads on
the edge of Honiton:
Axminster Road,
Monkton Road, Limer’s

1,3,4,5,7*

Day – In the winter, there are panoramic
views from users of a short section of the
Axminster Road (A35) where it turns at a
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Day– In the summer, views
toward the existing A30/A303
from these routes would

Medium
Views are from people on a
regularly used route set largely
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Construction
During construction, some visual impacts on users of part of the Axminster Road would arise from some
vegetation clearance, new road widening construction activity, earthworks and new planting works which would

Construction
Day‐Slight adverse ‐ This option
would cause perceptible
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Lane and Langford Road
(Including cyclists on part
of Route 6- Honiton,
Stockland and Upottery
circuit and representing
users of Combe Raleigh
public footpath No 11
connecting to Langford
Road))
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(winter)

Nature of existing
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right angle over the Otter Valley and
toward Dumpdon Hill. Given the speeds
involved and the manoeuvring required
the opportunity to view the existing
A30/A303 or traffic on it is limited at this
distance. Road users passing along a short
section of the Monkton Road have
channelled view defined by roadside
buildings, and interrupted by a pylon and
a building at a lower level, to the top of
part of the scarp of Northcote Hill and
there are no views to the existing
A30/A303. Users of Limer’s Lane
approaching Honiton experience
intermittent views on descent of the
south east facing valley side toward
Dumpdon Hill and across toward
Northcote Hill where the existing
A30/A303 is difficult to discern in the
lower part of the valley. Views from users
of junction between the Langford Road
and A30/A303 leaving Honiton experience
views along the A30/A303 slip road,
however, other views of traffic and the
A30/A303 carriageway are restricted by
dense roadside hedgerows. Views from
this location extend beyond an
intervening pylon line toward the upper
parts of Northcote Hill.

reduce further as some
foreground and the enclosing
trunk road hedgerows, come
into leaf. More distant parts of
the scene, including views to
the upper valley sides and
scarp at Northcote and toward
Dumpdon Hill would be
unaffected.

within a nationally designated
landscape where there are some
noteworthy and some
scenic/panoramic views of the
surrounding landscape. The
qualities of views are moderated
by the presence of traffic and in
places buildings/infrastructure
elements and enclosing
vegetation along these routes.
Appreciation of views by users of
the route is considered to be part
of the experience within this
scenic context.

take place on the edges of the existing A30. No impacts are anticipated on users of the Monkton Road or on users
of Limer’s Lane and Langford Road from route Option 1S 2C Hybrid.
At night, there would be some limited impacts, during construction, along the widened section of the A30 in the
valley bottom due to a likely requirement for temporary night time working
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, road users on the Axminster Road would experience a small change to the view and
construction activity associated with the widened section of the existing A30 road which would form a minor
feature in the view as the works would be at some distance relative to their scale. Views from the Langford Road
and Limer’s Lane toward the existing A30 in the lower part of the valley would be interrupted by intervening
landform and layers of vegetation cover at the roadside and beyond. No change in the view is anticipated from
the Monkton Road.
Geographical Extent of Influence
From the Axminster Road, construction works on the widened A30 road would occupy a small extent of the view,
at an oblique angle and be visible in the mid‐distance
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse – During construction, there would be some perceptible adverse change in the view
experienced by road users on the Axminster Road and no changes experienced from other main roads on the
edge of Honiton.

deterioration to a view
experienced by Moderate
sensitivity receptors.

Construction‐Night.
At night, there would be some limited impacts, during construction, at the merge in point and where there is
widening on the A30 in the valley bottom due to a likely requirement for temporary night time working
Size/ Scale of change
There would be some noticeable and partially conspicuous temporary lighting along a short section of the
widened existing A30 where there is no existing street lighting. Otherwise, no discernible change in the nature of
parts of this transient view to the south is anticipated nearer to Honiton, at night, given the close proximity of
existing light sources at Otter Valley Park in the foreground or as a backdrop to the temporary lighting. Views at
night from the Langford Road and Limer’s Lane toward the existing A30 in the lower part of the valley would be
interrupted by intervening landform and layers of vegetation cover at the roadside and beyond. No change in the
view is anticipated from Monkton Road.
Geographical Extent of Influence
From the Axmister Road transient views of temporary lighting would occupy a small extent of the view, at an
oblique angle in the middle distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
This lighting would be temporary, and in place intermittently during the construction period (6 months advanced
works/2 further year’s construction (short term) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor adverse – During construction, at night, there would be some perceptible temporary adverse change in
the view experienced by road users on the Axminster Road and no changes experienced from other main roads
on the edge of Honiton.

Construction‐ Night
Night – Slight adverse – At
night‐ Temporary lighting
would cause perceptible
deterioration to a view
experienced by Moderate
sensitivity receptors.
Operation‐ Day
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Neutral‐No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced
Operation‐Night
Winter Year 1
Night‐ Neutral‐No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced
Summer Year 15
Night‐ Neutral ‐ No perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced

Operation – Day
During operation, some visual impacts on users of part of the Axminster Road would arise from the implemented
road widening, associated traffic movements and the effects of establishing new planting which would take place
on the edges of the existing A30. However, these impacts would not be discernible against the background of the
existing A30 and at the scale, relative to the distance involved. No impacts are anticipated on users of the
Monkton Road or on users of Limer’s Lane and Langford Road from route Option 1S 2C Hybrid.
Winter Year 1, and Summer Year 15,
Magnitude of Effect
Negligible/No Change‐ During operation, at year 1 and at Year 15 there would be barely discernible adverse
change in the view experienced by road users on the Axminster Road and no changes experienced from main
roads elsewhere on the edge of Honiton.
Operation‐ Night
During operation, at night, some visual impacts on users of part of the Axminster Road would arise from traffic
headlights on the widened A30 and the effects of establishing new planting which would take place on the edges
of the existing A30. However, these impacts would not be discernible against the background of the existing A30
and at the scale, relative to the distance involved.
Winter Year 1 and Summer Year 15
Magnitude of Effect
Negligible/No Change‐ During operation, at year 1 and at Year 15 there would be barely discernible adverse
change in the view experienced by road users on the Axminster Road and no changes experienced from main
roads elsewhere on the edge of Honiton.
R4

Users of other local
lanes/minor roads on the
valley sides to the east

9,10a,10b*,11,12,18b
23, 31c(N), 32

Day – In the winter, users of the minor
roads within the valley and on the scarp
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Day– In the summer, views
toward the existing A30/A303

Medium
Views are from people on a
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Construction
During construction, some visual impacts on users of parts Hedgend Road C352 would arise from vegetation

Construction ‐Day
Day‐ Moderate adverse‐The
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Code

Visual Receptor
and west of the River
Otter, including
Hedgend Road C352 ,
Pound Lane, C366 lane,
Sandy’s Lane.
(Including cyclists on Route
6- Honiton, Stockland and
Upottery circuit and horse
riders on route C4Beacon, Upottery, Luppitt
Circular)

Representative
viewpoint

Nature of existing view
(winter)

Nature of existing
view (summer)

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)

generally have views restricted by trees,
hedges and hedge banks where roads are
sunken. Opportunities to view the existing
A30/A303 are generally very limited;
however, there are some opportunities
for glimpses of traffic using the road from
field gates and over some lower sections
of hedgerow. Due to the narrow nature of
these roads there is limited opportunity
for those in motor vehicles to remove
their attention from the road and views
are more likely to be experienced by
cyclists, horse riders and pedestrians, on
these routes. Where lanes connect with
the A30/A303 traffic and the carriageway
is seen at close quarters. There are some
positive intermittent glimpsed views from
these local/minor roads and lanes across
towards the landmark of Dumpdon Hill
and to the upper valley sides and some
distinctive dispersed farmsteads nestled
into on opposite sides of the valley.

from these routes would
reduce further as some
foreground and the enclosing
trunk road hedgerows, come
into leaf

regularly used route set largely
within a nationally designated
landscape where there are some
noteworthy glimpsed and some
scenic/panoramic views of the
surrounding landscape.

clearance, closure of lower section of the lane, new road construction activity, construction of embankments, an
underbridge and alternative side road connections, creation of an attenuation pond and the installation of new
planting in the form of hedges and hedgerow trees on low and broad earth banks and woodland copses.
On parts of Pound Lane, users of this route would experience visual impacts which would arise from construction
activity and clearance works on the valley side opposite, earthworks, construction of an underbridge, creation of
attenuation areas and implementation of new planting along the new roadside.
Users of the C366 lane north east of Monkton would experience visual impacts that would arise from some
limited vegetation removal, closure of the route, construction activity including installation of a new road, a
culvert and associated planting across part of the route. Also, construction of a new connector road, in a cutting
and associated new planting. Visual impacts would also arise at the north eastern end of Sandy’s Lane from road
widening construction activity, some hedgerow and woodland vegetation clearance, earthworks to create some
embankments associated with widening and the creation of some cuttings associated with an underbridge in the
vicinity. Acoustic fences would also be installed within the edge of new planting works alongside the widened
section of the A30 and planting implemented alongside a new side road. At night, there would be some limited
impacts, during construction, at the end of Sandy’s Lane, on the widened A30, due to a likely requirement for
temporary night time working.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, there would be no change perceptible in transient views, with this option, from Pound Lane
on the west facing valley side of Reddick’s Hill. There would be some large scale change which would form a focal
point on localised sections of Hedgend Road C352 and the C366 Lane in the vicinity of Monkton. From Dumpdon
Lane and lanes on Ford and Dumpdon Hill, there would be some noticeable and conspicuous change experienced
from construction activity on the valley side above and to the south of Monkton. However, these views to
construction activity would be conspicuous but would only be glimpsed through field gates/over occasional low
sections of hedge or wall, given the dense hedgerows that otherwise line these routes. The views of construction
activity from the south eastern end of Sandy’s Lane as it approaches the plateau would form a large change to
the view and would be conspicuous and contrast with the current scene.
Geographical Extent of Influence
No effects are anticipated on the valley side sections of Pound Lane. On Hedgend Road and the C366 Lane, near
Monkton Barton the changes would affect a small extent of the transient views from these lanes in the centre of
the view and at a close distance. From Dumpdon Lane and lanes on Ford and Dumpdon Hill only a moderate
extent of transient views would be affected, at an oblique angle and in the middle to far distance. The
construction works, including widening the A30 to the south east, building a new side road connection and new
planting would only affect a very small extent of the transient view from Sandy Lane but in the centre of the view
and at a close distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to woodland and agriculture.
Magnitude of Effect
Moderate Adverse‐ This option, during construction would have a large effect on a very small extent of three
lanes where these temporary works would be a focal point of the view, elsewhere effects on transient views,
from local lanes on the valley sides, would be occasionally barely discernible or generally not discernible at all.

construction activity
associated with the creation
of the new road would cause
some large deterioration,
some perceptible
deterioration and in many
places at a greater distance,
no discernible change in
transient views experienced
by a medium sensitive
receptor

Appreciation of views by users of
the route is considered to be part
of the experience within this
scenic context.

Construction ‐ Night
At night, there would be some limited impacts, during construction, at the end of Hedgend Road where roads
merge and on Sandy’s Lane, on the widened A30, due to a likely requirement for temporary night time working.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, temporary lighting would cause a large change to the view and would introduce a notable
temporary feature which noticeably contrasts with the current scene, where there are currently only car
headlights, on a short section of road, at the south eastern end of Sandy’s Lane and the south western end of
Hedgend Road C352. No temporary construction lighting effects would be experienced elsewhere on other lanes.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The temporary lighting would only affect a very small extent of the Sandy’s Lane and Hedgend Road but in the
centre of the view and at a close distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
This lighting would be temporary, and in place intermittently during the construction period (6 months advanced
works/2 further year’s construction (short term) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect
Minor Adverse‐ This option, during construction would have a large effect on a very small extent of two lanes
where these temporary works would be a focal point of the view, elsewhere effects would not discernible at
all.
Operation – Day
During operation, in the day, some visual impacts on users of parts Hedgend Road, Pound Lane and Users of the
C366 Lane would arise from the implemented new road and connector roads, associated traffic movements and
the effects of establishing new planting on the sides of the new roads. On Sandy’s Lane, visual impacts would
arise from the implemented side roads connections, associated traffic movements on the side road and the
widened A30, acoustic fences and the effects of establishing new planting on the sides of the new roads. No
additional lighting is proposed in the vicinity of Sandy’s Lane.
Winter Year 1
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Construction‐Night
Night –Slight adverse‐The
temporary lighting associated
with this option would cause
some limited deterioration to
views experienced by a
receptor group of medium
sensitivity
Operation‐Day
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Moderate adverse‐At
year 1, in winter, in the
operation stage, the
completed road, new planting
and traffic passing along the
route would cause some
noticeable deterioration, in
transient views from local
lanes/roads on the plateau
and experienced by a receptor
group of medium sensitivity
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse‐ This option would
cause some localised
noticeable deterioration but
elsewhere there would be no
discernible adverse effects on
transient views from local
lanes/roads experienced by a
receptor group of medium
sensitivity.
Operation‐Night
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Slight adverse‐The
additional car headlights
associated with this option, on
side roads would cause some
limited deterioration to views
experienced by a receptor
group of medium sensitivity.
Summer Year 15
Day‐ Neutral‐ no perceptible
change in the view would be
experienced by a receptor
group of medium sensitivity.
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Representative
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Nature of existing view
(winter)

Nature of existing
view (summer)

Sensitivity

Magnitude
Nature of Change in view

Level of Visual Effect
(Significant –in bold)

Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 1, in winter, there would be some perceptible improvements to transient views
experienced, with this option, from Pound Lane on Reddick’s Hill, on the west facing valley side, as a result of
reduced traffic volumes on adjacent stretches of the existing A30. There would continue to be some large scale
change from diversions of the lane or an under bridge which would form a focal point on localised sections of
Hedgend Road C352 and the C366 Lane in the vicinity of Monkton, at this stage. From Dumpdon Lane and lanes
on Ford and Dumpdon Hill, there would be a noticeable change in transient views from the traffic on the
operational new road on the valley side above Monkton. The traffic and sections of the new road with new
planting would be conspicuous but would only be glimpsed occasionally through field gates/occasional low
sections of wall, given the dense hedgerows that otherwise line these routes. The views of the widened A30 and
new planting on banks from the south eastern end of Sandy’s Lane as it approaches the plateau would form a
noticeable change to the view and would be more conspicuous following vegetation clearance and the creation
of a new side road alignment, in the construction stage, than the visible traffic in the current scene.
Geographical Extent of Influence
No effects are anticipated on the valley side sections of Pound Lane. On Hedgend Road and the C366 Lane, near
Monkton Barton the changes would affect a small extent of the transient views from these lanes in the centre of
the view and at a close distance. From Dumpdon Lane and lanes on Ford and Dumpdon Hill a moderate extent of
transient views would be affected, at an oblique angle and in the middle to far distance. The traffic, widened
road, new side road connection and new planting would only affect views from a very small extent of the Sandy
Lane but in the centre of the view and at a close distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect
Moderate Adverse ‐ This option, during operation, in winter, at year 1, would have a large effect on a very
small extent of three lanes where implemented underbridges bridges would be a focal point of the view,
elsewhere effects on transient views, from local lanes on the valley sides, would be occasionally barely
discernible or generally not discernible at all.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 15, in the summer, there would continue to be some perceptible improvements to
transient views experienced, with this option, from Pound Lane on the west facing valley side of Reddick’s Hill, as
a result of reduced traffic volumes on adjacent stretches of the existing A30. Some localised large scale change in
the form or an underbridge which would be a focal point on localised sections of a diverted Hedgend Road C352
and on the C366 Lane in the vicinity of Monkton would persist despite the establishment of hedgebanks at the
side of retained and new adjacent sunken lanes. From Dumpdon Lane and lanes on Ford and Dumpdon Hill, there
would be a barely perceptible change in transient views arising from the traffic on the operational new road on
the valley side above Monkton by this stage with established hedgebanks and wooded copses alongside the new
road. The views of the widened A30 and established planting on banks from the south eastern end of Sandy’s
Lane as it approaches the plateau would form a noticeable change to the view, however, the view toward traffic
on the A30 would be improved and more limited by established woodland alongside the A30 and established
hedges along the new side road would improve its visual integration reinforcing the positive appearance of a
distinctive sunken lane.
Geographical Extent of Influence
No effects are anticipated on the valley side sections of Pound Lane. On Hedgend Road and the C366 Lane, near
Monkton Barton the changes would affect a small extent of the transient views from these lanes in the centre of
the view and at a close distance. From Dumpdon Lane and lanes on Ford and Dumpdon Hill only a small extent of
transient views would be affected, at an oblique angle and in the middle to far distance. The traffic, widened
road, new side road connection and established tree belts on the side of the A30 would only affect views from a
very small extent of the Sandy Lane but in the centre of the view and at a close distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect
Slight to Moderate Adverse‐ Adverse change to the view experienced from the south east end of Sandy’s Lane
are anticipated to be balanced by positive improvements to the view in this location following the
establishment of proposed planting associated with this option alongside the widened A30. Barely discernible
adverse effects on views from lanes on Dumpdon Hill and Ford Hill would be improved with the established
planting alongside the new road on the valley side, by this stage. Some noticeable change would remain on
short sections of Hedgend Road and the C366 Lane where new roads would continue to be conspicuous despite
new sunken lanes and established hedgebanks.
Operation –Night
During operation at night impacts are anticipated to arise from vehicle headlights.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 1, in winter, at night, there would be some perceptible improvements to night time
transient views experienced, with this option, from Pound Lane on Reddick’s Hill, on the west facing valley side,
as a result of reduced traffic volumes and headlights on adjacent stretches of the existing A30. There would be
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neutral change from car headlights on Hedgend Road C352 and the C366 Lane in the vicinity of Monkton, at this
stage. From Dumpdon Lane and lanes on Ford and Dumpdon Hill, there would be a moderate change in transient
views from visible traffic headlights on the operational new road on the valley side above Monkton. The traffic
headlights on sections of the new road with new planting, outside cuttings, would be conspicuous but would only
be glimpsed occasionally through field gates/occasional low sections of wall, given the dense hedgerows that
otherwise line these routes. The widened views of traffic headlights on the widened A30 from the south eastern
end of Sandy’s Lane as it approaches the plateau would form a noticeable change to the view and would be more
conspicuous following vegetation clearance in the construction stage, than the visible traffic in the current scene.
Geographical Extent of Influence
From Pound Lane traffic headlights would occupy a small extent of the view at a slightly oblique angle at a close
distance. On Hedgend Road and the C366 Lane, near Monkton Barton the changes would affect large extent of
the transient views from these lanes in the centre of the view and at a close distance. From Dumpdon Lane and
lanes on Ford and Dumpdon Hill a moderate extent of transient views would be affected, at an oblique angle and
in the middle to far distance. The traffic headlights on the widened A30 and on the lane itself, would only affect
views from a very small extent of the Sandy Lane but in the centre of the view and at a close distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect
Minor Adverse ‐ This option, during operation, in winter, at year 1, would have a noticeable effect on a very
small extent of some lanes where traffic headlights would be a focal point of the view, elsewhere effects on
transient views, from local lanes on the valley sides, would be occasionally barely discernible or generally not
discernible at all. On Pounds Lane there would be some perceptible improvements in night time views.
Summer Year 15
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 15, in the summer, at night, there would continue to be some perceptible
improvements to transient views experienced, with this option, from Pound Lane on the west facing valley side of
Reddick’s Hill, as a result of reduced traffic volumes and headlights on adjacent stretches of the existing A30.
Traffic headlights on sections of a diverted Hedgend Road C352 and on the C366 Lane in the vicinity of Monkton
are anticipated to be at or close to current levels on the majority of the route. From Dumpdon Lane and lanes on
Ford and Dumpdon Hill, there would be a barely perceptible change (limited to occasional glimpses), in transient
views arising from the traffic headlights on the operational new road on the valley side above Monkton, by this
stage, with established hedgebanks and wooded copses alongside the new road. The views of headlights on the
widened A30 at the south eastern end of Sandy’s Lane as it approaches the plateau would be an improvement
over the current situation by this stage and limited by established woodland alongside the A30. Otherwise, the
number of headlights viewed on the lane is anticipated to continue at the same levels elsewhere.
Geographical Extent of Influence
From Pound Lane traffic headlights would occupy a small extent of the view at a slightly oblique angle at a close
distance. On Hedgend Road and the C366 Lane, near Monkton Barton the changes would affect large extent of
the transient views from these lanes in the centre of the view and at a close distance. From Dumpdon Lane and
lanes on Ford and Dumpdon Hill a moderate extent of transient views would be affected, at an oblique angle and
in the middle to far distance. The traffic headlights on the widened A30 and on the lane itself, would only affect
views from a very small extent of the Sandy Lane but in the centre of the view and at a close distance.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect
No apparent Change overall ‐ Adverse change to the view experienced from the south east end of Sandy’s Lane
are anticipated to be outweighed by positive improvements to the view in this location following the
establishment of proposed tree belt planting and hedgerows associated with this option alongside the
widened A30. Barely discernible adverse effects on views from lanes on Dumpdon Hill and Ford Hill would be
improved with the established planting alongside the new road on the valley side, by this stage. Some localised
perceptible change would remain on short sections of Hedgend Road and the C366 Lane where the effects of
new roads would continue to be discernible despite new sunken lanes and established hedgebanks. On Pound
lane the reduced volume of vehicle headlights on Reddick’s Hill would in combination with other effects on
local lanes, lead to a neutral overall outcome, overall on this receptor group with established mitigation
measures.
R5

Users of other minor
roads on the plateau
including Cook’s Moor
and Viney Lane.
(Including walkers on a
short section of Walk 4Stockland Hill, the
Turbaries and the
Umborne Brook, by the
Rising Sun)

25,26,27,32,34

Day – In the winter, users of the minor
road (Viney Lane) along the Viney Ridge,
on the plateau generally have views
limited by hedges, hedge banks, and
shelter bely spinneys, to the roadside
grass verges except where there are field
gateways or more tightly cut hedges
which permit longer views over enclosed
areas of adjacent farmland. Occasionally
these views go beyond where there is an
absence of scarp woodland and extend to
the top of Dumpdon Hill and the scarp
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Day – In the summer, the view
from Viney Lane to the west
will become more interrupted
as hedges temporarily grow on
and together with roadside
trees come in to leaf.
The nature of views is likely to
persist near Cook’s Moor Lane
as there are either dense
hedgerows or an absence of
intervening trees. From the
lane on Stockland Hill

Medium
Views are from people on a
regularly used route set largely
within a nationally designated
landscape where there are some
noteworthy and some
scenic/panoramic views of the
surrounding landscape.
Appreciation of views by users of
the route is considered to be part
of the experience within this

60

Construction
During construction, visual impacts would arise on users Cook’s Lane and Viney Lane from some limited
vegetation clearance, closure of a section of each lane, construction of a new road, a new connector road to
Viney Lane, creation of an attenuation pond (in the case of Cook’s Lane only) and the installation of new road
side planting in the form of turf hedge banks and hedgerows.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, clearance works, earthworks, construction of cuttings and road construction activity, would
result in some moderate changes that noticeably contrast with other existing features in the transient views
experienced by users of Viney Lane and Cook’s Moor Lane, but limited to short sections of these routes where
they are on the plateau and scarp edge and where views are not limited by dense and tall existing hedgerows or
tree lines.
Geographical Extent of Influence

Construction‐Day
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
adverse‐The construction
activity associated with the
creation of the new road
would cause some noticeable
deterioration and no
perceptible deterioration
elsewhere, in transient views
from local lanes/roads on the
plateau, experienced by a
receptor group of medium
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woodland at St Cyres Hill to the west. On
the lane to Cook’s Moor banks and
hedges also enclose the road, restricting
views to the A30/A303 and its traffic from
this route. However, there are some
intermittent views from gateways across
over lower hedges at the side of the trunk
road where moving vehicles on this route
can be observed. On the lanes running
west from Stockland Hill there are some
channelled longer views across the
Cotleigh Valley to the Viney Hill Ridge and
toward the traffic on the A30/A303 as it
rises onto the plateau from a more
elevated section of the lane to Cook’s
Moor, near the rising Sun.

alongside the Royal Oak farm
shop distant and relatively
open view will be maintained
across toward the Viney Ridge.

scenic context.

The construction activities would affect a moderate extent of localised transient views at a slightly oblique angle,
from users of Viney Lane and Cook’s Moor.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
Construction activity would be temporary, 6 months advanced works/2 further year’s construction (short term),
with some reversibility through return of land to agriculture
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse – Construction activities would be a moderate feature noticeable and readily
apparent in some transient views from localised parts of two local lanes on the plateau and not perceptible
from other parts of those lanes due to some intervening vegetation.

sensitivity.

Construction ‐ Night
At night, there would be some limited impacts, during construction, section of the A30 to be widened on the
plateau, due to a likely requirement for temporary night time working.
Size/ Scale of change
During construction, temporary lighting would cause a temporary large change to the transient views from parts
of Cook’s Moor Lane and would be a noticeable new feature which noticeably contrasts with the current scene,
where there are currently only car headlights, on the widened section of the A30. No temporary construction
lighting effects would be experienced elsewhere on other lanes on the plateau. Effects on Sandy’s Lane have
been covered above under the lanes on valley sides, visual receptor group.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The temporary lighting would only affect a moderate extent on Cook’s Moor Lane, in the centre of the view
and/or at a slightly oblique angle and at middle and near distances.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
This lighting would be temporary, and in place intermittently during the construction period (6 months advanced
works/2 further year’s construction (short term) and would be reversible.
Magnitude of Effect
Minor Adverse‐ This option, during construction would have a noticeable temporary effect on transient views
from a moderate extent of one lane, where these temporary works would be readily apparent; elsewhere
effects would not discernible.
Operation – Day
During operation, visual impacts would arise on users Cook’s Lane and Viney Lane from the implemented new
road and connector roads, associated traffic movements and the effects of establishing new planting on the sides
of the new roads.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 1, in winter, the new road, side roads, traffic and new planting (including installed
turfed hedgebanks and hedges), would result in noticeable changes that continue to noticeably contrast with
other existing features in the transient views experienced by users of northern parts of Viney Lane and Cook’s
Moor Lane, but limited to short sections of these routes where they are on the plateau and scarp edge and
where views are not limited by dense mature vegetation.
Geographical Extent of Influence
The operation stage roads, traffic, underbridge structures and new planting works would affect a moderate
extent of localised transient views at a slightly oblique angle, from users of Viney Lane and Cook’s Moor.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ The new roads, underbridges, traffic and new planting (including installed turf
faced hedgebanks) would form a noticeable feature which is readily apparent in transient views from short
sections of local lanes on the plateau and edge of the scarp.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 15, in summer, the new road, side roads and traffic with established hedgerow planting
(in places alongside installed turfed hedgebanks), would mean that users of Viney Lane would continue to
experience some noticeable change in the view from high sided vehicles using the main route, on limited short
sections of this route where existing and established taller hedgebanks do not interrupt views. Views from Cook’s
Moor, with established hedgebanks and hedgerow trees on new side roads and hedges restored along the
widened section of the A30 would cause a barely perceptible change at this stage with traffic on the new route
largely integrating with the traffic experienced in the existing scene.
Geographical Extent of Influence
At this stage, the new roads, traffic an underbridge structure with established planting would affect a small
extent of localised transient views at a slightly oblique angle, from users of Viney Lane and Cook’s Moor.
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse –During operation the new road and some traffic would continue to be a noticeable feature
and readily apparent in transient views from small sections of local lanes on the plateau. Installed hedgebanks
and hedges would limit views to the new roads themselves and smaller vehicles.
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Construction‐Night
Night‐ Neutral to Slight adverse
– At night, during construction,
this option would cause some
noticeable deterioration, on
parts of Cook’s Moor Lane and
no perceptible change
elsewhere to views
experienced by this receptor
group of medium sensitivity.
Operation‐Day
Winter Year 1
Day‐ Slight to Moderate
Adverse‐At year 1, in winter,
in the operation stage, the
completed road, new planting
and traffic passing along the
route would cause some
noticeable and no perceptible
deterioration elsewhere , in
transient views from local
lanes/roads on the plateau
and experienced by a receptor
group of medium sensitivity.

Summer Year 15
Day‐ Slight adverse‐This option
would cause some noticeable
deterioration, at a localised
level on Viney Lane and no
discernible deterioration
elsewhere to the night time
transient views experienced
from local lanes/roads by this
receptor group of medium
sensitivity
Operation‐Night
Winter Year 1
Night‐ Slight to Moderate
Adverse‐ This option would
cause some noticeable
deterioration at a localised
level on Viney Lane and Cook’s
Moor Lane and no perceptible
deterioration on other local
lanes in transient views from
local lanes/roads experienced
by a receptor group of
medium sensitivity.
Summer Year 15
Night‐Slight Adverse‐ Slight
adverse ‐This option would
cause some noticeable
deterioration, at a localised
level, at the northern end of
Viney Lane and no discernible
deterioration elsewhere to the
night time transient views
experienced from local
lanes/roads by this receptor
group of medium sensitivity.
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Operation –Night
During operation at night impacts are anticipated to arise from vehicle headlights.
Winter Year 1
Size/ Scale of change
In year 1 of operation, in winter, at night, effects on users of local lanes on the plateau arising from the
introduction of traffic and car headlights are anticipated to form a noticeable change, conspicuous and
contrasting feature in views from the northern end of Viney Lane, where some headlights and the associated cast
of intermittent lighting would be visible above some of the installed hedgebanks. From Cook’s Moor, at this
stage, there would also be some noticeable change, with the effects of car headlights being more apparent and
partially contrasting on the side road linking to Viney Lane, with the existing night time scene.
Geographical Extent of Influence
In year 1, in winter, the effects of vehicle headlights, with new turf hedgebanks and hedge planting would affect a
moderate extent of localised transient views at a slightly oblique angle, from users of Viney Lane and Cook’s
Moor
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
These effects would be temporary and apparent in the short/medium term (1‐10 years).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor to Moderate Adverse‐ at this stage, car headlights would form a noticeable and readily apparent new
feature in transient views from parts of Viney Lane and Cook’s Moor, in places where the existing view is
currently dark.
Summer Year 15 ‐Day
Size/ Scale of change
During operation, at year 15, at night, car headlights with established roadside turfed hedgebank and hedgerow
planting would result in users of Viney Lane continuing to experience some noticeable change in the view from
high sided vehicles using the main route, on limited short sections of this route where existing and established
new hedgebanks do not interrupt views. Views of vehicle headlights from Cook’s Moor, with established
hedgebanks and hedgerow trees on new side roads and hedges restored along the widened section of the A30
would lead to no perceptible change, at this stage, with traffic headlights on the new route largely integrating
with headlight effects experienced in the existing scene.
Geographical Extent of Influence
In year 15, in summer, vehicle headlights with established new planting alongside hedgebanks, would affect a
small extent of localised transient views at a slightly oblique angle, from users of Viney Lane and Cook’s Moor..
Duration of Effect/ Reversibility
The change would be permanent and long term (year 15 and beyond).
Magnitude of Effect‐
Minor Adverse‐ During operation, at year 15, at night, vehicle headlights on the proposed main road where it
passes alongside Viney Lane would continue to be a noticeable feature and readily apparent in transient views
from small sections of this local lane. Installed hedgebanks combined with some taller existing hedges would
limit views to the car headlights from most sections of this lane. From Cook’s Moor Lane with established
roadside hedges alongside the side roads and widened A30, there would be no apparent perceptible change in
view from the existing night time scene.

The following potential viewers, identified in the scoping report, have been scoped out at this stage:
 Residents in Combe Raleigh (as Crook Hill intervenes);
 Sections of footpath 15,17 and 20, to the east of Stockland Hill (as hedges and landform generally conceal any views);
 Users of footpath 16 and 19 in Middle and Lower Luxton (due to intervening vegetation);
 Users of footpaths 2 and 11 south and east of Combe Raleigh (due to intervening vegetation and landform);
 Users of public Footpaths 4, 13 and 18 near Buckerell ( Due to distance and intervening features);
 The Otter Valley Golf Centre (This facility has now closed for business)
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